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Summary

Over the past two years, staff has been engaged in the Integrated Water Resource Plan (IRP) review process with
the overall goal of updating the water resources development strategy for the Metropolitan service area. Under
the policy direction and oversight of the specially created IRP Steering Committee, a comprehensive process of
board, member agency, retail agency, and stakeholder involvement and technical workgroups was undertaken.
The result of this planning process is a new strategy the 20 I0 IRP Update, that sets the goals and framework for
water resources development (see Attachment 1, Attachment 2, and Attachment 3). This strategy enables
Metropolitan and its member agencies to manage future challenges and changes in California's water conditions
and to balance investments with water reliability benefits.

Change in water conditions is certain. The last two decades have proven that water resources in
Southern California will continue to change due to emerging challenges, including new environmental
regulations, climate change and economic unknowns. Recognizing that these changes could dramatically affect
key supplies, adaptation will be impoliant to maintaining a reliable, high quality water supply.

At the same time, Metropolitan faces a balancing act with planning. Given the uncertainties that affect water
supplies and demands, there is considerable risk of shortage. There is likewise a similar risk of unnecessary
investments in new supplies and facilities, if those shortage conditions do not materialize. The ability to adapt
according to foreseeable water needs will be key to prudent and balanced planning.

The IRP Strategy is a three-component plan that includes:

• Core Resources Strategy-The core resources strategy represents basel ine effOl1s to manage water
supply and demand conditions. This strategy is based on "what we know today," including detailed
planning assumptions about future demographic scenarios, water supply yields, and a range of observed
historical weather patterns. Under this strategy, Metropolitan and its member agencies will advance water
use efficiency through conservation and recycled water, along with further local supply development such
as groundwater recovery and seawater desalination. Metropolitan will also stabilize traditional impor1ed
supplies fi'om the Colorado River and orthern California.

• Uncertainty Buffer-The new IRP sets goals for a range of potential "buffer" suppl ies to protect the
region from possible shortages in a cost-effective manner, starting with a further expansion of
conservation and water use efficiency on a region-wide basis. Future water conditions will likely fall
outside of the projected conditions assumed by the Core Resources Strategy due to challenges in the
Delta, Colorado River, regulatory restrictions, economics, and climate change. The buffer enables the
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region to adapt to future circumstances and foreseeable challenges. Importantly, this strategy emphasizes
regional collaboration to create greater opportunities to meet future demands.

• Foundational Actions-Foundnlional Actions guide the region in detennining altemntive supply options

for long-range planning. If future changed conditions - either with the climate or availability of
resources - should prove greater than what is offset by Metropolitan's Core Resources Strategy and
Uncertainty Buffer, alternatives would be called for implementation. These actions, including feasibility
studies, technological research, and regulatory review, lay the foundation for potential alternative
resource development.

Through the public forums, written comments and member agency discussions it has become clear that there
remain concerns on how best to plan and adapt for uncertainty, the appropriate role for Metropolitan in
developing local supplies and the impact of any actions on Metropolitan's rates. However, there is a high degree
of consensus that the proposed approach in this IRP best addresses these concerns and tensions will need to be
addressed on an ongoing basis as we go forward.

Stnf'frecommends ndopting this 2010 lRP Updnte ns n guideline for regional resource developmenl to further
reliability in the face of uncertain changing conditions and challenges. The IRP is a voluntary, nonbinding,
planning document that does not involve any commitment to any specific project, and thus adoption of the
2010 IRP Update is not subject to California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).

Background

Through the years, Metropolitan has gradually shifted from being exclusively a supplier of imported water to
collaborating with its mcmbcr agcncics on regional watcr supply planning issucs. Aftcr thc drought of
1987-1992, Metropolitan recognized the many changing conditions it would be facing in the future and the need
to develop a long-tenn water resources strategy to fulfill its mission. The plan that came our ofthis process was
the IRP. Metropolitan'S resource strategy has been based on its IRP. which was first adopted in 1996 and updated
in 2004.

19961RP

[n 1996, Metropolitan developed its first IRP to address the complexity of developing, maintaining, and
delivering a reliable supply of water to its member agencies. One of the Fundamental outcomes of the 1996 IRP
was the understanding that regional water supply reliability could be achieved through the implementation of a
diverse portfolio of resource investments, both local and imported, and conservation measures. The resulting
1996 IRP strategy is a balance between demand management and supply augmentation. Having identified the
need for a portfolio of different supplies to meet its demands, the 1996 IRP analyzed numerous resource
portfolios before establishing an optimal blend of supplies, referred to as the "Preferred Resource Mix" that would
provide the region with reliable and affordable water supplies through 2020.

2004 IRP Update

[n 2004, as part of its commitment to continue to evaluate and adjust to changing water supply conditions, the
Board adopted an updated IRP. The 2004 IRP Update had three objectives:

• Review the goals and achievements of the 19961RP;
• IdentitY the changed conditions for water resource development; and
• Update resource development targets through 2025.

The 2004 IRP Update also explicitly recognized the need to handle uncertainties inherent in any planning process.
A key component of the 2004 IRP Update was the addition of a 10 percent "planning butTer". The planning
buffer identified additional supplies, both imp0l1ed and locally developed, that could be implemented to address
uncertainty in future supplies and demands. However, because it was a "planning buffer" Metropolitan did not
implement operational components and thus additional water from the buffer was not available to meet the most
recent uncertainties, namely the Endangered Species Act fisheries-based pumping restrictions in the Califomia
Bay·Deita.
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Updating the JRP

The IRP has been both a planning framework and a blueprint for resource program development. Past plans were
formulated with input from key stakeholders. For the 20 I0 IRP Update, Metropolitan again sought input from
member agencies, retail water agencies, and other stakeholders including water and wastewater managers,
environmental interests, businesses, and the community. Recognizing that the conditions for developing and
maintaining water supply reliahility have changed, Metropolitan set out not only to update the lRP, hut to
examine how best to adapt IRP to a new water supply paradigm of uncertainty.

A Process of Regional Collaboration

To provide more direct involvement of the Metropolitan Board in the IRP process, the Board created the IRP
Steering Committee. This IRP Steering Committee met on a regular basis to receive information and briefings
from Metropolitan staff.

Metropolitan also sought out a variety of participants to identify key areas of concern, gather input on important
issues, and learn detailed challenges of resource development from experts. This effort was implemented through
a structured planning process that organized the various tasks of gathering regional data and input, performing
analyses, and establishing future direction. This structured planning process included Stakeholder Forums in the
fall of2008 and again in 2010 during which Metropolitan and its board, member agency managers, elected
officials, and community groups collectively discussed strategic direction and regional water solutions; presenting
ideas at a variety of Public Forums, including from boards of member agencies, retail water agencies, local
interest groups, community gatherings, and business meetings; a Technical Oversight Committee to provide
overall oversight and steering of technical analysis; and technical workgroups to provide information resource
development for conservation, graywater, groundwater, recycled water, seawater desalination, and stormwater.

Strategic Policy Review

As a result of the regional collaboration process outlined above, the Board determined that it needed to address
Metropolitan's future role in managing and developing the region's water supplies. Therefore, Metropolitan held
a series of workshops at the Board level to evaluate Metropolitan's future regional role and its mission. A forum
called the Strategic Policy Review was created to delve into core policies and establish new directions if
necessa!)'. The purpose of the review was to examine the impact of different roles for Metropolitan and its
member agencies in developing water resources and supply reliability at the retail service level in the future.

The Strategic Policy Review analysis supported various perspectives on Metropolitan's role in achieving
cost-effective reliability and no one approach was chosen to define Metropolitan's future role. Each approach
provided insight into the regional impact of different methods of resource development and the Strategic Policy
Review identified the strengths of the various approaches as a guideline for a future role for Metropolitan.

Findings and Conclusions

Earlier versions of the IRP dating back to 1996 set a regional reliability goal of meeting "full·service demands al
the retail level under all foreseeable hydrologic conditions." True to this reliability goal, the 20 I0 IRP seeks to
stabilize Metropolitan's traditional imported water supplies and establish water reserves to withstand California's
inevitable d!)' cycles and growth in water demand. The 2010 IRP takes additional steps by promoting water use
efficiency to further ensure reliability. Crafted through a collaborative, open process, it spells out a strategy to
buffer the region from fulure changing circumstances through accelerated conservation and local supply
development. And it advances long-tern1 planning for potential future contingency resources, such as stonmvater
capture and large·scale seawater desalination, in close coordination with Metropolitan's 26 member agencies and
other utilities.

Providing a safe and reliable water supply for the future will come at a cost. This new IRP recognizes the need to
carefully coordinate with local water districts to vigilantly maintain the most cost-effective approaches. The
increase in Metropolitan's rates between 2010 and 2035 will be affected by many variables. Historically, the
national real cost of water and sewer maintenance has increased at a rate of about 2 percent above inflation.
Projections in the IRP show that Metropolitan's future rate increases would be at or below these historic norms
for the indust!)'.
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Next Steps

Upon board adoption of the 2010 IRP Update, Metropolitan stafTwill initiate a number of activities to achieve the
goals of the 2010 IRP Update in collaboration with member agencies, including:

• Develop the Long-Tenn Conservation Plan to help the region meet the goal ofa 20 percent reduction in

per capita water use by 2020;

• Identify triggers that can be monitored and criteria that can be used as a basis for future project

consideration;

• Review local project development plans and needs;

• Maintain a working inventory of potential local projects that can be considered for future

implementation;

• Establish specific foundational actions that should be taken to improve development ofaltemative

resources for consideration and approval by the Board; and

• Re-establish collaborative workgroups to focus on specific resource development challenges.

[n the event that Metropolitan considers approving any of the individual projects or actions listed in the 2010 IRP
Update or other future projects, CEQA documentation will be prepared and processed in accordance with CEQA
and the State CEQA Guidelines.

Policy

By Minute Item 14727, dated December 16, 1952, board adoption of a statement of policy with regard to the
plans being proposed for the importation or development of large, additional water supplies for the area coming
within the scope of this District

By Minute Item 39412, dated January 14, 1992, board adoption of the revised mission statement of the
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California

By Minute Item 41734, dated January 9, 1996, board adoption of the Integrated Water Resources Plan

By Minute Item 43810, dated December 14, 1999, board adoption of the Strategic Plan Policy Principles

By Minute Item 44696, dated November 20, 200 I, board adoption of the Integrated Water Resources Plan Update
workplan

By Minute Item 45841, dated July 13,2004, the Board approved the Integrated Water Resources Plan Update
report and the regular interval of IRP Implementation Reports and IRP updates.

By Minute Item 47264, dated October 9,2007, Transmittal of2007 Integrated Water Resources Plan
Implementation Report

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)

CEQA detennination for Option #1:

Adoption of the 2010 IRP Update is not subject to CEQA because the IRP is a voluntary, nonbinding, planning
document that does not involve any commitment to any specific project. (Sections 15262, 15378(b)(2), and
I5378(b)(5) of the State CEQA Guidelines.) As a result, the IRP Update itself is not a "project" for purposes of
CEQA, as adoption of the document by the Metropolitan Board of Directors will not result in any direct or
reasonably foreseeable indirect adverse change in the physical environment. (See CEQA Guidelines
Section 15378(a).) In the event that, despite the nonbinding nature of the IRP, Metropolitan considers approving
any of the individual projects listed in the 2010 IRP Update or other future projects, CEQA documentation will be
prepared and processed in accordance with CEQA and the State CEQA Guidelines. In addition, the activities
associated with this proposed action are not subject to CEQA as they involve planning and feasibility efforts,
data/information collecting, inspections of facilities, and educational training and outreach. (Section 15306 of the
State CEQA Guidelines.) Furthermore, to the extent this IRP Strategy serves as the basis for the urban water
shortage contingency analysis required under Sections 10631, et seq., of the Water Code and is incorporated into
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Metropolitan's Regional Urban Water Management Plan, the preparation, adoption, and subsequent planning
activities associated with these aspects of the IRP Update are statutorily exempt from CEQA, as set forth in
Section 10652 of the Water Code. Finally, board adoption of the TRP update is subject to the "general exemption"
from CEQA, as, in light of the nonbinding character of the document, it can be seen with certainty that there is no
possibility that the proposed action may have a significant effect on the environment, the proposed action is not
subject to CEQA (Section I5061 (b)(3) of the State CEQA Guidelines).

The CEQA determination is: Determine that the proposed action is not subject to CEQA pursuant to
Sections I506 I(b)(3), 15306, 15262, I5378(b)(2), and I5378(b)(5) of the State CEQA Guidelines and
Section 10652 of the Water Code.

CEQA determination for Option #2:

one required

Board Options

Option #1
Adopt the CEQA determination and the 20 I0 Integrated Resources Plan Update.
Fiscal Impact: 0 immediate impact; Metropolitan's long-term costs will depend upon individual future
project approvals. The 2010 1RP includes projections for Metropolitan's rates that could occur over time.
The projected rate increases depend on many variables, but reflect annual average increases that are less than
2 percent above inflation.
Business Analysis: Metropolitan's business is to provide a reliable supply of water to its service area. The
2010 IRP Update is a roadmap to how Metropolitan will accomplish its mission for the next 25 years and
suppol1s Metropolitan's Regional Urban Water Management Plan (RUMWP) in compliance with the Water
Code and the retail agencies' supply assessments required under SB 221/610.

Option #2
Do not adopt the 20 I0 Integrated Resources Plan Update.
Fiscal Impact: one
Business Analysis: This option reduces the ability to support Metropolitan's RUMWP and retail water
agencies' supply assessments required under SB 221/610.

Staff Recommendation

Option #1

9129/2010
Date

9129/2010
Date

Attachment 1 -Integrated Water Resources Plan 2010 Update

Attachment 2 -Integrated Water Resources Plan 2010 Update Executive Summary

Attachment 3 -Integrated Water Resources Plan 2010 Update Appendix

Ref# wrm12607799
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1
Background,
Historical Conditions, &
Current Status

The Metropolitan Water District
of Southern California
Formation & Purpose
The Metropolitan Water District of Southern
Califo.rnia. (Metropolitan) is a public agency
orgamzed In 1928 by a vote of the electorates of 11
cities located in Southern California. The agency
was enabled by the Metropolitan Water District
Act which was passed into law by the California
Legislature. Metropolitan was formed "for the
purpose of developing, storing, and distributing
water" to the residents of Southern California.

Metropolitan imports and distributes water
from the Colorado River through its Colorado
River Aqueduct (CRA) and from the Feather
River through the State Water Project (SWP).
Metropolitan also develops other water resource
and conservation projects throughout the state.

In. 1~92, the Metropolitan adopted the follOWing
miSSIon tatement:

"To prOVide its service area with adequate and
reliable supplies of high-quality water to meet
present and future needs in an environmentally
and economically responsible way."

Member Agencies
Metropolitan is currentlycomposed of26 member
agencies, consisting of 14 cities, 11 municipal
water districts, and one county water authority.
Metropolitan is a water wholesaler with no retail
customers, and it provides treated and untreated
water directly to its member agencies. Table 1.1
shows Metropolitan's member agencies and the
type ofservice provided. Fifteen member agencies
proVide retail service to customers, nine provide

only wholesale service, and two provide a
combination of both. Metropolitan's member
agencies serve residents in 152 cities and 89
unincorporated communities. Throughout
Metropolitan's service area, approximately 250
retail agencies supply water to the public.

Metropolitan's member agencies deliver a
combination of local grow1dwater, local
surface water, recycled water, and imported
water purchased from Metropolitan. For some
member agencies, Metropolitan upplie all the
water used within that agency's service area,
while others obtain varying amounts of water
from Metropolitan to supplement local supplies.
Metropolitan has historically provided between
45 and 60 percent of the municipal and industrial
(M&I), and agricultural water used within its
service area. The remaining water supply comes
from local groundwater basins, local surface
water, recycling, the city of Los Angeles' aqueduct
(LAA) from the eastern Sierra Nevada, and the
San Diego County Water Authority's (SDCWA)
water transfers from the Imperial Irrigation
District (IID) delivered through an exchange
of water supplies with Metropolitan. Member
agencies also implement conservation programs
that can be considered part of their supplies.

Service Area
Metropolitan's service area covers the Southern
California coastal plain, as seen in Figure 1.1.
It extends about 200 miles along the Pacific
Ocean from the city of Oxnard on the north to
the international boundary with Mexico on the
south, and it reaches as far as 70 mile inland
from the coast. The total area served is nearly
5,200 square miles and it include portion of

1-1
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and recorded in meeting
minutes. The policies
established by the Board
are subject to all applicable
laws and regulations.

The management of
Metropolitan i under the
direction of its General
Manager, who serves at the
discretion of the Board, as
do Metropolitan's General
Auditor, General Counsel,
and Ethics Officer.

Integrated
Resources
Planning
Since its creation in 1928,
Metropolitan has focused
on providing reliable
water supply to the people
and economy of Southern
California. Metropolitan's
role in contributing to
that broad mission has
been shaped by a history
of important principles
and policies. In 1952,
the Laguna Declaration
positioned Metropolitan
to "provide its service area
with adequate supplies of
water to meet expanding
and increasing needs,"

and established Metropolitan's leadership role in
"closing the gap" between the region's water needs
and its locally available water supplies. In 1996
Metropolitan developed its first Integrated Water
Resources Plan (IRP) to address the compleXity
of developing, maintaining, and delivering a
reliable supply of water to its member agencies.
The IRP established targets for a diversified
portfolio of investments in water supply that have
prOVided the foundation for continued water
supply reliability during a period of prolonged
drought and severe regulatory limitations.

The IRP established a long-term water re ources
strategy to fulfill Metropolitan's mission of
providing a high quality, reliable water upply

TABLE 1.1 METROPOLITAN'S MEMBER

AGENCIES BY SERVICE PROVIDED

Retail Agencies
Beverly Hills, City of

Burbank, City of

Compton, City of

Glendale, City of

Las Virgenes Municipal Water District

Long Beach, City of

Los Angeles, City of

Pasadena, City of

San Fernando, City of

San Marino, City of

Santa Monica, City of

Torrance, City of

Anaheim, City of

Fullerton, City of

Santa Ana, City of

Retail & Wholesale Agencies
Eastern Municipal Water District

Western Municipal Water District

Wholesale Agencies

Central Basin Municipal Water District

Foothill Municipal Water District

Three Valleys Municipal Water District

Upper San Gabriel Valley Municipal Water District

West Basin Municipal Water District

Municipal Water District of Orange County
(MWDOC)

Inland Empire Utilities Agency

San Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA)

Calleguas Municipal Water District

Board of Directors
& Management
Team
Metropolitan's Board
of Directors (Board)
currently consists of 37
directors. Each member
agency has at least one
representative, with the
agency's assessed valuation
determining its additional
representation and voting
rights. Directors can be
appointed by the chief
executive officer of the
member agency with the
consent of the governing
body of the member
agency or be elected by
a majority vote of the
governing body of the member agency. The
Board includes bu ines , professional, and civic
leaders and meetings are generally held on the
econd Tuesday of each month and are open to

the public.

Throughout its history, the Board has delegated
certain tasks to Metropolitan taff, which are
codified in Metropolitan's Admini trative Code.
In addition, Metropolitan ha developed policy
principles to help achieve it stated mi sion.
These policies can be found in a variety of
documents including: pecific policy statement ,
board-adopted policy principles, and letters
submitted to the Board. Policy statements are also
embedded in formal board meeting discussions

Los Angeles, Orange,
Riverside, San Bernardino,
San Diego, and Ventura
counties. Table 1.2
shows that although only
14 percent of the land
area of the six Southern
California counties is
within Metropolitan's
service area, 86 percent
of the populations of
those counties reside
within Metropolitan's
boundaries.

THE ,\1 E T R 0 POL I TAN \V ATE R D J T OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE 1.1 METROPOLITAN'S MEMBER AGENCIES

MUNICIPAL
WATER

DISTRICT OF
ORANGE
COUNTY

Y.. / SAN FERNANDO

J....,..FOOTHILL MWD
;'I,. SAN MARINO

SWPWE
BRANCH

TABLE 1.2 AREA & POPULATION IN METROPOLITAN SERVICE AREA

County Los San San
Angeles Orange Riverside Bernardino Diego Ventura Total

Land Area (Square Miles)

County Total 4,061 789 7,208 20,052 4,200 1,845 38,155

Metropolitan Service Area Total 1,408 699 1,057 242 1,420 365 5,191

Percent in Metropolitan 35% 89% 15% 1% 33% 20% 14%

Population

County Total 10,409,000 3,155,000 2,128,000 2,064,000 3,208,000 841,000 22,805,000

Metropolitan Service Area Total 9,500,000 3,155,000 1,520,000 816,000 3,076,000 617,000 18,684,000

Percent in Metropolitan 91% 100% 71% 40% 96% 73% 86%

Source: California Department of Finance, California Statistical Abstract, and Metropolitan-developed statistics. Data as of July 1, 2009.

THE ,\1 E T R 0 POL I TAN WATER DJ T o F SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
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for its service area by identifying a range of
potential resource development needs, supply
alternatives, adaptation measures, and program
implementation blueprints.

19961RP
Metropolitan has gradually shifted from being
exclusively a supplier of imported water to
collaborating with it member agencies on
regional water supply planning issues. After the
drought of 1987-1992, Metropolitan recognized
the many changing conditions it would be facing
in the future and the need to develop a long-term
water resources strategy to fulfill its mission. The
plan that came out of thi proce wa the IRP.
The first IRP was adopted by Metropolitan in
1996. The 1996 IRP was guided by six objectives
e tablished by Metropolitan's Board early in the
process. The goals of the IRP is to maintain and
en ure:

• Reliability;

• Affordability;

• Water quality;

• Diversity;

• Flexibility; and

• Acknowledge environmental and institutional
constraints.

One of the fundamental outcomes of the 1996
IRP was the under tanding that regional water
supply reliability could be achieved through the
implementation of a diverse portfolio of reSOUTce
inve tments and conservation measures. The
resulting 1996 IRP strategy is a balance between
demand management and upply augmentation.
For example, in its dry-year profile, the resource
framework counts on an almost equal balance
between water con ervation and recycled water
on one hand and withdrawal from storage and
water transfers on the other. The 1996 IRP is
also a balance between the use of local resources
and imported supplies. In a dry-year, about
55 percent of the region's water resources were
projected to come from local resources and
conservation. Additionally, through the 1996
IRP process Metropolitan found solution that
offer long-term reliability at the lowest possible
cost to the region as a whole.

THE ,\1 E T R 0 POL I TAN \V ATE R D J
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Having identified the need for a portfolio of
different supplies to meet its demands, the 1996
IRP analyzed numerous resource portfolios
before establishing an optimal blend of supplies,
referred to as the "Preferred Resource Mix"
that would provide the region with reliable and
affordable water supplies through 2020.

The analysis of these supplies determined the best
mix of resources and the target supply amount
based the cost-effectiveness, diversification, and
reliability. Establishing the Preferred Resource
Mix is an integral part of the 1996 IRP and
subsequent updates have continued to diversify
Metropolitan's water portfolio and establi h
broad resource targets for each of the major
supplies available to the region, as described in
Table 1.3.

2004 IRP Update
In 2004, as part of its commitment to continue
to evaluate and adjust to changing water upply
conditions, the Metropolitan Board adopted an
updated IRP. The 2004 IRP Update had three
objectives:

• Review the goals and achievements of the
1996 IRP;

• Identify the changed conditions for water
resource development; and

• Update resource development targets through
2025.

The 2004 IRP Update process fulfilled the new
objectives and updated the long-term plan to
account for new water planning legislation. The
updated plan contained resource development
targets through 2025, which reflected changed
conditions, including increased conservation
savings, planned increases in local supplies, and
increased uncertainty. The 2004 IRP Update
also explicitly recognized the need to handle
uncertainties inherent in any planning process.
ome of these uncertainties include:

• Population and economic growth;

• Water quality regulations;

• ew chemical contaminants;

• Endangered pecie affecting ource of
supplies; and

• Changes in climate and hydrology.

As a result, a key component of the 2004
IRP Update was the addition of a 10 percent
"planning buffer." The planning buffer identified
additional supplies, both imported and locally
developed, that could be implemented to address
uncertainty in future supplies and demands.
However, Metropolitan did not implement
operational components of the planning buffer
to meet any of the aspects of future uncertainty.

IRP & Other Planning Efforts
The IRP i intended as a regional water re ource
planning document which identifies potential
supplies to meet future demand. Thi al 0

entails contingencies for supply and demand
uncertaintie . However, Metropolitan recognized
that reliable and comprehensive water planning
goes beyond resource development. Metropolitan
has pur ued and developed program to addre
emergency response for the Bay-Delta, storage,
regional di a tel', energy management, long
term financial implications, and coordination
with local agencie ' own planning effort .

The IRP sets out a general policy framework only
and does not constitute approval of any pecific
actions by Metropolitan. The IRP proces
provides flexible planning direction, ubject
to annual adjustments and periodic updates.
SpeCific initiatives or individually-listed project
are representative only and subject to full
environmental study and board deliberation and
reconsideration prior to any future approval.
Thus, the IRP and its updates do not constitute
final, binding decisions by Metropolitan, nor
are they projects subject to specific review
under the California Environmental Quality
Act (CEQA). Potential projects re ulting from
policies within this 2010 IRP update will be fully
analyzed and studied prior to any approval or
implementation by Metropolitan. Furthermore,
to the extent the IRP erve a the basi for the
urban water shortage contingency analysis and
i incorporated into Metropolitan' Regional
Urban Water Management Plan, its preparation,
adoption, and subsequent planning activities are
tatutorily exempt from CEQA.

Emergency Response
This update to the IRP shows how Metropolitan
plans to develop its water resource supply
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TABLE 1.3 DESCRIPTION OF REGIONAL RESOURCES

Code-Based

Supply
Colorado River
Aqueduct (CRA)

State Water
Project (SWP)

Conservation

Description
Metropolitan holds a basic apportionment of Colorado River water and has priority for an
additional amount depending on availability of surplus supplies. Water management programs
supplement these apportionments.

Metropolitan receives water delivered under State Water Contract provisions, including Table
A contract supplies, use of carryover storage in San Luis Reservoir, and Article 21 interruptible
supplies.

Metropolitan and the member agencies sponsor numerous conservation programs in
the region that involve research and development, incentives, and consumer behavior
modification.

Water savings resulting from plumbing codes and other institutionalized
Conservation water efficiency measures.

Active Conservation Water saved as a direct resu It of programs and practices directly funded
by a water utility (e.g., measures outlined by the California Urban Water
Conservation Council's (CUwcq Best Management Practices (BMPs).
Water savings from active conservation completed through 2008 will
decline to zero as the lifetime of those devices is reached. This will be
offset by an increase in water savings for those devices that are mandated
by law, plumbing codes or other efficiency standards,

local Resources

Price Effect

Conservation
Groundwater

Groundwater
Recovery

Los Angeles
Aqueduct (LAA)

Recycling

Surface Water

Reductions in customer use attributable to changes in the real (inflation
adjusted) cost of water.

Member agency produced groundwater from the groundwater basins
within the service area.

Locally developed and operated, groundwater recovery projects treat
contaminated groundwater to meet potable use standards. Metropolitan
offers financial incentives to local and member agencies through its Local
Resources Program for recycled water and groundwater recovery. Details
of the local resources programs are provided in Appendix A.6.

A major source of imported water is conveyed from the Owens Valley
via the LAA by Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP).
Although LADWP imports water from outside of Metropolitan's service
area, Metropolitan classifies water provided by the LAA as a local
resource because it is developed and controlled by a local agency.

Recycled water projects recycle wastewater for M&I use.

Surface water used by member agencies comes from stream diversions
and rainwater captured in reservoirs.

Groundwater
Conjunctive Use
Storage Programs
Surface Water

Storage

Central Valley
Storage &
Transfers

Metropolitan sponsors various groundwater storage programs, including, cyclic storage
programs, long-term replenishment storage programs, and contractual conjunctive use
programs. Details of the groundwater storage programs are provided in Appendix A.4.

Metropolitan reservoirs (Diamond Valley Lake, Lake Mathews, Lake Skinner) and flexible
storage in California Department of Water Resources (DWR) reservoirs (Castaic Lake, Lake
Perris). Details of the surface storage reservoirs are provided in Appendix A.5.

Central Valley storage programs consist of partnerships with Central Valley water districts
to allow Metropolitan to store SWP in wetter years for return in drier years. Metropolitan's
Central Valley transfer programs consist of partnerships with Central Valley Project and SWP
settlement contractors to allow Metropolitan to purchase water in drier years. Details of the
Central Valley Storage and Transfer programs are provided in Appendix A.3.
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portfolio out to the year 2035, including planning
for hydrologic, regulatory and other types of
uncertainties. However, it does not address other
types of emergencies, such as earthquakes, that
could negatively affect Metropolitan's delivery
of water to its customers. Metropolitan has a
long history of emergency planning, and the
following describes how Metropolitan organizes
and deploys resources to manage emergencies
and ensure continuity ofwater system operations
and critical business processes.

Operating Policy A-06 is included as Appendix
A.16. Under the policies identified, Metropolitan
will maintain the following:

• Emergency Response Plan;

• Emergency Response Organization;

• Business Continuity Plan; and

• IT Disaster Recovery Plan.

These policies and resulting plan will en ure
that Metropolitan will have the business and
organizational capability to continue to deliver
water to its customers during an emergency.

The next element of Metropolitan's
emergency planning details how
Metropolitan will respond to earthquakes
within its service area and in the critical
Bay-Delta. Recognizing the threat of
earthquakes to its facilities in Southern
California, Metropolitan commissioned Report

o. 1335-System Reliability Plan, Potential
Effects of Southern California Seismic Events
on Metropolitan's Water Deliveries. This report
provides a perspective on the magnitude of
damage that could result from moderate and
extreme earthquakes, the corresponding potential
impacts on Metropolitan water deliveries, and
estimated time frames for restoring service. The
report also offers recommendations for reducing
the potential impacts of certain significant
seismic events.

Metropolitan's Board also approved a Bay-Delta
Levees Emergency Preparedness and Response
Plan to respond to the risk of a catastrophic
failure of the Bay-Delta levee system. A copy of
this plan is included as Appendix A.14.

The final element of Metropolitan's emergency
preparedness i its emergency torage program.

Metropolitan established its criteria for
determining emergency storage requirements
in the October 1991 Final EIR for the Eastside
Reservoir, which is now named Diamond Valley
Lake. These criteria were clarified in a report to
Metropolitan's Board entitled Metropolitan's
Emergency Storage Requirement, dated May 11,
2010 and included as Appendix A.IS.

Emergency storage requirements are based on the
potential of a major earthquake damaging the
aqueducts that transport Southern California's
imported water upplies (SWP, CRA, and LAA).
The adopted criteria assume that damage from
such an event could render the aqueducts out of
service for six months. Therefore, Metropolitan
has based its planning on a 100 percent reduction
in its imported supplies for a period ofsix months.
The emergency plan outlines that under such a
catastrophe, non-firm service deliveries would be
suspended, and firm supplies to member agencies
would be restricted by a mandatory cutback of
25 percent from normal-year demand levels. At
the same time, water stored in surface reservoirs
and groundwater basins under Metropolitan's
interruptible program would be made available,
and Metropolitan would draw on its emergency
storage, as well as other available storage.
Metropolitan has reserved up to half of Diamond
Valley Lake storage to meet such an emergency,
while the remainder is available for dry-year and
seasonal supplies. In addition, Metropolitan
has access to emergency storage at its other
reservoirs, at the SWP terminal reservoirs,
and in its groundwater conjunctive use storage
accounts. With few exceptions, Metropolitan
can deliver this emergency supply throughout
its service area via gravity, thereby eliminating
dependence on power sources that could also be
disrupted by a major earthquake.

While it is impossible to completely eliminate the
risk of earthquakes and other natural disa tel'S,
Metropolitan's planning will significantly reduce
the impact of these events to the resident of
Southern California.

Energy Management Initiatives
Metropolitan's Board established energy as a
core initiative at its 2007 Board Retreat, and
subsequently adopted revised Energy Policy
Principles in 2008. Since the energy initiative
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was established, Metropolitan staff has
provided a number of energy-related briefings
to the Board regarding energy reliability and
the challenges Metropolitan faces regarding
energy independence. In September 2009, the
Board authorized preparation of an Energy
Management and Reliability Study (EMRS)I.
In January 2010, staff presented a board letter
detailing the completed EMRS, and a workshop
was held later the same month. The EMRS
specifically includes:

• A comprehensive analysi of Metropolitan's
power consumption and production profile;

• Identification of cost risks associated with
projected power industry rate increases;

• Identification of regulatory and cost risks
associated with Senate Bill (SB) 7 legislation;2

• Identification of relationships between
Metropolitan and potential developers
and partners, as Metropolitan proceeds
with comprehensive energy management
initiatives; and

• Identification of specific programs and
projects to help meet the goals of energy
reliability, cost containment, and energy
independence, with the added benefit of

greenhou e gas reduction.

The EMRS identifi.es potential future actions and
serves as a blueprint for an Energy Management
Master Plan (EMMP). The EMMP addre ses
specific action that may be undertaken
immediately, in the near-term, and over a longer
term (up to 20 year) to achieve energy reliability,
cost containment, and greenhouse gas reduction.
Staff has outlined various actions for the EMMP
coinciding with three distinct planning phases:
immediate (2010-2012), near-term (2013-2020),
and long-term (by 2030). These proposed actions
are aimed at controlling overall operational
costs and moving Metropolitan toward energy
independence. However, a number of the e
proposed actions are conti ngent on various
regulatory, legislative, and market-related trigger
points which may occur over the three planning
phases. Metropolitan's Board discussed the

1. MWH. "'Energy Management and Reliability Study. Report No.
1352, Project No. 104194, December 2009.
2. For more information on S8 7 see Section 2 and 3.
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• Water/Energy Nexus: Identify collaborative
programs and initiatives between the
water and energy industries, constructing
sustainable partnerships to reduce costs and
provide enhanced reliability;

• Regulatory: Track federal and state greenhouse
gas regulations and develop strategies to hedge
against price and regulatory risks towards
Metropolitan;

• Legislation: Pursue legislation to protect or
enhance reliability of energy supply and
mitigate energy cost risk;

• Contracts: Maintain maximum fleXibility on
existing and future contracts with Hoover
and other energy contracts to hedge against
cost and regulatory risks;

• Projects/Partnerships: Pursue cost-effective
renewable energy projects and partnerships
to hedge against energy price increases and
regulatory risks, while reducing Metropolitan's
carbon footprint;

adoption of Energy Management Policies in
February 2010.

Metropolitan staff presented to the Board of
Directors the revised Energy Management
Policies at the July 2010 Engineering and
Operations Committee. Following di cu ion
by the Committee, and an update of one policy,
the policies were adopted in July 2010 and the
Engineering and Operations Committee passed
a motion to approve the policies at the adjourned
August 2010 board meeting.

Consistent with the aforementioned board
discussions, the proposed Energy Management
Policies are based on the follOWing overriding
objectives for any and all future energy-related
projects:

• Contain costs and reduce exposure to energy
price volatility;

• Increase operational reliability by providing
system redundancy;

• Provide a revenue stream to offset energy
costs; and

toward• Move Metropolitan
independence.

The specific policies are as follows:

energy

Revenue Stream: Pursue revenue stream
renewable energy facilities on operational
lands to assist in cost containment;

• Economic & Environmental Stewardship: Based
on projected economic and regulatory
conditions, develop cost-effective programs,
projects and initiatives to control operational
costs and move Metropolitan towards energy
independence. Implementation of proposed
Energy Management Plan activities would
result in substantial reductions in greenhouse
gas emissions; and

• Energy Management Updates: Staff will return
to the Board on a regular basis to report on
progress on the Energy Management Master
Plan and the suitability of these policies, in
light of changing regulatory and economic
conditions.

Metropolitan is currently embarking on energy
management initiatives aimed at working
toward operating its facilities in the mo t
energy-efficient and cost-effective manner, and
enhancing its ability to provide long-term power
reliability. Metropolitan has completed the audit
and certification of its 2008 carbon footprint
with the California Climate Action Registry as
a registered member and submitted emi ion
data to the Air Resources Board, which is the
state agency mandating emission reporting
annually. In May 2009, Metropolitan completed
a 10-acre field of solar panels at Metropolitan's
Robert A. Skinner Water Treatment Plant in
the Temecula Valley of southwestern Riverside
County. The I-megawatt solar in tallation is
designed to generate approximately 2.4 million
kilowatt-hours of clean, renewable energy a year,
equal to the power used by about 250 homes
annually. Metropolitan will receive more than
$5 million in rebates during the first five years
of the facility's operation. Ba ed on projected
power costs, the capital expenditure for this
project will be recovered in approximately eight
years. Metropolitan also started final design
activities for a 2-megawatt solar installation at
its F.E. Weymouth Water Treatment Plant. This
planned solar installation would meet up to 25
percent of the Weymouth plant's expected daily
power consumption. A total of lO-megawatts
of solar power generation are proposed for the
Joseph Jensen, Henry J. Mills, Weymouth, and
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Skinner water treatment plants, including the
existing I-megawattt facility at Skinner.

Long Range Fmance Plan
The ability to ensure a reliable supply of high
quality water for Metropolitan's 26 member
agencies depends largely on Metropolitan's
ongoing ability to finance O&M, maintain and
augment local and imported water supplies,
fund replacement and refurbi hment of
existing infrastructure, and inve t in system
improvements. Metropolitan' Long Range
Finance Plan is the planning document upon
which Metropolitan and its member agencies
ba e future capital and operating decision. As
such, it includes a forecast of future costs and
the revenues necessary to upport operations
and investments in infrastructure and resources
that are derived from thi IRP Update while
conforming to Metropolitan' financial policies.
These financial policies, which address reserve
levels, financial indicators, and capital funding
strategies, ensure sound financial management
and fi cal stability as Metropolitan implement
this IRP Update.

Integrated Regional Water
Management Plans
In 2002, Senate Bill 1672 created the Integrated
Regional Water Management Plan Act (IRWMP)
to encourage local agencies to work cooperatively
to manage local and imported water upplies to
improve the water quality, quantity, and supply
reliability. Subsequently, California voters
passed Proposition 50 the Water ecurity, Clean
Drinking Water, Coastal and Beach Protection
Act of 2002 in ovember of that year that
provided $500,000,000 to fund competitive
grant for project con i tent with an adopted
IRWMP. In November 2006, California voters
pa sed Propo ition 84, the Safe Drinking Water,
Water Quality, and Supply, Flood Control,
River and Coa tal Protection Bond Act, which
provides $1,000,000,000 for IRWMP Planning
and Implementation.

As a result of the above legislation and resulting
bond funding, DWR administers an IRWMP
Grant Program. Senate Bill x2-1 repealed
and replaced the Integrated Regional Water
Management Act and guided DWR in establishing

the current criteria and standards for its IRWMP
Grant Program. DWR establishes guidelines
for establishing Regional Water Management
Groups and standards for an acceptable IRWMP.
DWR defines a Regional Water Management
Group to consist of three or more agencies, at
least two of which have a statutory authority
over water supply or water management, as well
as those persons who may be necessary for the
development and implementation of an IRWMP
and have been accepted through a regional
accepted process. Grant funding opportunities
from Proposition 50 and 84 are awarded
to Regional Water Management Groups to
implement projects consistent with their adopted
IRWMPs.

Currently DWR has accepted seven Regional
Water Management Groups that covers portions
of Metropolitan's service area. They are:

• Watershed Coalition of Ventura County;

• Greater Los Angeles County;

• Gateway Region;

• Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority;

• outh Orange CountyWater hed Management
Area;

• Upper Santa Margarita Planning Area; and

• San Diego Region.

Metropolitan has been monitoring and providing
technical assistance as requested to its member
agencies that belong to various Regional Water
Management Groups within the service area in
the development of their IRWMP. As a result,
Metropolitan's IRP Update 2004 has been used
as a base document for the IRWMP that have
been adopted by groups within the service area.
In general, the IRWMPs have water upply
and demand management projects, as well
a water re ources objective con i tent with
Metropolitan's IRP.

The Regional Water Management Groups
also identified potential project during the
development of the IRWMPs. Project lists
from adopted IRWMPs have been updated by
Metropolitan member agencies and included as
potential local resources in thi IRP Update.

Since 2006, Metropolitan has been participating
as the surface water management area
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representative on the Greater Los Angeles County
region leadership committee. In addition,
Metropolitan staff has actively participated in
technical workgroups in the development of
Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority's One
Watershed, One Water Plan adopted in 2010.

Metropolitan will continue to work with the
Regional Water Management Group a they
update their IRWMPs.

Challenges & Changed
Conditions
Metropolitan provides water to a broad and
heterogeneous service area with water upplie
from a variety of sources and geographic regions.
Each geographical area and each particular
supply has a unique set of benefits and challenges.
The dry hydrology experienced during the last
three year has re ulted in diminished now
melt and runoff levels in each of the watersheds
upplying Metropolitan's water upplie. In

addition, severe environmental restrictions were
imposed on water import from the acramento
San Joaquin Bay-Delta (Bay-Delta). By the end
of 2009, mandatory conservation was in place
across much of Metropolitan's service area.

Operations & Water Quality
The region faces challenges in water quality and
operations on a variety of fronts. The presence
of Quagga mussels in the CRA will increase
operations and maintenance (O&M) costs
and reduce operational flexibility. Salt and
concentrate balance from a variety of sources
may impact the long-term operation of local
groundwater basins. Environmental issues in the
Owens Lake and Lower Owens River continue
to affect the supply availability in the LAA
system. A number of stressors ranging from
invasive species to water diversions to wastewater
discharges have contributed to the decline of the
Bay-Delta ecosystem and have triggered a wave
of litigation and new pumping restrictions that
have dramatically altered water supplies for
Metropolitan. Since the early 1990s, layers of
new pumping restrictions are in place to address
the various migration patterns of Delta smelt,
winter- and spring-run salmon, steelhead and
other fish species. Pwnping restrictions now exist
in the Bay-Delta for nine out of twelve months
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in the year. The result is a loss of supply of
approximately 30 percent in an average year,
compared to delivery levels of2005. The greatest
loss of supply Comes in wetter years, meaning
that Metropolitan will find it more difficult to
replenish its storage when supplies are available.
Prior to these restrictions, Metropolitan could
anticipate replenishing its reserve system in
seven out of ten years. With these restrictions,
and without enhancing conservation and other
water supplies, Metropolitan stands to draw on
its reserve system seven out of ten years.

Policy & Permitting
Besides the challenges presented by changing
climatic condition, there remain con iderable
uncertainty with regards to future water
policies and their effect on Metropolitan's
upplie. Difficulty in obtaining and meeting

the requirements for environmental review
certification, documentation, and permitting for
multi-year transfer agreements, recycled water
projects, and seawater de alination facilitie may
hinder regional supply development.

Demand
Metropolitan ha hi torically faced, and will
continue to face, key demand uncertainties
associated with population and economic
growth. The recent economic downturn,
coupled with calls for conservation and generally
cooler weather, has, a expected, driven down
Metropolitan's demand. A robust economy
with increased economic activity could cau e
increased demands in the future. The location of
future population growth, which is largely driven
by economics, is also a large uncertainty.

Climate & Hydrology
A significant uncertainty in Metropoli tan's future
is the impact of climate change. Metropolitan's
water supply planning has relied upon almost
100 years of hydrological data regarding weather
and water supply. This history of rainfall
data has provided a sound foundation for
forecasting the frequency and severity of future
drought conditions, as well as the frequency
and abundance of above-normal rainfall.
However, analysis of historic climate variability
for thousands of years, along with models of
potential future climate, indicate that future

weather patterns may fall outside the range of
the historic data used in Metropolitan's planning
models. For example, tree ring data suggest
longer and more Severe droughts have occurred
in the past than have been experienced in the
last 100 years. Additionally, the current drought
On the Colorado River is mOre severe than any
drought measured during the 20th centuryl.
Changes in weather patterns could significantly
affect water supply reliability, irrespective of the
causes of such changes.

As has already been experienced in Australia,
where further declines in rainfall are projected
due to climate change, weather patterns can be
expected to shift dramatically and unpredictablt.
These changes in weather significantly affect
water supply planning, irrespective of the debate
associated with the effects of greenhouse gasses
on climate.

Summary
Over its more than 80-year history, Metropolitan
has faced many uncertainties in fulfilling its
mission of providing a reliable, high-quality
water supply to Southern California. In its
1996 IRP, Metropolitan established a water
resource portfoliO with real targets for each of
the resources within the preferred mix. In the
2004 IRP Update, as uncertainties continued
to grow, Metropolitan established a planning
buffer concept to its resource mix to address
uncertainty in water resource development.

ow, under the strategy of this IRP Update,
Metropolitan will continue to develop programs
to meet its reliability within its traditional core
supplies, collaborate with member agencies to
develop a buffer to address uncertainty, and
pursue foundational actions to address other
future supply vulnerabilities and uncertainties.

3. http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/drought/drght_data.html
4. www.climatechange.gov.au
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Metropolitan's resource strategy has been
based on its IRP, which was first adopted in
1996 and updated in 2004. The IRP has been
both a planning framework and a guide for
developing resource programs. Past plans were
formulated with input from key stakeholders
and Metropolitan again sought input from
member agencies, retail water agencies, and
other stakeholders including water, wastewater,
and groundwater managers, environmental
interests, businesses, and the community for this
IRP update.

Recognizing that the conditions for developing
and maintaining water supply reliability have
changed, Metropolitan set out not only to update
the IRP, but to examine how best to adapt to
the new water supply paradigm. This section
describes in detail the regional collaborative
process of defining the issues, examining the
current state of affairs (including vulnerabilities
and uncertainties), understanding Metropolitan's
role in those issues, and developing a new road
map to regional water supply reliability.

Regional Participation
Metropolitan sought a variety of participants to
identify key areas of concern, gather input on
important foci, and learn detailed challenges of
resou ce deve opme t f om experts.

This planning proces wa implemented through
a structured process that organized the various
tasks of gathering regional data and input,
performing analysis, and establishing future
directions, illustrated in Figure 2.1.

8-3 Attachment I, Page 28 of 112

Board Oversight & IRP Steering
Committee
To provide more direct involvement of the
Metropolitan Board in the IRP Process, the
Board created a special committee, the IRP
Steering Committee, which is made up of five
Metropolitan directors. Each of the directors
is also a member of the Water Planning and
Stewardship Committee. This IRP Steering
Committee met on a regular basis to receive
information and briefings from Metropolitan
staff. The purpose of this Committee is to:

• Develop and recommend policy options to the
Water Planning and Stewardship Committee
and the Board;

• Review propo ed planning approache,
resource strategies, and recommendations
from Metropolitan staff and the Technical
Oversight Committee; and

• Provide a public forum to receive input from
stakeholders, including the public, on issues
and concerns pertaining to this IRP Update.

Stakeholder Forums
Because of the diverse needs and interests of the
institutional entities within the region, this IRP
Update was developed through an open and
participatory process that involved the major
stakeholders. In the fall of 2008, Metropolitan,
its Board, member agency managers, elected
officials, and community groups collectively
discussed strategic direction and regional water
solutions at a series of four stakeholder forums
with nearly 600 participants.
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The stakeholder forums were facilitated, half-day
workshops. The first part of the workshops were
presentations by Metropolitan staff that provided
an overview of water demands and supplies in
the region and identified the challenges facing
Southern California in continuing to provide
reliable, high-quality water. Stakeholders at
each of these forums were then split into four
smaller breakout groups to address specific water
planning issues. Table 2.1 is a list of questions
asked of the participants and a summary of the
responses.

Participants emphasized the importance of local
resources development and re olving issues
with the Bay-Delta. Participants uggested that
Metropolitan should take a leadership position
in several areas including:

• Outreach to legislators concerning needs
for water supply reliability and quality
improvements;

• Facilitate development of concentrate lines to
enhance recycled water use;

• Foster partnerships with energy utilities;

• Strengthen relationships with the
environmental community;

• Re earch and develop new technologie ; and

• Assist retail agencies in technical analysis.

Public Forums
The collaborative planning process also involved
Metropolitan staff seeking input and presenting
ideas at a variety of regional forums, including
from member agencies' boards, retail water
agencies, local interest groups, community
gatherings and business meetings. These forums
provided valuable feedback and guidance
regarding the preferred water resource strategy
and reviewed the technical analyses supporting
the decision-making process.

Technical Process
The following section outlines the technical
process for gathering data and information for
this IRP Update.

Technical Oversight Committee
The Technical Oversight Committee, consisting
of member agency managers and high level staff,

FIGURE 2.1 ORGANIZATION OF IRP UPDATE

PROCESS

Metropolitan Board of Directors

-

oversaw the technical aspects of the IRP. This
committee met several times during the cour e
of the technical process as detailed in Table
2.2. The specific role of the Technical Oversight
Committee is as follows:

• Provide overall oversight and steering of
technical analysis;

• Develop criteria to evaluate new alternatives;
and

• Provide input on uncertainty planning
strategy.

To accomplish these objectives, the Technical
Over ight Committee e tabli hed and a igned
tasks to technical workgroups to provide
information to support resource alternative
development. It also directed Metropolitan
taff to work directly with member agency taff

to create a comprehensive list of existing and
planned local resource project throughout the
region. The list of recycled water, groundwater
recovery, and seawater desalination project
provided the backbone for further analy i and
for setting resource targets (see Appendix A.6).
The member agency manager then met to di cu s
the policy implication of that information.
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Category
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Question

What new water supply and
conservation strategies
should the region evaluate
for implementation during
the next 50 years, and what
criteria should be used
when evaluating them?

Through various ways
(such as connection fees)
development has helped
pay for new water supplies.
In the future, what other
ways can development
(whether new growth or
infill) help mitigate the
impacts of growth on
water supply? (Examples
might include conservation
offsets or mixed use
development)

We know the future will
not be as projected.
And planning for every
possible contingency
would be financially
impractical. Given the
challenges presented
earlier, what do you think
are the most important
uncertainties that should
be incorporated into the
IRP?

The monthly water bill
(not including sewer)
for an average home in
Southern California is
about $45. What more
would you be willing to
pay in the future to ensure
100 percent reliability for
essential purposes (such
as drinking water, fire
protection)? (10 percent
more, 20 percent,
30 percent)? What about
for landscaping or other
outdoor water uses, how
much more would you be
willing to pay not to have
this water be interrupted?

STAKEHOLDER FORUMS

Summary of Responses

New strategies for the following areas:
• Conservation
• Seawater desalination
• Education
• Stormwater
• Groundwater
• Recycling Water
• Transfers
• Graywater

Mitigation mechanisms included:
• New development should pay for or offset the costs of additional

water demand
• New requirements to drive smart, green, water saving development
• Development of shared standards for local government and utilities
• Encouragement of smart development and technology
• Environmental restoration credits
• Conservation offsets for annexed areas
• Promoting high density residential development to reduce per capita

water use
• Elimination of front and back yards from new development designs

and install more neighborhood parks so people have alternatives to
their own yards

• Provide incentives
Most important uncertainties included:
• Natural disasters
• Climate change
• Environmental concerns
• Economic conditions
• Regulatory changes
• Demographic changes
• Water quality
• Global and domestic shifts in agricultural land use
• Changes in public attitude
• Energy availability and cost

• People would be willing to pay more for water supply reliability
• Significant rate increases (up to 100 percent) or implementing a

regional water surcharge would motivate people to use California
native landscaping

• People would be receptive to learning about ways to reduce their
water use as an alternative to service interruptions

• Service interruptions should be prioritized
• The groups brought up several caveats about increasing rates and

options beyond increased rates:
• 100 percent reliability can never realistically be achieved. A

natural disaster can cut off water supplies. and no increase in
water rates can prevent that

• Some participants said they would be more willing to make
changes to the way they use water in order not to pay more.

• Rate increases would need to be justified (new pipelines, etc.) and
communicated to enhance customer knowledge and support

• The additional amount people would be willing to spend will vary
greatly depending on income level

• Incentives should be given to encourage conservation, and
people who do not conserve water should pay higher rates
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Question

Because our resources
(natural and financial) are
limited, it is important
to develop multi-benefit
projects (e.g., supply, flood
control, environmental
enhancement, etc.). How
can Metropolitan foster
equitable partnerships with
other utilities (including
wastewater, stormwater,
and energy) to implement
multi-benefit projects?

STAKEHOLDER FORUMS

Summary of Responses

• Metropolitan should take lead broadening the number and scope of
its partnering arrangements

• Partnerships should bridge the gap between environmental
groups and water management groups/industries to foster a more
collaborative process

• Partnerships should be portrayed as mutually beneficial
• Partnerships should be formed to develop a uniform educational

message about water. There should be incentives or a point system
to encourage agencies to participate

Technical Workgroups
Following the 2008 stakeholder forums
and direction from the Technical Oversight
Committee, Metropolitan embarked upon a
technical workgroup process to further explore
SOme ofthe issues and opportunities identified by
forum participants. To facilitate the workgroup
process, the technical discu sion were grouped
into six resource areas:

• Conservation;

• Groundwater;

• Recycled water;

• Seawater desalination;

• Stormwater; and

• Graywater.

The technical workgroup process provided a
forum for review of the issues associated with

each area and in-depth discussion with area
experts. The Workgroups included member
agency and retail agency staff, non-governmental
organizations, taff from groundwater,
wastewater, and stormwater management
agencies, a well as Metropolitan staff and
consultants. These workgroups met on an as
needed basis throughout the IRP Update proce s
as sununarized in Table 2.3.

Identifying Challenges to
Development of Regional
Resources
The technical workgroups studied six resource
areas, further exploring the issues and
opportunities identified in the takeholder
forums, including in-depth discussions with
resource area expert . Each workgroup developed
an issue paper summarizing the findings of

TECHNICAL OVERSIGHT MEETINGS

Date
January

February

March

April
0-

8
N May

June

September

Topic

IRP Update schedule, draft evaluation criteria, Technical Workgroup activities, and analytical
approach for modeling uncertainty

Review and discuss updated IRP evaluation criteria

Review and discuss status of technical workgroups and IRP schedule

Review and discuss IRP Update schedule and status of IRP Update technical workgroups,
preliminary supply and demand estimates, climate change data, and analytical models

Review and discuss IRP Update schedule, supply and demand estimates, and technical
workgroup findings

Review and discuss IRP Update schedule, gap analysis, technical workgroup findings, and the
Robust Decision Making (ROM) analytical approach

Review and discuss IRP Update process and schedule, potential policy approaches, and work
schedule
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••
Seawater

Date Conservation Groundwater Recycled Desalination Stormwater Synergy Graywater
July V
August Vco

0 September V0
C"J

October V
December V V V V V
January V V V
February V V V V

0- March V V V V
~ April V V V

August

September

a January
~ V

these discussions, the current status of local
supplies and programs, and recommendations
for future opportunities. Below are descriptions
and background on these resources along with
key findings and recommendations from the
workgroup issue papers. The full text of which
can be found in Appendices A.7-13.

Conservation
Metropolitan encourages water u e efficiency
through a comprehensive set of approaches
including research and development, financial
incentives, programs to influence con umer
behavior, education, new plumbing, landscape
and compliance codes, upport of legislation,
and retail-level tiered pricing. These efforts can
be classified into active, code-ba ed, and price
effect conservation methods.

Metropolitan's conservation trategy framework
includes the efforts of member agencies to
develop cost-effective con ervation programs
and implement tiered pricing to achieve price
effect conservation. In addition, the framework
recognizes the intended progression from active
to code-based conservation for various devices
and approaches. To continue thi evolution,
the framework encourages development of new,
innovative approaches by Metropolitan and
member agencies that can be launched as active
con ervation.

Metropolitan and member agencies pursue
these approaches while continuing to develop
relationships with other interests and potential
partners, which can lead to mutually beneficial
conservation efforts. These interests include, but
are not limited to, the landscape and irrigation
industry, energy utilities, organizations that
set building, fixture and equipment standards,
developers and home builders, agriculture,
watershed organizations, and developers of new
water saving technologies.

A -tive Conservation
Active conservation consists of water agency
funded programs such as rebates, in tallations,
and education. Metropolitan currently provides
conservation incentives through two regional
programs as well as member agency-admi nistered
programs. The regional program include SoCal
Water mart for residential customer and ave
Water, Save-A-Buck for commercial, industrial,
and institutional (ell) customers. Both programs
are offered throughout Metropolitan' service
area and provide rebates for water-con erving
devices directly to customers.

The regional programs are highly effective in
influencing consumer purchasing decisions
and will be an important element of future
active conservation. In July 2008, Metropolitan
initiated the region-wide SoCal Water$mart
program to increase public access to residential
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incentives. During its first year of operation,
rebate activity exceeded expectations as many
residential customers became increasingly aware
of the financial incentives available to them to
help offset the purchase ofwater efficient fixtures.
In fiscal year 2008-2009 Metropolitan is ued a
record 94,000 rebates for residential fixtures in
single and multi-family properties and the Save
A-Buck program provided rebates for 145,000
device retrofits.

Metropolitan provides a wide range of incentives
through the regional program. The devices
are evaluated on a regular basis and incentives
updated based on water savings, cost, and
industry standards.

In addition to regional programs implemented
by Metropolitan, member and retail agencies also
implement local water conservation programs
within their respective service areas and receive
Metropolitan incentives for qualified retrofits
and other water saving actions. Typical projects
include toilet replacements, locally administered
clothes washer rebate programs, and re idential
water audits.

Active conservation will continue to be a
fundamental element of Metropolitan's strategy
as it establishes the base of public acceptance
and water savings data necessary to successfully
transition specific approaches to code-based
conservation. This interest in Metropolitan
programs is echoed in member agency programs
throughout the region, all of which help build
a foundation for future non-incentive based
approaches.

Code-based Conservation
Code-based conservation, formerly described
as "pa sive" con ervation, con i t of demand
reductions achieved through conservation
oriented legislation, building and plumbing
codes, ordinances, and usage reductions resulting
from increases in the price of water.

Code-based conservation advanced significantly
beginning in 2009. As a result of the
implementation of Metropolitan's Water Supply
Allocation Plan, a wave of new and updated
regional water use and conservation ordinance
went into effect. Other major advancements are
occurring through local implementation of the

state's updated model water efficient landscape
ordinance, adoption of a state Green Building
Code, legislation that requires universal retrofit
of inefficient fixtures and other efforts toward SB
7 compliance, described below.

In November 2009, Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
signed SB 7,1 the Water Conservation Act of2009,
into law as part of the historic comprehensive
water package designed to addre s the state's
growing water challenges. SB 7 represented the
culmination of efforts by water indu try leaders
(including Metropolitan), non-governmental
organizations, and the Legislature to enact
legislation that would answer the governor'
call for the state to reduce per capita water use
20 percent by the year 2020 (referred to as
"20x2020") as part of a larger effort to en ure
reliable water supplies for future generations and
restore the Bay-Delta.

Metropolitan supports legislation consistent
with its adopted policies for conservation. In
2009, three conservation bills sponsored by
Metropolitan were enacted. The first bill,
SB 407, requires the retrofit of inefficient fixtures
in residential, multi-family and commercial
properties beginning in 2014. The second bill,
Assembly Bill (AB) 1061, ensures that common
interest developments allow the use of water
efficient landscaping. The third bill, AB 474,
establishes the use of voluntary contractual
assessments to provide financing for water
conservation improvements affixed to real
property.

Other major milestones that support future
conservation include the state's update to its
Model Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance in
2009 and the adoption of the California Green
Building Code. Beginning in January 2010, cities
and counties are required to adopt and enforce
local water efficient landscape ordinances that
are as effective as the state ordinance. CalGreen,
the Green Building Code, will result in new
construction that has a 20 percent lower water
demand than traditional homes and buildings.

Metropolitan also supports development and
enforcement of local ordinances that reduce
potable water demand. In June 2008, follOWing
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger's proclamation of a
1, Unless otherwise noted. all bills refer to state of California
legislation.
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statewide drought, Metropolitan adopted a Water
Supply Alert resolution. Among other provisions,
the Alert encouraged cities, counties, and local
public water agencies to adopt and enforce local
water conservation ordinances. To facilitate
ordinance adoption, Metropolitan compiled a
library of available local ordinances, developed a
model water conservation ordinance, and hosted
several workshops. ApproXimately half of the
19 million residents in Metropolitan's service
area are covered by adopted ordinances, and
an additional one-third reside in jurisdictions
that have taken action toward adoption of
ordinances.

Price-Fffect Conservatior
Price effect conservation consists of usage
reductions resulting from increases in the price
of water.

Implementation of Conservation Best
Management Practices
These active and code-based programs are closely
linked to the efforts of the California Urban

Water Conservation Council (CUWCC)
the organization created to administer the
Memorandum of Understanding Regarding
Water Conservation in California (Urban
MOU). As a Signatory to the CUWCC's Urban
MOU, Metropolitan has pledged to make a good
faith effort to implement prescribed urban water
conservation best management practices (BMPs).
Metropolitan provides technical and financial
support needed by member agencies in meeting
the terms of the Urban MOU.

In December 2008, the Urban MOU BMPs were
re-amended and organized into five categories.
Two categories, Utility Operations and Education,
are referred to as "Foundational BMPs" because
they are considered to be essential water
conservation activities by any utility. They are
to be implemented by all signatories to the MOU
as ongoing practices with no time limits. The
remaining BMPs are "Programmatic BMPs" and
are organized into residential; CII; and landscape
categories.

In addition to implementing cost-effective
BMPs, Metropolitan actively supports many
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CUWCC committee activities. Metropolitan has
historically assisted in CUWCC's ongoing efforts
to document and increase the effectiveness of
BMP-related conservation efforts including
supporting research studies. Metropolitan
staff members participate in several CUWCC
governing committees, including the following:

• Board (formerly Steering Committee);

• ClI Committee;

• Residential Committee;

• Landscape Committee;

• Re earch and Evaluation Committee;

• Governance/ Finance Committee;

• Education Committee;

• Utility Operations Committee; and

• BMP Reporting Committee.

Conservation Fundmg
Metropolitan's conservation strategy treats
conservation as a core local supply, on par
with other resources such as water recycling
and storage. Therefore, funding is based on
Metropolitan's avoided costs for capital, energy,
treatment, and water supply.

The stewardship charge in Metropolitan's
rate structure proVides a funding mechanism
for active programs. The stewardship charge
funds Metropolitan's Conservation Credits
Program (CCP), which proVides the basis for
financial incentives and funding for urban
BMP and other demand management related
activities. Established in 1988, the stewardship
charge supports Metropolitan's commitment to
conservation as a long-term water management
strategy.

Metropolitan currently provides financial
upport for regional incentive and member

agency conservation efforts based on one-half
of average retail device co t, up to 195/AF. In
general, member agency water can ervation
project proposals funded through the CCP
must have demonstrable water saving , reduce
water demands on Metropolitan's system, be
technically ound, and require Metropolitan'
participation to make the project financially and
economically fea ible.

Between 1990 and 2008, Metropolitan invested
more than 223 million in conservation
incentives, saving an average of 120,000 AF
annually. Metropolitan has extended incentives
to residential, commercial, and industrial sectors
and public agencies to encourage the use of water
efficient technologies and business practices.
Incentive-based programs are complemented
by public outreach and education activities,
many of them tied to the California Friendly
marketing effort launched in 2006. The findings
of the Conservation Technical Workgroup are
summarized in the group's issue paper proVided
in Appendix A.7.

Conservation programs currently offered by
Metropolitan include:

• SoCal Water $mart: region-wide program for
residential customers to identify and apply for
product rebates;

• Water Savings Performance Program: provides
incentives for documented water aving
for landscape and irrigation process
improvements;

• Save-Water-Save-A-Buck Program: region-wide
program for commercial, industrial, and
institutional customers providing incentive
for efficient plumbing fixtures, irrigation
equipment, food-service equipment, and
medical equipment;

• Innovative Conservation Program: encourages
research and development of new and creative
ways to conserve water. Individuals and
organizations can participate;

• Enhanced Conservation Program: provides funding
directly to Metropolitan's member agencies
to encourage new and creative approaches to
implement urban water conservation;

• Bewaterwise.com: Web site portal that contains
information on Metropolitan's rebate
programs and tips to save water;

• California Friendly Landscape Training: offers in
person and online courses in irrigation
efficiency and water-wise garden design
through its California Friendly Landscape
Training Program. Since the program's
inception in 1994, more than 50,000 people
have participated in the cla ses. COul" e are
conducted in English and Spanish;
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• Community Partnering Program: provides co
sponsorships to support water-related and
education community projects, programs,
and events; and

• Support for Member Agency Programs: several
conservation programs are implemented
by Metropolitan's member agencies but
receive technical and financial upport from
Metropolitan.

Research, Evaluation & Technical
Assistance
Metropolitan encourages research and
development of new and creative ways to
conserve water through both active and code
based conservation. Metropolitan staff will
pursue research and te ting of new technologies
in cooperation with other interests, including
testing provided by industry organizations. The
Innovative Conservation Program provides
funding to individuals and organizations to test
new technologies.

Metropolitan's staff regularly evaluates
conservation programs and projects and has
served as technical advisor for a number of state
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and national studies involVing the quantification
and valuation of water savings. Efforts to
measure water savings and evaluate programs
and technologies serve four primary functions:

• PrOViding a means to measure and evaluate
the effectiveness of current and potential
conservation programs;

• Developing reliable estimates of various
conservation programs and a ses ing
the relative benefits and costs of these
interventions;

• Providing technical assistance and support
to member agencies in the areas of research
methods, statistics, and program evaluation;
and

• Documenting the results and effectiveness of
Metropolitan-assisted conservation efforts.

E<;;timating Conservation Savings
Challenges exist in understanding and
quantifying actual water savings from various
approaches, such as weather-based irrigation
controllers and water efficient landscaping.
With the 20x2020 requirement to measure
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progress through gallons per capita per day
(GPCD) reductions, Metropolitan will need to
focus on the data gap and refine water savings
assumptions in its water conservation model as
data become available.

Currently, conservation savings estimates
are based on the professional knowledge and
expertise of Metropolitan and member agency
staff in evaluating water conserving technologies
and approaches. Regional con ervation targets
for Metropolitan's service area use 1980 as a
base year for measuring saving and project
conservation savings for these ba esavings, active,
code-based, and price-effect con ervation.

There are no targeted savings quantities estimated
for public awareness campaigns and education.
It has been widely accepted that such separate
programs are essential and beneficial to prompt
consumers to install water saving fixtures and
increase the region's conservation savings, which
are captured by the savings categorized above.

Conservation Outreach Ca rnpalgn
Public outreach and education activities increa e
the effectiveness of these other approaches.
The desired outcome is to influence consumer
behavior and encourage development of a
conservation ethic that will increase adoption of
water saving devices and strategies.

Metropolitan has conducted annual advertising,
education, and community outreach campaigns
since 2003 under its Bewaterwi e.com and
California Friendly" brands to urge Southern
California con umers and busines owners to
make permanent changes in their everyday uses
of water. From 2007 through 2010, the Board
authorized an expansion of these efforts in order
to meet the critical water supply cri i facing
the state. Outreach campaigns in the latter part
of the decade reflected these unprecedented
challenges with more urgent calls for water
conservation behavior. Creative campaigns
such as "Time to Get Serious" and "Cut Your
Water Use" were seen and heard across more
media outlets at higher frequency levels and
over longer periods of time than pre-2007
campaign . Metropolitan wa a lead pon or of

the California's Water: A Crisis We Can't Ignore"
statewide campaign with the Association of
California Water Agencies in fall 2007. Leading
up to the summer of 2009, Metropolitan's "Move
the eedle" outreach campaign (featuring a water
supply gauge nearing empty) communicated
the change from voluntary to mandatory water
conservation in many Southern California cities
and communities.

Other activities include:

• Annual reports to the legislature;

• Maintaining and updating the Bewaterwise.
com web site (in English and Spanish). More
than 1.4 million individuals have visited
Bewaterwise.com for information on water
conservation from 2005 to 2010;

Maintaining nine California Irrigation
Management Information System stations;
and

• Conducting consumer focus groups and
surveys to measure effectiveness of outreach
efforts.

Summary of Recoflmendations
Achieving additional demand reduction will
require local and regional investments and
the Technical Workgroup had the following
recommendations to encourage more regional
conservation:

Regional Benefits

• Reassess the existing conservation programs
to pre ent a focu ed and tactical approach
to conservation that avoids free ridership,
provides good cu tomer service, and continues
to facilitate market transformation, while
keeping program costs at rea onable level;

• Refocus the conservation program on regional
efforts that benefit all member agencies
equally, such as regional education and public
outreach, legislative advocacy, and provision
of technical assistance within the scope of
Metropolitan's expertise;

• Continue to work with federal and state
agencies for technical and financial assistance
opportunities;

• Bundle conservation incentive programs;
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• Streamline Industrial Proce s Improvement
Program criteria for small-scale projects;

• Encourage legislation to establish regional or
statewide conservation transfer markets;

• Collaborate with regulatory agencie to
coordinate programs and policies; and

• Work with member agencies to have region
wide compliance with state laws and to
coordinate conservation programs to optimize
regional savings and streamline reporting
requirements.

Water Efficiency Standards

• Pursue legislation for standards in water
saving devices; and

• Support regional or statewide adoption of a
model ordinance to prohibit wasteful water
devices.

Member & Local Agency Efforts

• Rely on member agencies to provide local
conservation programs appropriate to the
circum tances of the member agencies,
including conservation-based rate structures,

THE ,\1 E T R 0 POL I TAN \V ATE R
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Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) and
other improvements to local infrastructure,
and customer incentives;

• Assist member agencies with the cost of
conducting water system audits; Assist local
agencies with start-up costs to develop water
budgets;

• Offer technical assistance to member agencies
eeking help with implementing water

budgeting systems and consider mechanisms
for funding support and build on existing
water budget efforts;

• Encourage AMI by assisting member agencies
with co-funding and loans and by lobbying
for state grant funding to be eligible for AMI
projects and serving as a clearinghouse for
technical information on AMI; and

• Continue support for water conservation
gardens through Metropolitan's Community
Partnering Program.

Research

• Lead an investigation to analyze and evaluate
different types of water pricing and rate
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structures and make findings available to
member agencies; and

• Conduct a region-wide market aturation
study of indoor plumbing fixtures for both
residential and commercial customers.

Education & Outreach

• Promote efforts to increase brand-name
awareness of the u.s. Environmental
Protection Agency's WaterSense~ label; and

• Partner with profe ional a ociation to
inform industry and the public ofconservation
operations.

Groundwater
Many people in Southern California depend on
groundwater as a significant source of drinking
water. Effective u e of local groundwater
basins must be a significant component of any
comprehen ive water supply plan for outhern
California. Although Metropolitan does not own
or control the groundwater ba ins in outhern
California, it has played, and must continue to
play, a critical role as the region' supplemental
water supplier.

In 2007, Metropolitan prepared the Groundwater
Assessment Study in collaboration with its

member agencies and with groundwater basin
managers. This study evaluated the potential for
groundwater storage and identified the challenges
in developing additional storage programs. To
follow up on the findings of the Groundwater
Assessment Study, Metropolitan initiated a series
of seven groundwater workshops, described in
Table 2.4, to discuss challenges for increasing
conjunctive use and to develop recommendations
for addressing the challenges.

The goal of these workshops was to develop
a set of broadly supported concept and
recommendations concerning groundwater
management and conjunctive use, which can
be implemented consistent with the court
adjudications and other laws which govern
the management of groundwater. Discussions
focused on:

• A review of existing policy principles for
conjunctive use and a determination of how
they can be updated;

• Identification of primary challenges to
increased storage and conjunctive use, and
potential ways Metropolitan, its member
agencies, groundwater producers, and basin
managers can overcome these challenges; and

••
Date

July

August

September

October

December

February

April

September

November

January

March

Groundwater Workshop
1 Initiate process, set ground rules and identify discussion topics

2 Review IRP context, review availability of surplus imported water for groundwater
recharge

3 Continued review of availability of surplus imported water for groundwater recharge;
discussion of groundwater basin production capabilities

4 Continued discussion of groundwater basin production capabilities

5 Review of opportunities; discussion of Groundwater Workgroup policy recommendations
for IRP Update

6 Continued discussion of policy recommendations for IRP Update

Synergy Workshop among Groundwater, Stormwater, and Recycled Water Technical
Workgroups
Groundwater Basin Module Meeting with Orange County Basin

Groundwater Basin Module Meeting with Orange County Basin
Groundwater Basin Module Meeting with Central and West Coast basins

Groundwater Basin Module Meeting with Main San Gabriel Basin
Groundwater Basin Module Meeting with Chino Basin

7 Review initial modeling outcomes using groundwater basin modules; Finalize
Groundwater Workgroup policy recommendations for the IRP Update

Groundwater Basin Module Meeting with Main San Gabriel Basin
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• Exploration of other conjunctive use
opportunities Metropolitan may wish to
address.

The workshops were well attended by
Metropolitan member agencie and sub-agencies,
groundwater basin managers and groundwater
producers, stakeholders, and Metropolitan taff,
with up to 50 people attending meetings.

Recommended PO/ICY PnnCl /es
From these discussions the group put together a
series of recommendations to encourage further
development, also found in Appendix A.9:

Sustainable Water Supplies

Both surface water and groundwater are critical
to future sustainable water supplies for Southern
California. Groundwater managers must have
access to sufficient water supply resources to
recharge and replenish groundwater basins,
including recycled and stormwater re ources that
meet regional, state and federal water quality
standards.

Regional Storage & Benefit

Storage by Metropolitan of imported water in
reservoirs and groundwater basin is a critical
method to provide water for Southern California
in dry periods. Surface and groundwater storage
programs should provide specified regional
benefits at an agreed upon cost to increase dry
year supply (in accordance with the IRP).

Current Yield

Maintaining the current yield of groundwater
basins should be a priority; where possible, the
yield should be enhanced.

Groundwater Basin Protection

Programs and policies that protect and encourage
the cleanup of degraded groundwater basins
should be enhanced and expedited.

Replenishment

Metropolitan imported water should continue to
be a component in the management of Southern
California groundwater basin.
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Use of Excess Water

Excess imported water should first be allocated
to Metropolitan storage portfolio in quantities
to allow Metropolitan to meet the region's full
service demands.

Recharge

Recharge of water into groundwater ba ins
is a critical element in the maintenance of a
healthy groundwater sy tem. Depth to water,
the containment of contaminant plumes, and
maintenance of recharge facilities should be
considered when decisions are made regarding
the availability of water for recharge.

In-Lieu Replenishment

In-lieu groundwater storage is a co t-effective way
to provide for storage in Southern California's
groundwater basin. Under in-lieu groundwater
storage, an agency takes surface water deliveries
"in-lieu" of pumping groundwater, re ulting
in the un-pumped groundwater effectively
"tored" in the groundwater ba in. It is an
efficient method for storing excess imported
upplies and recharging local groundwater

basins. By turning off wells and providing
excess treated supplie when available to it
member agencies, Metropolitan, working with
basin managers, can put additional supplies into
storage within the region. Greater participation
should be encouraged in this program. In-lieu
repleni hment can occur during periods when
surface recharge basins cannot be replenished
with imported water due to the availability of
local water for recharge.

Address Local Needs & Control

etropol"ta will ho 0 a d respect local contra,
legal requirements and existing water rights.
Metropolitan should consider the individual
needs of a groundwater basin, and local
communities. Programs that are implemented
should consider issues such as water quality,
financial benefits and groundwater levels.

Storage Agreements

etropol"ta s ould co fnue t e approach to
conjunctive use that is grounded in agreements
between Metropolitan, its member agencies and
local groundwater managers. Agreements should

be customized to meet the specific needs of both
Metropolitan and other parties to the contract.

Board Policies

Storage agreements should be based upon
generally applicable Board policy principles,
which have strong regional and local support.

Shared Risk

There are risks associated with developing any
water resource program, including groundwater
storage. Metropolitan should assess the risk of
implementing groundwater storage programs
and contract with local entities so that benefits are
commensurate with the risks for all concerned.

Pricing Signals

Metropolitan will commence a study of data
that is expected to help the agency and its
partners understand correct pricing signals for
replenishment water and storage investment in
Southern California. There will be major changes
in supply reliability and cost in 2009 and future
years. The issue of storage and conjunctive use
needs to be assessed in light of and as part of
these changes.

Coordination

Coordination on legislation. regulation and
funding issues should be enhanced between
Metropolitan, its member agencies, groundwater
basin managers and producers.

Recycled Water
Recycled water, formerly called reclaimed
water, is wastewater that ha been treated 0

that it can be used beneficially again for a
variety of purposes, including agriculture and
landscape irrigation, toilet flushing, certain
industrial processes, and groundwater recharge.
As compared to some of the alternative water
supplies, recycled water has the major benefit of
being a drought-proof supply since wastewater
as a supply source is not subject to the weather
based fluctuations impacting local and imported
water supplies. Even though Southern California
is recognized as a leader in water recycling, there
is Significantly more wastewater produced that
could potentially be recycled. The U.S. Bureau
of Reclamation's (USBR) Southern California
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Comprehensive Water Reclamation and Reuse
Study estimated that Southern California has a
total recycled water potential of 747,800 acre-feet
(AF) by 2040.

Discharges from inland wastewater treatment
plants often get u ed by downstream entities
or enhance aquatic habitat. Some of these
discharges cannot be re-u ed because of the
quality of the incoming water. The wastewater
that can be reused is treated to varying levels
depending on its intended recycled water u e:

• Tertiary Treatment: Most of the recycled water
u ed in this region i treated to a disinfected
tertiary level, also known a Title 22, which
refers to Title 22, Chapter 3 (Water Recycling
Criteria), Division 4 of the California Code
of Regulations. Title 22 recycled water can
be used for irrigating parks and playgrounds
and for other non-potable uses such as toilet
flushing. Based on customer needs, recycled
water can be tailored to fit specific commercial
and industrial non-potable applications.
Both of these require a distribution system
(pipelines, pump stations, etc.) and storage
facilities for the recycled water completely
separated from the potable water system; and

• Advanced Treatment: Advanced treated
recycled water is treated to an even higher
level, removing alt and other unde irable
constituents and is currently used for
industrial applications, seawater intrusion
barrier , and groundwater recharge.

For example, West Ba in MWD currently offers
five types of recycled water including:

• Title 22 for a wide variety of industrial and
irrigation uses;

• itrified water for industrial cooling towers;

• econdary treated wastewater purified by
micro-filtration, followed by rever e osmo is
(RO), and disinfection for groundwater
recharge;

• Pure RO water for refinery low-pressure boiler
feed water; and

• Ultra-pure RO water for refinery high
pressure boiler feed water.

Advanced treated recycled water can be
percolated into groundwater aquifers or surface

reservoirs and blended with potable water. This
blended water can later be pumped out and
used as potable water or to maintain seawater
barriers. Examples of such "indirect potable"
uses are Los Angeles County's Montebello
Forebay Groundwater Recharge Program and
Los Angeles County's West Coast Basin seawater
barrier injection system, which currently blends
25 percent potable water and 75 percent recycled
water and soon will be 100 percent recycled
water. Another example is Orange County Water
District's Groundwater Replenishment System
which uses a high level of treatment to replenish
its groundwater supplies with recycled water.

This Technical Workgroup found that barriers to
further development of recycled water fall into
two general categories: regional challenges and
operational challenges as detailed in Appendix
A.lO.

Regional Challenges to Developme'1t
Regional challenges include public outreach
and political support, local ordinances and
regulatory measures, legislation, and permitting
processes. For example, in the past, projects
have been shelved because of public outcry often
fueled by those who have an ulterior motive
for not supporting recycled water use (e.g.,
property values, growth issues, market share of
their products, etc.), and permitting for recycled
water requires a significant amount of time,
effort, resources, and money. Thus, recycled
water projects are often faced with delays and
difficulties.

Public Outreach & Political Support:

In general, the public perception of using
recycling water is favorable, particularly in light
of current restrictions on imported water supply.
Historically, the controversy of using recycled
water has focused on direct and indirect potable
reuse. Recent successes of indirect potable reuse
projects have helped improve public awareness
and perception of recycled water u e in the
region.

The Water Environment Research Foundation
funded an interdisciplinary and comprehensive
social science study on public perception and
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participation in water reuse within the U.S. 2 It
employed a three-pha ed research protocol
consisting of:

1. Literature review and three comprehensive
case studies, including interpretive
white papers from five different social
science disciplines and public health and
environmental engineering experts;

2. A multi-stakeholder workshop to promote
comprehen ive, interdi ciplinary analy i of
the literature and case study findings; and

3. Peer review among 21 social science and
water resource management experts. The
case studies included examples of potable and
non-potable reuse, with elements of success
and failure. Five themes were identified as
critical to building and maintaining public
confidence in water resource management
and water reuse decision-making, which will
be instrumental in performing the public
outreach:

2. Hartley, Troy W. , Ph.D. "Water Reuse: Understanding Public
Perception and Participation. Water Environment Research
Foundation, 2003.

a. Managing information for all
stakeholders;

b. Maintaining individual motivation
and demonstrating organizational
commitment;

c. Promoting communication and public
dialog;

d. Ensuring a fair and sound decision
making process and outcome; and

e. Building and maintaining trust.

To date, most public outreach ha compri ed
of localized efforts to implement local projects
and this tudy helped to identify specific public
outreach actions that can upplement those
already in existence. Southern California
can largely benefit from a regional campaign
promoting recycled water, including a general
public marketing campaign and a K-12
educational campaign. Metropolitan could
form partner hips with wa tewater agencie and
environmental groups to assist in developing and
operating marketing and educational program
and economies of scale can be achieved by
launching in conjunction with similar marketing
and educational campaigns and utilizing the
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same design, production, and distribution
channels.

Local Ordinances & Regulatory
Measures

Coordination of a proactive, unified approach to
regulation for the region, including ordinances
and building standards, will be a critical aspect
of implementation.

On February 3, 2009, the State Water Resources
Control Board (SWRCB) adopted the largely
anticipated Recycled Water Policy. The new
policy is intended to support the SWRCB's
strategic plan to increase sustainable local water
supplies. The purpose of the new policy is to
increase the beneficial use of recycled water
from municipal wastewater sources in a manner
that fully implements state and federal water
quality laws. The document is particularly
instrumental in addressing salt management,
emerging constituents, anti-degradation, and
incidental runoff is ue . In addition, the new
policy establishes consistency on how individual
regional water quality control boards hould
interpret recycled water policy.

In July 2009, the SWRCB also adopted a General
Permit for landscape irrigation. The General
Permit is consistent with the Recycled Water
Policy, state and federal water quality laws,
including the statewide water quality standards
established by the California Department of
Public Health (CDPH). The General Permit
facilitates the streamlining of the permitting
process and reduces the overall costs normally
incurred by producer, distributors, and users of
recycled water.

Also in July 2009, the Los Angeles Regional
Water Quality Control Board adopted a
general use order for non-irrigation uses of
recycled water. This general order intends to
streamline the permitting process and delegate
the responsibility of administrating water reuse
programs to local agencies to the fullest extent
possible.") Although these activities have aided
the development of recycled water, the technical
workgroup proposed the follOWing actions to
address regulatory challenges:

3. California Water Quality Control Board Los Angeles Region.
(2009). Non-Irrigation General Water Reuse Order No. R4-2009
0049.

• Work with the WateReuse Association or
similar associations to develop local ordinance
templates;

• Encourage local ordinances and building
codes that promote the use of recycled water;

• Pursue a statewide irrigation and non
irrigation order for recycled water;

• Establish a statewide dual-plumbing or best
technology requirement on new building;

• Develop funding mechanisms, such as
water bonds, that provide matching grants
to developers for both dual-plumbing of
new development projects and other on-site
retrofit expenses, and incentives to agencies
for planning;

• Encourage homeowner associations and
community group to support recycled water
use on outdoor landscaping of community
green areas of an acre or more; and

• Request a lead staff at regulatory agencies to
expedite the permitting process for projects
in Metropolitan's service area.

Legislation

Legislative support is imperative in creating
funding, streamlining processe , and increasing
opportunities in which recycled water can
be utilized. Legislation can influence the
implementation of ordinances and codes,
directly affecting recycled water use in the
region. Legislative developments on recycled
water are on-going and have been consistent
with ection 13512 of the California Water Code
which states that California will «undertake all
possible steps to encourage development of water
recycling facilities so that recycled water may be
made available to help meet the growing water
requirements of the state."

In 2006, the state Legi lature passed AB 32, the
Global Warming olutions Act, which encourages
recycled water development and implementation
as a means to reduce greenhouse gas emis ions
by offsetting the need for imported water because
recycled water requires less energy to treat and
distribute than imported water. ince recycled
water projects are a valuable asset to the region's
diverse water portfolio, Metropolitan ha assisted
in funding recycled water project , resulting in
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59 projects generating 1,323,000 AF since the
1970s.

Within this framework, the Technical Workgroup
identified specific areas to develop and upport
with regards to recycled water legislation. The
following list ummarize these proposals:

• E tablish legislation that require the WRCB
to work with regional and local recycled water
entities to develop a permit for non-irrigation
recycled water use;

• Support legislation that would require
revisions to Title 22 to make the recycled
water regulations consistent with the proposed
revisions to the plumbing code for indoor
recycled water use;

• Create legislation that offers federal tax
breaks to water agencies for the development
of recycled water projects; and

• Work with the Public Utilities Commi sion to
amend its code to allow for recycled water to
be incentivized through water rates.

Permitting Processes

Permitting for recycled water requires a
significant amount of time and resources.
Currently, the regional water quality control
boards issue permits in conjunction with the
COPH. COPH also requires each county
health department to conduct its own project
inspection, prior to project approval. In some
cases, COPH has delegated the responSibility to
review and approve projects directly to the water
supplier, where the supplier has demonstrated the
ability to implement such a program. Offering
this fleXibility has Significantly streamlined the
review process for those agencies, thus redUcing
development time and cost associated with these
procedural requirements.

A di cus ed above, the recently adopted WRCB
Recycled Water Policy will create a uniform
policy for permitting requirement. However,
since this policy is fairly new, recycled water
purveyors are still evaluating its effect. A key
provi ion of thi Recycled Water Policy i the
requirement to develop stakeholder-driven salt
management plan . The intent is for these plan
to ease requirements on recycled water suppliers
by taking a more comprehensive and balanced

approach to salt management. Acceptance of the
stakeholder plans will require active participation
of the regional water quality control boards.
Metropolitan expects to play a supporting role
at the member agencies' request in encouraging
active regional board participation and use of
reasonable standards in the development of salt
management plans.

Operational Challenges to
Develorment
Operational challenges include diurnal and
sea onal demands, groundwater recharge and
reservoi I' augmentation, salt and concentrate
management, and retrofitting costs.

Diurnal & Seasonal Demand

The demand and supply patterns associated
with irrigation and wastewater production,
respectively, create challenges in operating a
recycled water system. Since diurnal and seasonal
wastewater production and irrigation demand
patterns are not in sync, storage is needed to
accommodate the gap in time-of-production and
time-of-use. In addition, conveyance systems
need to accommodate larger demand peaks
related to the irrigation demands as compared
to peaks associated with potable water demands.
The Technical Workgroup's recommendations
on this challenge are as follows:

• Partnerships should be created so that
recycled water storage and demand can be
regulated andlor produced in one area and
sold in another;

• Focus efforts on areas with new development
or little or no existing recycled water
infrastructure; and

• Identify other recycled water users, like
industries, that can take their water deliveries
during the day or encourage users, like golf
courses, to develop on-site storage to alleviate
the need for diurnal tOt·age.

Groundwater Recharge & Reservoir
Augmentation

Reservoirs and groundwater basins must
deal with times of extremely high storm flow,
reservoir maintenance, basin blend requirements,
and emerging constituents. Several agencies
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within the region rely on groundwater basins to
regulate seasonal demand of recycled water by
taking recycled water when demand is low and
augmenting supplies with pumped groundwater
to meet peak recycled water demand. However,
these basins also serve multiple purposes, e.g.,
flood control and groundwater replenishment.
Interagency coordination is necessary to
overcome these scheduling challenges. The
Technical Workgroup recommends the
following:

• Water agencie and a sociations should
communicate research result and work with
the CDPH to address health concern while
promoting recycled water use, including
adjustment ofCDPH's recycled water recharge
and reservoir requirements guidelines; and

• Support monitoring for presence of emerging
constituents and work with CDPH and
the regional water quality control boards
and focus on developing a communication
strategy to present the information to the
public appropriately.
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Salt & Concentrate Management

Salt management plays a crucial role in
maintaining water quality in local groundwater
basins. Production of recycled water typically
requires brine concentrate disposal. In many
cases, regional concentrate lines are used to
provide concentrate disposal for multiple
agencies. Limited concentrate line locations,
permitting requirements, and high discharge
fees present challenges in sustaining regional
salt management objectives. Recommendations
from the Technical Workgroup:

• Encourage agencies to pursue state and federal
grants through Integrated Regional Water
Management Planning processes and other
grant programs for concentrate management
and recycled water in general;

• Streamline and ease concentrate discharge
regulations; and

• Support and facilitate partnership between
utilities to combine discharge lines that would
reduce permitting requirement and number
of ocean outfalls.
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Retrofitting Costs

Recycled water development can have varying
costs and benefits, both monetary and social
across a region. Recycled water may be priced
less than the incremental cost of importing
more water from other regions, but many private
businesses have a difficult time overcoming
the large initial investment coupled with the
long-payback period to recover costs for dual
plumbing or recycled water retrofits. Retrofits
are often more costly than incorporating dual
plumbing into new construction and funding is
difficult to find for private developers. However,
dual-plumbing is not an option for many areas
with low potential for new construction.

Construction of recycled water infrastructure
can be promoted through various methods. Las
Virgenes MWD, Central Basin MWD, West Basin
MWD, and others have encouraged recycled
water participation by financing the retrofit costs
and then charging the customer potable water
rates rather than recycled water rates until the
loan is paid off. Recommendations to address
these costs include:

• Develop funding mechanisms that assi t
end users with the cost of retrofits. Under
Metropolitan's Public Sector Program, about
$1.1 million was invested for 85 site retrofits
that will use up to 3,300 AF/year of recycled
water;

• Develop funding programs, along with
wastewater and land use agencies, to help
address additional con truction cost to
install dual-plumbing and distribution lines
and additional maintenance and replacement;
and

• Revisit the value of recycled water as
replacement for imported supply more
frequently under Metropolitan's Local
Resources Program (LRP).

The region includes a multitude of agencies with
unique functions, capabilities, and jurisdictions.
In order to optimize existing assets and
competencies, the region needs to collaborate on
facility operations. management, and planning.

Recycled water has played a crucial role in
meeting regional water demands, particularly in
time of drought limited imported water supply.
Through advancement in wastewater treatment
technology and public health research, recycled
water use will continue to expand and diversify.

Seawater Desalination
The Seawater Desalination Issue Paper, found in
Appendix A.H, identified that there are more
than 10,000 seawater desalination facilities
worldwide producing over 13 million AF/year
(MAF/year)." TI1ere are numerous methods for
de alting seawater, but the most common involve
thermal distillation and membrane separation
proce es, including RO, the dominant
technology in the United States.

Metropolitan has been considering seawater
desalination as a potential new supply since the
1960's. Initial efforts included developing a large
regional facility near Huntington Beach. In the
early 1990's Metropolitan developed and pilot
tested its own thermal distillation technology. A
companion integration study evaluated potential
sites for a Metropolitan facility that would have
been co-located with coastal power plants.s

However, the cost of seawater desalination wa
not competitive with other resources at that time.
The 1996 IRP considered seawater desalination
a future resource due to its high co t relative to
other available supplies. In the past ten years,
rapid improvements in membrane performance,
energy recovery technology and proces design
have lowered seawater desalination costs to the
point where it is now more competitive with
other new supply options.

In response to member agency interest,
Metropolitan created the Seawater Desalination
Program (SDP) in 2000 and in 2001 released a
competitive bid process to solicit projects from
among its 26 member agencies. Five member
agencies-Long Beach, LADWP, Municipal
Water District of Orange County (MWDOq,
SDCWA, and West Basin MWD-submitted
projects totaling a projected yield of 142,000 AF/
year. As with Metropolitan's LRP for recycling
and brackish groundwater recovery, Metropolitan
authorized uniform sliding-scale incentive
4. www.desaldata.com
5. A brief history of Metropolitan's activities is contained in the
May 26, 2009 Board presentation item 2a.
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agreements with these agencies for up to $250/
AF produced. Metropolitan's SDP represents a
potential investment of about $900 million over
25 years for about 3.5 MAF of desalinated supply,
depending on which projects move forward. The
2004 IRP set a target for seawater desalination of
150,000 AF by 2020, to help establish a planning
buffer supply.

Seawater desalination represents a new local
supply that could be used to fill future identified
gaps between imported water availability and the
overall regional water supply need. It repre ents
a significant opportunity to diversify the region's
water resource mix with a new, locally controlled,
drought-resistant supply. Seawater desalination
produces high-quality potable water that can be
delivered through exi ting distribution systems
directly to customers. Like other new local
supplies, seawater desalination could help relieve
pressure on constrained sources of water like the
Bay-Delta and Colorado River.

As with other new resources considered for
inclusion in this plan, the development of
seawater desalination poses a number of unique
opportunities and challenges. Challenges to
further development of eawater desalination
in Southern California fall into three general
categories: cost, permitting/regulatorychallenges,
and planning challenges. Co t challenges include
high capital and energy costs. These cost vary by
project based on the need for new intake/outfall
infrastructure and distribution system facilities.
Permitting/regulatory challenges involve the
potentially lengthy process to permit a seawater
desalination facility, as well a several ongoing
state regulatory processes that could affect the
future implementation of seawater desalination.
Planning challenges include is ues related to: ite
location and system integration; water quality
and mitigation for marine organism; and energy
use and greenhouse gas emi sion .

Cost
Over the past decade, advancements in
membrane deSign, process configuration, and
energy recovery technology have reduced the
costs of seawater desalinated upplies relative to
other new resource options. However, the high
development cost , capital costs, and operating
costs could be an obstacle for some agencies. The

operating cost of seawater desalination is largely
driven by the energy-intensive RO process,
but distribution costs may also be significant
depending on the conveyance and lift needed.
Although per-unit costs have also been reduced,
they are still a factor in planning and developing
potential projects. Recent estimates for Southern
California range from $1,300 to $2,000/
AF depending on project size, intake/outfall
infrastructure, and distribution integration
costs.

Capital Costs

Capital costs associated with desalination
projects can vary by site depending on
location, as well as the need for intake/outfall
infrastructure and distribution pipelines. To
reduce capital costs, several proposed projects in
Metropolitan's service area are considering siting
adjacent to coastal power plants (co-location) to
take advantage of existing intakes, outfalls, and
industrial-zoned land. Major capital costs are
described below:

• Land: Potential sites for seawater desalination
plants in Southern California are limited by
the availability and cost of coastal real estate;

• Treatment: Costs associated with desalination
facilities involve pre-treatment facilities;
RO equipment, including membranes; post
treatment; and supporting infrastructure;

• Intakes & outfalls: The cost of new intakes and
outfalLs can be a significant element of the
total project cost. Siting desalination facilities
near coastal power plants may avoid these
costs by taking advantage of existing open
water intakes and outfalLs. ew regulations
developed by the SWRCB may lessen the
advantages of co-location for new seawater
desalination facilities. The new regulation are
described below; and

• Integration: Project size and location
Significantly affect the cost of integrating
desalinated product water into existing
distribution systems. Locations requiring
long transmission pipelines or elevation gains
to tie-in points would have higher integration
capital costs.
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Operating Costs

Seawater desalination operating costs are largely
driven by energy use, but also include membrane
replacement, maintenance, chemicals, and
labor. Environmental mitigation costs may
also contribute to total operating costs. The
total power costs of a project will depend on
the price of electricity, as well as with pre
treatment and distribution pumping energy
requirements. Increasing the energy efficiency
of seawater desalination reverse osmosis is still
an area of active research that could potentially
reduce energy use by 20 percent or more, though
there is a minimum energy needed to overcome
osmotic pressure. Technologies currently under
development include membranes imbedded with
specialized nano particles and nano filtration in
a two-pass configuration.

Cost Recommendations

The member agency Technical Workgroup
suggests securing funding to research and develop
more co t-effective technologie. Additionally,
the region should acquire potential desalination
treatment plant sites to reduce future co ts.

Permitting & Reguhtory Challenges
The unclear and potentially lengthy permitting
proces, along with everal ongoing tate
regulatory processes, are key challenges facing
the development of seawater desalination

Permits & Approvals

Seawater desalination plants in California must
obtain more than 20 federal, state, and local
permits and approvals in a complicated process
where some regulatory agencies defer review
until other agencies approve a project. Many
required permits are related to coastal and ocean
resources and from a water resource perspective
are unique to seawater desalination. In many
cases, the e .s ove -lap, redunda cy and/or
inconsistent or unclear regulatory guidance over
key resource issues such as marine biology, air
quality, la d use, a d water qua 'ty. Si ce both
the California Coastal Commission and CDPH
require approvals from other state agencies
before issuing permits, they will typically be
the last approvals needed prior to construction,
Table 2.5 lists the major permits and approvals

that may be reqUired depending on the location
of the seawater desalination project.

Streamlining permitting proce se ha been
identified by the member agency Technical
Workgroup as a critical factor needed to facilitate
seawater desalination project development. This
could be accomplished in a variety of ways,
including but not limited to: establishing a state
desalination commission, similar to the Coastal
or Energy commissions, that would centralize the
permitting in one agency; forming a watermaster
like permitting coordinator for desalination that
could bring together regulatory agencies and
desalination developers; or developing a SWRCB
policy for the permitting process.

Some of the current obstacles preventing more
efficient permitting include a general lack of data
for developing standards and regulations that
would apply to all seawater desalination projects
and a lack of regulatory agency staff time and
expertise to process available data. Potential
joint work shares between desalination experts
and regulatory agencies in reviewing permits
and working on developing data-based standards
could improve this issue and relieve pre sure on
permitting agency staff.

Reg ulatory Process

Legislation can influence the implementation of
seawater desalination by changing regulatory
and permitting requirements. For example,
U.S, House of Representatives Bill (HR) 21, the
Ocean Conservation, Education, and ational
Strategy for the 21st Century Act, if passed, could
significantly alter the governance and policy
of ocean resources in the U.S. and have major
implications for future desalination projects.
The goal of HR 21 is to establish a national
policy "promoting ecologically ustainable ocean
resource use and management." Among other
things, it sets guiding principles for protecting
and restoring ocean and coastal waters, Great
Lakes, and related resources, requires all federal
agencies to update regulations to be consistent
with the policy, establi hes a council of advisors
on ocean policy to advise the president, and
deSignate nine ocean regions to promote
coordinated regional efforts to implement the
national ocean policy.
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Agency

Local jurisdiction (city, water agency, etc.)

Coastal Commission

State Lands Commission

SWRCB

Regional Water Quality Control Boards

California Energy Commission

CDPH

Public Utilities Commission

Department of Parks and Recreation

Department of Fish and Game

Caltrans

SWRCB/Division of Water Rights

Air Pollution Control District - South Coast
Air Quality Management District/San Diego
County Air Pollution Control District

U.S. Coast Guard

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) National Marine
Fisheries Service/U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service

Bureau of Land Management/Department
of Defense

USSR/Bureau of Land Management/
Environmental Protection Agency

D SA ATION PROJECTS

Permit or Approval

CEQA, Local Coastal Development Permit (in some cases),
encroachment permits, operating agreements, other permits/
approvals

Coastal Development Permit and/or Local Coastal Program
Amendment; Consistency with coastal zone management
program

State land use lease/amendment

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System discharge
permit; Waste Discharge Requirements

Section 401 water quality certification

Application for Certification Amendment reviews changes to
regulated power plants for co-located desalination facilities
Drinking water permit and Federal Surface Water Treatment
Rule

For private water utilities

Encroachment permits

California Endangered Species Act permit/consultation,
Marine Life Protection Act and Areas of Special Biological
Significance consultation

Encroachment permits

Surface/groundwater

Permit to construct/operate

Regulates structures in navigable waters

Section 404 permit for construction in navigable waters;
Section 10 permit for structures in navigable waters

Review for potential impacts to endangered species marine
mammals, migratory birds, essential fish habitat, and national
marine sanctuaries

Encroachment on federal lands

National Environmental Policy Act compliance

Besides the federal efforts, there are several
ongoing state regulatory processes that could
affect the future development of seawater
desalination:

SWRCB - 316b Regulations

The SWRCB finalized implementation gUidelines
for federal regulations of existing open water
intakes used by power plants in May 2010.
Section 316b of the Clean Water Act proVides
that the deSign of structures u ed for once
through cooling must "reflect the best technology
available for minimizing adver e environmental

impact."6 The new SWRCB requires existing
power plants to re-power using closed-cycle wet
cooling systems or reduce seawater intake by
93 percent of historical average flows. Power
plants in Southern California have compliance
deadlines that range from 2011 to 2022. .ext
step for the regulations is evaluation and final
approval by the Office of Administrative Law.
Although seawater desalination is not addressed
in the proposed regulations, how the new
regulations are implemented could affect projects

6. The Clean Water Act. 33 u.s.c. §1251 et seq. (1972). Available at
http://epw.senate.gov/water.pdf
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that are being planned to co-locate with coastal
power plants.

SWRCB -California Ocean Plan & Seawater
Desalination

The WRCB is re pon ible for reviewing water
quality standards in the California Ocean Plan
and for modifying and adopting tandard in
accordance with the federal Clean Water Act and
the California Water Code. In its 2008 triennial
review of the California Ocean Plan, the SWRCB
originally intended to set new standards for
seawater desalination concentrate discharges.
Instead, the SWRCB has indicated it may initiate
a process to develop a comprehensive set of
regulations for seawater desalination concentrate
discharges and intakes in late 2010.

Department of Fish & Game - Manne
Protection Areas

The Marine Life Protection Act wa pa ed by the
California Legislature in 1999 to better evaluate
California's coastal waters and to direct the
state to create and manage a network of marine
protection areas (MPAs) along the California
coastline. The purpose of MPAs is to protect
critical marine habitats by limiting resource
extraction including the "taking" of marine life.
MPAs could affect or limit the location, deSign
and operations of new seawater desalination
intakes and outfall in Southern California.
The state Department of Fish and Game
forwarded new MPA proposals for the Southern
California coastline to the California Fish and
Game Commission for final consideration in
December 2009. In June 2010, the Fish and
Game Commission released the Environmental
Impact Report (EIR) for the proposed MPA .
Final approval is expected in the winter of201O.

Steelhead Recovery Plan

In July 2009, the National Marine Fisheries
Service released the public review draft of its
Southern California Steelhead Recovery Plan. In
1997, the Southern California steelhead was first
listed an endangered species under the federal
Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA). The over
arching goal of the Recovery Plan i the recovery
of the Southern California steelhead and its
removal from the federal Endangered pecies
List. These efforts may effect regulations or iting

of outfall/intakes for facilities, so it i important
to take this into account when investing in land.

Member agency recommendations for regulatory
processes are similar to those recommended
for the permitting process. Compliance with
regulation is challenging because of the
variety of agencies and regulations, and there
is potential for treamlining, coordination, and
consolidation. Recommendations included
encouraging a science-based, statewide policy or
legislation in support of desalination in order to
assi t the process further and remove Significant
hurdles. Additionally, up-front partner hips
with environmental groups on desalination
projects and public outreach could stem some of
the contention and effectively address potential
concerns.

Plannmg Challenges
Site location and system integration, water
quality, environmental mitigation, energy
requirements, and greenhouse gas emissions
are planning issues that need to be addressed by
potential project proponents.

Siting & System Integration

A number ofvariables affect the siting ofpotential
seawater desalination projects, including the
availability of uitable coastal land, the location of
existing ocean intakes and outfall , the proximity
of system integration delivery points, overlying
water demands, water quality requirements,
and suitable geological conditions for alternative
intakes if used.

The siting of seawater desalination plants with
coastal power plants has several advantages,
including the use of existing ocean intake/outfall
infrastructure and land zoned for industrial
use. Using existing infrastructure theoretically
reduces intake and outfall costs and can result
in minimal new marine life impacts from
desalination operations when power plants
are running. However, in recent years, co
location has become controversial with key
permitting agencies and environmental groups.
As described earlier, the SWRCB has developed
regulations limiting the use ofopen water intakes
by power plants. The new requirements would
reduce many of the environmental benefits and
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potentially some of the cost savings associated
with co-location.

Metropolitan completed a System Integration
Study in 1994 that con idered 12 eawater
desalination facilities, with project capacities
ranging from 20 million gallons/day (MGD)
to 100 MGD, and four integration options,
including local distribution ystems, regional
feeders, a combination of local distribution
and regional feeder , and construction of new
coastal feeders. In general, the study concluded
that smaller projects located near water demand
centers may integrate effectively into existing
local distribution ystems while minimizing
distribution costs. Larger regional projects or
projects located away from demand centers may
require conveyance to a regional pipeline, new
coastal feeders, or distribution infrastructure to
bring supplies to demand centers.

Marine Life Protection

Marine life impacts associated with seawater
desalination include impingement and
entrainment of marine organisms related to
seawater intake system, and impacts to salt
sensitive species due to concentrate discharges.
Several member agencies are researching
alternative intake technologies with the potential
to minimize impingement and entrainment
impacts, including Long Beach's sub-surface
infiltration galleries, MWDOC's slant-drilled
beach wells, SDCWA's deep-infiltration gallery
tunnel collector wells, and West Basin MWD's
wedgewire screens for open water intakes and
sub-surface infiltration gallery pilot study. Sub
surface technologies also have the potential to
reduce pre-treatment needs.

Challenges with alternative subsurface
technologies include the availability of favorable
geologic conditions at the elected de ali nation
plant site, the low permeability of ocean-floor
sediment, high construction co ts, the uncertain
long-term performance yield, maintenance
accessibility, replacement costs, and scalability
for a large scale project.

Energy Use & Greenhouse Gas
Emissions

Green house ga em I Ions associated with
seawater desalination's energy use have become

an important planning issue in California.
Despite recent advances in energy effiCiency,
seawater desalination still requires more
energy per AF than most other supply options
available to Southern California. However, the
gap between desalination and imported water
supplies is decreasing.

Although minimal greenhouse ga ses are
emitted directly by seawater desalination plants,
they cause indirect emissions through electricity
use. Until recently, water projects have not been
required to be carbon neutral. However, the
California Coastal Commission and California
State Lands Commission both required a recent
project to be carbon neutral by offsetting its
"net" greenhouse gas. Although the legislative
basis for municipal water projects to be carbon
neutral is unclear, it is possible that the recent
greenhouse gas emission offset requirements
will be a precedent for subsequent seawater
desalination projects.

The member agency Technical Workgroup
suggested that agencies should continue to
pursue energy reduction technologies in addition
to exploring future possibilities including
exploring alternative and renewable energy
sources on a regional scale, e.g., olar panels
on Metropolitan-owned land in the desert, or
pursuing a policy that desalination energy use be
treated comparable to other water re ource with
regard to required offsets.

Stormwater
Stormwater is an integral part of the hydrologic
cycle. Stormwater originates from rainwater that
becomes surface runoff or naturally percolates
into the ground to replenish groundwater basins.
As California has grown and developed, the
amount of stormwater flOWing off impervious
surfaces into surface water streams and flood
channels has increased, thereby reducing water
allowed to infiltrate into groundwater aqUifers
and increasing water flOWing to the ocean.
Systems were engineered to convey stormwater
runoff as quickly as possible from populated
areas to waterways to reduce flooding. Although
this system is efficient in reducing flooding
and protecting property, it may al 0 exacerbate
local water supply issues experienced today in
many of the region's groundwater basins due
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to the decrease in natural percolation. The
depletion of local storage water, along with other
environmental factors, has spurred a change in
how local agencies approach stormwater.

The concept of capturing stormwater for
groundwater infiltration and reuse is not
new. From 1995 to 2004, an average of about
477,000 AF per year of stormwater runoff was
captured in spreading basins or other centralized
facilities for groundwater recharge within the
Metropolitan service area.? Despite the advances
in stormwater capture, in the urban area alone,
there is estimated to be an average of more than
1 million AF/year of tormwater that is not
captured in the Metropolitan service area.s

Many local agencies are designing and
implementing integrated watershed projects and
plans to enhance stormwater and dry-weather
recharge and direct use. These projects and
plans generally incorporate multiple benefits,
such as reduced flooding, increased water
supply, enhanced recreational opportunities
and wildlife habitat, and reduced stormwater
pollution. Projects can incorporate centralized
or distributed facilities. Examples of centralized
facilities include spreading grounds, wetland ,
large underground infiltration or storage
tanks, dams, retention basins, median retrofits,
urban runoff recycling facilities, surface water
reservoirs, and other large-scale projects that
collect stormwater runoff from multiple parcel .
Distributed single parcel projects involve the
implementation of stormwater BMP such as
rain barrels, cisterns, rain gardens, and drain
spouts diversions. The Stormwater Technical
Workgroup prepared a Stormwater/Urban Runoff
Issue Paper (Appendix A.12) that identifies is ues
that need to be addressed, or require further
research, to facilitate wide-scale adoption. The
issue paper also identifies recommendations to
overcome these obstacles and ultimately enhance
stormwater runoff capture and use to augment
the local water supply.

7. Source: MWD Groundwater Assessment Study: September 2007
8. Source: Stormwater/Urban Runoff Issue Paper

Issues

Quantifying Yield, Costs, & Benefits

One of the largest impediments to inve ting and
relying on local stormwater projects a a water
supply resource is that a quantified relationship
between stormwater capture and production yield
has not yet been determined. Variables include
specific groundwater basin geology, water quality
(groundwater and stormwater), infiltration and
evaporation losses specific to each project, and
the groundwater basin management structure.
The effects of these variables on production yield
are currently not quantified and need further
study. tormwater direct use projects also con ist
ofan as ortment ofcurrently unknown variables.
Until variables are quantified, investment in
stormwater projects may be con idered risky
because the potential conversion rate from
captured stormwater to yield can be anywhere
between 0 and 100 percent.

Beyond determining the water supply yield of
a project, the cost-effectiveness and economic
feaSibility of a project is difficult to determine
at this time. Stormwater project generally
encompass multiple objectives that incorporate
a variety of costs and benefits, many of which
overlap, making isolating the water supply
component cost problematic. Additionally,
there are multiple approaches to calculating the
monetary value of the water supply benefit. This
quantification is needed to compare benefits
to costs, and to make informed investment
decisions.

Water Quality

Stormwater projects potentially affect - and are
affected by - both urface water and groundwater
quality. The extent of thi effect varies per project
and further study is needed to understand the
optimal balance of water quality and water
supply.

Legislation & Regulations

Current regulatory and management structures
may limit the water supply yield of a stormwater
capture and use project. For example, in
some groundwater basins, legal rights to
extract groundwater may not allow increased
production, regardless of increased stormwater
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recharge. More dialogue is needed to refine
existing regulatory and management structures
to maximize the water supply benefit.

Regional coordination is also needed to present
a unified front and more effectively influence
legislation.

Funding

Total project costs for stormwater projects
vary greatly, as do the scopes for each project.
Depending on the project scope, these total
costs incorporate components to provide a water
supply benefit, but also a multitude of other
related benefits, such as flood reduction, surface
water quality improvements, and habitat and
recreational enhancements. The more variety
and quantity of benefits the project provides, the
more the project tends to cost in total. However,
the multiple benefits potentially bring in multiple
funding partners, which effectively reduces the
individual cost burden to provide each benefit.
This holds true for both capital funds and
maintenance responsibilities. For example, many
of the agencies that have funds to cover capital
costs (through their capital budgets and through
grant funding) many struggle with the ensuing
maintenance responsibilities due to a restrictive
maintenance budget.

lechmcal Workgroup
Recommendations
• Within the next year, begin to identify and

study various pilot project to develop a model
to quantify the relation hip between capture
and production, to quantify water supply
component cost and benefits, to optimize
partnerships, and to better understand
regional challenges;

• Model, per basin, the effect of increased active
stormwater recharge on production yield
(using IRPSIM);

• Determine a business case and an accurate
cost/benefit analysis for providing regional
incentiveslrebates based on the study of
various pilot projects;

• Take the lead in coordinating a proactive,
unified approach to legi lation and regulation
for the region, including ordinances and
building standards;

• Continue to encourage enhanced stormwater
recharge/use partnerships to educate the
public on the benefits and uses of stormwater,
including the relationship between stormwater
quality and drinking water supply, and
facilitate coordination of information to
increase message consistency;

• Continue to provide an avenue for open
regional discussion on enhanced stormwater
capture and u e a a water supply resource;

• Create/continue a dialogue between
stormwater, water supply, and groundwater
managers to refine existing groundwater
and surface water management, and
maximize stormwater runoff as a local
water supply; and

• Collectively develop a set of monitoring
gUidelines to increase technical knowledge;
and

• Encourage information sharing of challenges
and lessons learned to improve future water
supply augmentation efforts, including:

• Technological improvements;

• Water quality data;

• Information gained from the study of pilot
projects;

• Examples of governance;

• Regulatory processes; and

• Operations and maintenance.

Synergy (Recycled, Stormwater,
Groundwater)
During the technical workgroup process,
several of the workgroups noticed that they had
identified similar recommendations with respect
to Metropolitan's participation in legislative
affairs, public outreach, and funding efforts. To
streamline these ideas, a "synergy" workshop was
held on April 20, 2009 that included participants
from the groundwater, stormwater, and recycled
water technical workgroups. Improved synergy
amongst the groundwater, stormwater, and
recycled water agencies can enhance basin yield,
reduce imported water demands, and normalize
water blending targets for use in recycled water
spreading throughout the region.
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The concept ofsynergy is reflected by the SWRCB
Recycled Water Policy which sets mandates for
increased use of recycled water and stormwater,
requires salt/nutrient management plans for all
groundwater basins, and encourages less stringent
monitoring and regulatory requirements for
stormwater treatment projects.

Summary of Recommendations
Synergy Workshop partiCIpants identified
opportunities to work together to optimize
the use of groundwater, recycled water, and
stormwater in the Metropolitan service area.
These include legi lative and regulatory is ues,
education and public upport, and funding
cooperation and are detailed in Appendix A.B.

• Metropolitan should take a leadership role
in coordinating with its regional partners
to effectively lobby the state Legislature to
develop improved policies regarding the
treatment and use of recycled water and
stormwater. Ensure that legislators are
educated on issues before they pass additional
rules and requirements. Ensure that new
legislation come with funding to help local
agencies implement new requirements;

• Stormwater, recycled water, groundwater,
and imported water are interrelated. Yet, the
public message among the various interests is
inconsistent and should be better coordinated
to provide maximum impact. For example,
a water supply education campaign at a
school could also include information about
stormwater, recycled water, and groundwater
to educate the public on the entire water
picture and on ways an individual can be part
of the overall solution. Additionally, "cash
for grass" and other landscape conservation
programs could be augmented to include
rain gardens and downspout re-directs for
recharge, and rain barrels for direct use.
Metropolitan should take a leadership role
in coordinating with its regional partners
to improve public outreach, education, and
support for enhanced stormwater and recycled
water use. Metropolitan and other water
agencies, flood control agencies, public health
agencies, and other partners should work
together to develop a clear and consistent
message to the public regarding the safety of

drinking water and how water supply systems
are integrated (recycled water, groundwater,
and stormwater); and

• Metropolitan should seek funding partners
for stormwater and recycled water projects.
Metropolitan should also consider a bu ine s
model to develop incentives related to use of
stormwater.

Graywater
During the 2008 stakeholder forum process,
various stakeholders requested that graywater be
included in this IRP update and examined as a
potential resource for Southern California. To
this end, the Technical OverSight Committee
created a technical workgroup to determine
the challenges to graywater development. The
workgroup and Metropolitan staff concluded
that graywater is not a significant, viable water
supply for Metropolitan in the foreseeable future.
In addition to issues with cost and existing
regulations, there is the added issue of graywater
projects negatively impacting wastewater and
recycled water infrastructure. For these reason ,
this IRP Update does not recommend action in
the area of graywater beyond fea ibility studies.

The 2007 California Plumbing Code defines
graywater as:

"untreated waste water which has not come into
contact with toilet waste. Graywater includes
waste water from bathtubs, showers, bathroom
wash basins, clothes washing machines, and
laundry tubs, or an equivalent discharge as
approved by the Administrative Authority 9. It
does not include waste water from kitchen sinks,
photo lab sinks, dishwashers, or laundry water
from soiled diapers."

In California, graywater is currently u ed for
irrigation of landscaping at the site of generation,
although graywater still cannot be put to indoor
beneficial use, such as flushing toilets and urinals,
unle s it is treated to Title 22 tertiary recycled
water standards'o.

9. This "Administrative Authority" is the same as the "Enforcing
Agency"' in the HCD regulations in Appendix A.a.b, both of
which refer to whatever local or regional government agency has
jurisdiction over the proposed graywater location.
10. "Title 22," the California Department of Public Health standard
for recycled water, is in reference to Title 22, Chapter 3, Division 4 of
the California Code of Regulation.
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Graywater was not identified as a water supply
component in the 2004 IRP Update. However,
the Graywater Technical Workgroup prepared
a Graywater Issue Paper, which is provided
in Appendix A.8 that discusses graywater
activities, regulations, potential as a resource,
and challenges to further development, discussed
below.

Background
Historically, California has had one ofthe strictest
plumbing codes when it comes to installation of
graywater systems.

SB 1258, signed by the governor into law
on July 22, 2008, directed the California
Department of Housing and Community
Development (HCD) to be the state agency
responsible for proposed building standards for
the construction installation, and alteration of
residential graywater systems. The bill requires
HCD to adopt building standards for residential
graywater systems and to submit such standards
to the California BuildingStandards Commission
for approval. SB 1258 also modified the existing
Health and Safety Code to allow cities, counties,
or other local agencies to adopt building
standards (after a public hearing and enactment
of an ordinance or resolution) that either prohibit
entirely the use of graywater or that are more
restrictive than the graywater building standards
adopted by HCD. Additionally, the California
Department of Water Resources (DWR) retained
the responsibility for commercial and industrial
graywater system standards.

Because graywater is untreated wastewater that
can contain pathogens and have a potentially
deleterious impact on public health, the California
Plumbing Code requires piping, valves, and
other graywater components to be separate from
potable water systems. Previous versions of the
code reqUired that graywater systems must be
deSigned and operated to revent graywater from
reaching the land surface or becoming airborne,
restricted graywater use to subterranean
irrigation, and prohibited irrigation ofvegetables
or fruit that grows on the ground. Also, until
recent plumbing code changes, the former
requirement for subterranean, or subsurface,
irrigation entailed drip irrigation lines buried
at least nine-inches beneath the ground surface.

Because of these restrictions, very few graywater
systems were legally installed. It is unclear
how many illegal graywater systems have been
installed and are operating within the state.

On January 27, 2010, the California Building
Standards Commission approved new graywater
regulations (Title 24, Part 5, Chapter 16A of the
California Code of Regulations), as developed by
HCD, that allow for increased use of graywater
systems within the state by modifying the
subsurface irrigation requirement for graywater
drip lines from burial at least nine-inches
beneath the ground surface to at least two-inches
beneath mulch, rock or soil, or a solid shield
to minimize the possibility of human contact.
These regulations are included in Appendix
A.8.b.

Also, the new regulations created a three-tiered
graywater system:

• Clothes Washer System: doe not require a
construction permit if in compliance with
requirements of new regulation ;

• Simple System: not including a clothes wa her
system and discharge capacity is 250 gallons
per day or less, but does require con truction
permit unless specifically exempted; and

• Complex System: not including a clothe wa her
system or a simple system and discharge
capaCity i greater than 250 gallons per day,
but does require a permit unless pecifically
exempted.

TIle new regulations still proVide that cities,
counties, and other local governments may
further restrict or prohibit the use of graywater
systems after a public hearing and enactment of
an ordinance or resolution.

System Components & Costs
A previou Iy noted, few legal graywater ystem
have been constructed to date in California. With
the recent changes to the California Plumbing
Code, local public agencies with permitting
authority may still choose to prohibit graywater
y tem, or enact tricter code regulation

which would impact the extent of construction
of graywater ystem within their juri diction .
The construction costs for retrofitting existing
properties for graywater system are typically
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higher than the costs for including graywater
systems within new construction.

As was documented in the Graywater Technical
Workgroup Issue Paper, the cost of graywater
systems varies widely, depending on compliance
with code, level of treatment, and size and
sophistication of system. Capital costs under
the pre-2009 regulations were found to exceed
$20,000 for high-end systems, not including
the costs for permitting, maintenance, and
inspections.

Currently, sources of public funds for graywater
systems in the state are limited, especially with
the history of stringent standards for graywater
systems in California.

Water Quality Issues
Often the public confu e graywater with
recycled water and does not realize that
graywater i untreated wa tewater while recycled
water is highly treated to Title 22 standards.
Recycled water is suitable to a much wider range
of non-potable beneficial uses than graywater.
Likewise, the public may confuse graywater with
blackwater, which consists of wastewater from
kitchen sinks, dishwashers, and toilets.

There are public health issues associated with
increased use of graywater. Using graywater
does carry the potential risk of transmi sion
of disease-carrying organisms from sick to
healthy individuals. Public health departments
are concerned that people might inadvertently
reconnect graywater systems into the potable
water ystem. There are public health ri ks if
the graywater becomes airborne, or if there
i exce sive/extending ponding or runoff
of graywater. Also, there are concerns that
graywater use may have a detrimental impact on
the receiving groundwater quality.

Conclusion
The Graywater Technical Workgroup concluded
that more research and development is needed
to better understand the water quality impact
and cost-effectiveness of graywater. Because of
the many unknowns and the negative impact on
recycled water and wa tewater infrastructure, it is
unlikely that graywater will become a significant
regional supply.

The Graywater Technical Workgroup
recommended that Metropolitan not take an
active role in providing financial incentives for
installing graywater systems at this time due to
high costs, lack of data, and uncertain regulatory
environment. Additionally, the Graywater
Technical Workgroup found that it would be
premature to quantify implementation targets
for graywater for this IRP Update.

Strategic Policy Review
As Metropolitan's Board members, staff, member
agencies, members of the public, and stakeholders
participated in the collaborative process
described earlier to identify regional resources
and the challenges for their development, the
question emerged: What should Metropolitan's
future role be in managing and developing the
region's water supplies?

Process
To address this question, Metropolitan held a
series of workshops at the Board level to evaluate
Metropolitan's future role in the region and
its mission. As staff developed and presented
potential resource options, the IRP Steering
Committee shifted focus to planning policies
and goals. A forum called the Strategic Policy
Review was created to delve into core policies
and establish new directives if necessary. This
forum allowed stakeholders to evaluate impacts
of current and proposed policies, particularly
in the manner in which those policies influence
Metropolitan's role in regional development.
The purpose of the Strategic Policy Review
was to examine the impact of different roles
for Metropolitan and its member agencies in
developing water resources and supply reliability
at the retail service level in the future, akin to
the Strategic Plan process of 2000 and the 1995
Strategic Assembly process leading up to the
1996 IRP.

Workshops
The process centered on three facilitated Board
work hops that were designed to clarify, analyze,
and discuss the potential impacts for different
roles for Metropolitan. A summary of the e
workshops are shown in Table 2.6.
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Date
August

October

November

•• •
Content

• Process and schedule
• Guiding principles and evaluation

criteria
• Alternative for new regional

supplies

• Review evaluation criteria and
alternatives

• Technical evaluations of project
supply yields, cost, issues, and
water quality for water supply
options

• Evaluation of alternative
approaches

• Sensitivity to uncertainties

Outcome

• Input on evaluation criteria
• Input on alternatives

• Understanding technical assumptions and data
• Identification of needed revisions

• Understanding assumptions
• Concurrence on validity of initial findings
• Identification of additional analysis

The workshops revisited the function and
importance of a regional agency with access to
imported resources, diverse capabilities, and
a flexible scope of services. The dialogue was
spirited and far-reaching. Board members
expressed diverse views regarding the extent to
which the region should depend on Metropolitan's
actions and initiatives (with the associated costs
and commitments) and the degree to which a
member agency should accept responsibility
and control over its Own water supply reliability.

o one questioned, however, the importance
of reliable and safe water supply for the people
and economy of Southern California - only the
means by which that uniformly-upheld goal
should be achieved.

Examining Potential Roles for
Metropolitan
In examining alternative roles for Metropolitan,
the Board began by looking at the key balance
between Metropolitan's role as a water importer
and its role in local supply development.

At present, Metropolitan take an active role
in the development of water resources for the
region, both on the imported water side and in
local development through partnerships and
incentives. The current role for Metropolitan
is driven by the policies laid out in the Laguna
Declaration, Metropolitan's Mission Statement,
and previous IRPs. However, this role could
change as deemed regionally necessary.
For example, at one end of the spectrum,

Metropolitan could focus solely on importation,
or on the other end of the spectrum, it could
import water in addition to involvement in local
resource development.

The extent and manner of Metropolitan' local
resource development participation could have
divergent regional impacts as well. Historically
Metropolitan has incentivized local resource
production through its LRP program, but
there are other options for funding ranging
from offering incentives to establishing full
ownership. In this analysis, several options for
local resource development were considered by
Metropolitan's Board, including incentivizing,
partial ownership, and full owner hip.

For the purpo e of analysi and a e ment of key
differences in alternative roles for Metropolitan,
three approaches were developed that
incorporated these varying levels of importing
and local involvement:

• Current Approach;

• Imported Focus; and

• Enhanced Regional Focus.

Table 2.7 shows key differences for each role,
while all approaches assume the follOWing:

• Demands and demographic projections
are consistent with methods outlined in
Appendix A.2;

• Conservation credits continue unchanged
and levels of conservation are consistent
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Current Approach Imported Focus Enhanced Regional #1 Enhanced Regional #2

with retail-level compliance with 20x2020
legislation. I I Further detail on conservation
modeling can be found in Appendix A.2;

• Metropolitan will honor its current LRP
contracts to expiration and the local resources
included are those developed or committed to
date, and are shown to grow to estimated full
yield through 2035;

• The Carlsbad Seawater Desalination Facility
icon idered to be "Under Con truction" and
online in 2012;

• CRA supplies include existing!committed
programs along with planned Quantification
Settlement Agreement program ramp-up;

• Colorado River transactions are available
to supply additional water up to the CRA
capacity of 1.25 MAF on an as-needed basis;

• SWP supplies are estimated under restrictions
from current Delta melt and Chinook almon
Biological Opinions until 2012, after which an
Interim Bay-Delta Solution is implemented to
les en the impact of the Biological Opinion ;

• Metropolitan can use its existing storage
portfolio capacity of approximately 4.9 MAF'2
of surface and groundwater storage, and any
existing/committed water transfers; and

• 0 access to additional SWP water transfers
in addition to any existing/committed water
transfers are available, including state Drought
Bank supplies.

For the modeling process, these common
assumptions are projected out to year 2035 and
incorporated into Metropolitan's comprehensive
Integrated Water Resources Plan Simulation
Model (IRPSIM). IRPSIM is based on 83 years
of historical hydrology from 1922 to 2004, and
11. For more information on retail versus regional compliance with
20x2020. see the following section under Component 1: Core
Resources Strategy.
12. This does not include Emergency Storage capacity, described
Appendix A.1S.

estimates of water surplus and shortage are
determined over a 25-year planning period. The
IRPSIM model allows the analysis of information
as to hydrologic and climatic effects on supplies,
demands, and storage capability and use. The
information calculated by the simulation
model provides time series and probabilistic
outcomes of resource use and regional surplus
and shortage conditions in frequency and
magnitude. Additional details on Metropolitan's
IRPSIM model and methodology can be found
in Appendix A.I.

Once the base assumptions common to
all scenarios were established, alternative
mixes of potential resource investment and
implementation timing were developed for each
of the Strategic Policy Review alternative roles.
These alternative resource scenarios were added
to the base assumptions and then modeled
using IRPSIM. For the purposes of reliability
comparison between the alternatives, the key
measures of each case were the frequency and
magnitude of shortages for year 2015, 2025, and
2035. The cost and rate impacts a ociated with
these roles were also evaluated.

Water Rate Impact Assumptions
The first step in calculating Metropolitan's
water rates is to identify the various costs
associated providing water service. Staff u ed
the "cash needs" approach, an accepted industry
practice for government-owned utilities, which
leads to the fixed and variable cost used
in this analysis. All of these costs make up
Metropolitan's gross revenue requirement that
must be made up through rates and charges.
Metropolitan generates income from taxes,
interest income, hydroelectric power sales, and
other miscellaneous activitie that i u ed to
offset the gros revenue requirement resulting
in a net revenue requirement that i u ed to et
water rates and charges. Details on each of the
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costs, revenues and rate setting procedures are
discussed below.

Fixed Costs

Fixed costs include costs incurred annually,
independent of the volume of water sold. The
total annual cost is divided by projected sales in
order to calculate per-acre-foot rates.

Admin istration

Administrative costs includes salaries and
benefit , profe sional ervice, travel, material
and supplies, and other miscellaneous expenses.
The average annual rate of inflation to 2035 was
assumed to be 3.7 percent. This is higher than the
regional rate of inflation to reflect higher rate of
increase for medical and retirement expenses.

Various O&M

Various O&M costs include operating equipment,
performance programs, insurance, leases,
association dues, property taxes, other post
employment benefits, and contingency. For all of
the categories the inflation rate was assumed to
be 3.5 percent with the exception of contingency
and other post-employment benefits funding.
The 2010 and 2011 contingency is assumed to be
zero and one percent annually after that. Other
post-employment benefits funding levels are stU!
undetermined, so the funding level is assumed
to be zero for 2010 and 2011 but is forecast to be
funded at $10 million for 2012, 15 million in
2013, and $20 million from then forward. Other
O&M costs are expected to increase an annual
rate of 5.4 percent through 2035.

SWP
Fi ed costs fo the SWP i clude cap'ta charges,
minimum operations, maintenance, power,
and replacement (OMP&R) charges, and off
aqueduct power charges. The majority of these
costs are derived from estimates provided by
DWR. However, for the scenarios that included
a Bay-Delta fix, costs were calculated assuming
Metropolitan would be responsible for 23 percent
of the total 10 billion capital project leading
to an annual cost of $148 million/year over 15
years. Overall, the total fixed SWP with the Bay
Delta fix costs are expected to increase at an
annual rate of 2.4 percent through 2035. Part of

the reason for this relatively low rate of increase
is that over this time frame, the off-aqueduct
facilities are paid off.

Capital Program Financing

Capital program financing is the same for each
scenario and is estimated to increa e at an average
annual rate of 4.3 percent. An annual average of
$374 million in capital investment i a sumed,
in accordance with the five-year financial
ummary from the current 2010 budget. The

capital investment costs past 2015 are created by
combining a foreca t of capital for new facilitie
and replacement and refurbishment of the
current sy tern. The new faciHtie are e timated
by taking the 2014 capital requirements for new
facilities of $168 million and escalating it at three
percent. The replacement and refurbishment
component is estimated using Metropolitan's
Replacement Planning & Asset Valuation Model,
which bases replacement and refurbishment
capital requirements on a list of Metropolitan's
assets paired with their estimated life. This
model calculate the annual replacement and
refurbishment capital requirements at $196
million in 2015, increasing to over $300 million
by 2017, and leveling off at roughly $350 million
in 2027.

Metropolitan also ha General Obligation bond
debt service decreasing from $48 million in 2010
to 3 million in 2023 as the bonds are redeemed.

ReqUired Reserves

In additional to the expenditures incurred by
Metropolitan to run and maintain the water
system, Metropolitan is also reqUired to maintain
minimum fund balances to pay for operating
costs. When these operating costs increase, the
required in'n urn und balance also ·ncreases.
This increase in reqUired reserves needs to be
funded by rates and charges at an estimated $30
million/year increasing at 3.5 percent.

Variable Costs

These are costs dependent on the volume ofwater
and are incurred by AF.

Treatment

Costs associated with variable treatment
include the cost of power, chemical, and solid
handling incurred at the five treatment plants
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run by Metropolitan. The cost is estimated by
multiplying the total treated AF by the unit cost
of treatment. The 2010 and 2011 unit cost was
assumed to be 22/AF. Thereafter it was assumed
to increase at an annual rate of 6.4 percent for 5
years, reflecting recent rates of increase, and 3.5
percent through 2035. This results in an average
annual rate of inflation of 3.9 percent through
2035.

SWP Power

Power sources will need to be replaced in the time
frame of the analy i ,re ulting in higher variable
power costs for the SWP. These variable power
co ts differ for each trategic Policy Review,
based on SWP flow assumptions. However, the
Imported Focus, Enhanced Regional #2, and
the Current Approach scenarios have roughly
the same unit rate of $127/AF escalated at an
average of 5.2 percent a are ult of imilar WP
flows. The Enhanced Regional #1 scenario has
significantly lower WP flow and therefore a
lower unit rate, also beginning at $127/AF in
2010 but escalated at an average annual rate of
4.4 percent.

CRA Power

The core power supplies for the CRA come from
Parker, Hoover, and Benefit plants and provide
roughly enough energy to pump 750,000 AF of
water into the service area. Any additional CRA
water must be pumped with energy priced at
higher market rates. As a result, the more water
is pumped, the higher the melded CRA power
rate.

Since the Imported Focus, Enhanced Regional
#2, and the Cur e t pp 'oach scenar'os have
roughly the same CRA flows, these scenarios have
similar CRA unit costs. Each starts with 35/AF
in 2010 and escalates at an average annual rate of
4.9 percent. The Enhanced Regional #1 scenario
has somewhat lower CRA flows and therefore
lower unit costs.

Supply Program Costs

The supply program co ts consi t of tran fers,
exchanges, and ground water storage programs.
The use of these programs in the analysis was
determined by the need identified in the IRPSIM
analysis. The unit costs of these programs are
escalated at inflation unless otherwise dictated

in the program contract. In 2015, the four
scenarios had almost the same supply program
costs ranging from $76 million to $77 million.
By 2035 there waS mOre variance; the Enhanced
Regional #1 scenario had less need for these
supplies, incurring a cost of $71.1 million, while
the Imported Focus scenario relied more heavily
on supply programs and incurred $81.3 million
in costs.

Demand Management Programs

The Demand Management Program are
comprised of the LRP and the CCP. The LRP
provides financial assistance to it member
agencies for the development of local water
recycling and groundwater recovery projects.
The base LRP costs for all four scenario are
an average of $43 million through 2020 and
then decrease steadily to $18 million in 2035
as contracts expire. The desalination costs are
assumed to be fixed at 14 million for all but the
Current Approach scenario in which it increases
to 26 million.

The CCP proVides financial assistance for the
development of conservation. The CCP costs
are the same for all scenarios at $20 million in
2011 and escalated at an average annual rate of
3.5 percent.

Enhanced Regional Programs

The enhanced regional programs in the
Enhanced Regional approaches were assumed
to cost $1,500/AF in 2009 and escalated at an
average annual rate of 3.5 percent. This unit rate
was assumed to cover both O&M and capital
financing costs.

Revenue Generating Programs

The revenue generated from taxes, interest
income, hydroelectric power sales, and other
miscellaneous items are used to offset the costs
that are met by rates. These other revenue sources,
in essence, lower the water rates and charges. The
revenue offsets were assumed to be the same for
all four scenarios in this report. In 2015, these
revenues are estimated to generate $137 million,
including $63 million from property taxes and
annexation charges, $30 million from interest
income, $23 million in hydroelectric power sales,
and $21 million from the Build America Bonds
Interest Subsidy Payment, Coachella Valley
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Water District (CVWD) Agreement, leasing
fees, and other miscellaneous income. By 2025
these offsets have decreased to $89 million as
Metropolitan lowers the tax rates to match the
General Obligation bond payment. By 2035,
the revenue offsets are assumed to be picking up
slightly as a result of inflationary increases in the
hydroelectric power sales.

Technical Findings
The resource inve tment a sumptions,
implementation timing, reliability impact and
water rate impacts for each of the trategic Policy
alternatives are as follows:

Current Approach
In this approach, Metropolitan and its member
agencies would develop future water resources in
a manner similar to the path taken following the
1996 IRP and 2004 lRP Update. Metropolitan
would take the lead in developing projects
and programs to improve the reliability of the
SWP and the CRA, maintain existing water
management assets and storage, and develop
new assets if needed. Member and local agencies
would develop local resources and implement

conservation with financial incentives provided
by Metropolitan. Metropolitan and the member
agencies would also continue to work together to
develop in-basin groundwater conjunctive use
programs.

Under the Current Approach, supplies are
assumed to be augmented through a balanced
implementation of Bay-Delta improvements and
moderate additional local resource development.
SpeCific assumptions include:

• Additional local groundwater recovery or
seawater desalination of up to 46,000 AF
are implemented beginning in 2015 and
increasing to full yield in 2025, accounting
for the additional $12 million in Demand
Management Programs and decreased sales;
and

• A Bay-Delta fix is implemented in 2022,
improving the SWP to yields approximating
those estimated prior to the court rulings and
Biological Opinions to protect Delta smelt and
Chinook salmon.

Figure 2.2 shows reliability in 2035 under the
Current Approach. The blue area shows supply
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reliability before storage is utilized, resulting
in a regional supply shortage 28 percent of the
time, up to a maximum of 1.1 MAP. The red area
shows supply reliability after storage is utilized.
With the use ofstorage, regional supply shortages
are reduced to occurring 4 percent of the time,
with a maximum shortage of 190,000 AF. This
is the lowest magnitude of shortage in 2035, and
this option also has low magnitude of shortages
in 2015 and 2035.

The Current Approach has the lowest costs
between the options in 2025 and 2035 and mid
range costs in 2015. The 2035 costs under this
approach are nearly the same a inflation.

Imported Focus
Metropolitan would take a limited and
reduced role in developing regional reliability.
Metropolitan would focus on implementing
an interim and a long-term Bay-Delta solution
to improve the reliability of the SWP, while
also improving the reliability of the CRA.
Metropolitan would maintain its existing water
management assets and storage but would not
seek to develop new assets. While existing LRP
contracts and incentives would be honored, the

responsibility for developing new local resources
and conservation would fall on member and local
agencies, without any participation or financial
incentives from Metropolitan. This approach
assumes supplies are augmented only through
implementation of a Bay-Delta fix in 2022 which
improves the SWP yield to levels approximating
those estimated prior to the court rulings and
Biological Opinions to protect Delta smelt
and Chinook salmon but it does not include
additional Metropolitan-initiated local resource
augmentation or participation.

The reliability under the Imported Focus is
shown in Figure 2.3. The blue area shows supply
reliability before storage is utilized, resulting in a
regional supply shortage 30 percent of the time,
up to a maximum of 1.2 MAP. The red area
shows supply reliability after storage is utilized.
With the use ofstorage, regional upply shortages
are reduced to occurri ng four percent of the time
with a maximum shortage of 250,000 AF. Thi
is a mid-range shortage magnitude in 2035, but
the Imported Focus has the highe t magnitude
of shortage in 2015 and 2025.
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The Imported Focus shows the lowest costs in
2015, and the highest costs in 2025 and 2025.
Compared to the Current Approach scenario,
the Imported Focus scenario has lower demand
management costs, despite the resulting higher
water sales. To meet the additional demands,
the Imported Focus scenario includes additional
northern California supply program costs. The
net effect leads to a small decrease in the supply
rate. These additional supply program purchases
do, however, incur high SWP marginal power
costs as the water is moved into the service area
and this results in a higher system power rate.
Overall, the rates are marginally lower than the
Current Approach scenario as a result of the
slightly higher water sales.

The 2035 costs under this approach are about two
percent above inflation.

Enhanced Regional Focus

Metropolitan would take steps to increase its
current role in developing regional reliability in
anticipation of guarding against an indefinite
delay in achieving a long-term Bay-Delta
solution. Metropolitan would take the lead in
developing projects and programs to improve

the reliability of the SWP and the CRA while
maintaining its existing water management
assets and storage and developing new assets if
needed. Metropolitan would take early steps
to incur the cost to identify and develop large,
scalable regional water recycling and seawater
desalination projects until a long-term Bay-Delta
solution becomes viable. These two alternatives
offer a view of regional reliability and cost should
Bay-Delta improvements be delayed.

Enhanced Regional Focus #1

This approach aSSumes that Bay-Delta
improvements will not be completed by 2035 but
regional-scale local projects are implemented at
30,000 AF in 2015 increasing to 351,000 AF by
2025, and 463,000 AF by 2035.

The reliability under the Enhanced Regional #1 is
shown in Figure 2.4. The blue area shows supply
reliability before storage is utilized, resulting in a
regional supply shortage 26 percent of the time,
up to a maximum of 835,000 AF. The red area
shows supply reliability after storage is utilized.
With the use ofstorage, regional supply shortages
are reduced to occurring 4 percent of the time
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with a maximum shortage of 370,000 AF. This is
the highest shortage magnitude in 2035, but the
lowest in 2015 and 2025.

The costs are the highest of the options in 2015
and in the middle for 2025 and 2035. Compared
to the Current Approach scenario, the Enhanced
Regional #1 scenario has lower SWP and CRA
deliveries resulting in a lower system power rate.
Similar to the Imported Focus scenario, the
Enhanced Regional #1 scenario al 0 has a lower
LRP cost that creates some additional demand
for water sales. The major impact i caused by
the addition of 1.7 billion in enhanced regional
project costs, which dramatically increases the
rate.

The 2035 costs under this approach are 35 percent
above inflation, although this represents little
more than one percent annually above inflation.

Enhanced Regional Focus #2

This approach assumes that the Bay-Delta
improvements will be completed in 2022,
improving the SWP to yields approximating
those estimated prior to the court rulings and
Biological Opinions to protect Delta smelt

and Chinook salmon. Regional Scale local
projects were initiated in the interim with a
implementation of only 40,000 AF in regional
project in 2015.

The reliability under the Imported Focus is
shown in Figure 2.5. The blue area hows upply
reliability before storage is utilized, resulting in a
regional supply hortage 28 percent of the time,
up to a maximum of 1.1 MAF. The red area shows
supply reliability after storage is utilized. With
the use of storage, regional supply shortages are
reduced to occurring 4 percent of the time with
a maximum shortage of 190,000 AF. This i the
same magnitude of shortage in 2015 as Enhanced
Regional #1, and the same in 2035 as the Current
Approach. The 2025 shortage is in the middle.

Costs under this approach fall in the mid-range
of all the scenarios for all years. Compared to
the Current Approach scenario, the Enhanced
Regional #2 scenario has lower LRP costs that
create some additional demand for water sales.
This additional demand is met by the development
of some enhanced regional projects at a cost of
$154 million. These projects, however, do not
produce enough water to decrease Metropolitan's
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reliance on the SWP and CRA and as a result, the
SWP and CRA costs are similar to the Current
Approach scenario. Like the Enhanced Regional
#1 scenario, the additional enhanced regional
costs result in an increase in the supply rate. All
other rate elements are slightly lower as a result of
high sales and the shifting of administrative and
general costs. Overall, the rates for the Enhanced
Regional #2 scenario are somewhat higher than
the Current Approach scenario.

The 2035 cost under this approach are about one
and a half percent above inflation.

Summary of Technical Flldmgs
Analysis presented for the Strategic Policy
Review showed that the different approaches for
Metropolitan's role could result in similar water
supply reliability outcomes in the 2025 and 2035
time frames. In terms of frequency of shortages,
all four of the approaches in the Strategic Policy
Review have virtually the same frequency. In
all cases, water supply reliability that comes
primarily from a combination of water
conservation efforts resulting from the 20x2020
legislation and successful investments in either
a Bay-Delta solution or in large regional-scale
recycling and desalination results in shortages
roughly averaging 5 to 7 percent of the time, as
shown in Table 2.8.

In essence, this is because all four alternatives
present different approaches for equivalent levels
of resource development. The only difference
occurs in the Enhanced Regional Approach #1 in
2025 where the frequency ofshortages are slightly
higher because the Bay-Delta improvements have
not been completed and regional-scale local
projects have not reached full production.

The alternatives do vary, ometime ignificantly,
in the magnitude of shortages occurring in
a Single forecast year. There are a number of
reasons for this. Most importantly, the timing

Frequency of Shortages

2015 2025 2035
Current Approach 12% 4% 5%

Imported Focus 12% 4% 5%
Enhanced Regional #1 12% 7% 5%
Enhanced Regional #2 12% 4% 5%

of the implementation of the resources within an
alternative and the interaction of the resources
with Metropolitan's existing storage portfolio
are the main determinants of the magnitudes of
shortages seen in the alternatives. The frequency
and magnitude of shortages for each alternative
are contained in Table 2.8.

Water rate impacts, graphed in Figure 2.6,
in 2035 are also very similar for all of the
approaches that included a long-term Bay-Delta
solution. The notable exception would be the
Enhanced Regional Approach #1. In this case,
the inability to successfully implement a long
term Bay-Delta solution result in the need for
large quantities of regional-scale recycling and
desalination to achieve comparable levels of
water supply reliability. Regional-scale recycling
and desalination are among the highest cost
options, but these options can produce enough
water supply to offset losses of Bay-Delta supplies.
Water rates in this case would be ignificantly
higher than in any of the other cases.

In all cases, the average annual rate increase
through 2035 would be between zero and two
percent above inflation.

The water rates in Table 2.8 were estimated by
dividing the net costs by the anticipated water
sales and range from one to two percent above
inflation. The water sale for each cenario were
estimated by taking the water demand and
subtracting the average shortage calculated in
the IRPSIM analysis. The water sale include
only firm sales and wheeling/exchange; also, it
was as umed that no replenishment ale would
be available and that the Interim Agricultural
Water Program will be phased out by 2013.

In 2035, the Imported Focus, Enhanced
Regional #1, and Enhanced Regional #2 scenarios
all generate roughly the same water sales level of
2.29 MAP. The Current Approach scenario has

Magnitude of Shortages Estimated Rates ($/AF)
(AF)

2015 2025 2035 2015 2025 2035
659,000 350,000 191,000 $867 $1,279 $1,501

665,000 367,000 191,000 $862 $1,261 $1,483

689,000 415,000 249,000 $856 $1,536 $2,048
659,000 325,000 369,000 $872 $1,303 $1,536
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RANGE OF RATE IMPACTS OF STRATEGIC POLICY REVIEW ApPROACHES OVER TIME
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2035

46,000 AF lower sales as a result of higher local
resource production.

Policy Implications
This analysis revealed key results that can help
to gUide future water resource development and
implementation. These key findings are:

• Conservation and water use efficiency
developed in response to the 20x2020
legislation are a key element to re toring water
upply reliability, regardless of the future role

of Metropolitan;

• Short-term challenges to water supply
reliability will require a focused effort to
address water supply reliability olutions and
through increasing water u e efficiency;

• Options for addressing long-term challenges
exist and can be implemented; and

• Future uncertainties, including climate
change and environmental regulation, can
be addressed in a prudent and cost-effective
manner through scalable projects and other
adaptive management aspects discussed in
Section 3.

The Strategic Policy Review analysis supports
various perspectives on Metropolitan's role in
achieving these results and no one approach
was chosen to define Metropolitan's future
role. Each approach provided insight into the
regional impact of different method of re ource
development and the Strategic Policy Review
identified the trengths of the variou approache
as a gUideline for a future role for Metropolitan.

First, improving the Bay-Delta by implementing
an interim and long-term Bay-Delta solution
prOVides the most reliability benefits at the lowest
overall cost. To that end, Metropolitan should
continue to place a strong emphasis on achieving
success in the Bay-Delta. However, although the
Imported Focus Approach seeks to attain that
goal and also results in the lowest Metropolitan
rate impact, this approach is not the most robust
in terms of preparing the region for additional
uncertainty and risk to water supply.

The other approaches increase Metropolitan's
role and participation in the development of
conservation and local resources, which lessens
the impact of any future losse in water supply.
The most robust approach is characterized
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by Enhanced Regional Approach #2. In this
approach, prudent, innovative investments are
made ahead of knowing the outcome to guard
against future risk. These investments may result
in the implementation of smaller quantities of
more expensive water resources, but the largest
share of the investments can be deferred and
results in water rate impacts that are comparable
to other approaches.

Further, the early investments would trategically
position the region to be able to implement
large-scale re ource programs if needed. The
identification of these early actions is the basis for
Metropolitan's Foundational Actions, outlined in
Section 3. Other approaches may be marginally
less expensive, but could result in a severe loss of
water supply reliability given future uncertainty.
This approach is similar to the Enhanced
Regional Approaches #1 and #2 and upports the
principle that Metropolitan will take a leadership
role, working in collaboration with its member
agencies, to assure that Southern California has
the water resources and necessary infrastructure
required to meet its future needs.

Summary
Using a structured collaborative approach,
Metropolitan, its Board, and regional stakeholders
together identified key areas of focus for future
resource development and designed an approach
for Metropolitan's role in that development.

Technical assessments and information gathered
through this process have come together to
form a preferred approach to confront the
new trends and challenges identified. This
includes development criteria, overall resource
packages, and uncertainty planning approaches
for a variety of regional re ources, including
conservation, groundwater, recycled water,
seawater desalination, tormwater/urban runoff,
and graywater.

This process also initiated a Strategic Policy
Review examining the ramifications ofalternative
role for Metropolitan, member agencie , and
local retail agencies in future development
of water resource. A tudy of water upply
reliability and cost impacts associated with these
approaches found that it is in the region's best
interest for Metropolitan to continue to explore
ways of increasing regional reliability and not

limiting itself to singular areas like addressing
Bay-Delta issues. Instead of picking one role
for Metropolitan, the Strategic Policy Review
identified the strengths of the various approaches
to allow greater regional flexibility in resource
development. The result of this process concluded
that Metropolitan should:

• Adopt an adaptive management a proach for
the future;

• Continue to develop its core supplies;

• Diversify its role in developing regional water
supply;

• Explore various options under which the
region can pursue cooperative development of
beneficial projects.

These findings formed the building blocks for a
comprehensive adaptive management approach
to address uncertainties and were used as the
foundation for this IRP Update.

Furthermore, these principles are echoed in a
growing body of policy statement, including the
follOWing:

• The 1952 Laguna Declaration that tated
Metropolitan will "provide its service area
with adequate supplies of water to meet
expanding and increasing needs;"

• The 1992 Metropolitan Mission Statement,
reiterating that it will "provide its service
area with adequate and reliable supplies of
high-quality water to meet present and future
needs;" and

• The 1996 IRP reliability goal that
"Metropolitan and its member agencies
will have the full capability to meet full
service demands at the retail level under all
foreseeable hydrologic conditions."

Taken together, these policies indicate that
Metropolitan has a long-standing history of
leading regional efforts to secure overall water
supply reliability for the region and the findings
of the Strategic Policy Review confirm and
support these efforts.
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3
An Adaptive Integrated Resource
Strategy

Metropolitan has traditionally implemented
new water supply resources by looking to the
future and anticipating the timing of a gap
between supplies and demands. However,
changing conditions, such as new environmental
regulations, climate change and economic
unknowns, can introduce additional uncertainty
into the reliability equation. Without a plan to
address these types of challenges, the regional
could be faced with costly shortages or expensive
fast-track fixes. This IRP Update speCifically
plans for this uncertainty in Metropolitan's
future water supplies. To better handle future
challenges, Metropolitan evaluated a range of
adaptive management strategies in order to
develop a robust plan that will both meet demands
under observed hydrology and respond to future
uncertainty. This type of plan provides solutions
by developing diverse and flexible resources that
perform adequately under a wide range of future
conditions. Metropolitan's adaptive approach
will accomplish this through its Core Resource
Strategy to meet "full-service demands at the
retail level would be satisfied for all foreseeable
hydrologic conditions," consistent with previous
reliability goals. That commitment to reliability
remains unchanged, as manifest in the addition
of an Uncertainty Buffer to address the water
supply challenges that are posed by uncertain
weather patterns, regulatory and environmental
restrictions, water quality impacts, and changes
in the state and the region. Finally, this
adaptive approach identifies low-cost, low-risk
Foundational Actions to shorten development
time for additional regional resources, should
they be necessary.

Fundamentals of Adaptive
Management
Identifying Uncertainty
The first step in the process of developing a
management strategy was identifying areas in
which uncertainty could impact water supply
reliability. As discussed in Section 1: "Challenges
& Changed Conditions," recent events, such as
conveyance restrictions in the Bay-Delta, have
exemplified new and changing trends in the
region's water supply reliability. Changes in
climate trends, the cost and use ofenergy, potential
policy and permitting restrictions, endangered
species protections, and demographic unknowns
show the need for resources to respond to these
uncertainties. These variations call for updated
planning and suggest the need for hedging
actions now and in the future. Moreover, the
impact of these uncertainties on Metropolitan's
ability to achieve reliability needs to be accounted
for explicitly in the decision·making process and
calls for an adaptive approach to future resource
development.

Incorporating Uncertainty into
Management Strategy
In response to these uncertainties, Metropolitan
has developed an adaptive management approach
to mitigate uncertainty. This will ensure that
resources can be brought online economically
and in time to avoid shortages, without
overspending On exceSS capacity.

The basis of an adaptive management approach
is to pursue actions and resource programs

.. .....
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that can be implemented to meet observed I

demands, as well as identify resources to be
developed in the occurrence of an unforeseen
event or development issue in a core supply.
By adopting this approach, Metropolitan is
signaling its willingness to invest in alternatives
before an actual reduction in supply OccurS. If
no reduction occurs, then the money spent on
the adaptive management components could be
viewed as wasted. However, if a reduction in
supply does occur, and the adaptive management
components were not in place, then Metropolitan
and its member agencies would likely face costly
shortages.

As the regional water planner for a $800 billion
economy, Metropolitan faces two polar opposite
potential risks based on changing conditions.
There is the risk of water supplies not developing
as planned and reacting slowly to the changes
because alternatives are not far enough along in
the planning stages, creating economic hardship
for the region. Conversely, there is the risk of
developing more supplies to meet a demand
that may react to rate increases, creating excess
water costs and economic hardship a well. The
adaptive management approach mitigate both
potential risks by creating a buffer of additional
supplies to be used as needed and taking low-co t
foundational actions for supply augmentation,
should they prove necessary.

Figure 3.1 illustrates how Metropolitan will
implement a measured, adaptive approach to
balance the financial and water supply risks of
resource development.

In Graph A of Figure 3.1, if in planning to
meet future demands (illustrated by the red
curved line), the region waits to develop supplies
(illustrated by the green line) until they are
needed, the region is at high risk for shortages,
shaded in purple. Graph B shows the opposite;
the region has built supplies before they are
needed and the brown shading shows the costs
of developing those supplies. Graph C depicts
the adaptive management approach which falls
somewhere in the middle, seeking to achieve the

C: Adaptive Management

Time

Time

B: Risk of Over-Investment

Water Resources - Demand for Water

A: Risk of Shortage

+-'
Ulo

U

+-'
Ul
o

U

+-'
Ulo

U

1. For the purpose of this IRP Update. "observed conditions" refers
to those hydrologic and demand-related scenarios seen under the

Time 80-year range of conditions experienced regionally from 1922
2004. This is the span of time used in IRPSIM because it offers the
most complete data for all relevant geographical areas. For more
information on IRPSIM, see Appendix A.1.
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highest protection against future shortages at the
lowest financial risk.

This graphical depiction, however, does
not capture the dynamic ability of adaptive
management to respond to changing conditions
as necessary. The magnitude of the hortage
and over-investment "steps" in Graph C vary
with the regional value of supply development
versus shortage avoidance. This adaptive
management approach can provide a blueprint of
how the region can quickly adapt and re pond to
disruptions in its planned water resources. This is
achieved through identifying additional resource
opportunities and establi hing incremental
development actions to implement supplies, if
needed. This approach balances the need for a
cost-effective strategy with the need to invest in
actions that ensure water supply and facilities are
in place at the time supplies are needed.

In order to achieve maximum supply reliability in
a cost-effective and adaptive manner, three main
management components have been identified to
build on existing supplies. In order to determine
the breath of supplies needed, Metropolitan
performed detailed analy is of regional demands
and supplies, described below.

Determining Regional Water Need:
Gap Analysis
Metropolitan's resource strategy for achieving
regional water supply reliability has been to
develop and implement water resources programs
and activities through its IRP process. Since
the 1996 IRP, and more recently the 2004 IRP
Update, Metropolitan and its member agencies
have continued to develop reliable water supplies
for the region, based on the Preferred Resource
Mix. Under this mix, new water supplies are
developed based on a regional evaluation of
reliability, diversification, cost, water quality,
and other factors. The diversification of the
reg'anal supply po tfora that as esu ted fro
these investments has been an important step in
providing flexibility and adaptability.

However, in light of changing conditions,
Metropolitan has systematically evaluated
existing levels of resource development in terms
of future reliability. This analysis looked at the
resources available to meet demands, focused

R r P A JP T
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specifically on dry years - those years with
deficits between supply and demand in the top
ten percent largest of the model's estimates, i.e.,
the driest ten percent. A simple maSS balance
calculates any gap between supplies and storage
available in dry years,2 measured against
projections of future demands, referred to as
"dry-year gap analysis."

In order to perform a cohesive dry-year gap
analysis, Metropolitan used IRP 1M, a detailed
comprehensive model ofMetropolitan's imported
resource availability, ystem capabilitie,
operating rules, storage capacities as well as
local supply assumptions based on member
agency surveys and demand assumptions based
on regional forecasts tailored to Metropolitan's
service area. A more detailed description of the
assumptions and supplies in IRPSIM is included
in Appendix A.I. A more detailed description of
the demand calculations in Appendix A.2.

IRPSIM provides a plethora of data output with
which Metropolitan staff can examine regional
operations and resource options. For this IRP
Update, staff examined the magnitude and
frequency of shortages under the exi ting level
of resource development and under the proposed
IRP Update components. These indicators
provide insight into regional reliability and use
of storage supplies.

Under existing levels of resource development
and projected future demands, IRPSIM
shows a significant gap, illustrated in Figure
3.2. These existing supplies consist of local
surface, groundwater, and LAA, recycling and
groundwater recovery, SWP Table A supplies,
CRA programs, and conservation.

Also included in Figure 3.2 and Table 3.1 is
transfer and storage availability to demonstrate
how these can further meet demand. It is
important to note that the storage and transfer
supplies have been a key component of the
Preferred Resource Mix since the 1996 IRP.

The results of this analysis show that under the
existing level of re ource development a gap
remains even after storage resources have been
utilized. The capability of torage and transfer to
fill that gap is limited with this level of resource

2. A "dry-year" is defined as those modeled scenarios with the top
ten percent largest deficits between supply and demand.
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development because of the inability to maintain
or add to storage resources. Figure 3.3 highlights
the impact of depending on that storage to
meet gaps between supply and demand in dry
years. Storage availability decreases with time
as reserves are depleted to meet needs under the
existing resource development conditions.

In Figure 3.4, the blue area displays upply
reliability under the existing level of resource
development before storage is utilized. In
2035, staying at the existing level of resource
development would result in a regional
supply shortage 91 percent of the time, up to
a maximum of 1.7 MAP. The red area show
supply reliability after storage is utilized. With
the use of storage, regional supply shortages are
reduced to occurring 59 percent of the time with
a maximum shortage of 1.3 MAP.

Advances in the development of water
conservation, water use efficiency, and in new
supply development are needed to improve
the overall balance of supply and demand and
increase the effectiveness and availability of
storage resources in dry-years. The following
sections outline how Metropolitan will develop
programs within its core resources to meet this
gap and a sure regional water upply reliability
into the future under foreseeable hydrologic
conditions.

Component 1: Core Resource
Strategy
Through the dry-year gap analysis, findings from
the IRP technical workgroups, and the Strategic
Policy Review process, it was determined that
the continuation of similar resource investments
and targets identified in the Preferred Resource
Mix, along with an increased emphasis in
water use efficiency, can be an effective "Core
Resources Strategy" under which Metropolitan
can eliminate the gap between future supply and
demand.

Specifically, there are four resource areas where
Metropolitan can pursue additional programs
and activities as a Core Resources Strategy to
meet projected levels of demand. These resource
areas are as follows:
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XISnNG DRY-YEAR SUPPLY & DEMAND ANALYSIS RESULTS

7.0

Total Demand
6.0

....., Supply Gap())
()) 5.0LL
I

()) Conservation...
u« 4.0
c:

.Q

~
3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0
2015 2020 2025 2030 2035

2015 2020 2025 2030 2035
Dry-year Total Demand (Without Conservation) 5,597,000 5,804,000 5,951,000 6,094,000 6,229,000

Local Supplies

Conservation 930,000 965,000 1,032,000 1,097,000 1,158,000

Recycling 353,000 387,000 413,000 422,000 430,000

Groundwater 1,485,000 1,503,000 1,515,000 1,526,000 1,527,000

Groundwater Recovery 122,000 136,000 144,000 148,000 150,000

Local Surface Water 100,000 99,000 99,000 99,000 99,000

LAA 147,000 147,000 147,000 147,000 147,000

Imported Supplies

SWP 430,000 430,000 430,000 430,000 430,000

CRA 852,000 985,000 957,000 925,000 925,000

Total Supplies 4,419,000 4,652,000 4,737,000 4,794,000 4,866,000
Dry-year Need after Existing Supplies 1,178,000 1,152,000 1,214,000 1,300,000 1,363,000

Storage & Transfers*

In-Region Surface Storage** 256,000 283,000 321,000 320,000 309,000

In-Region Groundwater 151,000 255,000 255,000 255,000 255,000

SWP Surface Storage 43,000 66,000 171,000 207,000 205,000

SWP Groundwater 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000

Yuba Accord Transfers 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000

SBVMWD Transfers 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000

Other Water Transfers 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000

Total Storage & Transfers 772,000 926,000 1,069,000 1,104,000 1,091,000

Dry-year Need after Existing Supplies, Storage & 406,000 226,000 145,000 196,000 272,000

Transfers
*Not including Emergency Storage.
**For planning purposes, annual In-Region Surface Storage withdrawals are limited to one-third of the total water available.
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• eRA: Develop dry-year programs combined
with the continued storage, tran fer , and
exchanges;

• SWP: Improve reliability through mid- and
long-term Bay-Delta improvements;

• Conservation & Water Use Efficiency: En ure
and encourage retail-level compliance with
20x2020 water use efficiency goals; and

• Local Projects: Enhance options to incentivize
and partner in local upplyaugmentation.

eRA Dry-Year Supply Development
Metropolitan's goal is to develop programs that
will maintain a full eRA during dry years. To
achieve this level of program development,

Metropolitan has explored a number of potential
programs, including various water con ervation
programs with agencies that receive water
from the Colorado River or are located in close
proximity to the CRA.

It is expected that the ability to deliver a full
CRA will also rely upon storage. For thi rea on,
Table 3.2 shows a range of possible combination
of existing programs and dry-year upplies, all
totaling 1.25 MAF, the CRA capacity. The dry
year supplies include storage programs with
water that can be withdrawn when needed.

Although not yet sufficient in the short-term
to provide the full targeted CRA capacity,
Metropolitan has been very successful in

2015 2020 2025 2030 2035

Existing Programs CRA 852,000 985,000 957,000 925,000 925,000

Core Strategies CRA Dry-year Supply 398,000 265,000 293,000 325,000 325,000

Total 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000
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developing Colorado River programs to date.
Critical to the success of these programs has been
implementation of the Quantification Settlement
Agreement (QSA) to determine priority and
quantity of rights for California parties holding
rights to Colorado River water. This specifies
how much must be made available to high
priority holders, while allocating any unused
supplies to those with subsequent priority rights.
On October 10, 2003, after lengthy negotiations,
representatives from Metropolitan, lID, and
CVWD executed the QSA and other related
agreements. Parties involved also included the
SDCWA, DWR, the California Department
of Fish and Game, the U.S. Department of the
Interior, and the San Luis Rey Indian Water
Rights Settlement Parties. One of those related
agreements was the Colorado River Water
Delivery Agreement: Federal Quantification
Settlement Agreement, under which the
Secretary of the Interior agreed to specified
water deliveries to agencies under priorities 3a
and 6a of the Seven Party Agreement during its
term that are consistent on a federal level with
those provisions under the QSA, reinforcing the
priorities and rights laid out in that agreement.
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In addition, Metropolitan also gained acce s
to banking water in Lake Mead through the
Intentionally Created Surplus program. It
must be noted that the Lake Mead Intentionally
Created Surplus Program, along with any other
storage agreements that potentially augment
Colorado River supplies, are storage programs
not supplies.

With the adoption of the QSA and the
opportunities to store conserved water in
Lake Mead, a solid foundation has been laid
for developing future program that will help
accomplish the long-term CRA target. The
December 2007 federal guidelines concerning
the operation of the Colorado River system
reservoirs provide more certainty to Metropolitan
with respect to the determination of a shortage,
normal, or surplus condition for the operation of
Lake Mead.

To augment these programs, Metropolitan is
continuing to pursue agreements for exchanges
and transfers on the CRA to help balance the
overall water supply and demand picture for the
service area, including:
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• liD/Metropolitan Conservation Program: Under a
1988 agreement, Metropolitan has funded
water effiCiency improvements within IID's
service area in return for the right to divert
the water conserved by those investments.
Under this program, IID implemented a
number of structural and non-structural
measures, including the lining of existing
earthen canals with concrete, constructing
local reservoirs and spill-interceptor canals,
installing non-leak gates, and automating
the distribution system. Other implemented
programs included the delivery of water to
farmers on a 12-hour rather than a 24-hour
basis and improvements in on-farm water
management through the installation of
tailwater pumpback systems, drip irrigation
systems, and linear-move irrigation systems.
Through this program, a total of 105,000 AF/
year is conserved. Execution of the QSA and
amendments to the 1988 and 1989 agreements
extended the term to 2078 if the term of the
QSA extends through 2077 and provides that
up to 20,000 AF of the annual yield would
be made available to CVWD upon CVWD's
request, guaranteeing Metropolitan at least
85,000 AF/year.

• Palo Verde Land Management & Crop Rotation
Program: In May 2004, Metropolitan's Board
authorized a 35-year land management, crop
rotation, and water supply program with
the Palo Verde Irrigation District (PVID).
Under the program, participating farmers
in PVID are paid to reduce their water use
by not irrigating a portion of their land. A
maximum of29 percent of lands within PVID
can be fallowed in any given year. Under
the terms of the QSA, water savings within
the PVID service area are made available to
Metropolitan.

This program provides up to 133,000 AF
of water to be available to Metropolitan in
certain years, and a minimum of 33,000
AF/year. In 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, and
2009 approximately 108,700 AF, 105,000
AF, 72,300 AF, 94,300 AF, and 120,200 AF
of water, respectively, were aved and made
available to Metropolitan. In March 2009,
Metropolitan and PVID entered into a one
year upplemental fallowing program within
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PVID that provides for the fallowing of
additional acreage, with savings projected
to be as much as 61,000 AF. Of that total,
about 24,000 AF of water was saved and
made available to Metropolitan in 2009, with
approximately 37,000 AF anticipated to be
made available in 2010.

• Lower Colorado Water Supply Project: In March
2007, Metropolitan, City of Needles, and
the USBR executed a Lower Colorado
Water Supply Project contract. Under the
contract, Metropolitan annually receives
Lower Colorado Water Supply Project water
unused by eedles and other entities eligible
to receive water from the project. A portion
of the payments made by Metropolitan
to eedles are placed in a trust fund for
potentially acquiring a new water supply for

eedles and other users of the Project should
the groundwater pumped from the Project's
wells become too saline for use. In 2009,
Metropolitan received 2,300 AF from the
Project.

• Hayfield Groundwater Storage Program:
Metropolitan's Board approved the Hayfield
Groundwater Storage Program in June 2000.
The rogram allows CRA water to be tored
in the Hayfield Groundwater Basin in east
Riverside County (about 50 miles east of Palm
Springs) for future withdrawal and delivery to
the CRA. As of 2003, there were over 70,000
AF in storage. At that time, construction of
facilities for extracting the stored water began,
but construction has been deferred because
drought conditions in the Colorado River
watershed resulted in a lack ofsurplus supplies
for storage. A prototype well was completed
in August 2009. Hydrogeologic investigations
indicate that conversion of the prototype well
into a production well could extract as much
as 5,000 AF/year of stored water. When water
supplies become more plentiful, Metropolitan
will pursue this program and develop storage
capacity of about 400,000 AF.

As with all storage and banking programs, CRA
procrrams face major challenges and changing
conditions and is influenced by the reduction
of quantity and frequency of surplus water
supplies available to Metropolitan from the
SWP. Even though the reductions may be on the
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other interested parties, that
will identify a set of water
flow and habitat restoration
actions that contribute to
the recovery of endangered
and sensitive species and
their habitats in the Bay
Delta.

The goal of the BDCP is to
provide for both species/
habitat protection and
improved reliability of water
supplies. Potential habitat
restoration and water
supply conveyance options
included in the BDCP will
be assessed through an
EIR/Environmental Impact
Statement (EI5). The BDCP
planning process and the
supporting EIR/EIS proce

by state and federal water

3. Item 8-6 Metropolitan's Delta Action Plan from June 12, 2007
Board Meeting http://edmsidm.mwdh20.com/idmweb/cache/
MWD%20EDM S/003697545-1.pdf

is being funded
contractors.

The BDCP process to restore habitat for Bay
Delta fisheries and improve the Bay-Delta water
conveyance will help provide reliable water
delivery operations to 26 million Californians.

Merropolttan's Bay-Delta Action Plar
In June 2007, Metropolitan's Board approved
a Bay-Delta Action Plan3 that provides a
framework for actions to build a sustainable Bay
Delta and reduce conflicts between water supply
conveyance and the environment.

Building a sustainable Bay-Delta will require
ignificant investment and take decade to

implement. The Bay-Delta Action Plan aims
to prioritize immediate short-term actions to
stabilize the Bay-Delta while an ultimate solution
i elected, then prioritize mid-term actions to
maintain the Bay-Delta while the long-term
solution is implemented. A summary of the e
actions is included in Table 3.3.

• Restore ecosystems
• Water supply conveyance
• Protect against floods
• Develop storage

• Implement BDCP
• Implement flood control protection
• Finalize site selection and

environmental documents
• Implement new governing

structures

• Secure ESA take authorization
• Prepare for emergencies
• Enhance Delta smelt habitat
• Complete BDCP
• Restore ecosystems
• Two-Gates project

Actions

Short-term

Long-term

Mid-term

Time

frame

SWP Bay-Delta
Restoring Metropolitan's
traditional upply
from the SWP supply
through hort-, mid-,
and long-term Bay-Delta improvements is a
critical piece in achieving regional water upply
reliability. Historically, deliveries from the SWP
to Metropolitan have repre ented about 4 percent
of the runoff in the Bay-Delta watershed in an
average year. Metropolitan is committed to a
comprehensive ecosystem/water system solution
for the Bay-Delta, the site of the pumping
facilities for the SWP.

It is likely that operational constraints will
continue until a long-term solution to the
problems in the Bay-Delta is identified and
implemented, and various efforts are underway
toward that end. For example, state and federal
resource agencies and various environmental
and water user entitie are currently engaged in
the development of the Bay-Delta Conservation
Plan (BDCP), aimed at addre ing ecosy tem
needs and securing long-term operating
permit for the 5WP. Metropolitan has been an
active participant in the BDCP, in addition to
developing its own action plan, while remaining
engaged in related legislation.

Bay-Delta ConservatIon Plan
Metropolitan is actively participating in the
BDCP process, a collaboration of state, federal,
and local water agencies, state and federal fish
agencie, environmental organizations, and

SWP, the inability for
Metropolitan to store
water on the SWP means
that storage is mOre
likely to be taken from
CRA storage programs.
If the conditions
affecting the loss of
surplus water continue,
the storage programs
that augment Colorado
River supplies will not
be able to contribute to
filling the CRA when
needed.
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Short-Term Actions

While a course of action for the long-term
restoration of the Bay-Delta ecosystem is being
developed, actions must be taken in the short
term to stabilize the current situation. These
actions include securing state and federal
ESA take authorization, taking emergency
preparedness steps to prepare for possibility of
catastrophic failure in the event of earthquake
or flood,4 pursuing actions to enhance habitat for
Delta smelt and other pelagic species, completing
the BDCP, and beginning work on ecosystem
restoration projects that will help species
regardless of which ultimate solution is selected
(e.g., marsh restoration, island rebuilding).

Additionally, Metropolitan i continuing to
pursue the Two-Gate flow and tidal regulation
project as a near-term action in the Bay-Delta
to provide fishery benefits and mitigate water
supply impacts.

The propo ed Two-Gate y tern would provide
movable barriers on the Old and Middle Rivers
to modify flows and prevent vulnerable fi h from
4. For more information on Metropolitan's Delta Levee Emergency
response, see Appendix A.14.

being drawn toward the SWP and Central Valley
Project pumping plant. The Two-Gate y tern is
anticipated to protect fish habitat while allowing
up to an estimated additional 150,000 AF/year of
SWP water supply in years when the allocation
for SWP contractors exceeds 35 percent.
Additional supplies from this interim fix are
assumed to materialize by 2013. The proposed
Two-Gate system is subject to operational studies,
monitoring, environmental documentation and
compliance, acquisition of right-of-way, and
completion of design and construction.

Mid-Term Action Plan

Upon selection and enactment of an ultimate
Bay-Delta solution, it will likely take 10 years or
more to complete environmental documentation
and construct new facilities. During this period,
it will be necessary to maintain the stabilization
process of the Bay-Delta through continuing
implementation of the BDCP projects with
selected habitat and fishery improvements for
Bay-Delta native species, beginning to implement
flood control protections, including bypasses and
levee improvements, finalizing site selection and
environmental documentation for new storage
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projects, and implementing new governance
structures for managing the Bay-Delta.

Long-term Action Plan

The long-term action plan must take a global,
comprehensive approach in solving the
fundamental issues and conflicts in the Bay-Delta,
with true sustainability in mind. A piecemeal
approach will not atisfy the many stakeholders
that have a vested interest in the Bay-Delta. Bay
Delta improvements require that three basic
elements be addressed: (1) ecosystem restoration,
(2) water supply conveyance, and (3) flood control
protection and storage development.

Bay-Delta LegIslatIOn
Metropolitan was an active participant
in the development of the 2009 Bay-Delta
legislative package signed into law by Gov.
Schwarzenegger. The Legislature developed
this package beginning with recommendations
received from Gov. Schwarzenegger's Bay
Delta Vision "Blue Ribbon" Task Force. The
Task Force evaluated existing and proposed
land and water use , ecosystem function and
processes, and management practice in the

Bay-Delta in order to identify management
scenarios and implementation strategies to
attain sustainability in the region. In addition
to these recommendations, the Legislature
held informational hearings with Bay-Delta
experts, Task Force members, Schwarzenegger
Administration officials, as well as the public at
large, while engaging in vigorous water policy
discussions. Metropolitan's management
testified at some of these hearings and staff
provided written comments to the Legislature on
Southern California's viewpoints. Following the
informational hearings, several legislators began
work on developing a comprehensive legislative
package, followed by further information
hearings and public comment. This culminated
in a Bay-Delta legislative package introduced in
the 7th Extraordinary Session of the Legislature.

The su·te of Bay-Delta/wate anagement
reforms enacted by this legislation included a key
new policy for water management affecting the
many communities throughout California that
depend upon the Bay-Delta watershed.

The policy reads as follows:
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"The policy of the state of California is to reduce
reliance on the Bay-Delta in meeting California's
future water supply needs through a statewide
strategy of investing in improved regional
supplies, conservation, and water use efficiency.
Each region that depends on water from the Bay
Delta watershed shall improve its regional self
reliance for water through investment in water
use efficiency, water recycling, advanced water
technologies, local and regional water supply
projects, and improved regional coordination of
local and regional water supply efforts."

The Bay-Delta Legislation, however, was not
limited to water management strategies and
included the following highlights:

• 58 1: E tablishes a framework of coequal
goals of a more reliable water supply for
California and protecting, restoring and
enhancing the Bay-Delta eco ystem; creates
a new a Bay-Delta Stewardship Council that
will help coordinate the actions of more than
200 local, state, and federal agencies in the
estuary, and; creates a Bay-Delta Conservancy
to coordinate restoration activities.

• 58 2 Place an $ILl billion bond on the
ovember 2010 ballot to help fund Bay-Delta

restoration, the public benefits a ociated with
new storage projects, groundwater cleanup,
recycling, and regional water management
efforts. A vote on this bond package was
delayed by the Legislature until ovember
2012.

• 58 6: Provides a mandate for local monitoring
of groundwater elevations.

• 58 7: Requires urban water agencies to
lower per capita urban water use statewide
by 20 percent by the year 2020 (20x2020),
described further in the following section;
and
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• SB 8 Improves accounting for Bay-Delta water
diversions.

SWP Resource Development
Metropolitan's strategy for the SWP depends on
the full use of the current State Water Contract
provisions in order to restore traditional
deliveries prior to recent environmental
restrictions. These provisions include its basic
Table A supply contract amount, Article 21
interruptible supplies, and Turnback Pool supply
provisions. In addition, it require successful
negotiation and implementation of a number of
agreements, transfers, exchange , and program .
The supplies from Bay-Delta improvements
represent the restoration ofsupplies lost in recent
years due to pumping restrictions. Metropolitan
is committed to working corroboratively with
DWR, SWP contractors, and other stakeholders
to ensure the succe s of these programs.

The quantitative impacts of these investments in
a dry year are shown in Table 3.4. In addition to
anticipated supplies available from Metropolitan's
Bay-Delta improvements outlined above, Table
3.4 assumes continued success of our existing
programs, detailed below:

• Sacramento Valley Water Management Agreement
(Phase 8 Settlement): Metropolitan is a Signatory
to the Sacramento Valley Water Management

greement (Phase 8 Settle e t) t at' neiudes
work plans to develop and manage water
resources to meet Sacramento Valley in
basin needs, environmental needs under
the SWRCB's Water Quality Control Plan,
and export supply needs for both water
demands and water quality. The agreement
specifies about 60 water supply and system
improvement projects by 16 different entities
in the Sacramento Valley.

• Monterey Amendment: Metropolitan was a
Signatory to the 1994 Monterey Amendment

2015 2020 2025 2030 2035
Existing Programs* SWP

Core Strategy Bay-Delta Improvements

430,000

151,000

430,000

151,000

430,000

283,000

430,000

283,000

430,000

283,000

Total 581,000 581,000 713,000 713,000 713,000

'The existing supplies assume that carryover storage in San Luis Reservoir would be available for use in a dry-year, but because of the
environmental and regulatory challenges on the SWP. it is possible that this water would not be available in the quantities shown.
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to re olve di pute between the urban and
agricultural SWP contractors over how
contract upplie are to be allocated in times of
shortage by amending certain provisions the
long-term water upply contract with DWR.
The Monterey Amendment altered the water
allocation procedures such that both shortages
and surpluses would be hared in the arne
manner for all contractors, eliminating the
prior "agriculture first" hortage provision.
In turn, the agricultural contractors agreed
to permanently transfer 130,000 AF to urban
contractors and permanently retire 45,000 AF
of their contracted upply. The Amendment
facilitated several important water supply
management practices including groundwater
banking, voluntary water marketing, and
flexible and more efficient use of SWP
facilities including borrowing from Castaic
Lake and Lake Perri and use of carryover
storage in San Luis Reservoir to enhance
dry-year supplies. It also provided for the
transfer of DWR land to the Kern County
Water Agency for development of the Kern
Water Bank. The Monterey Amendment
was challenged in court and the original EIR
invalidated. Following a settlement, a new
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EIR was completed and the CEQA process
concluded in May 2010. However, the project
has been challenged again in a new round of
lawsuits.

• SWP Terminal Storage: Metropolitan has
contractual rights to 65,000 AF of flexible
storage at Lake Perris (East Branch terminal
reservoir) and 153,940 AF of flexible storage
at Castaic Lake (West Branch terminal
reservoir). This storage provides Metropolitan
with additional options for managing SWP
deliveries to maximize yield from the project.

• Yuba Dry-year Water Purchase Program: In
December 2007, Metropolitan entered into
an agreement with DWR providing for
Metropolitan's participation in the Yuba Dry
year Water Purchase Program between Yuba
County Water Agency and DWR through
2025.

• Desert Water Agency/Coachella Valley Water
District SWP Table A Transfer: Under the transfer
agreement, Metropolitan transferred 100,000
AF of its SWP Table A amount to DWCV
effective January 1, 2005. Desert Water
Agency/Coachella Valley Water District
(DWCV) pays all SWP charges for this
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water, including capital cost associated with
capacity in the SWP to transport this water
to Perris Reservoir as well a the associated
variable costs. The amount of water actually
delivered in any given year depends on that
year's SWP allocation. Water is delivered
through the existing exchange agreements
between Metropolitan and DWCV. While
Metropolitan transferred 100,000 AF of its
Table A amount, it retained other rights,
including interruptible water service, its full
carryover amounts in San Luis Reservoir, its
full use of flexible storage in Castaic and Perris
Reservoirs, and any rate management credits
associated with the 100,000 AF. In addition,
Metropolitan is able to recall the SWP
transfer water in years in which Metropolitan
determines it needs the water to meet its water
management goals. The main benefit of the
agreement is to reduce Metropolitan's SWP
fixed costs in wetter years when there are more
than sufficient supplies to meet Metropolitan's
water management goals, while at the same
time preserving its dry-year SWP supply.

• DWCV Advance Delivery Program: Under this
program, Metropolitan delivers Colorado
River water to DWCV in advance of the
exchange for their SWP Contract Table A
allocations. By delivering enough water in
advance to cover Metropolitan's exchange
obligations, Metropolitan is able to receive
DWCV's available SWP supplies in years in
which Metropolitan's supplies are insufficient
without having to deliver an equivalent
amount of Colorado River water.

• DWCV Other SWP Deliveries: Since 2008,
Metropolitan has provided DWCV's written
consent to take delivery from the SWP
facilities non-SWP supplies separately
acquired by each agency. These deliveries
include water acquired from the Yuba Dry
year Water Purchase Program and the 2009
Drought Water Bank.

The Bay-Delta remains a critical source of supply
for Metropolitan for two fundamental reasons. It
is of high quality compared to other sources such
as the Colorado River, with high source quality
key to emerging local initiatives such a recycling.
Moreover, the Bay-Delta i uniquely capable of
providing additional upplies in wet year, when
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diversions are far less sensitive on the ecosystem,
enabling Metropolitan to replenish groundwater
basins and its surface storage network.

Although water from the Bay-Delta remain a
key component of Metropolitan's diverse water
portfolio, the Bay-Delta will be a decreasing
percentage of the resource "pie" as other resources
are developed. Development ofa diverse resource
mix is the foundation of Metropolitan's resource
planning and this strategy is supported by every
element of the state's new reduced reliance policy
for the Bay-Delta including emphasizing water
use efficiency, water recycling, advanced water
technologies, local and regional water supply
projects, and improved regional coordination of
local and regional water supply efforts.

Water Use Efficiency through
Conservation & Recycling
Conservation continues to be an important
part of Metropolitan's water supply planning.
Continued investment in co t-effective
conservation remains a key component of
Metropolitan's resource goals.

This IRP sets conservation goals in terms of the
2009 20x2020 Water Conservation Act signed
by Gov. Schwarzenegger. In order to be eligible
for future state water grants and loans, this
legislation requires urban retail water suppliers to
develop urban water use targets to help meet the
20 percent goal by 2020, with interim targets for
2015. The legislation provides flexibility in how
targets are established and achieved. Per capita
reductions can be accomplished through any
combination of increased water conservation,
improved water use effiCiency, and increased
use of recycled water to offset potable demand.
Potable demand offsets can occur through direct
reuse of recycled water, such as for irrigation,
or indirect potable reuse through groundwater
recharge and reservoir augmentation. Retail
water suppliers receive partial credit for past
efforts in conservation and recycled water;
therefore, not all agencies need to reduce demand
by 20 percent in order to comply with the new
law.

The legislation provides additional flexibility by
allOWing compliance on an individual agency
basis or through collaboration with other
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agencies in a region. Based on Metropolitan's
analysis of population and demand and the
methodologies for setting targets described in
the legislation, compliance with 20x2020 on
an individual retail agency basis throughout
the region would result in reduced potable
demand of 380,000 AF in 2020, shown in Table
3.5. Achieving regional consistency with the
legislative goal - a 20 percent reduction for the
region as a whole - would result in additional
savings of 200,000 AF for a total of 580,000 AF.
These additional 200,000 AF regional savings
will be an important part of the Uncertainty
Buffer described later in this section.

In terms of GPCD, the ba eline regional water
demand under this legislation was 177 in 2005.

• •
Existing Program Conservation

Recycling Projects
Core Strategies 20x2020 Retail Compliance

(Conservation & Recycling)

Total
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With no 20x2020 compliance, under existing
levels of conservation and water recycling, the
2020 target would be 166 GPCD. Since the
legislation allows for various calculations of
this baseline on a retail-agency basis, if all retail
agencies in the service area choose their optimal
baseline, the resulting use in 2020 will be 150
GPCD. Regionally, however, this is only a 15
percent reduction from the 177 GPCD baseline.
In order to reach a full 20 percent reduction on a
regional level, average regional 2020 target would
need to be 141 GPCD. Figure 3.5 compares
the impact on GPCD of these various levels of
conservation.

•
2015 2020 2025 2030 2035
930,000 965,000 1,032,000 1,097,000 1,158,000

353,000 387,000 413,000 422,000 430,000

190,000 380,000 380,000 380,000 380,000

1,473,000 1,732,000 1,825,000 1,899,000 1,968,000

GPCD COMPARISONS WITH VARYING LEVELS OF REGIONAL WATER EFFICIENCY*
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Demand less

existing recycling

and conservation

2020
With 380,000 AF

retail 20"10 by 2020

compliance

2020
With 200,000 AF

regional 20"10 by
2020 consistency

*Per capita GPCD reductions can be acccomplished through any combination of increased water conservation, improved water use
efficiency, and increased use of recycled water to offset potable demand.
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Augmentation of Local Resources
through Incentives & Partnerships
Metropolitan continues to pursue local water
recycling, groundwater recovery, and seawater
desalination. Although recycling is used in
meeting the 20x2020 goals, those recycling
projects not being considered to meet 20x2020
could go toward meeting local resource
augmentation goals. However, the primary
supplies considered for augmentation are
groundwater recovery and seawater desalination.

Local agende have implemented projects to
recover contaminated or degraded groundwater
for potable uses to enhance supply reliability of
the region by maximizing local groundwater
resources. Furthermore, several agencies are
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progressively pursuing development of seawater
desalination projects.

Table 3.6 outlines targets for further
development of these local resources, a goal
that will require a continued commitment to
building key partnerships throughout the region
between Metropolitan, its member agencies, and
other government entities aero s a multitude of
disciplines and jurisdictions.

Supply Reliability & Storage
Sustainability Under Core Resources
Thorough resource simulation analysis using
IRPSIM shows that by implementing the
Core Resources Strategy, described above and
summarized in Table 3.7, Metropolitan can

2015 2020 2025 2030 2035
Existing Groundwater 1,485,000 1,503,000 1,515,000 1,526,000 1,527,000
Programs Groundwater Recovery 122,000 136,000 144,000 148,000 150,000

Local Surface Water 100,000 99,000 99,000 99,000 99,000
LAA 147,000 147,000 147,000 147,000 147,000

Core Local Resources Augmentation (Groundwater 72,000 72,000 102,000 102,000 102,000
Strategies Recovery & Seawater Desalination)

Total 1,926,000 1,957,000 2,007,000 2,022,000 2,025,000

•

2015 2020 2025 2030 2035
Dry-year Need after Existing Supplies 1,178,000 1,152,000 1,214,000 1,300,000 1,363,000

Core Resources Strategy
Bay-Delta improvements 151,000 151,000 283,000 283,000 283,000
CRA Dry-year Supply 398,000 265,000 293,000 325,000 325,000
20x2020 Retail Compliance 190,000 380,000 380,000 380,000 380,000
Local Resources Augmentation 72,000 72,000 102,000 102,000 102,000

Total Core Resources 811,000 868,000 1,058,000 1,090,000 1,090,000
Dry-year Need after Core Resources 367,000 284,000 156,000 210,000 273,000

Storage & Transfers Available*
In-Region Surface Storage** 256,000 283,000 321,000 320,000
In-Region Groundwater 151,000 255,000 255,000 255,000
SWP Surface Storage 43,000 66,000 171,000 207,000
SWP Groundwater 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000
Yuba Accord Transfers 17,000 17,000 17,000 17,000
SBVMWD Transfers 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000
Other Water Transfers 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000

Total Storage & Transfers 773,000 927,000 1,070,000 1,105,000
• Does not include Emergency Storage or CRA Storage, which is assumed to be used as part of Core Resources Strategy.
"For planning purposes, annualln.Region Surface Storage withdrawals are limited to one-third of the total water available.

309,000
255,000
205,000
200,000

17,000
6,000

100,000
1,092,000
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achieve its reliability goals under observed
conditions.

The successful development of the re ources
identified in the Core Resources Strategy, and
the use of storage and transfers, significantly
improves the balance between demand and dry
year supply compared to the existing levels of
resource development. The capability of storage
and transfers to meet the gap is greatly improved
with thi level of resource development because
of the improved ability to maintain or add to
storage resources. Figure 3.6 shows average
storage availability through the planning horizon
with the Core Resources Strategy as compared
with average storage under existing development.
No longer is there a declining amount of storage
capacity over time, meaning that storage reliance
is sustainable. This provides additional evidence
that the Core Resources Strategy will be able
to provide reliability out into the future. This
improved reliability i illustrated in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7 provides a visual repre entation
of supply reliability in the year 2035 with
implementation of the Core Re ources Strategy.
The blue area shows that the region could
experience a supply hortage of up to 870,000
AF about 18 percent of the time before storage
is utilized. Storage use would be effective and
ustainable under thi strategy, the region would

achieve 100 percent reliability. When compared
to Figure 3.4 showing reliability under existing
levels of resource development, one can see
the drastic increase in reliability gained by
implementing this Strategy.

Component 2: Developing an
Uncertainty Buffer
Planning for water supply reliability is
complicated by risk and uncertainty. Foreseeable
water supply and demand conditions may differ
from those observed in the past and affect
regional reliability. Water supply reliability in
the Metropolitan service area through 2035 and
beyond depends on many factors including the
successful implementation of local and imported
water supply projects described in previous
sections of this report. Inevitably, some projects
envisioned for the region will be delayed or not
completed. Uncertain regional growth and water
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demand projections are additional factors that
must also be considered when planning future
waters supplies.

For example, the imposition of additional and
unforeseen environmental and regulatory
restrictions could cause Significant impacts to
water supplies. Under additional restrictions,
Metropolitan would need to significantly adapt
to meet anticipated water demands

Because of these uncertainties, the concept of
developing a planning buffer wa introduced
during the 2004 IRP Update. This IRP Update
proposes to expand the concept of a planning
buffer and create an actual hedge against
demand uncertainty, by pursuing an Uncertainty
Buffer. However, this IRP Update Simply sets the
Uncertainty Buffer as a goal. Metropolitan will
evaluate specific future projects to implement
this goal based on then-existing and changed
conditions consistent with the adaptive
management strategy outlined in the IRP.

This Uncertainty Buffer would consist of two
parts: collaboration between Metropolitan
and its member agencies to achieve regional
compliance with 20x2020 actions and local
resource programs that can be implemented if
the Board determines the programs are needed.
This allows Metropolitan to balance the rate
impact of implementing the buffer against risk of
shortage.

The 20x2020 initiative directly addresses the
role of demand in providing reliable water
supplies and has the potential to provide 200,000
AF regionally in addition to the 380,000 AF
reduction in potable demand achieved in the
Core Resources Strategy through retail-level
compliance. This additional water use effiCiency
helps provide a regional buffer to respond to
uncertain conditions.

Through the IRP Technical Workgroups,
Metropolitan's member agencies have also
identified various local supply projects that
could be implemented and added to the regional
supply portfolio if necessary. For the purposes of
the rate discussion in Section 4, this additional
local supply development is assumed to be up
to 300,000 AF regionally. Combined with the
200,000 AF of regional water use efficiency
buffer, the total regional buffer could be as much
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FIGURE 3.6 AVERAGE DRY-YEAR STORAGE BALANCES UNDER CORE RESOURCES STRATEGY
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as 500,000 AF. These local supply projects would
be developed as needed, based on an evaluation
of risk, cost and regional benefit. Ultimately the
size of the buffer will be determined over time,
to account for risk and project development
schedules, which can be up to ten years.

As a point of reference, the regional 20x2020
consistency portion of the Uncertainty Buffer
alone amounts to roughly equivalent to four
percent of total regional demand, ten percent of
regional demand on Metropolitan, or half the
losses in recent years from pumping restrictions
on the SWP.

Achieving Additional Supply
Reliability & Storage Sustainability
with Uncertainty Buffer
Pursuing a buffer provides insurance against
foreseeable short-term uncertaintie , augment
storage, and provides reliability without
increa ing imported upplie. An analysi of the
impacts of implementing an Uncertainty Buffer
shows that reliability can be made to be robust
to changes in the planning assumptions and
improve the balance between demand and supply
established by the Core Resources Strategy.

Because of this additional supply development
and water use effiCiency, the capability of storage
and transfers to meet any remaining gap is
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significantly larger than the projected demand
need and even shows an excess of supply if the
whole Uncertainty Buffer were implemented
under projected supply and demand scenarios,
as seen in Table 3.8. This is the direct result of
the underlying theory of an Uncertainty Buffer:
a buffer is purposefully overdeveloped relative to
demands, because it is intended to hedge against
unknown changes in the planning parameters
used in the analysis. The region would hedge
against over-development by taking a measured
approach to implementation.

Figure 3.8 shows average storage through the
planning horizon with the existing supplies,
Core Resources Strategy, and the Uncertainty
Buffer. Because there is an exce s of supply if
the entire Uncertainty Buffer is pursued, the
need for storage is vastly reduced, and storage
programs would conceivably near maximum
capacity. However, since the purpose of the
Uncertainty Buffer is to help the region deal with
unforeseeable change and be implemented as
needed, so it is unlikely the entire Uncertainty
Buffer would be developed under the projected
demands and supplies. As noted above, when
evaluating future projects to implement this
Uncertainty Buffer, Metropolitan will evaluate
then-existing and changed condition adaptively.
Should changes occur, the supply and storage
that appears to be in surplus would be used to

2015 2020 2025 2030 2035
Dry-year Need after Core Resources Strategy 367,000 284,000 156,000 210,000 273,000
Uncertainty Buffer

20x2020 Regional Consistency Target 100,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000
Dry-year Need after Buffer Implementation* 267,000 84,000 0 10,000 73,000

Storage & Transfers Availability**
In-Region Surface Storage*** 275,000 309,000 330,000 323,000 313,000
In-Region Groundwater 178,000 255,000 255,000 255,000 255,000
SWP Carryover 53,000 93,000 208,000 230,000 233,000
$WP Groundwater 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000
Yuba Accord Transfers 17,000 17,000 17,000 17,000 17,000
$BVMWD Transfers 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000
Other Water Transfers 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000

Total Storage & Transfers 829,000 980,000 1,116,000 1,131,000 1,124,000
• When Dry-year Need is zero or below (there is a surplus of water), a zero is shown.
*' Does not include Emergency Storage or CRA Storage, which is assumed to be used as part of Core Resources Strategy.
••• For planning purposes. annual In-Region Surface Storage withdrawals are limited to one-third of the total water available.
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FIGURE 3.8 AVERAGE DRY-YEAR STORAGE BALANCES UNDER CORE RESOURCES STRATEGY & BUFFER
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mitigate and meet those changes and provide
added reliability as seen in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9 provide a visual repre entation
of supply reliability in the year 2035 with
implementation of the Core Resources Strategy
and Uncertainty Buffer. The blue area shows that
the region could experience a upply shortage
of over 700,000 AF about 12 percent of the time
before storage is utilized, reducing what was seen
under the Core Resource trategy alone.

Component 3: Foundational
Actions
Metropolitan's policie on reliability have evolved
in order to keep current with emerging regional
and statewide condition. Because our region
faces escalating water upply uncertainties, it
is appropriate at this juncture to take a look at
different manners in which to en ure regional
water supply reliability.

In order to sufficiently plan for unforeseen
circumstance and provide replacements if the
Core Resources Strategy or Uncertainty Buffer
supplies are reduced, Metropolitan will employ
Foundational Actions concurrent with the Core
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Resources Strategy and Uncertainty Buffer that
will focus on further development or study of
four local resources:

• Recycled water;

• eawater de alination;

• Stormwater; and

• Graywater.

The e Foundational Actions are low-regret,
low-risk actions, essentially feasibility studies,
legi lative efforts, and research, to be taken a
a region that can reduce the time it takes for a
project to reach full production. These re ources
can then be used to replace or augment Core
Resource or Uncertainty Buffer upplie if the
Foundational Actions show that a particular
resource is suitable for regional investment.
These Action would be compri ed of planning
and preparatory actions laying the foundation for
full-scale investments. In response to emerging
uncertainties, this approach provides a scalable
response to varying degrees of shortage, the
value of which is seen in Figure 3.1, Graph C.

For example, Figure 3.10 shows a hypothetical
progre sion of actions needed to implement a

Low Risk ...1I(i--------------------....~ High Risk

....,
<fl
o

U

Foundational Actions Implementa Ion Actions

Time to Production
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project. The dark shaded area under the curve
represents actions needed to implement a project
from start to production. These actions often
take years and COrne with varying degrees of cost
risk. Foundational Actions could drastically
reduce this time frame, at low cost and risk.

Figure 3.10 shows a hypothetical delineation
of those actions that might be considered low
cost, low-risk Foundational Actions in blue and
those implementation actions requiring greater
risk and cost in pink. Each resource project will
have different ratios of Foundational Actions to
higher cost and risk actions. The most important
aspect of pursuing Foundational Actions is
the flexibility with which these supplies can be
implemented based on need and urgency. By
doing the preliminary feasibility studies and
research, time for any future implementation is
reduced and the region is better prepared should
opportunities arise in the future.

Establishing a Suite of Actions
In order to reduce the lead time necessary to
implement the four supplie, Metropolitan
has identified specific actions to facilitate this
development. By regionally collaborating to
complete these Foundational Action, key
planning options are established and critical
deterrents to development begin to ease. For
example, if capital improvements would be
needed to maximize water development of a
certain project, the formation of a permitting
and inspection work group would expedite
this project's application and approval process.
Greater synergy and efficiency can be attained by
implementing a greater number of Foundational
Actions.

Moreover, this approach allows the region
to select supply projects from any of the four
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resources to create supply portfolios that could
be used to mitigate future supply gap. Once
these Foundational Actions are established,
projects can be implemented to meet specific
needs within the region in a scalable manner to
respond to varying degrees of shortage.

In order to methodically evaluate development
of these resources, Metropolitan's Foundational
Actions draw from the findings and
recommendations from the IRP technical
workgroups (Section 2 and Appendices A.7-13).
From this data and staff experti e came seven
categories of foundational and other resource
development actions that can be pursued
regionally to aid future implementation of these
resources. An overview of the e categories i
found in Table 3.9. Each resource has been
evaluated and a series of resource development
actions identified for each category.

Inclusion of these Foundational Actions in an
adaptive management approach provides the
region with a flexible water supply planning and
implementation tool that can quickly respond to
unforeseen water supply shortages in the Core
Resources Strategy or Uncertainty Buffer. Below
are summaries and detailed tables (Tables 3.10
13) of those Foundational Actions, along with
possible future implementation actions, identified
for potential pursuit toward development ofthese
four resources. These tables also delineate a
Foundational Action versus a higher ri k actions
and the estimated time to completion, mirroring
project development concept illustrated in
Figure 3.10. Like the shaded area in Figure
3.10, the actions shown in blue are Foundational
Actions, and those in pink are higher ri k and
cost implementation actions toward developing
each water supply.

Integrationa I

Public Perception

Legislative

Fiscal

Procedural

Operational

Infrastructural

Integrates existing regional facilities or programming. establishes efficiency and cohesion
mainly through collaborative planning processes

Eases or improves public perception on key issues through extensive public outreach

Facilitates supply development through legislative or regulatory action

Identifies and establishes funding mechanisms to maximize regional participation

Streamlines permitting and regulatory approval processes through collaboration and
organizational efforts

Identifies and mitigates external challenges that impact facility and resource operations

Pursues facilities and capital required to develop water supply
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Recycled Water
As an existing resource, Foundational Actions
for recycled water must take into account
existing projects and conditions. These Actions
are described below and detailed in Table 3.10,
along with an estimated timeline of 12 years to
development, with eight of those years consisting
of Foundational Actions.

Integrational

The integration of future water treatment
facilities with existing facilities is a key element
in ensuring that regional effort are optimized
and assets are used efficiently and effectively. A
Regional Recycled Water Facility Master Plan, in
collaboration with recycled water stakeholders,
would identify future demand; inventory recycled
water projects within the region; identify regional
facility needs, including specific capital projects;
and look for opportunities to share existing and
planned treatment, storage, and conveyance
facilities. This approach emphasizes synergy and
economies of scale in future implementation.
Using this information, alternative methods of
project implementation could be evaluated and
regional treatment facility efficiency objectives
created to maximize recycled water.

Public Perception

Public perception greatly influences the
successful implementation of recycled water
programs. Continued public education on
recycled water will be es entia!, combined with
marketing efforts to promote economical and
reliable recycled water use. The target audience
for the outreach campaign will be the general
public, with special focus on students. The
region can take advantage ofand work in tand~m

with existing similar education and marketmg
campaigns by other. Partner hip can be
formed between water and wa tewater agencies
to develop and implement uch campaign .

Legislative

In orderto effectivelymonitorproposed legislation
on recycled water and consider developing new
recycled water legislation beneficial to the region,
a Recycled Water Legislative Task Force would
be created that would consist of agencies and
organizations throughout the region. The Task
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Force would meet on a regular basis to seek
regional consensus on current and develop~ng

legislative issues. Such a forum would prOVIde
a valuable opportunity for water agencies and
wastewater agencies to seek a consensus on
legislative positions for the benefit of the regi~n.

SpeCifically, the Task Force would quantify
current and proposed legislation, and identifying
potential proponents and opponents oflegislat~on

and establish a consistent platform for promotl11g
recycled water. From there the Task Force could
coordinate support for regulations and work with
a proposed financing committee (see below) to
seek local, state, and federal funding for recycled
water projects and programs through bonds and
other measures.

Fiscal

In light of the scarcity of public funds for
planning, design, and construction of
infrastructure projects and serious competition
for those available funds, a regional collaborative
approach to securing funding for recycled water
projects is not only critical but necessary for the
region to successfully implement increased water
recycling. Thus, a committee would be create.d
that would prepare a regional finance plan. TillS

Committee would seek to identify and establish
funding mechanisms to finance the capital costs
needed for treatment and distribution systems.
The Finance Committee would also review the
availability of existing incentives and bond funds
(loans and/or grants) and would recommend
proposals for new bond funding offacilities to the
Legislative Task Force. With a guiding principle
of efficient use of public funds, the Finance
Committee would explore regional cost-sharing
opportunities among the region's recycled water
stakeholders to further enhance recycled water
use, seeking partnerships to achieve economies
of scale through the region's significant existing
recycled water infrastructure.

Procedural

Critical to the successful implementation
of recycled water projects is a treamlined
application and permitting process. Therefore,
a Task Force would be created to work with
health departments, permitting, and regulatory
agencie to expedite project approval proce es.
In conjunction, a clearinghouse consisting of
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Years to Water Production
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Regional • Project demands and recycled water supplies

Facility Master • Identify regional recycled water facilities and purveyors,

m Plan service boundaries and jurisdictions, and regional concentrate

c: discharqe lines
.g • Identify opportunities for sharing existing storage and I~ conveyance facilities
OJ • Establish regional recycled water facility efficiency objectivesQ)...
.s • Create list of capital improvements needed to maximize

regional recycled water use
• Prepare an analysis of alternatives for treatment, energy use,

sitinq, scale, inteqration, etc.
c Outreach • Address public questions about recycled water through multi- II

II
u .Q
'""'0.. Campaign media campaiqn
.Q CIl

• Sponsor career days, science fairs, and other educational«t ~
&'. events to promote recycled water

Legislative • Quantify effects of existing and pending legislation I
QJ

Task Force • Establish recycled water platform (benefits, current
II

>
'oj:;
III application, potential)u;

• Identify political proponents and opponents'01
QJ

• Advocate legislation that encourages and promotes recycled-'
water use

Regional • Identify major recycled water facility and retrofit cost

Finance components

Committee • Coordinate funding with business groups, municipalities, and Ifinanciers

m • Identify incentive and grant opportunities and disseminate to
u partners<Jlu: • Identify bond measures to fund recycled water and coordinate

with LeQislative Task Force
• EXfclore regional cost-sharing opportunities to encourage

ef icient use of public funds
• Establish funding mechanisms to finance capital costs

Regional Policy • Establish regional clearinghouse for recycled water codes, r 1& Permitting regulations, ordinances, and standards

~ Task Force • Work with CDPH, county health department, etc. to identify
II II:l barriers to imolementation and health risks"'U

QJ • Assist in study to quantify and propose solutions to barriersue identified by public health agencies
Cl.

• Establish and promote a unified regional policy template I
• Update and streamline application and permitting process

T OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

• Collaborate with water suppliers, flood control districts, and
water master/basin managers to establish regional objectives
and strate ies

• Quantify existing basin storage and water quality standards

• Quantify existing regional salt balances and standards

• Establish monitoring protocol and consult with regulatory
a encies to streamline rocess

• Collaborate with water supplies, wastewater agencies and
watermaster/basin managers to establish regional objectives
and strate ies

• Coordinate regionally to schedule basin deliveries and
extractions
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Regional Project • Acquire land and design facilities for potential project sites
Development suited for regional coordination and existingc..:.i'-'.nf'-'.r.::..as.::..t'-'.ru.::..c=..;tc::u"-re=- _

• Pursue necessary environmental compliance, and permitting

Regional

Watershed

Management

Plan

Regional Salt

Management

Plan
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policies, codes, ordinances, and standards related
to recycled water would be established to assist in
developing consistency on the interpretation and
application of rules and standards.

Operational

Effective operations of recycled water projects
rely upon knowledge that such operations do
not negatively impact the receiving waters of
the underlying groundwater basin - currently
or into the future. As salt levels typically rise in
recycled water and as emerging constituents of
COncern in recycled water are better understood
and increasingly subject to regulation, it is
proposed that the region pursue the following: 1)
prepare and update a Regional Salt Management
Plan in collaboration with regulatory agencies
and regional stakeholders to quantify and
manage regional salt balances, 2) prepare and
update a Regional Watershed Management
Plan in collaboration with regulatory agencies
and regional stakeholders to establish regional
recycled water objectives/strategies and quantify
and manage impacts to local groundwater basin
storage and quality. Additionally, regional water
quality monitoring and standards would be
created on salt and basin management, which
would be readily available to stakeholders in
planning for new recycled water facilities.

InfrastructuraI

The over arching approach to increasing recycled
water u e is a regional approach - not only to
planning, marketing, education, legislation,
financing, regulation, policies, and ba in
management, but to actual facility design and
con truction. While the efforts of wa tewater
and water agencies have created the significant
existing recycle water infrastructure in the
region, enhancing that infrastructure to its full
capability nece sitates a fully integrated approach.
This is especially true with when faced with
construction of new treatment and di tribution
facilities within a developed environment
already containing numerous other underground
utilities. This may require retrofits to exi ting
systems to increase capacity or coordination on
land acquisition and construction to prepare
for future demand. Additionally, by necessity,
increa ing recycle water use within the region will
result in recycled water service crossing multiple
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political, watershed, and groundwater basin
boundaries and land acquisition, environmental
compliance, permitting, and construction will
require regional project implementation.

Seawater Desalination
Foundational and other resource development
actions for seawater desalination include
completion of feasibility, policy, financial,
legislative, and management studies and plans
estimated to take eight years, with 11 years total
for project implementation. Foundational actions
and implementation timeline for desalinated
seawater are described below and in Table 3.11.

Integrational

As a first step to integrate desalinated seawater
as a potential resource for Southern California, a
Regional Feasibility Study would be put together
to document and guide further research and
development. Key work elements of this effort
include establishing a database of existing
practices. Ba ed on this data, the region could
propose, implement, and report the findings
on new pilot studies for desalinated seawater
systems. Only with more complete data and
information can the full potential be determined
with enough certainty to inform decision makers
on the extent to pursue desalinated seawater as a
resource and the degree to pursue it.

Public Perception

How the public perceives and understands the
costs and benefits of desalinated seawater will
be crucial to its effectiveness as a resource. Any
educational campaign should include a critical
assessment of environmental benefits and risks
associated with desalinated seawater while
seeking to address public health concerns over
water quality, the long term effect on water rates,
and the trade off of providing locally produced
water vs. imported water.

Legislative

Legislative support is imperative in creating
funding, stream-lining processes, and increasing
opportunities in which seawater desalination
can be utilized. Legislation can influence the
implementation ofordinances and codes, directly
affecting recycled water use in the region. The
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Years to Water ProductionActions
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Regional • Identify existing projects or projects near construction
m Feasibility and create a centralized database of challenges, issues,
c

practices, research and development, water quality data,0 Study'';:;
and performance monitoring metrics

~
Ol • Use the identified projects and GIS mapping to find areasQI.....

of opportunity..s
• Model yield vs. cost of existing projects

§ Outreach • Address public questions about seawater desalination to
u·- promote desalinationj5 a. Campaign
:> <1l

• Sponsor career days, science fairs, and other educationalll..~
<1l

ll.. events
<1l Legislative Task • Collaborate to establish a science-based, statewide policy

I
:»

'';:;
Force or legislation in support of desalination~

.':Q
Purs~e legislation to consolidate or coordinate permitting iOl •

QI
-J requirements

Funding • Utilize existing sub-regional efforts/plans to identify
Strategy Plan funding and cost-sharing opportunities and ongoing

m financing for O&M
u • Explore partnerships with private investments, industry, '.III

i1: federal, and state agencies to regionally coordinate
pursuit of funding and grants

• Establish a funding mechanism to finance capital costs

Regional
,

• Work with regulatory agencies to address and revise
Synergy Task existing regulatory and management structures that

~
Force inhibit desalination production

:> • Assist in developing water quality monitoring and
I-0 treatment guidelinesQI

u

1
e • Centralize the permitting in one agency, watermaster-like

Cl.. permitting coordinator

• Develop a SWRCB policy for the permitting process to
relieve pressure on permitting agency staff

Marine Life • Encourage a science-based, statewide policy or
Protection Plan legislation in support of desalination and best

technologies ,-

m Steelhead • Evaluate impacts of Steelhead Recovery Plan
c Recovery Plan
0

Energy Use'';:; • Partner with the power and private industry to support
~

& Emission technological research and to reduce energy needsQI

8- Mitigation Plan and establish a regional mitigation bank for carbon and
environmental impacts

• Pursue a policy that desalination energy use be treated
comparable to other water resources with regards to
required offsets

Land • Early strategic real estate planning to reserve prime

~
Acquisition coastal locations for potential project sites

::l • Acquire land as needed
t Regional • Develop planning and design documents::l
~

• Pursue environmental compliance and permitting..... ProjectIII
<\I • Inspection preparation~ Development..s
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Foundational Actions needed include developing
and supporting legislation that would consolidate
or coordinate the permits from the various
regulatory agencies.

Fiscal

Once a Regional Feasibility Study is complete, and
the resource potential of desalinated seawater has
been evaluated, a Regional Desalinated Seawater
Funding Strategy Plan would assist in developing
potential funding mechanisms to finance capital
cost for construction of desalinated seawater
projects. Opportunities for current and future
bond funding for grants and loans would be
identified. A regional approach to financing
would be explored.

Procedural

The work of the Regional Synergy Task Force
(which would include propo als for improved
regulations and identifying neces ary
administrative and legi lative approaches),
efforts would be focused on establishing
regional permitting, inspection, and policies
and coordinate between various agencies. Key
elements would include establishing streamlined
application and permitting processes for
desalinated eawater project. The Ta k Force
would use data from the Feasibility Study to
promote a unified regional de alinated eawater
policy in conjunction with efforts of the Regional
Desalinated Seawater Legislative Task Force.

Operational

Applying knowledge from the FeaSibility tudy, a
cohesive regional approach to operations would
be prepared to establish regional objective and
strategies. The plan would be developed in close
collaboration with water upplier, wa tewater
agencies, watermasters, basin managers, public
health agencies, tormwater agencie, citie,
counties, the state, and vendors. This includes
under tanding the impact of de alination on
marine life and working with regulatory agencies
to quantify these impacts and establish mitigation
method for wildlife protection. Additionally,
working with energy providers and regulatory
agencies to addre efficiency and emi sions
mitigation actions is also necessary.

Infrastructural
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The regional approach to construction would be
facilitated by development of regional standards
for planning, design, construction, operations,
and maintenance. Regional Implementation
would be done in conjunction with the creation
of the operational elements and institution of
the Regional Desalinated Seawater Outreach
Campaign. As the unit costs of desalinated
seawater systems decrease and as funding and
financing sources become available, construction
of desalinated seawater projects would be
expected to increase.

tormwater
To take full advantage of the opportunity
to augment Our local water supply utilizing
stormwater, the region would need to first
overcome the barriers to implementation as
identified in the Stormwater/Urban Runoff I sue
Paper. The following provides a framework of
development actions to address these barriers
and strategically maximize this local resource.
Foundational actions make up about 8 of the
estimated 12 years to production of a stormwater
project, are described below and detailed in
Table 3.12.

Integrational

Data Management

A regional water supply project database
would provide a regional picture of stormwater
projects, which would assist in the selection of
pilot projects, in the development of a regional
Stormwater Management Plan, and in the
integration of experiences and regulatory
approval processes. Several existing tormwater
management projects in the region have yielded
challenges and lessons learned that can be used
to improve future water supply augmentation
efforts. A compilation of lessons learned could
be established and continually updated through
this database.

This regional database could build upon existing
local project databases, such as those created for
the IRWMPs.

Regional Feasibility Study
For locally captured stormwater to become a
reliable water supply in Southern California,
techniques for stormwater capture and use must
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become the norm and research must continue
to advance knowledge. By progressing research
in stormwater capture while concurrently
planning, constructing, and operating new
stormwater facilities, innovative and efficient
techniques unique to Southern California can be
institutionalized.

The goal of the Regional Feasibility tudy
Implementation Element is to provide the
data, research, and tudie needed to overcome
technical obstacles, including the folloWing:

• Lack of a quantified relationship between
stormwater capture and reduction in imported
water demand;

• Difficulty in determining the cost effectiveness
of a project from a water supply perspective;

• Unknown water quality impacts;

• Limited safeguards against pollution
transport; and

• Lack of information sharing regarding new
technology and water quality.

The first critical step would be to identify and
study pilot projects, and then build upon the
data gained from the pilot projects to develop
water quality models and gUidelines, direct use
and surface water storage strategies, a detailed
cost/benefit approach, a centralized database of
technical information, and a business case for
regional and local incentives.

Public Perception

Public awarene s is a key aspect of the uccess
of enhancing stormwater use. A stormwater
education program could be targeted to
coordinate with other public awareness programs.
Stormwater, recycled water, groundwater, and
imported water are inter-related. Yet, the
public message among the various interest is
inconsistent and could be better coordinated to
provide maximum impact. For example, a water
supply education campaign at a school could
also include information about tormwater
recycled water, and groundwater to educate th~
public on the entire water picture and on ways
an individual can be part of the overall solution.
The linkage between stormwater capture and
water supply should be empha ized.

R r P A JP T
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Legislative

ew regulatory and legal requirements are
pushing stormwater/urban runoff programs
forward at a faster rate and are emphasizing low
impact development principles and collective
watershed management. This creates new
opportunities to influence these programs and
standards early in the development process,
to work with local communities so that the
programs are implemented as intended, and to
ensure a maximum water supply benefit.

The Stormwater Legislative Task Force would
work proactively to address legislation through
a unified, regional approach and would work
collaboratively with other existing regional
efforts/groups.

Fiscal

A Funding Strategy Plan is essential to
overcoming the funding barrier to implementing
stormwater projects. Stormwater projects often
provide multiple benefits, which attract multiple
funding partners, but may also lead to a large
total project cost. Working collaboratively as
a region on the Funding Strategy Plan would
provide the framework to most effectively utilize
the limited funding available, to equitably share
project costs, and to establish a comprehensive
funding mechanism to finance capital and O&M
costs. This effort could build upon existing
regional and sub-regional plans and workgroups
to increase efficiency and reduce redundant
efforts.

Procedural

Upon completion of the Regional Stormwater
Feasibility Study, effort would focu on
establishing a Stormwater Policy Task Force.
Thi group would work with the Legi lative Ta k
Force and existing regional efforts to identify
regulatory and legi lative need to enhance
stormwater capture and use. In addition, these
task forces would work together to streamline the
permitting proces for project to move forward
in a timely fashion.

The Stormwater Policy Task Force would further
contribute to developing water quality monitoring
and treatment gUidelines, and to updating the
regional water supply project database.
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••
Years to Water Production
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

• Identify and track projects, including project attributes. such
, h did . 'Id d'

Regional
P .rOJect as construction costs, sc e u es, pro uctlon Yle , rea Iness
Database to proceed, etc.

Regional • Use Project Database to document and study existing
Feasibility projects or projects near construction

Study • Pursue pilot projects, if further data is needed, to study
various geographical areas and types administration,
including infiltration, direct use, and surface water storage

m • Add to Regional Stormwater Project Database challenges.
c: lessons learned, water quality data, and performance
0

'.j:; monitoring
~ • Model the effect, per basin, of stormwater recharge on01
Q} production yield and basin water quality.....

-S • Develop surface water storage strategies
• Develop a detailed approach to determine the cost/benefit

of each project

• Develop a stormwater capture direct use model to
correlate the amount of stormwater capture to reduction in
demand and measure BMP effectiveness

• Develop a set of monitoring and treatment guidelines

• Develop a business case for providing regional and local
stormwater capture and use incentives

§ Educational • Coordinate with existing public awareness programs to
v'- target homeowners, renters, commercial, and industrial:.:: Q Campaign

..ow property owners, and schools to emphasize the link::Ju
0..'-

between stormwater and overall water supply~

~ Legislative • Determine the effects of existing and pending legislation
'';::

Task Force and identify barriers to stormwater developmentIII

~
Address and propose changes to legislation through a IIOJ •

OJ..... unified, re~ional approach
Funding • Research and utilize existing sub-regional efforts/plans to
Strategy Plan identify funding and cost-sharing opportunities including

fii ongoing financing for O&Mu

~ • If the Feasibility Study finds projects to be cost effective,
establish a funding mechanism/incentive program to offset
capital costs

Regional • Identify changes to codes, regulations. and standards
fii Policy Task needed to facilitate implementation of stormwater BMPs I'-
::J

Force"1) • Address existing regulatory and management structuresQ)
u that inhibit increased stormwater yield and assist regulatorye

0.. agencies in adjusting these and developing water quality
monitoring and treatment guidelines

, Management • Integrate existing regional plans to establish regional~fij
we: Plan objectives and strategies8-.g

1§ Regional • Develop planning, design, and environmental documents
fj Project • Procure necessary permits
oS Development • Acquire land for potential project sites (if necessary)'"~
.s
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Operational

Upon completion of the Regional Stormwater
Feasibility study and upon receipt of the
recommendations of the Regional Stormwater
Policy Task Force, a Stormwater Management
Plan will be developed. This Plan will be prepared
to establish regional objectives, strategies, and
evaluate appropriate alternatives for enhancing
stormwater capture and use in the Metropolitan
service area. The plan will build upon existing
regional efforts, such as IRWMPs, and will be
developed in collaboration with water suppliers,
stormwater agencies, wastewater agencies,
watermasters, basin managers, and other local
agencies and related stakeholders. A critical
element to the Stormwater Management Plan
will be to maintain and enhance the relationships
with partners and stakeholders over the course
of this process to ensure the continued success of
stormwater as a viable water supply resource for
the region.

Infrastructural

Based upon the results of the Regional Feasibility
Study and the Stormwater Management Plan,
facility implementation needs will be identified.
Depending on the type of project, this could
include advanced planning, design, permitting,
regulatory compliance, financing plans, land
acquisition (as needed), and con truction.

Based on the knowledge gained from the
construction projects, maintenance manuals can
be updated to improve long term maintenance
responsibilities for facilities. Identifying metrics
to monitor performance will also be included.
This process would also include inputting the
performance monitoring data into feasibility
study updates.

Graywater
The Graywater Technical Workgroup and
Metropolitan staff concluded that graywater is
not a significant, viable supply for the foreseeable
future. In addition to i ues with co t and
existing regulations, there is the added issue
of graywater project negatively impacting
wastewater and recycled water infrastructure.
For the e rea on , the IRP Update doe not
recommend actions to further develop graywater
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until an Impact Study can collect data to better
understand these issues.

Unlike the other three re ources with
Foundational Actions, due to the detrimental
effect graywater has on existing water
infrastructure, no further Foundational Actions
nor estimated timeline for development of
graywater can be formed until the Impact tudy
has been completed.

Graywater Impact Study

The Graywater Impact Study would include
summarizing existing practices and issues,
examining various administration options, and
determining regional potential. Specifically,
the following topics were identified for further
research:

• The negative effects of graywater on other
resource investments, like wastewater and
recycled water;

• Water quality, including pathogen removal
for indoor use;

• Market potential;

• Impact on existing plumbing infrastructure;

• Indoor vs. outdoor use; and

• Cost-effectiveness for future incentives.

Only with more complete data and information
can the full potential of graywater be determined
with enough certainty to inform decision makers
on whether to pursue graywater as a resource
and the degree to pursue it. This would include
resolving the issues of reduced flows to existing
wastewater and recycled water plants.

Contingent on the findings of this Graywater
Impact Study, other Foundational Actions such
as policy, financial, legislative, and management
studies and plans could be pursued to decrease
project development time.

Summary
Metropolitan's approach to reliability is based on
an analysis of projected supplies and demands.
The high number ofvariables inherent in this type
ofanalysis makes this a complex undertaking. In
an effort to ensure future water supply reliability
for Southern California, Metropolitan has
adopted the follOWing adaptive goals:

THE ,\1 E T R 0 POL I TAN \V ATE R D J T OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
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• Core Resources Strategy: Develop programs
within the four core resources (SWP,
CRA, local resources, and conservation) to
meet projected demands under observed
conditions;

• Uncertainty Buffer: Regionally collaborate
to hedge against uncertainty in projected
conditions, through regional consistency with
20x2020 legislation and identification of local
projects to be developed if necessary; and

• Foundational Actions: Guard against unknown
risks to the Core Resources and Uncertainty
Buffer, by purSing low-risk, low-cost
actions to shorten implementation time for
further resources (recycled water, seawater
desalination, stormwater, and graywater), if
needed.
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4 Findings & Conclusions

This portion of the report recaps the main steps
toward developing an adaptive management
approach for this IRP Update, provides a
summary of key findings and goals, and the
potential cost impact of these efforts.

First, Metropolitan recognized the need for more
explicit handling ofuncertainty. Futurevariability
in climate, demographic , and regulation could
have a large impact on Southern California's water
resources and a comprehensive plan is needed to
effectively respond. Metropolitan ha developed
an adaptive management approach to these
challenges in this IRP Update. This approach
allows flexibility in resource development and
scalable response to need in order to balance
risk of overproduction against risk of shortage.
Step 1 below summarizes these concepts as the
first step in ensuring regional reliability through
this IRP Update.

. ,

Acknowledge future uncertainty
and need for adaptive approach
in a resource plan to handle these
challenges.

With thi goal in mind, Metropolitan taff
performed Step 2, a comprehensive analysis
of projected yield of exi ting re ource and
anticipated demand through 2035. This revealed
a "gap" between demand and upply that exi ting
storage and transfers would be unable to fully
bridge.

Determine need under existing
supplies and demand projections.

From here, Metropolitan developed a three
part strategy to fill that gap and meet demands
through 2035 in a cost-effective, scalable manner
that handles future uncertainty. Figure 4.1
illustrates the three concurrent components of
this adaptive management approach: a Core
Resources Strategy, Uncertainty Buffer, and
Foundational Actions. The first component, the
Core Resources Strategy, identifies additional
supply development goals to build upon existing
programs and meet needs under observed
conditions. Step 3 highlights this below.

This Core Resources Strategy consists of
meeting future demands through traditional
core resources on the SWP and the CRA, as
well as planned conservation and local supply
development. Metropolitan and its member

The Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta is the hub of California's water delivery system. It spans approximately
1,200 square miles and overlays parts of five major cities and 14 unincorporated towns and villages in Northern
California. Working towards a healthier environment and more reliable water system are the coequal priorities
for a Delta "fix."

THE METROI' WATER DI
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agencies have a long history of investing in these
key resources, which have provided the region
with reliable water supply over the course of
Metropolitan's history. In order to build on
these investments, areas within these resources
have been identified for future development, as
summarized in Table 4.1.

The Core Resources Strategy sets out goals
under observed conditions, but Metropolitan
has acknowledged the need for addressing
future uncertainty, whether from a unforeseen
climate or regulatory circumstances impacting
the core supplies or from demand-side increases
due to changes in population, den ity patterns,
behavior, economic outlooks, etc. To this end,
Metropolitan proposes an Uncertainty Buffer
(Step 4) in two parts: pursuit of greater water
efficiency through regional consistency with
20x2020 legislation and future identification of
specific local projects ready for implementation
that can be developed if needed.

Identify additional supply
development goals to meet
demands under observed
conditions - Core Resources
Strategy.

Regionally develop Uncertainty
Buffer goals for foreseeable
uncertainty, implementing
adaptively as necessary.

This protects the region against future shortages
while not over-investing in unnecessary
resources. Table 4.2 summarizes the supplies
yields expected from the Core Resources Strategy
and fully implemented Uncertainty Buffer. ote
that supplies are available to meet demands and
replenish storage accounts. Although the storage
capacity available to balance demands and
supplies decreases over time as more water is set
aside for emergencies (see detailed description
of emergency storage in Appendix A.IS), the
volume of water in storage increases. However,
the total volume of water in storage cannot be
used at one time due to system constraints, but
under the goals set out in this IRP Update, the
available storage is more than adequate to meet
demand needs after resource development

With core suppLies developed and a buffer in
place, Metropolitan is well positioned to meet
future demands and uncertainty. However,
supply vulnerabilities and uncertaintie require
further contingency planning. The third
component of this IRP Update, highlighted
in Step S, is regional pursuit of actions in
recycling, seawater desalination, stormwater,
and graywater that lay a foundation for further

Identify Foundational Actions to be
pursued regionally and concurrently
with the Core Resource Strategy
and Uncertainty Buffer, in order to
reduce implementation time for
other potential resources, to be
developed if needed.

TABLE 4.1 SUMMARY OF ACTIONS UNDER CORE RESOURCES STRATEGY

Core Resource

CRA

SWP

Water Use Efficiency

Local Resource
Augmentation

Development Area

• Continued of existing programs and partnerships
• Pursuit of further innovations in Colorado River-related storage, conservation, transfers,

exchanges. and agreements

• Bay-Delta ecosystem enhancement and species protection
• Continued of existing programs and pursuit of new sustainable storage and transfer

agreements
• Infrastructure improvements and flood control emergency preparation
• Conveyance solutions
• Continued collaboration with federal. state, and local stakeholders
• Legislation supporting the goals above

• Support retail-level20x2020 compliance, consisting of conservation and water recycling

• Regionally pursue groundwater recovery. seawater desalination, and further recycling

THE ,\1 E T R 0 POL I T t\ N II' t\ T E R D I
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TABLE 4.2 DRY-YEAR RESOURCE GOALS

2015 2020 2025 2030 2035
Dry-Year Total Demand (Without Conservation) 5,597,000 5,804,000 5,951,000 6,094,000 6,229,000

Water Use Efficiency
Conservation 930,000 965,000 1,032,000 1,097,000 1,158,000
Recycling 353,000 387,000 413,000 422,000 430,000
20x2020 Retail Compliance 190,000 380,000 380,000 380,000 380,000
20x2020 Regional Consistency Target 100,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000

Sub-Total Water Use Efficiency 1,573,000 1,932,000 2,025,000 2,099,000 2,168,000

Local Resources
Groundwater 1,485,000 1,503,000 1,515,000 1,526,000 1,527,000
Local Surface Water 100,000 99,000 99,000 99,000 99,000
Groundwater Recovery 122,000 136,000 144,000 148,000 150,000
LAA 147,000 147,000 147,000 147,000 147,000
Local Resources Augmentation 72,000 72,000 102,000 102,000 102,000

Sub-Total Local Resources 1,926,000 1,957,000 2,007,000 2,022,000 2,025,000

State Water Project
SWP 430,000 430,000 430,000 430,000 430,000
Bay-Delta Improvements 151,000 151,000 283,000 283,000 283,000

Sub-total SWP 581,000 581,000 713,000 713,000 713,000

Colorado River Aqueduct
CRA 852,000 985,000 957,000 925,000 925,000
eRA Dry-year Supply 398,000 265,000 293,000 325,000 325,000

Sub-Total CRA 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 1,250,000

Total Resource Development 5,330,000 5,720,000 5,995,000 6,084,000 6,156,000

Dry-year Need after Resource Development* 267,000 84,000 0 10,000 73,000

Storage & Transfers Available** 829,000
Average Storage Levels** 1,913,000
Total Storage Capacity*** 5,438,000

980,000
3,122,000
5,410,000

1,116,000
4,410,000
5,417,000

1,131,000
4,521,000
5,400,000

1,124,000
4,338,000
5,378,000

• When Dry-year Need is zero or below (there is a surplus of water), a zero is shown.
•• Does not include Emergency Storage or CRA Storage, which is assumed to be used as part of Core Resources Strategy.
'''Total Storage Capacity changes as emergency storage requirements increase over time.

development of these resources if needed to meet
future demands. These actions are identified as
Foundational Actions.

These resources take years to develop from
concept to water production, but a portion of this
development can be pursued concurrently with
the Core Resources Strategy and Uncertainty
Buffer at low-cost and low-risk. This will reduce
the total development time so that these resources
can be implemented in time to add to the water
resource portfoliO if a core resource should fail to
develop as projected. The Foundational Actions

THE .\1 E T R 0 POL I T t\ N II' t\ T E R D I

are comprised ofmainly planning and mitigation
action hart of full- cale facility inve tment .

Regional collaboration will be necessary to
pursue these Foundational Actions summarized
in Table 4.3, and since the entire 2010 IRP
Update is meant to be implemented on a regional
scale, it will take continued coordination between
Metropolitan and its member agencies.

A summary of all of the regional resources
considered for potential development in this
IRP in order to maximize regional utility are
summarized in Table 4.4. Allowing resources
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to be developed in a variety of ways add to
the flexibility of this plan and better serves the
region. This approach will allow Metropolitan to
adopt alternative roles as best benefits the region
and enhances existing collaboration, like those
roles examined in the Strategic Policy Review
discussed in Section 2: A Process of Regional
Collaboration. In addition to pursuing imported
supplies, Metropolitan's role in local supply
development could include a range of roles, which
will allow Metropolitan to respond to changing
regional conditions. A brief description of these
possible levels of involvement is provided below:

• Incentivizing: This level of involvement for
Metropolitan entails incentivizing local

TABLE 4.3 FOUNDATIONAL ACTIONS BY CATEGORY

supply development. Metropolitan's existing
LRP program is an example of this type of
arrangement, wherein Metropolitan provides
an incentive for supply yield produced by its
member agencies. Facilities would be owned
and operated by the local agency;

• Alternative FinanCing: Metropolitan could offer
a wider range of financing options that might
include up-front funding of capital projects.
This option would increase Metropolitan's
level of commitment and risk, but it would
also provide greater fleXibility for developing
projects that require large start-up costs.
Facilities would be owned and operated by
the local agency;

Category Recycled Water Seawater Desalination Stormwater Graywater
Integrationa I • Regional Facility • Regional Feasibility Study • Regional Project • Regional

Master Plan Database Feasibility Study
• Regional

Feasibility Study
Public • Outreach • Outreach Campaign • Educational • Educational
Perception Campaign Campaign Campaign

Legislative • Legislative Task • Legislative Task Force • Legislative Task • Legislative Task
Force Force Force

Fiscal • Regional Finance • Funding Strategy Plan • Funding Strategy • Regional Finance
Committee Plan Committee

Procedural • Regional Policy & • Regional Synergy Task • Regional Policy • Regional Policy &
Permitting Task Force Task Force Permitting Task
Force Force

Operational • Regional Salt • Marine Life Protection Plan • Regional • Regional
Management Plan • Steelhead Recovery Plan Management Plan Management Plan

• Regional Watershed • Energy Use & Emission
Management Plan Mitigation Plan

Infrastructural • Regional Project • Land Acquisition • Regional Project • Regional Project
Development • Regional Project Development Development

Development

TABLE 4.4 RESOURCES INCLUDED FOR POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT TO ACHIEVE SUPPLY YIELDS

Core Resources Strategy

CRA

Conservation

Groundwater Recovery

Recycling

Seawater Desalination

Stormwater

SWP

Graywater

Buffer Foundational Actions I

I
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• Equity Partnership: In an equity partnership,
Metropolitan would be part owner of a
local facility. An example of this type of
arrangement could be a partnership in a
desalination facility in which the ownership,
funding, and performance of the project is
mutually shared among the partners; and

• Full Ownership: In a full ownership type of
arrangement, Metropolitan would own the
facility. Ownership, funding and yield of
the project would fall on the responsibility of
Metropolitan.

It is important to note that these roles apply to
Metropolitan's role in developing a ingle project
and are not mutually exclusive; the region may
find it benefits most from a mixture of them
tailored for specific projects. Metropolitan will
consider specific future projects under then
existing conditions, deciding if implementation
is necessary and appropriate. The process of
addressing these regional supply concerns may
lead to new and improved forms of Metropolitan
participation and collaboration.

Through the proce detailed in thi IRP Update,
Metropolitan and its stakeholders have defined
a role and a proce s for Metropolitan that will
ensure water supply reliability for the region into
the foreseeable future. Under the au pice of the
2010 IRP Update, Metropolitan will:

• Adopt an adaptive management approach to
address future uncertainty;

• Continue to develop its core supplies to meet
projected demands up to 2035;

• Initiate Uncertainty Buffer goals to mitigate
future uncertainties;

• Pursue Foundational Action at low-co t and
low-ri k to minimize time to development of
additional resources if core resources fail to
develop as planned;

• Explore various options under which
the region can pursue partnerships and
cooperative development of beneficial
projects; and

• Diversify its role in developing regional water
supply.

Over its more than 75-year hi tory Metropolitan
has faced many challenge in fulfilling its mi sion

THE .\1 E T R 0 POL I T t\ N II' ATE R D I
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of providing a reliable, high-quality water supply
to Southern California. This IRP Update provides
the framework to continue on this mission
with greater assertiveness. The Core Resources
Strategy, Uncertainty Buffer, and Foundational
Actions bring together the adaptive trategy that
Metropolitan will use to address uncertainty and
vulnerability. Through continued collaboration
with its member agencies, and newly formed
partnerships throughout the region, Metropolitan
and all stakeholders will forge ahead together on
the road to reliability.

Water Rate Impact of IRP
Strategy
Although this IRP Update Simply sets goals for
regional development, cost-effectiveness i an
important factor in evaluating future resource
development options and so Metropolitan staff
built on the findings and analysis of the trategic
Policy Review to estimate the rate impact of the
Core Resources Strategy and Uncertainty Buffer;
the Foundational Actions were not included in
the rate impacts because these action do not
incur significant costs until the supplies are
implemented.

Hi torically, Metropolitan ha incentivized local
resource development by providing funding for
actual production, with the risk and burden
of financing, constructing, and operating the
supplies falling on the local agency. Expanding
Metropolitan's participation to include up-front
funding, shared equity partnership, or regional
ownership based on the individual needs and
consent of local agencies may be considered to
increase effectivene s in implementing projects
within the service area. The impacts of these
alternative roles was considered in terms of any
potential implementation of the local resource
portion of the Uncertainty Buffer in the future.

Core Resources Strategy
All of the Uncertainty Buffer scenarios build
off of the Core Resources Strategy. The Core
Resources Strategy assumes the follOWing:

• Delta fix costs of $2.3 billion, representing
Metropolitan's share of Bay-Delta habitat
conservation and conveyance program costs;

THE .\1 E T R 0 POL I T t\ N II' t\ T E R D I

• Continued funding of LRP contracts plus an
additional 102,000 AF of local supplies at up
to 2S0/AF;

• CRA programs costing $300/AF; and

• Continued con ervation funding at $20
million/year.

These costs are escalated at the same percentages
as those in the Strategic Policy Review described
in Section 2.

In addition to funding these programs,
Metropolitan sales decrease by the volume of
water conserved, which is assumed to be 380,000
AF due to retail-level 20x2020 compliance. The
costs of pursuing the Core Resources Strategy
are in line with the base rate of inflation.

Water Use Efficiency Buffer
Building on the Core Resource Strategy
costs, there are three cost options examined
to implement the Uncertainty Buffer based on
implementation style and cost of resources.
The first is implementation of the 20x2020
regional compliance of 200,000 AF only. This
would decrease Metropolitan's annual ale
by an additional 200,000 AF, and impact rates
accordingly.

Metropolitan-Incentivized Buffer
Next, there are two alternative methods for
potentially implementing the local resource
portion of the Uncertainty Buffer, mirroring
the Current Approach and Enhanced Regional
Approach #1 from the Strategic Policy Review
in Section 2. The first option proposes that
300,000 AF of local resources be implemented by
member agencies with Metropolitan incentives,
as in the Current Approach. Thi would re ult in
$2S0/AF for the development of the e supplies, as
well as decreased Metropolitan ale by the same
volume.

Metropolitan-Developed Buffer
An alternative implementation for this
300,000 AF of additional buffer supplies is for
Metropolitan to develop these supplies. This
scenario assumes that Metropolitan develops
these resources at a cost of 1,SOOIAF, which is
an estimate oflocal supply development based on
Metropolitan's experience in the LRP program.
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TABLE 4.5 ESTIMATED RATE IMPACTS OF THE ADAPTIVE IRP STRATEGY

2015 2025 2035
Core Resources

Buffer - Water Use Efficiency

Buffer - Metropolitan-incentivized local resource augmentation

Buffer - Metropolitan-developed local resource augmentation

$853

$892

$919

$953

$1,233

$1,350

$1,510

$1,601

$1,484

$1,608

$1,844

$2,021

Although Metropolitan would pay the full cost
of develop these supplies, Metropolitan would
also sell the water, so the true cost per AF is the
net of cost less sales rate.

Table 4.5 shows the cost of these various options
and Figure 4.2 illu trates how the two alternate
options for implementation of the local resource
part of the Uncertainty Buffer add to the 20x2020
part of the Uncertainty Buffer, all of which are
built on the cost of the Core Resources Strategy.

These costs are graphed in Figure 4.3 over the
planning period and overlaid with the range
of costs between the Strategic Policy Review
options in yellow. Like the trategic Policy
Review, the costs of thi IRP strategy range from
one to two percent above inflation. This was
intentional, as Metropolitan wanted to show the
costs for the most expensive Uncertainty Buffer
implementation, according to the findings of
the Strategic Policy Review findings, in order
to provide a high-end estimate of Uncertainty
Buffer implementation. It is likely that the cost
of a fully implemented Uncertainty Buffer would
likely fall somewhere in between the highe t and
lowest co t options tudied here, however, actual
future costs will be tied to Metropolitan' future
decision of specific project implementation.

Conclusion
This IRP Update expand Metropolitan's
planning into a broader water vision and sets
goals for the next 25 years on Metropolitan's
traditional resources. It also defines a more
adaptive role for Metropolitan on a longer
timeline. Resource development uncertainties
make setting targets more than 25 year in
the future difficult. As such, Metropolitan is
initiating an adaptive management approach.
Major components of this IRP Update are to:
(1) explicitly reflect uncertainty in Metropolitan's
future water management environment, (2)
evaluate a wider range of water management

THE ,\1 E T Rap 0 lIT t\ N II' ATE R D I

strategies, and (3) seek a robust and an adaptive
plan that responds to uncertain conditions that
may evolve over time. A key evolution from
the 2004 IRP Update is the identification of
uncertainties and contingency actions that will
extend the concept of a planning buffer into an
operational approach.

Just as policy has evolved, 0 too have the
technological and programmatic means bywhich
Metropolitan can accomplished the regional
reliability goal. From the completion of the CRA
in 1941 to the present, Metropolitan has added
programs and facilities to accomplish the broad
goal of reliable water supply, including:

• Region's largest water treatment facilities and
water transmission lines;

• Largest Single contract with the SWP;

• Surface storage facilities and new groundwater
storage programs to store less predictable
deliveries from the SWP;

• Regional conservation programs and
leadership in demand management;

• Innovative local resources program to
provide support and incentives for the
implementation of new and innovative water
supply improvements within the service areas
of its member agencies; and

• Overall leadership in forecasting, analyzing,
and providing for Southern California's
current and future water needs.

Today, the challenges posed by continued
population growth, environmental constraints
on the reliability of imported supplies, and the
new uncertainties imposed by climate change
require increased vision and leadership. ew
solutions are available in the form ofdramatically
improved water use efficiency, indirect potable
use of recycled water, and large-scale application
of ocean desalination.

4-7
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FIGURE 4.2 SUMMARY OF RATE IMPACTS
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However, big challenges raise equally big
questions regarding the most desirable means of
achieving new solutions and outcomes. What is
the most reliable, affordable and implementable
means ofachieving the common goal ofadequate
and safe water supplies?

As mentioned at the outset, Metropolitan has
been employing an integrated planning process
that addresses the complexity of this issue. Since
its inception, Metropolitan has focused on both
the development of needed facilities and the
implementation of conservation-based solutions,
balancing both technologies and responsibilities
among its member agencies as well as within its
own capital program. Metropolitan established
targets for a diversified portfolio of investment ,
both structural and programmatic, that have
provided the foundation for continued water
supply reliability during a period of prolonged
drought and severe regulatory limitation. The
accomplishments achieved by both member
agencies and Metropolitan have demon trated the
effectivenes of establi hing clear responsibilities
and a common road map to the future. The
diversified portfolio developed in the 1996 IRP
has erved the region well.

This IRP Update will continue to erve the region
by adapting to the challenges and uncertaintie
of the future. Through a decade of difficult but
productive collaboration in the Bay-Delta, large
and bold solutions have emerged which carry the
promise of "fiXing" the plumbing in one of the
most environmentally sensitive and ecologically
complex water source in the West. There is a clear
path forward in the Bay-Delta. At the same time,
there are opportunities within the Metropolitan
service area to develop large-scale regional water
recycling and seawater de alination facilities.
These projects are also subject to equally complex
institutional constraints on implementation and
carry significant co t. Overall, solution are
available to address the growing demands for
safe and reliable water in Southern California;
however, the timing and cost of implementation
are hard to predict.

Together, the options presented in this IRP Update
are projected to meet the future water supply

needs of Southern California, and identify the
"low-regret" actions that Metropolitan can take
in order to SWiftly respond to the uncertainties
that exist with all water resOurce programs.

~ Sally Aristei, Thomas Bleicher, DWR archives, Matt Hacker, Karen Murphy, MWH Americas, Inc.,
Debra Sass, and USBR. All other photos are Metropolitan file photos.
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INTEGRATED WATER RESOURCES PLAN

2010 Update
Challenges & Changing Conditions

Southern California faces a wide range of
uncertainties that create the potential for
dramatic shifts in water management.

Delta & Colorado River: Metropolitan's
Northern California supplies move across the
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta, a vital estuary
struggling due to a number of stressors.
The ecosystem's decline has triggered an
unprecedented wave of litigation and pumping
restrictions that have dramatically altered water
management and resources for Metropolitan.
While a comprehensive response is under
way through the Bay Delta Conservation Plan,
future conditions and water availability are
challenging to predict. On the Colorado River
Aqueduct system, continued drought and the
proliferation of Quagga mussels make for water
quality, infrastructure, and supply challenges.

Regulatory Restrictions: Regulatory
requirements to develop water sources
have expanded over time. Future difficulties
in securing the necessary environmental
certification, documentation, and permitting
for recycled water projects and seawater
desalination facilities may hinder local supply
development.

Economics: The state's current economic
downturn, coupled with calls for conservation,
have played roles in decreasing demands
for water. A robust economy with improved
economic activity could increase future
demands. Future population growth patterns
could also affect water management.

Climate: Metropolitan's planning relies on
nearly 100 years of historical data to forecast
future conditions, including the frequency and
abundance of rainfall. However, analysis of
thousands of years of climate variability, along
with models of potential future climate, indicate
weather patterns may fall outside the range of
the historic data used in Metropol.itan's planning
models. Changes in climate could significantly
affect water supply reliability.

•

.~
One
thing is TORRANe

certain about the
future water resources for
Southern California: Change.
Whether it is changes in climate patterns,
or changes in environmental regulations that
could dramatically affect key supplies, adaptation
will be the key to maintaining a reliable, high-quality
water supply.

The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California is
prepared to meet these unprecedented challenges through a new
and dynamic long-term water plan. Known as the Integrated Water
Resources Plan, or IRP, it is a water management framework with an
increased emphasiS on regional collaboration.

Earlier versions of the IRP dating back to 1996 set a regional reliability
goal of meeting "full-service demands at the retail level under all
foreseeable hydrologic conditions." True to this reliability goal, the
2010 IRP seeks to stabilize Metropolitan's traditional imported water
supplies and establish water reserves to withstand California's inevitable
dry cycles and growth in water demand. The 2010 IRP takes additional steps

by promoting water use efficiency to further ensure reliability. Crafted
through a collaborative, open process, it spells out a strategy to buffer
the region from future changing circumstances through accelerated
conservation and local supply development. And it advances long-term
planning for potential future contingency resources, such as stormwater
capture and large-scale seawater desalination, in close coordination with
Metropolitan's 26 member agencies and other utilities.

Metropolitan's mission is to prOVide its 5,200 square-mile, six-county
service area with adequate and reliable supplies of high-quality water to
meet present and future needs in an environmentally and economically
responsible way. The IRP enables Metropolitan and its member agencies
to stand ready to meet this mission for the coming generations.
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A Strategy to Adapt to Change

Metropolitan faces a balancing act with planning. Given the
uncertainties that affect water supplies and demands, there
is considerable risk of shortage. There is likewise the risk of
unnecessary investments if shortages do not materialize and
replacement supplies are developed through new projects.
The new IRP strikes the balance through a three-component
approach to the future.

Core Resources Strategy: The core resources strategy
represents baseline efforts to manage water supply and
demand conditions. This strategy is based on "what we know
today," including detailed planning assumptions about future
demographic scenarios, water supply yields, and a range of
observed historical weather patterns. Under this strategy,
Metropolitan and its member agencies will advance water
use efficiency through conservation and recycled water, along
with further local supply development such as groundwater
recovery and seawater desalination. Metropolitan will also
stabilize traditional imported supplies from the Colorado
River and Northern California.

Uncertainty Buffer: The new IRP sets goals for a range
of potential "buffer" supplies to protect the region from
possible shortages in a cost-effective manner, starting with
a further expansion of conservation and water use efficiency
on a region-wide basis. Future water conditions will likely fall
outside of the projected conditions assumed by the Core
Resources Strategy due to challenges in the Delta, Colorado
River, regulatory restrictions, economics, and climate
change. The buffer enables the region to adapt to future
circumstances and foreseeable challenges. Importantly, this
strategy emphasizes regional collaboration to create greater
opportunities to meet future demands.

Foundational Actions: Foundational Actions guide the
region in determining alternative supply options for long
range planning. If future changed conditions - either with
the climate or availability of resources - should prove
greater than what is offset by Metropolitan's Core Resources
Strategy and Uncertainty Buffer, alternatives would be called
for implementation. These actions, including feasibility
studies, technological research, and regulatory review, lay the
foundation for potential alternative resource development.

1,\lILGRAIED WA11:R RI~SOlJRC.I:$ l)lAN 1010 UPUA1E

Water-Use Efficiency:
The Future's Biggest "Supply

In future dry cycles, Southern
California's largest "supply" will be
the water that it no longer uses. The
lowering of demand through numerous
conservation and water use efficiency
programs will provide a greater
contribution to water reliability than
the Colorado River, State Water Project
or any other single supply. In addition,
every acre-foot of conserved water is an
acre-foot that can be saved in storage
and used to meet future water needs.

• Promote water use efficiency
• Reduce regional per-capita

water use 20 percent by
2020.

The new IRP will build on the success
of existing recycled water and~
conservation programs, such as
plumbing code revisions and direct
incentives. The focus will be on
California's new requirement to lower
residential per-capita water use 20
percent by the year 2020. Enacted by
the state Legislature and signed into
law by the Governor as part of a historic
package of water reforms in November
2009, the "20 x 2020" plan gives local
communities flexibility in meeting this
target while accounting for previous
efforts in conservation and recycling.

Metropolitan will coordinate closely
with its member agencies to achieve
these targets both at a retail agency
level in compliance with legislative
requirements, and as a region in
achieving a true 20 percent reduction~
in per-capita water use.
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Looking for Local Resource Solutions

• Develop programs
to allow full
Colorado River
Aqueduct deliveries
in dry years

Metropolitan was established more than 80 years ago to build the
aqueduct system to bring the waters of the Colorado River to a fast
growing Southland. Today the Colorado River remains a vital baseline
supply facing new challenges.

Metropolitan's base apportionment
of Colorado River supply represents
less than half the capacity of the
Colorado River Aqueduct. Delivering
a full aqueduct will require the
continuation and expansion of various
partnerships and programs with
desert water agencies, Basin states,
and other interests. Metropolitan's

ongoing partnerships with the Palo Verde Irrigation District on crop
rotation and farmland fallowing and with Imperial Irrigation District
on water efficiency improvements exemplify successful programs
that will be a supplemental source of supply for many years. Another
approach involves storing Colorado River supplies in surplus years for
withdrawal in dry cycles. Partnerships with the federal government
and other Colorado River water users will also be important to help
manage salinity levels in the coming years. Water quality is intrinsically
tied to supply reliability.

IN'lLCRArFD WAI'LR RESOURCES PLAN 2010 UPDATe.

Colorado River: Regaining a Full Aqueduct

• Advance local
recycling, seawater
desalination and
groundwater
recovery projects

• Explore new forms
of local-regional
partnerships

The coming water challenges are not for Metropolitan to solve alone.
This new IRP was two years in the making through a collaborative
process with Metropolitan's 26 member agencies, key stakeholders,
other local governments, and the public.

Metropolitan plans to be the region's catalyst for further developing
local supplies. Historically, Metropolitan has participated in furthering
local resource development by providing incentive funds to local water
districts. Since 1982, Metropolitan has
executed 63 recycled water projects
and 22 groundwater recovery projects,
totalling more than $310 million in
investments and producing nearly 1,5
million AF in supplies as of 2009.

Future recycling and desalination
projects may require new forms of local
regional partnerships. The IRP gives
Metropolitan the flexibility to provide the
necessary incentives, whether through
financial incentives, financing assistance,
equity partnership or full ownership.

The keys are flexibility and coordination. To meet its reliability goals, it is
essential that Metropolitan implement this long-term planning strategy
in close coordination with member agencies in the most cost-effective
manner.

---------:'........."==-,,........,
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• Focus on regional water use
efficiency

• Prepare additional local options to be
considered, balancing risk, cost, and
regional benefits

Water·Use Other Local State
Efficiency" Resources' - Water

Project

2015 1,573,000 1,926,000 581.000 1,250,000 5,330,000
2020 1,932,000 1,957,000 581,000 1,250,000 5,720,000
2025 2,025,000 2,007,000 713,000 1,250,000 5,995,000
2030 2,099,000 2,022,000 713,000 1,250.000 6,084,000
2035 2.168.000 2,025,000 713,000 1.250,000 6,156,000

·'ndude-s Core Resource Strategy and wat-er·use erflciency portion (200.000
acre·(eet) of burror.
··Water Use Efficiency indudM conservation and recycled water.
...... ·Other Local Rasou rcas include groundw8ler, gtoundw.ater (eco'o'ery,
seawater desalination, sutfaeewatet. los Angeles AquedtJct. and/or futther
recycled water projec1S.

Attachment 2, Page 5 of7

These buffer supplies will initially come from
water use efficiency actions above and beyond
state mandates. This IRP Update establishes
Metropolitan's water use efficiency goal as a
regional per-capita reduction in water use of 20
percent by the year 2020. A second phase would
involve additional local supply development.

Metropolitan will collaborate with member
agencies and local utilities to pursue additional
local "buffer" supplies based on an evaluation
of risk, cost, and regional benefit. The IRP
Update includes specific resource goals,
highlighted below, to ensure regional reliability
and the ability to respond to uncertainty.

The IRP Update's Core Resources Strategy
should help provide regional reliability through
2035. However, recent history suggests that
initial plans are subject to sudden and dramatic
change. That is why Metropolitan's 2010 IRP
factors in an uncertainty "buffer" to help ensure
reliability.

A BuHer for Uncertain Times
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• Support comprehensive
ecosystem/water
system plan to restore
estuary and regain
water supply reliability

• Develop local supplies
and conservation to
meet future needs

10/12/2010 Board Meeting

The Delta: Restoring the Ecosystem &
Supply Reliability

Metropolitan's State Water Project supply moves from Lake Oroville and the
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta to the California Aqueduct system. The worsening
environmental problems in the Delta, caused by a variety of factors, have led to
dramatic reductions in water supplies and
added layers of uncertainty due to regulations
and court decisions.

The new IRP calls for meeting increased future
supply demands within Southern California
through expanded local supplies and
conservation programs. This is consistent with
the state policy to reduce reliance on the Delta
for future needs. But the State Water Project
remains a vital baseline supply that must be
reliable

A sweeping solution to the Delta water system and ecosystem crisis is emerging
through a planning process led by state and federal agencies known as the Bay
Delta Conservation Plan. Metropolitan looks to implement projects to restore
habitat and improve the water conveyance system in the Delta to regain supply
reliability on the State Water Project. Metropolitan's efforts in the Delta recogniz.e
that restoring the West Coast's largest and most important estuary is essential to
re-establishing a reliable water supply for 26 million Californians from Southern
California to the Bay Area.
I
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A Plan of Action in the Face of Change
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Rate Impacts: Providing a safe and
reliable water supply for the future
will come at a cost. The new IRP
recognizes the need to carefully
coordinate with local water districts
to vigilantly maintain the most cost·
effective approaches, The increase
in Metropolitan's rates between
2010 and 2035 will be affected by
many variables. Historically, the
national real cost of water and
sewer maintenance has increased
at a rate of about 2 percent above
inAation.* Projections in the IRP
show that Metropolitan's future
rate increases would be at or
below these historic norms for the
industry.

A Plan of Action: Metropolitan's
long-term planning efforts are one
of those back stories of success that help maintain a region with an $800 billion economy.
The 2010 IRP sets a benchmark to measure progress in the future and to signal when
changing circumstances should trigger adaptive actions.

Metropolitan's legacy for planning has paid dividends for generations. Through careful
development of Metropolitan's network of storage reserves, widespread and deep
shortages have been avoided in recent dry years-a strategy first envisioned in the
1996 IRP. Energy management is a new focus and through the Board approved Energy
Management policies, Metropolitan has identified goals to achieve energy reliability
and emissions reductions. In addition to these forward-looking goals, Metropolitan has
systems in place to respond immediately to a variety of emergency situations which could
interrupt both the energy and water distribution systems statewide as well as the agency's
business operations. Detailed plans are in place to respond to natural disasters such as a
Delta levee break or earthquake.

The new IRP establishes a planning framework that sets the stage for programs that will
ensure reliability. Metropolitan's baseline core actions would be sufficient to keep the
region in balance under observed weather conditions and demand trends.

But future conditions are likely to change. The new IRP places in motion a baseline set of
supply and conservation initiatives and sets the stage for additional short-term actions if
they prove necessary. It launches the planning for a suite of longer-term actions if changed
circumstances prove significant.

With a mix of conservation, imported supplies and local actions, the 2010 IRP positions
Southern California to prosper in a coming era of change.

1~'TI'CItAlbl> \\''''"lfR Itl:.SOURCf.S l'I,\N 2010 UPOI\TI;

• Identify Foundational Actions

• Improve the viability ofpotential
contingency resources

• Prepare for implementation in
the face of change

Laying a Foundation for Future Change

Over the next generation, the water picture for Southern California will change significantly.
The change could be unprecedented, beyond Metropolitan's two strategies of establishing
core supply/conservation efforts and
preparing a limited array of potential
"buffer" actions.

To prepare for a very different future,
the new IRP will take preliminary
steps to determine the feasibility of
alternative supply programs that could be
implemented as a contingency for long
term change. Foundational Actions involve
lower-cost efforts. These actions include as feasibility studies, technological research,
and regulatory review to determine whether a resource can feasibly be developed into a
contingency supply. These Foundational Actions will initiate planning for resources that
may be viable in the future, but are currently limited and generally unavailable because of
technical, regulatory, legislative, and cost constraints, or because they may negatively impact
existing water resources.

An effective use of Foundational Actions will help identify what the region's viable alternatives
may be for managing long-term change, and will solidify a path for future implementation
should these alternatives be needed, They will also highlight those resources that have
issues that may preclude them from consideration as viable alternatives.
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GUIDE TO ApPENDIX ACRONYMS

20x2020 Water Conservation Act of 2009 (SB 7) IRWD Irvine Ranch Water District

AB California Assembly Bill IRPSIM Integrated Water Resources Plan
Simulation Model

AF acre-foot IRWMP Integrated Regional Water Management
Plan

AF/year acre-feet per year LAA Los Angeles Aqueduct

BMPs best management practices LABOS City of Los Angeles, Bureau of Sanitation

CDPH California Department of Public Health LACFCD Los Angeles County Flood Control District

CEQA California Environmental Quality Act LADWP Los Angeles Department of Water and
Power

CII commercial, industrial, and institutional LANDAT Land Use and Demographics Analysis
Tool

CPUC California Public Utilities Commission LRP Local Resources Program

CRA Colorado River Aqueduct M&I municipal and industrial

CUP Conjunctive Use Program MAF million acre-feet

CUWCC California Urban Water Conservation MPAs marine protection areas
Council

DOF California Department of Finance MWD Municipal Water District
DWCV Desert Water Agency/Coachella Valley MWD-MAIN Water Use Forecasting System

Water District
DWR California Department of Water MWDOC Municipal Water District of Orange

Resources County
EIR Environmental Impact Report OCWD Orange County Water District

EIS Environmental Impact Statement O&M operation and maintenance

EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency QSA Quantification Settlement Agreement

ESA Endangered Species Act RO reverse osmosis

GIS Geographic Information System SB Senate Bill

GPCD gallons per capita per day SANDAG San Diego Association of Governments

GPD gallons per day SCAG Southern California Association of
Governments

GPED gallons per employee per day SDCWA San Diego County Water Authority

GPM gallons per minute SWP State Water Project

GPUD gallons per unit per day SWRCB State Water Resources Control Board

HCD California Department of Housing and ULF ultra low flow
Community Development

IEUA Inland Empire Utilities Agency USSR U.S. Bureau of Reclamation

liD Imperial Irrigation District USGVMWD Upper San Gabriel Valley MWD

IRP Integrated Water Resources Plan WBIC weather-based irrigation controller
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A.l IRPSIM

IRPSIM is Metropolitan's primary tool for evaluating the region's future water supply reliability. The
IRPSIM model integrates projections of demands, conservation, imported supplies, and storage to
determine future reliability under a range of resource management strategies. Metropolitan originally
developed IRPSIM to evaluate the different resource options proposed during the 1996 IRP development
process.

In order to perform a resource evaluation, IRPSIM requires input from several of Metropolitan's planning
models, as well as inputs derived from DWR and USBR planning models.

• MWD-MAIN: Generates retail demand forecasts using an econometric-based model. For additional
information on MWD-MAIN reference Appendix A.2 of this report;

• Conservation Savings Model: Estimates retail level conservation savings based on conservation devices
and programs. Reference Appendix A.2 of this report for additional information on Metropolitan's
conservation model;

• Local Supply Project Surveys: Provides a forecast of future local supplies based on input received from
surveys of the member agencies. Appendix A.6 provides a list of existing and future projects that were
provided by the member agencies;

• Metropolitan Sales Model: Applies climate effects to the weather-normal forecasts of retail demands and
local supplies. The sales model also incorporates forecasts of retail demand, conservation savings, and
local supplies to determine demands for Metropolitan supplies;

• CALSIM II: DWR model forecast of SWP supplies;

• CRSS: USBR model forecast of Colorado River supplies; and

• Resource Portfolio: Metropolitan' storage and transfer portfolio is modeled in IRPSIM, each storage and
transfer program is represented in detail within the model. A list of the specific programs modeled
in IRPSIM can be found at the end of this Appendix. In addition, a number of storage programs are
described in further detail in Appendices A.3, AA, and A.5 of this report.

The following Figure A.I.l illustrates the relationships between IRPSIM and the various planning models
described above.

FIGURE A.1.1 SCHEMATIC OF PLANNING MODELS THAT PROVIDE INPUT TO IRPSIM

MWD-MAIN Retail
CRSS CRA Forecast

Metropolitan's Resource
Demands \ \ Portfolio

+Conservation Savings Sales Model Demand
Model -+ Forecast -+

! I
IRPSIM Analysis

Local Supply Project
CALSIM II SWP Forecast

Surveys
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Mass Balance Modeling
IRPSIM is what is known as a mass balance simulation model; in each forecast year, IRPSIM evaluates
supplies and demands and then uses Metropolitan's resource portfolio to balance any differences between
the two. Ifa surplus exists between supplies and demands, water is stored in Metropolitan storage accounts
until all of the capacity is used, storage is full, or supplies and demands are balanced. Any remaining
surplus supplies are considered unused or "wasted" and are not available for use in subsequent years of
the forecast. Conversely, if a shortage exists, IRPSIM will draw from Metropolitan's storage and transfer
program until all of the capacity is u ed, storage is empty, or upplies and demands are balanced. If in
any year the gap between supplies and demands is too large to be balanced by Metropolitan's resource
portfolio, shortages are used to balance the model. In practice, shortages would result in implementation
of Metropolitan's Water Supply Allocation Plan. The following Figure A.1.2 provides a generalized
illustration of how IRPSIM balances supplies, demands, storage and transfer operations, and shortages.

Indexed Sequential Methodology
IRPSIM uses a modeling methodology known as indexed sequential monte-carlo simulation. Under this
methodology IRPSIM evaluates projections of Metropolitan's demands, imported supplies, and storage
portfolio based on an assumed pattern of future climate. Demands, local supplies, and imported supplies
all vary depending upon the associated hydrologic conditions. Rather than try to predict future weather
patterns, IRPSIM cycles through 83 years of historical hydrology from 1922 to 2004. In this manner, the
indexed sequential methodology generates 83 different reliability outcomes for each forecast year, based
on the range of impacts seen in the historical hydrology. Using the indexed sequential methodology,
Metropolitan can evaluate the probability of being in shortage or surplus for each forecast year given the
range in historical hydrology. This method ofsequential analysis is also effective in capturing the operation
of storage resources that are drawn upon and refilled over the forecast horizon.

As an example, if the weather over the next 20 years (2010-2029) was expected to be the same a the last 20
years (1990-2009), IRPSIM would adjust the projected 2010 demands and supplies using the historical 1990
hydrology, and adjust the projected 2011 demands and supplies using the historical 1991 hydrology, and so
on. This method preserves the sequence of hydrologic history, as well as the independence of hydrologic
variations in demands and the individual supply ources. The following figure illustrates how IRPSIM
cycles through the historical hydrology impacts to generate 83 different trials or "traces" over the 2010 to
2035 forecast horizon.

IRPSIM Output & Analysis
Based on the modeling methodologies described above, IRPSIM generates large amounts of output data.
Each simulation produces 83 hydrology outcomes for each the nearly 8,000 variables modeled in IRPSIM,
under each of the 2010 to 2035 forecast years. In order to narrow this output down into something
meaningful, analyses usually focus on a selection of key variables, these key output variables generally fall
into the follOWing categories:

• Demands;

• Conservation;

• Local supplies;

• Quantity of surplus or shortage;

• Yields from Metropolitan supply programs;

• Use of storage programs;

• Storage balances; and

• Use of transfers.
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FIGURE A.1.2 GENERALIZED DIAGRAM OF IRPSIM MASS-BALANCE OPERATIONS
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FIGURE A.1.3 ILLUSTRATION OF THE INDEXED SEQUENTIAL MONTE-CARLO METHODOLOGY USED IN

IRPSIM

The Detail of Water Balance Summary tables found at the end of this appendix show the specific key
variables that are commonly used to develop a water balance accounting.

Metropolitan generally looks at IRPSIM output for these key variables in two different ways:

• Individual Year Analysis; and

• Hydrology Trace Analysis.

The first approach is to evaluate IRPSIM output for individual years; referencing Figure A.I.3 above, a
single year is evaluated by reading down a column. This approach provides the range in values and the
likelihood ofoccurrence for any variable in a ingle forecast year based on the 83 historical hydrologies. The
reliability curves shown in Sections 2 and 3 of this report are examples of this type of analysis. The second
approach is to evaluate IRPSIM output by individual hydrology traces; looking at Figure A.I.3 above, an
individual trace is evaluated by reading across a single row. This approach provides an accounting of how
demands, local supplies, and metropolitan's resource portfolio perform in the future over a single time
series of climate. The single-trace water balance summaries provided below are examples of this type of
analysis. The two analytical approaches are summarized in Table A.I.!.

TABLE A.1.1 SUMMARY OF IRPSIM ANALYTICAL ApPROACHES

Purpose

Basis

Example

Individual Year Analysis
Provides a range of values and likelihood of
occurrence for key variables during any single
year
Forecast based on the range of 83 historical
hydrologies during the given year
Figure 3.7 2035 Supply Reliability Under Core
Resources Strategy

Hydrology Trace Analysis
Evaluates how demands, local supplies and
Metropolitan's resource portfolio perform in the
future over a single time series
Forecast based on a defined sequence of historic
hydrologic effects
Tables A.1.2 - A.1.41922-1947 Hydrology Trace
Water Balance Summaries

Adaptive Management Analysis
Example IRPSIM Water Balances
The following series of tables show IRPSIM generated results for two different hydrology traces under
each component of the adaptive management resource strategy: the Existing Scenario, the Core Resources
Strategy, and the Core Resources Strategy with Supply Buffer. The two hydrology traces shown run from
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1922 to 1947 and from 1989 to 1931. The results of these traces represent only a selection of the 83 traces
generated by IRPSIM over the 2010 to 2035 forecast horizon.

• Tables A.l.2 - A.1.4: 1922 to 1947 Hydrology Trace Water Balance Summaries; and

• Tables A.l.5 ~ A.1.7: 1989 to 1931 Hydrology Trace Water Balance Summaries.

Detail of Water Balance Summary Variables
The following tables provide additional detail for the variables that were used to develop the water balance
summaries shown above. These tables are set up to follow the major headings shown in the trace examples
from above; they also show the basic calculations used to arrive at the numbers displayed in the water
balance summaries.

• Demands;

• eRA Supplies;

• SWP Supplies;

• In-Region Supplies; and

• Water Balance.

Each of the variables listed below is either provided by an external model as an input to IRPSIM, or is
calculated within IRPSIM. Additionally, IRPSIM contains thousands of supporting variables that track
and describe storage balances and capacities, define supplies, and apply hydrology impacts, etc. which are
not shown in this report.
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0-...
Forecast Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

I
N

10
Hydrology Year 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 0-I Demands 0

'"" o:J
s: Retail Demand before Conservation 4,959,521 5,287,244 5,426,372 5,436,190 5,342,488 5,405,586 5,612,865 5,690,004 5,597,185 0

ll)

'"" Total Retail Level Conservation 873,458 885,851 897,574 907,652 918,932 929,655 937,258 944,730 949,907 ...,
0..

-; Total Local Supply 2,203,838 2,233,793 2,214,879 2,200,604 2,240,208 2,440,600 2,384,544 2,318,227 2,333,287 ~
'"0 Net Demand on Metropolitan 1,882,225 2,167,600 2,313,919 2,327,934 2,183,348 2,035,331 2,291,063 2,427,047 2,313,991

(1)

- (1)

"'" Supplies Z :::t.
0 -l

;:l
(JQ

r- CRA Supplies m

- Cl
...; Total Base Supply Programs 729,396 774,101 779,545 756,833 1,170,118 1,170,118 747,457 747,399 747,338 ;;0

»
Total Wheeling Supplies 143,165 160,200 170,200 180,200 180,200 180,200 180,200 180,200 210,200 -l

m
Net CRA Storage Operation 76,213 0

Net DWCV Storage and Obligations (70,054) (111,621) (34,921) (86,809) (95,372) (79,395) (110,133) (52,904) (14,237) ~

Total Programs Under Development 224,042 41,249 322,401 292,462 »- -l

Unusable Supplies (100,318) (100,318)
m- ;;0

Net CRA Supply to Service Area 774,706 786,680 1,179,079 855,472 1,118,628 1,134,605 781,524 1,161,096 1,199,763 l>;;o

;-- ~I
SWP Supplies

-em
-e V1

Total Base Supply Programs 1,298,954 1,280,921 429,221 1,200,409 1,097,472 1,449,985 1,262,533 609,222 840,816 mO 00
~ - zc

I

I ~ w
0\ :: Net SWP Storage Operation 129,000 118,858 36,142 0;;0

-0
Total Options and Transfers 100,000 108,000 102,288 100,000 108,000 108,000 Xm

V1

Total Programs Under Development - - - - - - - - - -0

Unusable Supplies
r- - - - - - - - - »

Net SWP Supply to Service Area 1,463,954 1,380,921 656,079 1,338,839 1,097,472 1,449,984 1,362,533 717,222 948,816 z
~I In-Region Supplies

N
0

Net Surface Storage Operation
~

~I
(356,436) - 382,456 130,156 (32,752) (549,259) 147,006 318,579 138,976 0

Net Groundwater Storage Operation - 75,533 3,467 1,000 1,000 c
-0

Total In-Region Supply (356,436) - 457,989 133,623 (32,752) (549,259) 147,006 319,579 139,976 0 ~
Water Balance

» .....
-l ll)

m 0>. Demand On Metropolitan 1,882,225 2,167,600 2,313,919 2,327,934 2,183,348 2,035,331 2,291,063 2,427,047 2,313,991 :::r
3

Total Supplies 1,882,224 2,167,601 2,293,147 2,327,934 2,183,348 2,035,330 2,291,063 2,197,897 2,288,555 (1)
;:l

Shortage 20,772 229,149 25,436
.....

H
- w

Balance 1 (1) 1 1 ""0
ll)

(JQ

I
(1)

\0
0....,
tv
Vl
0



0-...
Forecast Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

I
tv
10

Hydrology Year 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 0-I Demands 0

'"" o:J
s: Retail Demand before Conservation 5,684,948 5,584,144 5,607,135 5,817,328 5,659,061 5,856,035 5,684,256 5,697,475 5,851,533 0

ll)

'"" Total Retail Level Conservation 958,148 965,231 978,380 991,075 1,004,888 1,018,657 1,032,196 1,045,481 1,058,200 ...,
0..

-; Total Local Supply 2,275,631 2,395,587 2,320,802 2,309,328 2,334,898 2,487,019 2,400,188 2,539,096 2,414,487 ~
'"0 Net Demand on Metropolitan 2,451,169 2,223,326 2,307,953 2,516,925 2,319,275 2,350,359 2,251,872 2,112,898 2,378,846

(1)

- (1)

"'" Supplies Z =.
0 -l

;:l
(JQ

r- eRA Supplies m

- Cl
...; Total Base Supply Programs 721,682 676,623 671,562 666,502 661,446 656,387 651,328 651,269 651,210 ;;0

»
Total Wheeling Supplies 240,200 272,700 285,200 282,700 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 -l

m
Net CRA Storage Operation 0

Net DWCV Storage and Obligations (56,914) (71,290) (72,818) (56,145) (114,005) (113,532) (56,019) (44,367) (112,153) ~

Total Programs Under Development 288,118 300,677 293,238 300,798 113,027 155,228 193,571 »
-l

Unusable Supplies
m- - ;;0

Net CRA Supply to Service Area 1,157,086 1,142,710 1,141,182 1,157,855 904,668 942,282 839,509 851,102 976,828 l>;;o

;-- ~I
SWP Supplies

-em
-e V1

Total Base Supply Programs 655,217 891,724 1,019,284 646,229 1,297,505 1,291,232 1,404,447 1,391,544 1,271,253 mO 00
~ - zc I

I ~ W

........ :: Net SWP Storage Operation 0;;0
-0

Total Options and Transfers 108,000 108,000 108,000 108,000 117,102 116,844 100,000 116,093 Xm
V1

Total Programs Under Development - - - - - - - - - -0

Unusable Supplies
r- - - - - - - - - »

Net SWP Supply to Service Area 763,217 999,724 1,127,283 754,229 1,414,607 1,408,077 1,504,447 1,391,544 1,387,346 z
~I In-Region Supplies

N
0

Net Surface Storage Operation
~

~I
41,543 - - - - - (92,084) (129,748) 14,672 0

Net Groundwater Storage Operation - - - - - C
-0 >-Total In-Region Supply 41,543 - - - (92,084) (129,748) 14,672 0 ::l:» ll)

Water Balance -l ()

m ::r>. Demand On Metropolitan 2,451,169 2,223,326 2,307,953 2,516,925 2,319,275 2,350,359 2,251,872 2,112,898 2,378,846 3
(1)

Total Supplies 1,961,846 2,142,434 2,268,465 1,912,084 2,319,275 2,350,359 2,251,872 2,112,898 2,378,846 ;:l,...,.

Shortage 489,323 80,892 39,487 604,841 - w

H
"

Balance 1

-I
""0
ll)

(JQ
(1)

I -0
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tv
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0-...
Forecast Year 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 tv

10
Hydrology Year 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 0-I Demands 0

'"" o:J
s: Retail Demand before Conservation 5,910,415 5,510,425 6,014,954 5,914,347 5,785,946 6,038,178 6,097,932 6,356,672 0

ll)

'"" Total Retail Level Conservation 1,070,534 1,083,921 1,096,841 1,109,671 1,122,304 1,134,079 1,146,584 1,158,164 ...,
0..

-; Total Local Supply 2,539,725 2,533,906 2,567,857 2,566,136 2,361,756 2,423,274 2,355,518 2,384,356 ~
'"0 Net Demand on Metropolitan 2,300,156 1,892,598 2,350,256 2,238,540 2,301,886 2,480,825 2,595,830 2,814,152

(1)

- (1)

"'" Supplies Z :::t.
0 -l

;:l
(JQ

r- CRA Supplies m

- Cl
...; Total Base Supply Programs 651,148 651,088 651,033 667,827 680,915 680,856 654,281 680,735 ;;0

»
Total Wheeling Supplies 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 -l

m
Net CRA Storage Operation 0

Net DWCV Storage and Obligations (112,823) (34,665) (47,855) (124,677) (22,833) (122,430) (78,758) (36,394) ~

Total Programs Under Development 116,850 90,588 272,338 38,377 315,519 289,065 »
-l

Unusable Supplies
m- ;;0

Net CRA Supply to Service Area 899,375 860,623 937,966 787,350 1,174,620 841,004 1,135,242 1,177,606 l>;;o

;-- ~I
SWP Supplies

-em
-e V1

Total Base Supply Programs 1,284,323 1,071,209 1,295,123 1,414,577 1,019,462 1,518,130 1,296,297 1,286,466 mO 00
~ - zc I

I ~ W

00 ::- Net SWP Storage Operation 0;;0
-0

Total Options and Transfers 116,458 117,167 100,000 103,678 121,691 117,043 116,700 Xm
V1

Total Programs Under Development - - - - - - - - -0

Unusable Supplies
r- - - - - - - - »

Net SWP Supply to Service Area 1,400,781 1,071,210 1,412,290 1,514,577 1,123,140 1,639,821 1,413,340 1,403,166 Z

~I In-Region Supplies
N
0

Net Surface Storage Operation
~

~I
- (39,235) - (63,388) 4,127 - - - 0

Net Groundwater Storage Operation - - - - C
-0 >-Total In-Region Supply (39,235) - (63,388) 4,127 0 ::l:» ll)

Water Balance -l ()

m ::r>. Demand On Metropolitan 2,300,156 1,892,598 2,350,256 2,238,540 2,301,886 2,480,825 2,595,830 2,814,152 3
(1)

Total Supplies 2,300,156 1,892,598 2,350,256 2,238,539 2,301,887 2,480,825 2,548,582 2,580,772 ;:l,...,.

Shortage 47,248 233,380 w

~I
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0-...
Forecast Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

I
N

10
Hydrology Year 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 0-I Demands 0

'"" o:J
s: Retail Demand before Conservation 4,959,521 5,287,244 5,426,372 5,436,190 5,342,488 5,405,586 5,612,865 5,690,004 5,597,185 0

ll)

'"" Total Retail Level Conservation 873,458 885,851 897,574 907,652 918,932 929,655 937,258 944,730 949,907 ...,
0..

-; Total Local Supply 2,203,838 2,271,389 2,346,196 2,368,645 2,444,326 2,696,086 2,675,097 2,643,684 2,692,845 ~
'"0 Net Demand on Metropolitan 1,882,225 2,130,004 2,182,602 2,159,893 1,979,230 1,779,845 2,000,510 2,101,590 1,954,433

(1)

- (1)

"'" Supplies Z =.
0 -l

;:l
(JQ

r- CRA Supplies m

- Cl
...; Total Base Supply Programs 729,396 736,504 817,142 756,833 1,170,118 1,170,118 707,457 747,399 707,338 ;;0

»
Total Wheeling Supplies 143,165 160,200 170,200 180,200 180,200 180,200 180,200 180,200 210,200 -l

m
Net CRA Storage Operation 76,213 0

Net DWCV Storage and Obligations (70,054) (111,621) (34,921) (69,398) (108,734) (121,789) (108,349) (58,619) (94,121) ~

Total Programs Under Development 92,466 251,658 »- - -l

Unusable Supplies (100,318) (100,318)
m- ;;0

Net CRA Supply to Service Area 774,706 749,084 1,085,100 1,083,293 1,105,266 1,092,210 743,308 832,980 787,417 l>;;o

;-- ~I
SWP Supplies

-em
-e V1

Total Base Supply Programs 1,298,954 1,280,921 403,321 797,501 1,243,234 1,377,789 1,238,949 671,450 1,080,321 mO 00
~ - zc

I

I ~ w
\0 ::- Net SWP Storage Operation 129,000 118,858 36,142 (255,810) 155,466 0;;0

-0
Total Options and Transfers 100,000 108,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 Xm

V1

Total Programs Under Development - - - - - - - - - -0

Unusable Supplies
r- - - - - - - - - »

Net SWP Supply to Service Area 1,463,954 1,380,921 630,179 933,644 1,243,234 1,121,979 1,338,949 926,915 1,180,321 z
~I In-Region Supplies

N
0

Net Surface Storage Operation
~

~I
(356,436) - 391,789 139,489 (369,270) (349,873) (81,747) 279,602 (13,305) 0

Net Groundwater Storage Operation - 75,533 3,467 (84,472) 62,092 - c
-0 >-Tota/ln-Region Supply (356,436) - 467,322 142,956 (369,270) (434,345) (81,747) 341,694 (13,305) 0 ::l:» ll)

Water Balance -l ()

m ::r>. Demand On Metropolitan 1,882,225 2,130,004 2,182,602 2,159,893 1,979,230 1.779,845 2,000,510 2,101,590 1,954,433 3
(1)

Total Supplies 1,882,224 2,130,005 2,182,601 2,159,893 1,979,230 1,779,844 2,000,510 2,101,589 1,954,433 ;:l,...,.

Shortage - w

H
"

Balance 1 (1) 1 1 1
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0-...
Forecast Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 tv

10
Hydrology Year 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 0-I Demands 0

'"" o:J
s: Retai/ Demand before Conservation 5,684,948 5,584,144 5,607,135 5,817,328 5,659,061 5,856,035 5,684,256 5,697,475 5,851,533 0

ll)

'"" Tota/ Retail Level Conservation 958,148 965,231 978,380 991,075 1,004,888 1,018,657 1,032,196 1,045,481 1,058,200 ...,
0..

-; Total Loca/ Supply 2,668,261 2,819,575 2,741,903 2,732,297 2,756,789 2,910,003 2,851,234 2,988,550 2,864,240 ~
'"0 Net Demand on Metropolitan 2,058,539 1,799,338 1,886,852 2,093,956 1,897,384 1,927,375 1,800,826 1,663,444 1,929,093

(1)

- (1)

"'" Supplies Z =.
0 -l

;:l
(JQ

r- CRA Supplies m

- Cl
...; Total Base Supply Programs 721,682 676,623 671,562 666,502 661,446 656,387 651,328 651,269 651,210 ;;0

»
Total Wheeling Supplies 240,200 272,700 285,200 282,700 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 -l

m
Net CRA Storage Operation (165,028) (338,504) (347,384) 0

Net DWCV Storage and Obligations (70,443) (85,676) (69,211) (73,015) {167,549) (209,921) (250,000) (250,000) (250,000) ~

Total Programs Under Development 161,067 (33,000) »· -l

Unusable Supplies
m

· ;;0

Net CRA Supply to Service Area 855,439 827,647 851,551 1,001,254 705,097 525,638 307,024 298,085 645,410 l>;;o

?> ~I SWP Supplies
-em
-e V1

mO 00-..., Total Base Supply Programs 809,715 986,176 795,312 839,788 1,887,949 2,046,578 1,984,840 2,454,750 1,559,597 I

I '" zc w- - Net SWP Storage Operation 58,549 8,071 9,584 (310,264) (386,567) (317,906) (131.796) 0;;0
o n -0

Total Options and Transfers 100,000 100,000 100,000 Xm
V1

Total Programs Under Development - - - - - - - - - -0

Unusable Supplies (553,013) (13,646)
r- · . . - - - »

Net SWP Supply to Service Area 968,264 986,176 903,384 949,372 1,887,949 1,736,313 1,598,274 1,583,831 1,414,155 Z

~I In-Region Supplies
N
0

Net Surface Storage Operation
~

~I
211,206 (14,485) 131,168 143,330 (695,662) (250,105) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) 0

Net Groundwater Storage Operation 23,630 · 750 - (84,472) (84,472) (198,472) (110,472) c
-0 >-Tota/ln-Region Supply 234,836 (14,485) 131,918 143,330 (695,662) (334,577) (104,472) (218,472) (130,472) 0 ::l:» ll)

Water Balance -l ()

m ::r>. Demand On Metropolitan 2,058,539 1,799,338 1,886,852 2,093,956 1,897,384 1,927,375 1,800,826 1,663,444 1,929,093 3
(1)

Total Supplies 2,058,539 1,799,338 1,886,853 2,093,956 1,897,384 1,927,374 1,800,826 1,663,444 1,929,093 ;:l......
Shortage w

H
"

Balance (1) 1
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0-...
Forecast Year 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 tv

10
Hydrology Year 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 0-I Demands 0

'"" o:J
s: Retail Demand before Conservation 5,910,415 5,510,425 6,014,954 5,914,347 5,785,946 6,038,178 6,097,932 6,356,672 0

ll)

'"" Total Retail Level Conservation 1,070,534 1,083,921 1,096,841 1,109,671 1,122,304 1,134,079 1,146,584 1,158,164 ...,
0..

-; Total Local Supply 2,992,971 2,973,928 3,016,145 3,018,853 2,807,154 2,873,834 2,810,044 2,839,067 ~
'"0 Net Demand on Metropolitan 1,846,910 1,452,576 1,901,968 1,785,823 1,856,488 2,030,265 2,141,304 2,359,441

(1)

- (1)

"'" Supplies Z =.
0 -l

;:l
(JQ

r- CRA Supplies m

- Cl
...; Total Base Supply Programs 658,001 681,088 681,033 655,374 655,315 655,256 628,681 655,135 ;;0

»
Total Wheeling Supplies 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 -l

m
Net CRA Storage Operation 0

Net DWCV Storage and Obligations (250,000) (250,000) (250,000) (250,000) (250,000) (250,000) (250,000) (155,025) ~

Total Programs Under Development »- - -l

Unusable Supplies
m- ;;0

Net CRA Supply to Service Area 652,201 675,288 675,233 649,574 649,515 649,456 622,881 744,310 l>;;o

?> ~I SWP Supplies
-em
-e V1

mO 00-..., Total Base Supply Programs 2,126,350 2,403,850 2,446,250 1,793,915 2,041,964 2,148,850 1,992,420 1,465,782 I

I '" zc w- - Net SWP Storage Operation (99,720) (41,186) (35,848) (35,265) (35,202) (35,195) (33,254) 169,349 0;;0- '"'
-0

Total Options and Transfers Xm
V1

Total Programs Under Development - - - - - - - - -0

Unusable Supplies (772,920) (1,532,376) (1,151,666) (602,400) (779,789) (712,846) (420,743)
r- »

Net SWP Supply to Service Area 1,253,710 830,288 1,258,735 1,156,249 1,226,973 1,400,809 1,538,423 1,635,131 z
~I In-Region Supplies

N
0

Net Surface Storage Operation
~

~I
(20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) 0

Net Groundwater Storage Operation (39,001) (33,000) (12,000) - c
-0 >-Total In-Region Supply (59,001) (53,000) (32,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) 0 ::l:» ll)

Water Balance -l ()

m ::r>. Demand On Metropolitan 1,846,910 1,452,576 1,901,968 1,785,823 1,856,488 2,030,265 2,141,304 2,359,441 3
(1)

Total Supplies 1,846,910 1,452,576 1,901,968 1,785,823 1,856,488 2,030,265 2,141,304 2,359,441 ;:l......
Shortage w

H
"

Balance ""0
ll)

(JQ
(1)

I -.+;.
0....,
tv
Vl
0



0-...
Forecast Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 tv

10
Hydrology Year 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 0-I Demands 0

'"" o:J
s: Retail Demand before Conservation 4,959,521 5,287,244 5,426,372 5,436,190 5,342,488 5,405,586 5,612,865 5,690,004 5,597,185 0

ll)

'"" Total Retail Level Conservation 873,458 885,851 897,574 907,652 918,932 929,655 937,258 944,730 949,907 ...,
0..

-; Total Local Supply 2,203,838 2,291,176 2,385,292 2,426,098 2,519,340 2,787,739 2,782,956 2,767,666 2,831,128 ~
'"0 Net Demand on Metropolitan 1,882,225 2,110,217 2,143,506 2,102,440 1,904,216 1,688,192 1,892,651 1,977,608 1,816,150

(1)

- (1)

"'" Supplies Z :::t.
0 -l

;:l
(JQ

r- CRA Supplies m

- Cl
...; Total Base Supply Programs 729,396 726,155 827,491 756,833 1,170,118 1,170,118 707,457 747,399 707,338 ;;0

»
Total Wheeling Supplies 143,165 160,200 170,200 180,200 180,200 180,200 180,200 180,200 210,200 -l

m
Net CRA Storage Operation 76,213 (86,000) 79,249 0

Net DWCV Storage and Obligations (70,054) (111,621) (34,921) (69,398) (108,734) (121,789) (108,349) (58,619) (94,121) ~

Total Programs Under Development 39,875 191,060 »- - - - - -l

Unusable Supplies (100,318) (100,318)
m- - - - ;;0

Net CRA Supply to Service Area 774,706 738,734 1,042,858 1,022,694 1,105,266 1,092,210 657,308 912,229 787,417 l>;;o

?> ~I SWP Supplies
-em
-e V1

mO 00-..., Total Base Supply Programs 1,298,954 1,280,921 403,321 797,501 1,243,234 1,377,789 1,238,949 671,450 1,080,321 I

I '" zc w- - Net SWP Storage Operation 129,000 118,858 36,142 (425,624) 128,119 0;;0
N n -0

Total Options and Transfers 100,000 108,000 100,000 100,000

: I

Xm
V1

Total Programs Under Development - - - - - - - - -0

Unusable Supplies
r

- - - - - - - - - »
Net SWP Supply to Service Area 1,463,954 1,380,921 630,179 933,644 1,243,234 952,166 1,367,068 771,450 1,080,321 z

~I In-Region Supplies
N
0
~

~I
Net Surface Storage Operation (356,436) (9,438) 394,935 142,636 (444,284) (271,713) (130,000) 293,929 (51,588) 0

Net Groundwater Storage Operation - - 75,533 3,467 (84,472) (1,725) - c
-0 >-

Total In-Region Supply (356,436) (9,438) 470,468 146,103 (444,284) (356,185) (131)25) 293,929 (51,588) 0 ::l:» ll)

Water Balance -l ()

m ::r>. Demand On Metropolitan 1,882,225 2,110,217 2,143,506 2,102,440 1,904,216 1,688,192 1,892,651 1,977,608 1,816,150 3
(1)

Total Supplies 1,882,224 2,110,217 2,143,505 2,102,441 1,904,216 1,688,191 1,892,651 1,977,608 1,816,150 ;:l......
w

H
"

Shortage

: I

""0
ll)

Balance 1 1 (1) 1 (JQ
(1)-VI

0....,
tv
VI
0



0-...
Forecast Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

I
tv
10

Hydrology Year 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 0-I Demands 0

'"" o:J
s: Retail Demand before Conservation 5,684,948 5,584,144 5,607,135 5,817,328 5,659,061 5,856,035 5,684,256 5,697,475 5,851,533 0

ll)

'"" Total Retail Level Conservation 958,148 965,231 978,380 991,075 1,004,888 1,018,657 1,032,196 1,045,481 1,058,200 ...,
0..

-; Total Local Supply 2,819,075 2,978,652 2,897,135 2,892,287 2,914,156 3,069,418 3,008,689 3,142,873 3,015,014 ~
'"0 Net Demand on Metropolitan 1,907,725 1,640,261 1,731,620 1,933,966 1,740,017 1,767,960 1,643,371 1,509,121 1,778,319

(1)

- (1)

"'" Supplies Z =.
0 -l

;:l
(JQ

r- eRA Supplies m

- Cl
...; Total Base Supply Programs 721,682 676,623 671,562 666,502 661,446 656,387 651,328 651,269 651,210 ;;0

»
Total Wheeling Supplies 240,200 272,700 285,200 282,700 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 -l

m
Net CRA Storage Operation (372,354) (380,000) (400,000) 0

Net DWCV Storage and Obligations (70,443) (85,676) (69,211) (73,015) (167,549) (250,000) (250,000) (250,000) (250,000) ~

Total Programs Under Development (33,000) »- - -l

Unusable Supplies
m- ;;0

Net CRA Supply to Service Area 855,439 827,647 851,551 840,187 705,097 278,233 265,528 245,469 645,410 l>;;o

?> ~I SWP Supplies
-em
-e V1

mO 00-..., Total Base Supply Programs 809,715 986,176 795,312 839,788 1,887,949 2,046,578 1,984,840 2,454,750 1,559,597 I

I '" zc w- - Net SWP Storage Operation (286,606) (433,954) (141,394) (90,122) (31,588) 0;;0
~ n -0

Total Options and Transfers 100,000 100,000 100,000 Xm
V1

Total Programs Under Development -0

Unusable Supplies (247,881) (1,029,229) (342,100)
r- - - - - - »

Net SWP Supply to Service Area 909,715 986,176 895,312 939,788 1,601,343 1,612,624 1,595,565 1,335,399 1,185,909 z
~I In-Region Supplies

N
0

Net Surface Storage Operation
~

~I
142,571 (173,562) (15,244) 153,991 (482,451) (27,646) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) 0

Net Groundwater Storage Operation - - - - (83,972) (95,251) (197,722) (51,747) (33,000) c
-0 >-Total In-Region Supply 142,571 (173,562) (15,244) 153,991 (566,423) (122,897) (217,722) (71,747) (53,000) 0 ::l:» ll)

Water Balance -l ()

m ::r>. Demand On Metropolitan 1,907,725 1,640,261 1,731,620 1,933,966 1,740,017 1,767,960 1,643,371 1,509,121 1,778,319 3
(1)

Total Supplies 1,907,725 1,640,261 1,731,619 1,933,966 1,740,017 1,767,960 1,643,371 1,509,121 1,778,319 ;:l......
Shortage - - w

H
"

Balance 1

-I
""0
ll)

(JQ
(1)

I -0\
0....,
tv
Vl
0



0-...
Forecast Year 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 tv

Hydrology Year 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947
10
0

I Demands
-

'""
0

s: Retail Demand before Conservation 5,910,415 5,510,425 6,014,954 5,914,347 5,785,946 6,038,178 6,097,932 6,356,672 o:J
0

'"" Total Retail Level Conservation 1,070,534 1,083,921 1,096,841 1,109,671 1,122,304 1,134,079 1,146,584 1,158,164 ll)...,
....

Total Local Supply 3,149,925 3,112,716 3,168,799 3,175,712 2,957,408 3,030,324 2,971,569
0..

'"
3,005,227

~

0 Net Demand on Metropolitan 1,689,956 1,313,788 1,749,314 1,628,964 1,706,234 1,873,775 1,979,779 2,193,281 (1)

"'"
- (1)

0
Supplies Z :::t.

;:l

r- CRA Supplies
-l (JQ
m

- 658,001 655,488 655,433
Cl

...; Total Base Supply Programs 655,374 655,315 655,256 628,681 655,135 ;;0

Total Wheeling Supplies 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 »
-l

Net CRA Storage Operation
m
0

Net DWCV Storage and Obligations (250,000) (250,000) (250,000) (250,000) (250,000) (230,000) (250,000) (154,945)
~

Total Programs Under Development - - - - - »
-l

Unusable Supplies
m

652,201 649,688 649,633 649,574
;;0

Net eRA Supply to Service Area 649,515 669,456 622,881 744,390 l>;;o

?> ~I SWP Supplies
-em
-e V1-..., Total Base Supply Programs 2,126,350 2,403,850 2,446,250 1,793,915 2,041,964 2,148,850 1,992,420 1,465,782 mO 00

I '"

I- - Net SWP Storage Operation (45,446) (35,265) (35,202) (35,195) (33,254) (3,325) (333) 35,080
zc w

~ ()
0;;0

Total Options and Transfers
-0
Xm

Total Programs Under Development
V1

-0

Unusable Supplies (1,011,149) (1,684,484) (1,291,368) (759,329) (931,991) (921,205) (615,190) (31,970) r

Net SWP Supply to Service Area 1,069,755 684,100 1,119,681 999,390 1,076,719 1,224,319
»

~I
1,376,898 1,468,892 Z

In-Region Supplies
N
0

~I
Net Surface Storage Operation (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) ~

0

Net Groundwater Storage Operation (12,000) - - - - - - - c

Total In-Region Supply (32,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000)
-0 >-0 ::l:

Water Balance
» ll)

-l ()>. Demand On Metropolitan 1,689,956 1,313,788 1,749,314 1,628,964 1,706,234 1,873,775 1,979,779 2,193,281 m ::r
3

Total Supplies 1,689,956 1,313,788 1,749,314 1,628,964 1,706,234 1,873,775 1,979,779 2,193,282
(1)
;:l

Shortage

,...,.

H
- w

Balance (1) ""0
ll)

(JQ
(1)--..J
0....,
tv
Vl
0



0-...
Forecast Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 tv

10
Hydrology Year 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 0-I Demands 0

'"" o:J
s: Retail Demand before Conservation 5,371,653 5,464,231 5,285,043 5,380,382 5,275,647 5,625,237 5,362,614 5,729,243 5,846,088 0

ll)

'"" Total Retail Level Conservation 873,458 885,851 897,574 907,652 918,932 929,655 937,258 944,730 949,907 ...,
0..

-; Total Local Supply 2,114,316 2,048,288 2,143,177 2,194,356 2,330,989 2,167,625 2,409,894 2,396,814 2,521,881 ~
'"0 Net Demand on Metropolitan 2,383,879 2,530,092 2,244,292 2,278,374 2,025,726 2,527,957 2,015,462 2,387,699 2,374,300

(1)

- (1)

"'" Supplies Z =.
0 -l

;:l
(JQ

r- CRA Supplies m

- Cl
...; Total Base Supply Programs 763,396 798,155 761,491 756,833 1,170,118 747,516 1,170,118 747,399 747,338 ;;0

»
Total Wheeling Supplies 143,165 160,200 170,200 180,200 180,200 180,200 180,200 180,200 210,200 -l

m
Net CRA Storage Operation 14,318 64,682 0

Net DWCV Storage and Obligations (70,025) (39,000) (50,824) (48,676) (128,549) (87,736) (122,568) (77,110) (113,246) ~

Total Programs Under Development 226,963 318,309 312,967 321,513 »- - - -l

Unusable Supplies (100,318) (100,318)
m- ;;0

Net CRA Supply to Service Area 823,054 1,175,000 1,163,176 1,165,324 1,085,451 1,125,494 1,091,432 814,489 808,292 l>;;o

?> ~I SWP Supplies
-em
-e V1

mO 00-..., Total Base Supply Programs 1,295,825 450,400 585,810 559,792 1,459,649 1,011,936 1,387,368 1,401,791 1,304,246 I

I '" zc w- - Net SWP Storage Operation 129,000 120,033 33,621 1,346 0;;0
U1 n -0

Total Options and Transfers 100,000 108,000 108,000 108,000 102,792 100,000 113,539 Xm
V1

Total Programs Under Development - - - - - - - - - -0

Unusable Supplies
r- - - - - - - - - »

Net SWP Supply to Service Area 1,560,825 678,433 727,431 667,792 1,459,649 1,116,074 1,387,368 1,501,791 1,417,786 Z

~I In-Region Supplies
N
0

Net Surface Storage Operation
~

~I
- 275,122 18,989 - (519,374) 285,389 (463,338) 71,419 148,223 0

Net Groundwater Storage Operation 75,533 3,467 1,000 1,000 - C
-0 >-Tota/ln-Region Supply 350,655 22,456 1,000 {519,374) 286,389 (463,338) 71,419 148,223 0 ::l:» ll)

Water Balance -l ()

m ::r>. Demand On Metropolitan 2,383,879 2,530,092 2,244,292 2,278,374 2,025,726 2,527,957 2,015,462 2,387,699 2,374,300 3
(1)

Total Supplies 2,383,879 2,204,088 1,913,063 1,834,116 2,025,726 2,527,957 2,015,462 2,387,699 2,374,301 ;:l......
Shortage 326,004 331,230 444,259 - w

H
"

Balance (1) (1) (1) ""0
ll)

(JQ
(1)

I -00
0....,
tv
Vl
0



0-...
Forecast Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 tv

10
Hydrology Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 1922 1923 0-I Demands 0

'"" o:J
s: Retail Demand before Conservation 5,349,750 5,887,089 5,940,647 5,743,443 6,007,701 5,867,248 5,871,985 5,656,130 5,985,148 0

ll)

'"" Total Retail Level Conservation 958,148 965,231 978,380 991,075 1,004,888 1,018,657 1,032,196 1,045,481 1,058,200 ...,
0..

-; Total Local Supply 2,447,431 2,314,670 2,365,866 2,295,490 2,294,765 2,231,184 2,325,227 2,403,068 2,421,253 ~
'"0 Net Demand on Metropolitan 1,944,171 2,607,188 2,596,401 2,456,878 2,708,048 2,617,407 2,514,562 2,207,581 2,505,695

(1)

- (1)

"'" Supplies Z =.
0 -l

;:l
(JQ

r- eRA Supplies m

- Cl
...; Total Base Supply Programs 681,682 676,623 671,564 666,505 661,446 656,387 651,328 651,269 651,210 ;;0

»
Total Wheeling Supplies 240,200 272,700 285,200 282,700 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 -l

m
Net CRA Storage Operation 0

Net DWCV Storage and Obligations (40,294) (62,777) (111,236) (60,701) (113,641) (76,898) (83,887) (82,602) ~

Total Programs Under Development 143,800 300,795 308,354 313,413 318,472 307,163 »- -l

Unusable Supplies
m- - ;;0

Net CRA Supply to Service Area 845,588 850,545 953,327 1,214,000 1,153,299 1,100,359 1,137,102 811,582 1,119,971 l>;;o

?> ~I SWP Supplies
-em
-e V1

mO 00-..., Total Base Supply Programs 1,305,365 1,465,888 1,274,836 718,738 1,393,015 1,294,341 1,256,715 1,298,954 1,269,921 I

I '" zc w- - Net SWP Storage Operation 0;;0
0\ () -0

Total Options and Transfers 122,867 115,594 108,000 129,520 124,904 120,745 100,000 115,803 Xm
V1

Total Programs Under Development - - - - - - - - - -0

Unusable Supplies
r- - - - - - - - - »

Net SWP Supply to Service Area 1,305,365 1,588,755 1,390,430 826,738 1,522,534 1,419,244 1,377,460 1,398,954 1,385,724 z
~I In-Region Supplies

N
0

Net Surface Storage Operation
~

~I
(206,782) 167,888 252,644 102,164 - - - (2,955) - 0

Net Groundwater Storage Operation - - - - - C
-0 >-Total In-Region Supply (206,782) 167,888 252,644 102.164 (2,955) 0 ::l:» ll)

Water Balance -l ()

m ::r>. Demand On Metropolitan 1,944,171 2,607,188 2,596,401 2,456,878 2,708,048 2,617,407 2,514,562 2,207,581 2,505,695 3
(1)

Total Supplies 1,944,171 2,607,188 2,596,401 2,142,902 2,675,833 2,519,603 2,514,562 2,207,581 2,505,695 ;:l......
Shortage - 313,977 32,215 97,803 - w

H
"

Balance (1) 1

-I
""0
ll)

(JQ
(1)

I -\0
0....,
tv
Vl
0



0-...
Forecast Year 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 tv

10
Hydrology Year 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 0-I Demands 0

'"" o:J
s: Retail Demand before Conservation 6,092,043 6,052,471 5,863,623 5,888,329 6,135,260 6,177,881 6,073,654 6,142,942 0

ll)

'"" Total Retail Level Conservation 1,070,534 1,083,921 1,096,841 1,109,671 1,122,304 1,134,079 1,146,584 1,158,164 ...,
0..

-; Total Local Supply 2,390,525 2,374,863 2,388,725 2,568,864 2,519,578 2,441,936 2,442,509 2,374,613 ~
'"0 Net Demand on Metropolitan 2,630,984 2,593,687 2,378,057 2,209,794 2,493,378 2,601,866 2,484,561 2,610,165

(1)

- (1)

"'" Supplies Z =.
0 -l

;:l
(JQ

r- CRA Supplies m

- Cl
...; Total Base Supply Programs 651,148 651,088 651,033 667,827 680,915 680,856 680,797 680,735 ;;0

»
Total Wheeling Supplies 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 -l

m
Net CRA Storage Operation 0

Net DWCV Storage and Obligations (34,921) (9,005) (95,372) (97,937) (59,497) (52,904) (14,237) (56,914) ~

Total Programs Under Development 318,652 318,712 318,767 261,234 288,944 289,003 289,065 »
-l

Unusable Supplies
m
;;0

Net CRA Supply to Service Area 1,179,079 1,204,995 1,118,628 814,090 1,126,852 1,161,096 1,199,763 1,157,086 l>;;o

?> ~I SWP Supplies
-em
-e V1

mO 00-..., Total Base Supply Programs 415,221 1,189,409 1,086,472 1,449,985 1,251,533 598,222 829,816 644,217 I

I '" zc w- - Net SWP Storage Operation 0;;0
'1 () -0

Total Options and Transfers 100,000 102,288 106,952 114,993 100,000 100,000 100,000 Xm
V1

Total Programs Under Development - - - - - -0

Unusable Supplies
r- - - - - - - - »

Net SWP Supply to Service Area 515,221 1,291,697 1,193,424 1,449,984 1,366,526 698,222 929,816 744,217 z
~I In-Region Supplies

N
0

Net Surface Storage Operation
~

~I
- - - (54,281) - - - - 0

Net Groundwater Storage Operation - - - C
-0 >-Total In-Region Supply (54,281) 0 ::l:» ll)

Water Balance -l ()

m ::r>. Demand On Metropolitan 2,630,984 2,593,687 2,378,057 2,209,794 2,493,378 2,601,866 2,484,561 2,610,165 3
(1)

Total Supplies 1,694,300 2,496,692 2,312,052 2,209,793 2,493,378 1,859,318 2,129,579 1,901,303 ;:l,...,.

Shortage 936,684 96,995 66,005 742,548 354,982 708,862 w

H
"

Balance 1 ""0
ll)

(JQ
(1)

I tv
0
0....,
tv
Vl
0



0-...
Forecast Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

I
tv
10

Hydrology Year 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 0-I Demands 0

'"" o:J
s: Retail Demand before Conservation 5,371,653 5,464,231 5,285,043 5.380,382 5,275,647 5,625,237 5,362,614 5,729,243 5,846,088 0

ll)

'"" Total Retail Level Conservation 873,458 885,851 897,574 907,652 918,932 929,655 937,258 944,730 949,907 ...,
0..

-; Total Local Supply 2,114,316 2,086,288 2,274,485 2,362,326 2,535,062 2,423,153 2,700,807 2,721,569 2,880,474 ~
'"0 Net Demand on Metropolitan 2,383,879 2,492,092 2,112,984 2,110,404 1,821,653 2,272,429 1,724,549 2,062,944 2,015,707

(1)

- (1)

"'" Supplies Z :::t.
0 -l

;:l
(JQ

r- eRA Supplies m

- Cl
...; Total Base Supply Programs 763,396 798,155 761,491 756,833 1,170,118 707,516 1,170,118 707,399 707,338 ;;0

»
Total Wheeling Supplies 143,165 160,200 170,200 180,200 180,200 180,200 180,200 180,200 210,200 -l

m
Net CRA Storage Operation 14,318 64,682 (256,797) (372,802) 0

Net DWCV Storage and Obligations (70,025) (39,000) (50,824) (83,055) (102,013) (94,799) (167,421) (250,000) (250,000) ~

Total Programs Under Development 226,963 318,309 216,493 (33,000) »- - -l

Unusable Supplies (100,318) (100,318)
m- ;;0

Net CRA Supply to Service Area 823,054 1,175,000 1,163,176 1,034,471 1,111,986 723,917 1,046,579 344,802 258,736 l>;;o

?> ~I SWP Supplies
-em
-e V1

mO 00-..., Total Base Supply Programs 1,295,825 450,400 580,310 956,955 1,168,313 1,568,495 1,886,521 1,964,737 1,832,253 I

I '" zc w- - Net SWP Storage Operation 129,000 120,033 33,621 1,346 (583,055) (32,123) 28,939 0;;0
00 () -0

Total Options and Transfers 100,000 108,000 108,000 100,243 Xm

- I
V1

Total Programs Under Development - - - - - - - - -0

Unusable Supplies (2,855)
r- - - - - - - - »

Net SWP Supply to Service Area 1,560,825 678,433 721,931 1,058,544 1,168,314 1,568,495 1.300,611 1,932,614 1,861,193 z
~I In-Region Supplies

N
0

Net Surface Storage Operation
~

~I
- 275,122 46,988 16,389 (458,647) (19,983) (424,169) (130,000) (20,000) 0

Net Groundwater Storage Operation 75,533 3,467 1,000 (198,472) (84,472) (84,222) c
-0 >-Total In-Region Supply 350,655 50,455 17,389 (458,647) (19,983) (622,641) (214,472) (104,222) 0 ::l:» ll)

Water Balance -l ()

m ::r>. Demand On Metropolitan 2,383,879 2,492,092 2,112,984 2,110,404 1,821,653 2,272,429 1,724,549 2,062,944 2,015,707 3
(1)

Total Supplies 2,383,879 2,204,088 1,935,562 2,110,404 1,821,653 2,272,429 1,724,549 2,062,944 2,015,707 ;:l......
Shortage 288,004 177,422 - w

~I
"

Balance ""0
ll)

(JQ
(1)

I tv-
0....,
tv
Vl
0



0-...
Forecast Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 N

10
Hydrology Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 1922 1923 0-I Demands 0

'"" o:J
s: Retail Demand before Conservation 5,349,750 5,887,089 5,940,647 5,743,443 6,007,701 5,867,248 5,871,985 5,656,130 5,985,148 0

ll)

'"" Total Retail Level Conservation 958,148 965,231 978,380 991,075 1,004,888 1,018,657 1,032,196 1,045,481 1,058,200 ...,
0..

-; Total Local Supply 2,835,858 2,737,512 2,790,508 2,720,217 2,718,404 2,656,235 2,778,501 2,847,433 2,870,765 ~
'"0 Net Demand on Metropolitan 1,555,744 2,184,346 2,171,759 2,032,151 2,284,409 2,192,356 2,061,288 1,763,216 2,056,183

(1)

- (1)

"'" Supplies Z =.
0 -l

;:l
(JQ

r- eRA Supplies m

- Cl
...; Total Base Supply Programs 681,682 676,623 671,564 666,505 635,846 630,787 574,428 625,669 642,463 ;;0

»
Total Wheeling Supplies 240,200 272,700 285,200 282,700 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 -l

m
Net CRA Storage Operation (400,000) (377,669) (135,228) (200,753) 0

Net DWCV Storage and Obligations (250,000) (250,000) (250,000) (179,193) (670) (230,000) (250,000) (250,000) (250,000) ~

Total Programs Under Development »- - - -l

Unusable Supplies
m- - ;;0

Net CRA Supply to Service Area 235,882 285,654 535,536 734,012 879,376 644,987 568,628 419,116 636,663 l>;;o

?> ~I SWP Supplies
-em
-e V1

mO 00-..., Total Base Supply Programs 1,989,454 1,891,245 1,637,483 1,318,139 1,425,033 1,923,992 1,765,353 2,344,650 1,950,785 I

I '" zc w- - Net SWP Storage Operation (498,055) 66,448 51,740 (344,623) (50,680) (35,622) (35,241) 0;;0
1.0 n -0

Total Options and Transfers Xm
V1

Total Programs Under Development - - - - - - - - - -0

Unusable Supplies (41,815) (202,013) (944,928) (476,025)
r- - - - - »

Net SWP Supply to Service Area 1,449,584 1,957,693 1,689,224 1,318,139 1,425,033 1,579,368 1,512,660 1,364,100 1,439,520 z
~I In-Region Supplies

N
0

Net Surface Storage Operation
~

~I
(20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) 0

Net Groundwater Storage Operation (109,722) (39,001) (33,000) - (12,000) - c
-0 >-Total In-Region Supply (129,722) (59,001) (53,000) (20,000) (20,000) (32,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) 0 ::l:» ll)

Water Balance -l ()

m ::r>. Demand On Metropolitan 1,555,744 2,184,346 2,171,759 2,032,151 2,284,409 2,192,356 2,061,288 1,763,216 2,056,183 3
(1)

Total Supplies 1,555,744 2,184,346 2,171,760 2,032,151 2,284,409 2,192,355 2,061,288 1,763,216 2,056,183 ;:l......
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0-...
Forecast Year 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 tv

10
Hydrology Year 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 0-I Demands 0

'"" o:J
s: Retail Demand before Conservation 6,092,043 6,052,471 5,863,623 5,888,329 6,135,260 6,177,881 6,073,654 6,142,942 0

ll)

'"" Total Retail Level Conservation 1,070,534 1,083,921 1,096,841 1,109,671 1,122,304 1,134,079 1,146,584 1,158,164 ...,
0..

-; Total Local Supply 2,844,648 2,829,909 2,842,178 3,020,781 2,973,342 2,897,000 2,897,639 2,829,107 ~
'"0 Net Demand on Metropolitan 2,176,861 2,138,641 1,924,604 1,757,877 2,039,614 2,146,802 2,029,431 2,155,671

(1)

- (1)

"'" Supplies Z =.
0 -l

;:l
(JQ

r- CRA Supplies m

- Cl
...; Total Base Supply Programs 604,248 604,188 604,133 604,074 655,315 655,256 655,197 655,135 ;;0

»
Total Wheeling Supplies 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 -l

m
Net CRA Storage Operation 247,040 191,568 30,589 242,086 0

Net DWCV Storage and Obligations · (190,000) (250,000) (250,000) . (210,000) . ~

Total Programs Under Development »· - -l

Unusable Supplies
m. ;;0

Net CRA Supply to Service Area 1,095,488 1,039,956 658,333 598,274 649,515 930,045 689,397 1,141,420 l>;;o

?> ~I SWP Supplies
-em
-e V1

mO 00-..., Total Base Supply Programs 695,823 998,685 1,601,671 2,104,141 1,774,690 831,207 1,404,923 889,395 I

I '" zc w
t-J - Net SWP Storage Operation 285,550 (275,400) (46,735) (333) 285,550 (24,889) 24,856 0;;0o n -0

Total Options and Transfers 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 Xm
V1

Total Programs Under Development · · . . - - - - -0

Unusable Supplies (877,804) (364,259)
r- · . - - - »

Net SWP Supply to Service Area 1,081,373 1,098,685 1,326,270 1,179,603 1,410,099 1,216,758 1,380,034 1,014,250 z
~I In-Region Supplies

N
0

Net Surface Storage Operation
~

~I
- · (60,000) (20,000) (20,000) . (40,000) . 0

Net Groundwater Storage Operation - - - - C
-0 >-Total In-Region Supply - (60,000) (20,000) (20,000) (40,000) 0 ::l:» ll)

Water Balance -l ()

m ::r>. Demand On Metropolitan 2,176,861 2,138,641 1,924,604 1,757,877 2,039,614 2,146,802 2,029,431 2,155,671 3
(1)

Total Supplies 2,176,861 2,138,641 1,924,603 1,757,877 2,039,614 2,146,803 2,029,431 2,155,670 ;:l......
Shortage w
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0-...
Forecast Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 tv

10
Hydrology Year 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 0-I Demands 0

'"" o:J
s: Retail Demand before Conservation 5,371,653 5,464,231 5,285,043 5,380,382 5,275,647 5,625,237 5,362,614 5,729,243 5,846,088 0

ll)

'"" Total Retail Level Conservation 873,458 885,851 897,574 907,652 918,932 929,655 937,258 944,730 949,907 ...,
0..

-; Total Local Supply 2,114,316 2,106,288 2,313,615 2,419,696 2,610,019 2,514,684 2,808,381 2,843,677 3,018,654 ~
'"0 Net Demand on Metropolitan 2,383,879 2,472,092 2,073,854 2,053,034 1,746,696 2,180,898 1,616,975 1,940,836 1,877,527

(1)

- (1)

"'" Supplies Z =.
0 -l

;:l
(JQ

r- eRA Supplies m

- Cl
...; Total Base Supply Programs 763,396 798,155 761,491 756,833 1,170,118 707,516 1,170,118 707,399 707,338 ;;0

»
Total Wheeling Supplies 143,165 160,200 170,200 180,200 180,200 180,200 180,200 180,200 210,200 -l

m
Net CRA Storage Operation 14,318 64,682 - - (256,797) (372,802) 0

Net DWCV Storage and Obligations (70,025) (39,000) (50,824) (83,055) (102,013) (94,799) (167,421) (250,000) (250,000) ~
»

Total Programs Under Development 226,963 318,309 159,123 (33,000) -l
m

Unusable Supplies (100,318) (100,318) ;;0

Net CRA Supply to Service Area 823,054 1,175,000 1,163,176 977,101 1,111,986 723,917 1,046,579 344,802 258,736 l>;;o

?> ~I
-em

SWP Supplies -e V1

mO 00-..., Total Base Supply Programs 1,295,825 450,400 580,310 956,955 1,168,313 1,568,495 1,886,521 1,964,737 1,832,253 I

I '" zc w
t-J - Net SWP Storage Operation 129,000 120,033 33,621 1,346 (583,055) (154,231) (109,241) 0;;0- '"'

- - -0

Total Options and Transfers 100,000 108,000 108,000 100,243 Xm
V1

Total Programs Under Development . I -0
r

Unusable Supplies (276,917) »
Net SWP Supply to Service Area 1,560,825 678,433 721,931 1,058,544 1,168,314 1,568,495 1,026,549 1,810,506 1,723,013

z
~I N

In-Region Supplies 0
~

~I
Net Surface Storage Operation 275,122 46,988 16,389 (533,604) (111,514) (257,681) (130,000) (20,000) 0

Net Groundwater Storage Operation 75,533 3,467 1,000 (198,472) (84,472) (84,222) c
-0 >-

Total In-Region Supply 350,655 50,455 17,389 (533,604) (111,514) (456,153) (214,472) (104,222) 0 ::l:» ll)

Water Balance -l ()

m ::r>. Demand On Metropolitan 2,383,879 2,472,092 2,073,854 2,053,034 1,746,696 2,180,898 1,616,975 1,940,836 1,877,527 3
(1)

Total Supplies 2,383,879 2,204,088 1,935,562 2,053,034 1,746,696 2,180,898 1,616,975 1,940,836 1,877,527 ;:l,...,.

Shortage 268,004 138,293 w
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0-...
Forecast Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

I
tv
10

Hydrology Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 1922 1923 0-I Demands 0

'"" o:J
s: Retail Demand before Conservation 5,349,750 5,887,089 5,940,647 5,743,443 6,007,701 5,867,248 5,871,985 5,656,130 5,985,148 0

ll)

'"" Total Retail Level Conservation 958,148 965,231 978,380 991,075 1,004,888 1,018,657 1,032,196 1,045,481 1,058,200 ...,
0..

-; Total Local Supply 2,973,979 2,900,441 2,955,111 2,880,832 2,883,122 2,819,745 2,937,967 2,997,159 3,027,763 ~
'"0 Net Demand on Metropolitan 1,417,623 2,021,417 2,007,156 1,871,536 2,119,691 2,028,846 1,901,822 1,613,490 1,899,185

(1)

- (1)

"'" Supplies Z =.
0 -l

;:l
(JQ

r- CRA Supplies m

- Cl
...; Total Base Supply Programs 681,682 676,623 671,564 666,505 635,846 630,787 574,428 574,369 591,163 ;;0

»
Total Wheeling Supplies 240,200 272,700 285,200 282,700 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 280,200 -l

m
Net CRA Storage Operation (400,000) (384,028) (149,369) (49,244) 0 0 0 (162,770) ° 0

Net DWCV Storage and Obligations (250,000) (250,000) (250,000) (250,000) (230,000) (250,000) (201,788) (188,350) (173,185) ~

Total Programs Under Development »- - - -l

Unusable Supplies
m- ;;0

Net CRA Supply to Service Area 235,882 279,295 521,395 613,961 650,046 624,987 616,840 467,449 662,178 l>;;o

?> ~I SWP Supplies
-em
-e V1

mO 00-..., Total Base Supply Programs 1,989,454 1,891,245 1,637,483 1,318,139 1,425,033 1,923,992 1,765,353 2,344,650 1,950,785 I

I '" zc w
t-J - Net SWP Storage Operation (312,932) (90,122) (41,186) 39,420 64,613 (210,348) (35,195) (33,254) (3,325) 0;;0
t-J n -0

Total Options and Transfers Xm
V1

Total Programs Under Development -0

Unusable Supplies (365,058) (57,536) (67,983) (289,785) (425,176) (1,145,355) (690,453)
r- - »

Net SWP Supply to Service Area 1,311,463 1,801,123 1,538,762 1,289,575 1,489,645 1,423,859 1,304,982 1,166,041 1,257,007 z
~I In-Region Supplies

N
0

Net Surface Storage Operation
~

~I
(20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) 0

Net Groundwater Storage Operation (109,722) (39,001) (33,000) (12,000) - - c
-0 >-Total In-Region Supply (129,722) (59,001) (53,000) (32,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) (20,000) 0 ::l:» ll)

Water Balance -l ()

m ::r>. Demand On Metropolitan 1,417,623 2,021,417 2,007,156 1,871,536 2,119,691 2,028,846 1,901,822 1,613,490 1,899,185 3
(1)

Total Supplies 1,417,623 2,021,417 2,007,157 1,871,536 2,119,691 2,028,846 1,901,822 1,613,490 1,899,185 ;:l......
Shortage - - w
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0-...
Forecast Year 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 tv

10
Hydrology Year 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 0-I
Demands 0

'"" o:J
s: Retail Demand before Conservation 6092043 6052471 5863623 5888329 6135260 6177881 6073654 6142942 0

ll)

'"" Tota! Retail Level Conservation 1070534 1083921 1096841 1109671 1122304 1134079 1146584 1158164 ...,
0..

-;
Total Local Supply 3008487 2993290 2999982 3177326 3135807 3062886 3059851 2992618 ~

'"0 Net Demand on Metropolitan 2013022 1975260 1766800 1601332 1877149 1980916 1867219 1992160
(1)

- (1)

"'" Supplies Z =.
0 -l

;:l
(JQ

r- CRA Supplies m

- Cl
...; Total Base Supply Programs 604248 604188 604133 604074 604015 603956 603897 603835 ;;0

»
Total Wheeling Supplies 280200 280200 280200 280200 280200 280200 280200 280200 -l

m
Net CRA Storage Operation 83202 28187 0

Net DWCV Storage and Obligations -250000 -208240 -177390 -63998 -131916 -59155 ~

Total Programs Under Development
»
-l

Unusable Supplies
m- - ;;0

Net eRA Supply to Service Area 931650 876575 598333 640034 670825 784158 716181 788880 l>;;o

?> ~I
-em

SWP Supplies -e V1

mO 00-..., Total Base Supply Programs 695823 998685 1601671 2104141 1774690 831207 1404923 889395 I

I '" zc w
N - Net SWP Storage Operation 285550 - -285883 -33 -3 285550 -233885 233885 0;;0
~ n -0

Total Options and Transfers 100000 100000 100000 100000 Xm
V1

Total Programs Under Development -0

Unusable Supplies -87321 -1122810 -548362
r
»

Net SWP Supply to Service Area 1081373 1098685 1228468 981298 1226324 1216758 1171038 1223279 z
~I In-Region Supplies

N
0
~

~I
Net Surface Storage Operation -60000 -20000 -20000 -20000 -20000 -20000 0

Net Groundwater Storage Operation - - - - - - - - C
-0 >-

Tota! In-Region Supply - -60000 -20000 -20000 -20000 -20000 -20000 0 ::l:» ll)

Water Balance -l ()

m ::r>. Demand On Metropolitan 2013022 1975260 1766800 1601332 1877149 1980916 1867219 1992160 3
(1)

Tota! Supplies 2013023 1975260 1766801 1601332 1877149 1980916 1867219 1992159 ;:l......
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INTEGRATED WATER RESOURCES PLAN 2010 UPDATE

APPENDIX

TABLE A.1.8 DETAIL OF DEMAND AND LOCAL SUPPLY VARIABLES CONTAINED IN WATER BALANCE

SUMMARIES

Demands
+Retail Demand Before Conservation
-Total Retail Level Conservation

Active

Code-Based Originated as Active

Code-Based

System Loss and Unmetered

Price Effect

Pre-1990 Con servation
-Total Local Supply

Groundwater

LAA

Other Imported Supplies

Recycling

Groundwater Recovery

Seawater Desalination

Surface Production

Local Resources Augmentation

20x2020 Water Use Efficiency

Local Supply Buffer
=Net Demand on Metropolitan

TABLE A.1.9 DETAIL OF CRA SUPPLY VARIABLES CONTAINED IN WATER BALANCE SUMMARIES.

eRA Supplies
+Total Base Supply Programs

Basic Apportionment (Priority 4)

Priority 5 Apportionment (Surplus)

Present Perfected Rights Obligations

Quechan Settlement Agreement

Coachella Valley Water District SWP/QSA Transfer

liD-Metropolitan Conservation

All American Canal Lining to San Luis Rey Settlement Parties

Coachella Canal Lining to San Luis Rey Settlement Parties

Palo Verde Irrigation District Land Management, Crop Rotation and Water Supply Program

Drop 2 Reservoir Funding

Lower Colorado Water Supply Project

Southern Nevada Water Authority Agreement and Payback
+Total Wheeling Supplies

IID-SDCWA Transfer

All American Canal Lining to SDCWA

Coachella Canal Lining to SDCWA
+Net CRA Storage Operations

Lake Mead Intentionally Created Surplus
+Net DWCV Storage and Obligations

DWCV SWP Obligation
DWCV Transfer Callback

THE METROPOllT
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INTEGRATED WATER RESOURCES PLAN 2010 UPDATE

APPENDIX

TABLE A.1.9 DETAIL OF CRA SUPPLY VARIABLES CONTAINED IN WATER BALANCE SUMMARIES.

eRA Supplies
DWCV Advance Delivery Account

+Total Programs Under Development

CRA Transfers

-CRA System Losses

·Excess Unusable Supplies
-Net CRA Supply to Service Area

TABLE A.1.10 DETAIL OF SWP SUPPLY VARIABLES CONTAINED IN WATER BALANCE SUMMARIES.

SWP Supplies
+Total Base Supply Programs

Metropolitan Table A

Metropolitan Article 21

DWCV SWP Supplies

San Bernardino Valley Metropolitan Minimum Purchase

Yuba Accord Components 2 and 3

+Net SWP Storage Operations

SWP Carryover

Semitropic Storage Program

Kern Delta Water District Storage Program

Arvin-Edison Storage Program

Mojave Storage Program

San Bernardino Valley MWD Storage Program

+SWP Options and Transfers

San Bernardino Valley MWD Option Purchase

Yuba Accord Component 4

Central Vailey/SWP Transfers

-Excess Unusable Supplies

"'Net SWP Supply to Service Area

TABLE A.1.11 DETAIL OF IN-REGION STORAGE AND SUPPLY VARIABLES CONTAINED IN WATER BALANCE

SUMMARIES.

In-Region Supplies
+Net Surface Storage Operations

Diamond Valley Lake Dry-Year Storage

Lake Mathews Dry-Year Storage

Lake Skinner Dry-Year Storage

Castaic Lake Flexible Storage

Lake Perris Flexible Storage

+Net Groundwater Operations

Chino Basin Conjunctive Use Program

Compton Conjunctive Use Program

Elsinore Conjunctive Use Program

Foothill Conjunctive Use Program

Lakewood Conjunctive Use Program

North Las Posas Conjunctive Use Program

THE METROPOllT
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INTEGRATED WATER RESOURCES PLAN 2010 UPDATE

APPENDIX

TABLE A.1.11 DETAIL OF IN-REGION STORAGE AND SUPPLY VARIABLES CONTAINED IN WATER BALANCE

SUMMARIES.

In-Region Supplies

Live Oak Conjunctive Use Program

Long Beach Conjunctive Use Program

Orange County Conjunctive Use Program

Upper Claremont Conjunctive Use Program

Cyclic Agreements

=Totalln-Region Supply

TABLE A.1.12 DETAIL OF WATER BALANCE CALCULATION CONTAINED IN WATER BALANCE SUMMARIES.

Water Balance

+Net Demand on Metropolitan

-Net eRA Supply to Service Area

-Net SWP Supply to Service Area

-Total In-Region Supply

-Shortage

=Balance

THE METROPOllT
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A.2 Demand Projections

At the start of the IRP Update process in 2008, SANDAG Series 11 was the latest forecast
available. The analyses performed for this IRP Update were based on demographics from
Series 11. In February 2010, SANDAG released an updated forecast, Series 12. Due to the
timing of the analyses, SANDAG's Series 12 forecast was not used. The quantified difference
between SANDAG Series 11 and 12 is approximately 13,000 AF less for Series 12 in 2035 or
about 0.3 percent of total retail M&1. See Table A.2.1 for detail on the differences between the
forecasts.

Population 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035
SANDAG Series 12 3,274,281 3,438,837 3,598,896 3,758,954 3,898,950

SANDAG Series 11 3,318,203 3,500,250 3,656,244 3,812,237 3,968,231

Difference -43,922 -61,413 -57,348 -53,283 -69,281

Occupied Housing Units 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035
SANDAG Series 12 1,116,246 1,167,953 1,219,534 1,271,114 1,312,408

SANDAG Series 11 1,145,767 1,202,046 1,238,327 1,274,608 1,310,889

Difference -29,522 -34,093 -18,794 -3,494 1,519

Employment 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035
SANDAG Series 12 1,446,465 1,528,532 1,601,035 1,665,482 1,727,637

SANDAG Series 11 1.563,849 1.641,450 1.719.829 1.798.208 1.876.587

Difference -117,385 -112,918 -118,794 -132,726 -148,950

Retail M&I 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035
SANDAG Series 12 632,946 663,653 692,374 718,752 737,960

SANDAG Series 11 653,015 689,513 710,159 730,283 750,942

Difference -20,070 -25,860 -17,786 -11,531 -12,983

2010 IRP 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035
Total Retail Demand 4,072,500 4,237,557 4,321,639 4,411,417 4,488,439

Series 11 and 12 Difference -20,070 -25,860 -17,786 -11,531 -12,983

Percent -0.5% -0.6% -0.4% -0.3% -0.3%

Change in Series 11 and 12 as a percent of total demand used in the IRP is -0.3% in 2035.

THE METROPOI.ITAI WATER
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INTEGRATED WATER RESOURCES PLAN 2010 UPDATE

APPENDIX

Metropolitan updates its retail M&I projection every three to four years based on the release of official
regional growth projections. The 2010 Integrated Water Resources Plan Update represents the current
version of retail M&I demands based on current growth projections. The methods, assumptions and
results of the urban retail demand projections are discussed in this memO which is meant to serve as a
stand-alone document.1

Introduction
Within Metropolitan's service area, retail urban water demands can be met with either local supplies, such
as groundwater and recycling, or imported supplies. Metropolitan's long-term plans focus on the future
demands for Metropolitan's imported supplies specifically. However, imported water demand is a function
of changes in retail demands and local supplies. In order to project the need for imported resources and
system capacity, Metropolitan starts with a long-term projection of retail M&I demands. This memo
describes the methods and assumptions used in developing the retail M&I demand projections.

Retail M&I demands represent the full spectrum of urban water use within a region, including residential,
ell, and unmetered uses. Within the water industry, there are numerous approaches for projecting M&I
water demands. These include per capita methods, trend extrapolation, land use build-out analysis,
and econometric models. Each of these approaches has benefits and limitations. Metropolitan uses a
disaggregated econometric model, known as MWD-MAIN due to its ability to capture and explain the
impacts of long-term socioeconomic trends on retail demands.

MWD-MAIN features statistically estimated water demand models (described in detail in Attachment
A.2.c) that have been adapted to conditions in Southern California. The models incorporate projections of
demographic and economic variables from regional planning agencies (SCAG and SANDAG) to produce
forecasts of water demand. The retail projections produced by MWD-MAIN are adjusted for estimates of
conservation savings using methods described later in this memo.

Methodology: MWD-MAIN
Metropolitan's MWD-MAIN model disaggregates water demand spatially by member agency and by four
water-using sectors, with a separate model for each sector. In the single family and multifamily sectors,
forecasts of water use per household - as determined by the econometric models - are combined with
the forecasts of the number of households (driver variables) from the regional planning agencies to yield
projections of retail water demand. Similarly, in the CII sectors, water use per employee is combined
with projections of employment to yield projections of retail ell water demand. Un metered water use
represents a fourth sector of water use accounted for in the model. Socioeconomic variables (explanatory
variables) from the SCAG and SANDAG growth projections affect the future water use factors. Table
A.2.2 depicts these key relationships in the MWD-MAIN model.

Econometric Models
The three econometric models at the heart of MWD-MAIN are estimated with water use and billing data
from over forty retail agencies within Metropolitan's service area. Overall, the models represent a wide
range of geographic, climatic, and socioeconomic variability. A complete discussion of the econometric
models, including the estimation procedure and results, is contained in Attachment A.2.c.

One of the benefits of the econometric models is the ability to relate water use patterns to long-term
socioeconomic trends. This is accomplished through the development ofprice, income and other elasticities
in the econometric models. Elasticities measure the effect of a one percent change in an independent
variable on the percentage change in the dependent variable. In the case of MWD-MAIN's econometric
models, the dependent variables are the logarithm of average GPUD and the logarithm of GPED. So, for
example, in the Single family model a ten percent increase in a community's average household income, all
other factors held constant, leads to a +2.7 percent increase in that community's average household water
use. The models also contain elasticities for weather, drought, and other variables. Table A.2.3 shows the
1. May 5, 2010
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TABLE A.2.2 MWD-MAIN DRIVER AND EXPLANATORY VARIABLES

Demand Sector
Single Family Residential

Multifamily Residential

ell

Unmetered Use

Projected Driver
Variable

Number of Single Family
Households

Number of Single Family
Households

Number of Single Family
Households

Dependent Variable

Number of Single Family
Households

Number of Single Family
Households

Water use per employee

SocioeconomIc
Explanatory Variable

Climate
Household Size
Income
Price and Conservation
Housing Density

Climate
Household Size
Income
Price and Conservation
Housing Density

Household Size

Income

elasticities for the socioeconom'c var'ables used in MWD-M I .

Unmetered Water Use
Unmetered water use is a fourth sector accounted for by the MWD-MAIN model. Unmetered water use
represents urban water supplies that are typically not billed. Examples included fire fighting, line flushing
and maintenance, pipe breaks, meter slippage, unmetered government use, among others. This sector is
assumed to constitute a fixed percentage of urban demand but varies by agency. Where possible, agency
supplied unmetered use percents are used. Quantities of unmetered water use are by multiplying the
percentage of unmetered use by total demand and then added to total retail demand to obtain a revised
estimate.

MWD-MAIN Implementation & Use
The current version of MWD-MAIN is implemented in an Excel spreadsheet model originally provided to
Metropolitan along with the econometric models described earlier. Since then, Metropolitan has added
numerous features to the basic model while keeping the core implementation intact. Projections from the
MWO-MAIN model are generally in five-year intervals. These values are then used to calculate annual
projections using straight-line interpolation. The annual projections of normal year M&I demands, by
agency, are used as inputs to Metropolitan's Sales Model.

Methodology: Calibration

TABLE A.2.3 MWD-MAIN ELASTICITIES

Explanatory Variable Single Family Multi-family CII

-0.1947 -0.1626 -01589

0.2722 0.3102

0.5485 04496

Retail Price (1990$5)

Median Household Income (1990$s)

Household Size (persons / household)

Housing Density (units / acre)

Industrial Employment Share

Commercial Employment Share

-0.6154 -0.5262

0.803

0.5524
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Every three years, after new growth forecasts and updated historical information are incorporated into the
MWD-MAIN model, the projections for each agency are calibrated to current retail agency demands using
a back-casting procedure. This process was performed for the 2010 IRP Update projections. The back
casting process enSures the early years of the forecast are consistent with history. Each agency's projection
and per capita demands are examined during the back-cast process.

Calibrating the back-cast to actual use is performed in two steps. In the first step, actual climate and
demographic data are input into the models and the resulting estimated retail demands, including
conservation, are compared to history. Differences between the actual and back-casted demands are
visually inspected and assessed using the Mean Absolute Percent Error. The agency back-casts are then
adjusted to minimize the Mean Absolute Percent Error and establish a realistic launch point. A calibration
factor is applied to the three sector model intercepts to implement this adjustment.

In the second step, the member agency GPUDs and GPEDs produced by the back-cast are inspected. Since
Metropolitan does not have access to current sector demands from retail billing data, the sector back
casts are compared to information from prior member agency Urban Water Management Plans and other
available benchmarks. In this case, the back-casts are checked for reasonable water use factors and percent
splits between sectors. The results of the calibrated back-casts are shown in Table A.2.4.

Demographics & Utility Rates
This section describes the key assumptions for the 2010 IRP retail M&I demand forecast, including (1) a
discussion of SCAG and SANDAG's growth projections (2) a description of retail rate projections, and (3) a
discussion of member agency service area boundaries.

SCAG & SANDAG Growth Forecasts
SCAG's and SANDAG's regional growth forecasts are the key numbers underlying Metropolitan's retail
M&I projection. With the exception of retail water rates, all of the projected variables used in MWD
MAIN are derived from these agencies' official growth plans for Metropolitan's service area. Projected
totals of single family households, multifamily households, and employment are critical "driver" variables
because they represent the overall level of growth at both the regional and agency levels. Household size,
housing density, and other "explanatory" variables affect the water use factor applied to the housing and
employment totals.

Demographic Projections
SCAG and SANDAG are required to update their Regional Transportation Plans and associated growth
forecasts every three to four years. Metropolitan's 2010 IRP Update projections are based on SCAG's 2007
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP-07) and SANDAG's Series 11 Forecast, also released in 2006.2

Both agencies use Cohort-Component demographic models to project population, housing, employment,
income and other transportation-related planning variables. National and local trends in birth rates,
mortality, domestic migration and immigration are incorporated into their prOjections, which use the
2000 Census as a base year. Both agencies link their demographic models to economic and job forecasting
models.

SCAG and SANDAG projections undergo extensive local review and incorporate zoning information from
city and county general plans. Finally, both growth projections are backed by EIRs, which is a significant
benefit to Metropolitan for both political and legal reasons. A complete description of the agencies'
forecasting methodologies is beyond the scope of this memo. 3

Population Projections
2. At the start of the IRP Update process in 2008. SANDAG Series 11 was the latest forecast available In February 2010. SANDAG updated the
forecast with the release of Series 12. Due to the timing of the analyses performed for the 2010 IRP Update, SANDAG's Series 12 forecast was not
used, See Table A.2.1 for detail on the differences between the forecasts,
3. For additional details, see visit SCAG and SANDAG's Web pages at: http://www.scag.ca.gov/rtp2004/2004draft/FinaIPlan.htm and http;//
www,sandag,org/index.asp?projectid-356&fuseaction-projects.detail
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TABLE A.2.4 CALIBRATION RESULTS

Member Agency 2005 2006 2007 2008 Mean Absolute
Percent Error

Anaheim 1.4% 3.8% 0.6% -4.9% 0.2%

Beverly Hills -1.9% 1.4% 1.0% -1.8% -0.3%

Burbank 10.4% -7.5% 4.1% -1.0% 1.5%

Calleguas -0.6% 3.6% 2.7% -3.6% 0.5%

Central Basin -0.5% -2.9% -13% 0.4% -1.1%

Compton 1.6% 8.4% 0.9% -1.5% 2.3%

Eastern 2.1% 0.7% 0.0% -5.0% -0.5%

Foothill 0.2% 3.5% -2.4% 2.7% 1.0%

Fullerton 1.9% 4.8% -0.5% -5.2% 0.2%

Glendale 0.6% 3.5% 0.3% -1.9% 0.6%

IEUA 2.8% 4.7% 2.0% -7.1% 0.6%

Las Virgenes 12.1% 7.6% -1.3% -7.3% 2.8%

Long Beach -4.7% -2.0% 1.4% -3.4% -2.1%

LADWP 1.1% 2.0% -0.5% -1.3% 0.3%

MWDOC 2.7% 6.7% -0.2% -7.2% 0.5%

Pasadena -8.5% -3.0% -4.3% -2.7% -4.6%

SDCWA 4.7% 9.5% -35% -1.7% 2.2%

San Fernando -4.2% -0.8% -0.1% -0.8% -1.4%

San Marino 6.5% 15.7% 25.8% ·16% 11.6%

Santa Ana -5.2% -0.2% -1.8% 4.0% -0.8%

Santa Monica 0.0% 1.7% 2.9% -2.7% 0.5%

Three Valleys -3.5% 0.3% 2.2% -5.2% -15%

Torrance -4.4% 0.8% 3.6% -1.3% -0.4%

USGVMWD 5.5% 3.8% -2.1% -2.8% 1.1%

West Basin MWD -2.4% 1.0% -1.6% -1.5% -1.1%

Western -2.3% 2.8% -1.8% -2.8% -1.0%

Population is a key indicator of regional growth. According to SCAG and SANDAG projections,
Metropolitan's service area will grow by almost 133,000 people/year between 2010 and 2035 from 19.2
million in 2010 to an estimated 22.5 million in 2035.

The 2010 IRP population projections are lower than prior estimates. By comparison, the 1996 IRP
projection reaches nearly 22 million by 2020. More conservative projections of employment growth and
lowered estimates of future birth rates are partly responsible for the change. Another factor is the 2000
Census, which published official population counts 0.48 million lower than the best estimates from the
DOF for the six counties containing Metropolitan's service area.
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Figure A.2.1 compares the forecast based on SCAG's and SANDAG's projections with the DOF's population
projections for the six counties served by Metropolitan.

Household Projections
Projections of single family and multifamily households are the most influential variables in the MWD
MAl models, since residential use encompasses about two-thirds of total retail M&l demands. SCAG's
and SANDAG's housing projections are actually predictions of households, which, according to Census
definitions, are equivalent to occupied housing units. As such, vacant housing units are not included in
the retail projection. Total households in Metropolitan's service area are expected to increase from 6.1
million in 2010 to 7.3 million in 2035, or about 44,800 households/year (Figure A.2.2).

Single Family versus Multifamily ProjectIons
Metropolitan defines single family and multifamily households based on the following US Census
definitions:

• Single family = single family detached + single family attached; and

• Multifamily = multifamily + mobile homes other.

Single family attached units (townhouses and townhouse-like condos) are included in the single family
sector because they typically have individual water meters. Many retail agencies classify sectors based on
meter type, and this is an attempt to match their definition of single-family units. One problem with this
classification scheme is that some townhouse communities are partially or completely master metered and,
as such, may be classified by retail agencies as multifamily or even commercial water users. Townhouses
may also have different water use profiles than single family houses. However, including single family
attached in the multifamily projection might create a significant mismatch between Metropolitan's housing
projections and how water use is reported at the retail level. Mobile home communities are typically master

FIGURE A.2.1 SCAG RTP 07 AND SANDAG SERIES 11 VS. DOF 07 (SIX COUNTY TOTAL)
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metered and are therefore included in the multifamily sector.

Based on these dwelling unit classifications, single family households are projected to increase by almost
2l,OOO/year between 2010 and 2035, from 3.7 to 4.3 million. Multifamily households are expected
to increase about 24,000/year during this same period, from 2.4 to 3.0 million (see Figure A.2.2). In
percentage terms, single family households increase about 14 percent while multifamily households
increase 25 percent. The faster growth of multifamily households will drive down the single family share
from 61 percent in 2010 to 59 percent by 2035.

FIGURE A.2.2 PROJECTED SINGLE FAMILY AND MULTIFAMILY HOUSING
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The multifamily share is important to the retail demand projections because differences in household size,
housing density and outdoor water use should result in lower average water use.

Household Size
Within the MWD-MAIN models, household size (persons/household) is an explanatory variable
influencing projected single family and multifamily water use factors. Average household size remained
relatively stable during the 1990s, but began increasing rapidly in the late 1990s according to DOF
statistics. A possible cause of the increase may be related to population growing faster than the available
housing supply. Based on the SCAG and SANDAG growth projections, average household size is projected
to decline from about 3.07 persons/unit in 2010 to 3.04 persons/unit in 2035 (Figure A.2.3). The reversal
of this historical trend is related to the age structure of the region's projected population, and changes in
the percent of single person households.

Neither SCAG nor SANDAG release projected household size by household type. Therefore, single family
and multifamily household size estimates are developed from population and household projections using
census-derived equations. The following equations estimate single family household size first, and then
use the single family estimate to back-calculate multifamily household size:
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(l) Single Family: SF_HH_Pop = 0.802 + 0.9892 * (HH_Pop/Occ_Units) -0.7818 * (SF_OeclOcc_Units)

(2) Multifamily: MF_HH_Pop = (HH_Pop - (SF_HH_Pop * SF_Oce)) / MF_Occ

Where: HH_Pop = total household population

Occ_Units = total occupied units

SF_HH_Pop = single family household size

MF_HH_Pop = multifamily household size

SF_Occ = occupied single family units

MF_Occ = occupied multifamily units

These formulas force the single family and multifamily household sizes to be consistent with the projected
household population.

Housmg Density
Housing density, expressed in units/acre, is another explanatory variable in the single family and

FIGURE A.2.3 HISTORICAL AND PROJECTED HOUSEHOLD SIZE TRENDS
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multifamily models. The housing density estimates used in the MWD-MAIN models are based on 1993
land use and housing data provided by SCAG and SANDAG. Separate housing densities are used for
both the single family and multifamily sectors. Unlike other variables, housing density is kept constant
throughout the forecast. This is because historically, housing density projections have not been available.
As a result, density estimates serve mainly to calibrate the water use factors for each agency. Table A.2.5
shows estimated housing density by agency.

Smart Growth & Water Use
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TABLE A.2.5 HOUSING DENSITY ASSUMPTIONS

Agency SF Density MF Density Agency SF Density MF Density
(Units/Acre) (Units/Acre) (Units/Acre) (Units/Acre)

Anaheim 4.1 13.2 LADWP 4.6 32.3

Beverly Hills 2.8 33.1 MWDOC 4.5 9.2

Burbank 6.1 31.1 Pasadena 5.7 19.8

Calleguas 3.2 8.4 SDCWA 3.2 12.4

Central Basin 5.8 20.5 San Fernando 7.6 24.3

Compton 8.5 28.4 San Marino 5.9 33.1

Eastern 2.8 6.8 Santa Ana 5.1 16.1

Foothill 5.0 17.8 Santa Monica 6.7 27.2

Fullerton 3.8 12.4 Three Valleys 3.6 100

Glendale 5.5 33.7 Torrance 9.0 22.4

IEUA 3.2 10.9 USGVMWD 4.5 14.7

Las Virgenes 31 9.1 West Basin 4.6 19.1

Long Beach 6.2 270 Western 2.4 113

In the last decade, a relatively new type of housing development has emerged with higher single family
housing densities. This is a national as well as regional trend. These "Smart Growth" or "New Urbanist"
developments feature medium to large single family homes, usually built to the limit on small lots. Also
known as "zero-lot-line" housing, landscape irrigation use in these types of homes is limited by available
space compared with more traditional lot layouts. Many zero-lot-line and New Urbanist developments
are planned for in the rapidly growing agencies within Metropolitan's service areas. In older "built-out"
communities with limited available for housing growth, housing density is also expected to increase due
to sub-divided lots, infill and re-zoning. It is reasonable to assume that the higher density caused by both
of these trends will lead to lower water use per housing unit. Until recently, little literature or empirical
research has been devoted to this issue.

In SCAG's and SANDAG's growth forecasts, the faster growth of multifamily housing compared to
single family housing leads to higher overall housing densities, an effect captured by the retail demand
projections. However, zero-lot-line and infill trends in the single family sector may not be adequately
addressed.

Based on a test performed using the MWD-MAIN model, a key determinate of the impact of changing
housing density is how fast an agency is growing. In older communities with slow growth, the low
percentage of new units added might not significantly change the average housing density or overall water
use estimates. But in rapidly growing areas such as Riverside County, higher housing density could affect
retail demands. Additional factors to consider include the potential for communal water use in zero-Iot
line developments and the overall percent of new units with high densities.

Employment Projections
Economic trends are also important drivers of water demand in Metropolitan's service area. Metropolitan
captures economic trends by tracking regional employment growth and the changing mix of industries.
Within the MWD-MAIN model, total urban employment (total jobs) is the critical driver variable for
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nonresidential water use while the projected mix of industries affects the estimated water use per
employee.

Economic Background
The recession in the 1990s cost Southern California 400,000 jobs and caused a major shift in the region's
industrial base. Almost 300,000 manufacturing jobs were lost by 1995, many of them in the aerospace
and defense industries. Los Angeles and Orange Counties were especially hard hit by this trend. While
manufacturing and other sectors of the economy suffered, service employment held steady and experienced
modest growth in Riverside and San Bernardino Counties.

The economic recovery of the late 1990s included growth in high-tech and computer-related industries and
rapid expansion of the service-related economy. Job growth in the late 1990s approached the aerospace
boom of the late 1980s. Between 2000 and 2006, job growth in the region has slowed as a result of a mild
economic downturn. Southern California weathered this recession better than Northern California, which
was disproportionately affected by the deep decline in the Bay Area's high-technology economy. In late
2007 Southern California was affected by what most economists considered the most severe recession since
the Great Depression. In January of 2010, the statewide unemployment rate was estimated at 12.4 percent.
Economists began to speak of a possible end to this recession in mid-20lO. Regardless, Southern California is
likely to feel the impact of this recession for a number ofyears.

Total Employment Assumptions4

Within Metropolitan's service area, total urban employment, including self-employed, is projected to grow
from 8.6 million in 2010 to about 10.3 million in 2035, or by about 66,000 jobs/year. This 19 percent

FIGURE A.2.4 ACTUAL AND PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONS
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4. Since SCAG and SANDAG employment projections were developed before the 2007 recession, these statistics are likely to overstate
employment, especially in the short·run. Caution is therefore necessary when considering the material in this section.
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increase is greater than the projected population growth of 17 percent and corresponding 17 percent in
housing growth during this period. This suggests that a greater proportion of the population will become
employed over time. Figure A.2.4 shows total estimated employment growth by sector.

Southern California's deep recession and economic recovery in the 1990s are clearly visible, as is the
region's post-2000 slowdown. Also visible is an inflection point in 2010 suggesting increasing employment
following the 2010-1015 period.

Sector Employment Assumpt'ors
In the current MWD-MAIN models, projections of service and manufacturing employment affect the
CII water use factor, or GPED. SCAG and SANDAG's projections disaggregate employment into major
sectors. Consistent with recent history, both agencies project the service employment share increasing with
manufacturing decreasing over time. However, the rate of change in their forecasts is more conservative
than recent history, where service employment is surging while manufacturing employment is declining

FIGURE A.2.S SHIFTS IN PROJECTED STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONS EMPLOYMENT
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rapidly by comparison. For example, within Metropolitan's service area, manufacturing employment is
expected to decline from ten percent to 8.0 percent of total urban employment between 2010 and 2035. In
contrast, service-related employment is expected to grow slightly from 37 percent to 38 during the same
period.

Income Projections
Projections of median household income influence single family and multifamily water use factors in the
MWD-MAIN model. MWD-MAIN's income elasticity is positive, so increases in household income lead
to increases in the residential water use. Estimates of historical household income come from the US
Census, supplemented by DOF information. Projections of median household income are included in
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SCAG's and SANDAG's growth forecasts at the county level.

Median household income estimates for 2000 are based on the 2000 Census, while estimates from 2001
through 2003 are based on the Census' American Community Survey data. Projections of income start
with 2003 median household income estimates by agency and are assumed to grow at the projected county
control rate. In order to be used in MWD-MAIN, both the historical and projected incomes are converted
to year 1990 dollars. Figure A.2.6 shows the projected median household income growth by county in
real terms.

Assumptions: Retail Water Rates
Retail water rates are used as explanatory variables in all three MWD-MAIN models, affecting the
projected (and back-casted) water use factors. Price-effect conservation is also calculated in MWD-MAIN
using the rate variables. As projected water rates increase, the MWD-MAI water use factors decrease.
The retail rates in MWD-MAIN are represented by the estimated marginal retail rates for the single family
sector, and expressed as dollars per 1,000 gallons in 1990 dollars.

Estimates of member agency retail rates were developed from a retail rate database purchased from Black
& Veatch, representing over 200 retail agencies within Metropolitan's service area. The Black & Veatch
database covers the time period from 1991 to 2003 in two-year intervals. Rate data from member agency
surveys and prior Metropolitan research was used to supplement the Black & Veatch database.

Without access to current retail customer billing data, estimating the marginal retail water rate for each
agency relied on the following assumptions:

1. Multi-Tiered Rate Structures: In order to determine which rate block to use with retail agency multi-tiered
rate structures, we assume 22 hundred cubic feet/month, which is 20 percent higher than the average
annual single family use in Metropolitan's service area. This assumption usually selects the second

FIGURE A.2.6 PROJECTED MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME BY COUNTY (1990 DOLLARS)
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tier rate in multi-tiered rate structures

2. Metropolitan's: The marginal retail rates for the eleven member agencies with multiple wholesale
customers are based on a weighted average of the sample within Black & Veatch's database. Each retail
agency in the Black & Veatch database is mapped to its respective wholesale agency, and the average
marginal rate is calculated using retail agency population as the weighting factor.

3. Future Rates: From 1991 to 2003, the weighted average marginal rate increase for the region was about
4.4 percent/year, or 1.4 percent in real terms. The regional historical growth rate (4.4 percent) is then
applied to each member agency's estimated 2003 water rate estimate to generate 2004 to 2035 rates.
This assumes that retail agencies across the region will experience similar percent cost increases over
time. By comparison, Metropolitan's average annual rate increases will be 7.5 percent in 2011 and
2012. After that, rates are expected to group at a three percent real rate.

Retail rates by county and for Metropolitan's service area are shown in Figure A.2.7. As expected,
historical retail rates tend to change unevenly over time, with periodic rate increases followed by periods
of no change. Gradual declines in real retail rates are due to the impacts of inflation during these stable
rate periods. The decline in San Diego County's retail rates after 2000 needs to be further investigated. It
may be a function of the Black & Veatch database, with retail agencies included one year and excluded the
next, or a database processing i sue.

Price Elasticity Adjustments
The assumed price increase reduces the water use factors calculated in the MWD-MAIN models. This
reduction can be asses ed in the model and is considered a conservation savings due to price, a so-called
"price-effect."

Consumers can respond to price increases by installing water-conserving fixtures and appliances such
as ultra-law-flow toilets. However, many of the fixture-based conservation savings options are already

FIGURE A.2.7 PROJECTED RETAIL MARGINAL RATES BY COUNTY
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factored into Metropolitan's conservation model. Also, as more water efficient fixtures are installed, the
impact of changing water-using behavior through rates is reduced. Consider consumers who respond
to rate increases by taking shorter showers. Their behavior adjustment will save less water if they use
a low-flow shower head compared to an older, water-wasting shower head. This is known as "demand
hardening."

In order to avoid double-counting conservation savings and to account for demand hardening, Metropolitan
reduces the estimated price elasticities for the three econometric models gradually to 33 percent by 2020,
keeping them constant beyond 2020. Price-effect savings are reduced (and demands increased) as a result
of this adjustment. The elasticities are reduced in proportion to increases in conservation savings from
the conservation model. Reducing price elasticities to 1/3 of their originally estimated levels is based on
professional judgment, assuming that much of the easily obtained water use efficiencies will be achieved by
2020 while still allowing for new conservation technologies.

Economic Assumptions
The Los Angeles California Metropolitan Statistical Area and San Diego consumer price indexes for all
urban consumers, as reported by DOF are used to convert nominal income and rate data into 1990 dollars.
Projected real income growth from the growth forecasts is escalated using Metropolitan's official escalation
rate of three percent.

2035 to 2050 Assumptions
Occasionally, unofficial demographic projections from 2035 to 2050, which extend beyond the time frame
for current SCAG and SANDAG growth forecasts, are needed for resource and system analysis. The first
step to extending the projections involves assessing the growth patterns for the six county region in DOF's
most recent population projections, which extends to 2050. In DOF's projection, the six-county average
annual growth rate from 2030 to 2050 is 66 percent of the 2020 to 2030 growth rate (0.46 percent/year
versus 0.70 percent/year). In the second step, the 2030 to 2050 growth rates for population, households, and
employment are extrapolated at 66 percent of their projected 2020 to 2030 growth rates. This is performed
at the county and member agency level.

Post 2030 income growth is based on the 2020 to 2030 average annual growth rate for each agency. Retail
rates beyond 2030 are assumed to increase at the constant regional rate described above.

Member Agency Boundary Assumptions
For various reasons, the political and service area boundaries of many member agencies may fail to
coincide. The City of West Hollywood for example, is politically part of West Basin MWD, but actually
receives water from Beverly Hills and LADWP. The 2010 IRP Update bases its demographics on each
member agency's service area rather than political area. Member agency boundaries used in the 2010
IRP Update incorporate member agency feedback collected during the 2008-2010 IRP outreach process.
Metropolitan's goal is to match each agencies demographics to its reported water use.

Land Use & Demographic Analysis Tool
Member agency service area boundaries are used to convert Census, SCAG and SANDAG data into
member agency demographics. This is performed using a GIS software program call LANDAT. LANDAT
uses each member agency's boundary as an overlay for maps of census tracts and transportation analysis
zones.'

Demographics for each tract located entirely within a member agency boundary are automatically added
to that agency's total. When tracts are split among member agencies, the demographics are allocated to
each member agency based on 2006 land use. For example, a member agency's service area might contain
33 percent of a census tract, but only 20 percent of the housing-related land use within that census tract. In

5. Transportation analysis zones, or UTAZs:' are used instead of census tracts by SeAGo
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this case LANDAT would allocate 20 percent of the housing to the member agency based on the land use
information.

Using land use to allocate demographics increases the precision of the member agency demographics for
areas with large census tracts in the near term. However, in growing areas with rapidly changing land use
patterns, using existing land use to allocate demographics becomes less reliable in the later years of the
growth forecast.

Conservation Projections
In order to account for conservation, Metropolitan reduces the demands generated in MWD-MAIN to
account for projected conservation savings. The following major sources of conservation savings are
captured:

• Active Conservation: Water saved as a direct result of conservation programs by water agencies (includes
implementation of BMPs). It is assumed that this type of conservation is unlikely to occur without
agency action;

• Code-Based Conservation: Water saved as a result of changes in water efficiency requirements for plumbing
fixtures in plumbing codes. Thus, this form of conservation would occur without water agency action;
and

• Price-effect Conservation: Water saved by retail customers due to the effect of changes in the real (inflation-
adjusted) price of water.

Active and code-based conservation savings are calculated in a conservation model described here, while
price-effect savings are calculated using the MWD-MAIN statistical models.

Estimating Conservation
Since 2004, Metropolitan has used an internally developed model to estimate active conservation and
plumbing code savings. The new model replaces MWD-MAIN's end-use conservation model, which was
originally used for the same purpose. It features a more complete representation of Metropolitan's active
conservation activities while accounting for code-based conservation and recognizable fixture savings
rates based on euwee reports and other sources.

Metropolitan's conservation model measures active and plumbing code conservation from a 1990 base
year. The IRP conservation target includes 250,000 AF of pre-1990 conservation from plumbing codes and
price effects.

Conservation Methodology
Metropolitan's conservation model features device-based savings estimates applied to both active and
plumbing code conservation. The model has been in development since 2003 and is implemented in a
system of Excel spreadsheets. Since then, the ability to model plumbing codes has been added.

The 2010 IRP Update conservation projection includes almost 70 active devices and programs. These
devices are grouped into residential, landscape, and ell sectors. Six of the fixtures are tied to plumbing
code models. The model is run individually for each agency, with the results post-processed to conform to
the sectors used in MWD-MAIN.

Active Conservatior
Active conservation savings are calculated by combining estimates of active program activity - numbers
of devices and/or implementations - with device-related savings factors. These factors include:

• Savings per device or implementation; and

• Device life expressed in years.

The savings factors are combined in a series of calculations that produce annual conservation estimates in
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AF saved per year. Active devices and programs included in the 2010 IRP Update projections are shown
in Table A.2.bI.

Plumbmg Code Conservation' Stock Models
Plumbing code conservation savings, also known as code-based conservation, represents the impact of
plumbing codes and other ordinances on water use. Metropolitan's conservation model represents
plumbing codes with demographically driven stock models. The stock models are based on the same
demographic projections used in the retail demand projections. Each model tracks the stocks and flows
of conserving and non-conserving water conservation devices, allowing it to estimate the impacts of
plumbing codes on device saturation and overall savings. Several types of plumbing code impacts are
accounted for in the stock models, including:

• New ConstrUdion: new housing units and offices built with water conservation fixtures due to plumbing
codes;

• Natural Replacement: fixtures (or devices) that are replaced with more efficient fixtures due to remodeling,
device failure or other reasons; and

• Passive Originated as Active: fixtures that were originally installed through active programs that are
replaced with conserving fixtures due to plumbing codes.

The following fixtures and devices are assigned stock models based on (1) existing and expected plumbing
codes, and (2) representation in the active deVice/program list:

The stock models generate annual estimates of devices and fixtures that are fed into the active conservation
models and tracked separately. The stock models also account for the impacts of active programs on the
overall device saturation rate. As a result, increased levels of active conservation lead to lower levels of
plumbing code conservation. This helps avoid double-counting conservation savings in the model.

Conservation Assumptions
The savings estimates from the conservation model are almost entirely assumption driven. Device savings
assumptions determine the savings per device for both active and plumbing code savings. Assumptions for
the stock models control for estimated rates of conversion from non-conserving to conserving fixtures.

Active Conservation Assumptions
The device savings estimates for each device are determined by the assumptions described above.
These assumptions are Table A.2.b2. Some devices are represented more than once due to different
implementation methods or savings factors. The savings assumptions are periodically reviewed to ensure
they represent the best available savings estimates. The sources of savings assumptions are also noted.

Projected Active Conservation: a New Approach

Beginning with the 2005 Regional Urban Water Management Plan, Metropolitan adopted a new approach
to modeling future local supplies and active conservation. In the 2005 Regional Urban Water Management
Plan, local supplies were limited to existing, under construction and committed projects. It was assumed
that planned projects were covered by Metropolitan's local supply IRP target, which is included in the
regional totals. This recognizes the uncertainty in local supplies and avoids over and under allocating
local supply targets to individual agencies.

The same method is applied to active conservation. As with the local supply projections, Metropolitan's
active conservation projections over-allocated savings to some agencies and under-allocated savings to
others. To avoid this issue, Metropolitan included the savings from active programs implemented through
calendar year 2008 for each agency, but did not include projections of future active conservation at the
agency level. Thus, the member agency retail demand projections do not account for the impacts of future
active conservation.
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Pre-Rinse Spray Heads

Urinals

CII

Toilets

The CUWCC and other
agencies use a four percent
natural replacement rate
for toilets. Metropolitan
reduced this rate to two
percent to account for
possible double counting of
ULF toilet rebates during the
1990s due to free-ridership.

1992

1992

1992

2007

1992

1992

2006

2007

TABLE A.2.6 STOCK MODEL FIXTURES AND
DEVICES

DeVIces per ComplIance Natural PlumbIng
Household or Rate Replacement Code Year
Employment Rate

TABLE A.2.7 PLUMBING CODE ASSUMPTIONS

Stock Model

Res. Toilets 2 99% 2%

Res. Shower Heads 1.8 95% 10%

Res. Aerators 3.5 90% 33%

Res. Washing Machine 0.74 100% 6.70%

CII Toilets 0.27* 100% 2%

CII Urinals 0.06 100% 4%

CII Pre-Rinse Spray Heads .0055* 95% 16.70%

CII Washing Machine .0073* 100% 5%

Plumbing Code Assumptions
Plumbing code savings are determined by the device
specific assumptions used in the stock models. Table Residential
A.2.6 lists the fixtures and devices in the stock model.
The stock models are driven by projections of housing Toilets
and employment described earlier, so they are consistent Shower heads
with the demand projections. Initial device counts and
growth in the number of devices are determined by the Faucets
demographics combined with the assumptions listed
below.

• Devices per Household or Per Employee: This factor represents the average number of devices per household
or per employee, and is multiplied by the household and employment projections to develop estimates
of total number of devices or "stock." Devices per household and employee can vary by agency and
change over time;

• Plumbing Code Compliance Rate: The plumbing code compliance rate is expressed as a percent and serves
two purposes: (1) it indicates the presence of a plumbing code in a specific year, and (2) determines the
overall compliance rate with the plumbing code. This allows plumbing code effects to be phased in
over several years;

• Natural Replacement Rate: This represents the rate at which existing non-conserving devices are converted
to conserving devices due to remodeling or device failure. It has a strong impact on the saturation rate
of devices that existed prior to plumbing codes, such as pre-1992 toilets; and

• Device Life: The stock models also account for device life. This allows the stock model to track devices
installed through active conservation as they reach the end of their life and are replaced due to plumbing
codes. The stock models use the same device life specified in the savings assumptions.

In a sense, the stock models are like demographic models for plumbing fixtures and water-using
appliances. Table A.2.7 shows the plumbing code assumptions used in the 2010 IRP Update's conservation
projection:

These assumptions are derived from CUWCC conservation reports, American Water Works Association
Research Foundation's 1999 end use study, Metropolitan's Orange County Saturation Study, and other

sources. In the residential
sector, devices per household
combine single family and
multifamily trends.

Natural Replacement
Rates for Toilets

• Varies over time and by agency (based on CUWCC BMP savings factors)
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FIGURE A.2.8 HISTORICAL AND PROJECTED M&I DEMAND
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Price Savings Assumptions
Savings due to price are calculated using MWD-MAIN's econometric models with the projected price and
adjusted price elasticities. The price effect savings are added to savings from the conservation model and
help meet the region's IRP conservation target.

Price effect savings are calculated by comparing MWD-MAIN's demand projections with price increases
to demand projections using constant 1990 water rates. The difference between the two is the price-effect
savings measured from a 1990 base. Price-effect savings increase as prices grow over time, but also increase
as the household and employment base grow. Accordingly, a price increase applied to 1,000 households
will generate more savings than the same price increase applied to 500 households.

U metered vv. ter Use Savmgs
A final category of savings is a by-product other conservation efforts. MWD-MAIN projects unmetered
water use as a fixed percentage of total retail M&I demand. As conservation savings lowers residential and
elI demands, it lowers unmetered use by the same percent. For instance, if conservation reduces M&I
demands by ten percent in 2020 (compared to demands before conservation) unmetered water use is also
reduced ten percent. This reduction assumes that unmetered use varies according to overall demand, and
that reducing overall use also reduces unmetered use. The reduction in unmetered water use is captured
in the MWD-MAIN model and counted as a conservation source.

Results
Based on the methodology and assumptions described earlier, retail M&I water use is projected to grow
from an average-year estimate of 3.8 million AF in 2010 to 4.5 million in 2035 (Figure A.2.S), assuming
a normal economy. The projection accounts for the water savings resulting from plumbing codes, price
effects, and existing active conservation. Retail M&I demand is projected to grow 29,500 AF/year from 2010
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FIGURE A.2.9 PER CAPITA WATER DEMAND
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to 2035, compared to 15,000 AF/year from 1990 to 2010.

The projection has an inflection point around 2015. SCAG's employment projection, which features slower
growth after 2010, explains part of the inflection point. Interpolating post-2000 actual demographics, which
reflect slower growth in the SCAG's and SANDAG's growth forecasts, explain the rest.

Per Capita Water Demands
Regional water use dropped from over 20S GPCD in the late 1980's to about 166 GPCD in the early 1990s
from the combined effects of the drought, recession and conservation efforts (Figure A.2.9). Since the late
1990s, the average per capita water use in Metropolitan's region has varied between 174 and 191 GPCD.
This increase has been caused by the gradual employment recovery from the 1990s recession and rapid
growth in the hotter and drier regions comprising Metropolitan's service area. As Figure A13.9 shows,
per capita daily use is expected to decline between 2010 and 2035. Without projected conservation savings,
per capita demand would reflect a steady increase.

Projected Water Use Factors
The average projected water use factors produced by the MWD-MAIN models show that the average
single family water use is expected to increase slightly over time while multifamily and CII water uses
are expected to decline over time. Unmetered water use, shown here as in terms of GPCD, is expected to
remain relatively unchanged.

The increase in single family water use is dominated by growth in the Riverside and San Bernardino
Counties. About 30 percent of the new single family housing stock is projected to occur in these two
counties. Because of the hot and dry climate, their projected average single family water use factor is
about 750 GPUD with conservation, close to double the average use in coastal areas. As discussed, these
projections do not account for the impacts of "New Urbanist" developments, which could reduce future
single family use for these areas.
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FIGURE A.2.10 HISTORICAL AND PROJECTED CONSERVATION SAVINGS
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Another factor affecting single family use is the projected increase in household income, which exerts
an upward influence on demands, countering the impacts of price and new conservation. The impact of
income is greater between 2005 and 2010 as a result of trends in projected income discussed earlier.

Conservation Projection
Without existing and projected conservation, retail M&I water demand would grow significantly faster
than projected. As shown in Figure A.2.IO, conservation savings are expected to grow from an estimated
873,000 AF in 2010 to an expected 1.16 million AF in 2035, representing an increase of 285,000 AF in
savings over the next 25 years. About 197,000 AF are projected to come from active and plumbing code
savings. Price·effect savings and savings in unmetered water use are projected to account for 67,000 and
21,000 AF respectively.
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Attachment A.2.a: Agency Data Tab es

TABLE A.2.A1 TOTAL POPULATION BY AGENCY

Agency 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035

Anaheim 369,584 389,826 402,713 413,942 424,869 438,573

Beverly Hills 45,177 45,632 46,148 46,646 47,126 47,587

Burbank 111,676 115,986 120,428 124,732 128,888 132,877

Calleguas 632,399 659,330 682,651 702,386 719,655 730,788

Central Basin 1,654,866 1,689,064 1,720,700 1,751,519 1,781,368 1,809,737

Compton 91,992 92,226 92,578 92,920 93,244 93,566

Eastern 720,984 811,452 897,393 975,903 1,043,977 1,112,430

Foothill 108,692 112,968 117,300 121,479 125,524 129,396

Fullerton 137,140 140,225 142,762 144,249 146,199 147,015

Glendale 198,689 201,698 204,987 208,149 211,197 214,091

IEUA 859,721 914,800 968,087 1,019,799 1,069,527 1,117,179

Las Virgenes 78,276 80,285 83,179 86,107 88,912 91,599

Long Beach 505,549 519,592 534,289 548,446 562,097 575,159

LADWP 4,073,154 4,144,334 4,221,026 4,294,808 4,365,870 4,433,737

MWDOC 2,441,958 2,549,018 2,610,396 2,647,895 2,676,283 2,685,946

Pasadena 147,458 150,329 153,416 156,416 159,326 162,130

SDCWA 3,136,156 3,318,203 3,500,250 3,656,244 3,812,237 3,968,231

San Fernando 25,665 26,040 26,444 26,834 27,209 27,565

San Marino 13,765 13,787 13,826 13,862 13,895 13,924

Santa Ana 366,268 372,685 378,067 380,197 382,186 382,447

Santa Monica 91,129 91,243 91,487 91,716 91,926 92,124

Three Valleys 573,009 600,012 629,075 657,982 685,863 712,554

Torrance 138,252 140,490 142,893 145,214 147,438 149,559

USGVMWD 932,508 971,246 1,008,799 1,045,610 1,081,094 1,114,915

West Basin 880,738 902,902 922,212 940,967 959,397 976,986

Western 878,889 944,773 1,012,102 1,072,664 1,128,805 1,179,532

MWDTotal 19,213,694 19,998,146 20,723,208 21,366,686 21,974,112 22,539,647
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SINGLE FAMILY HOUSEHOLDS BY AGENCY

2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035

53,932 56,436 58,133 59,677 60,559 62,282

6,819 6,873 6,867 6,858 6,848 6,830

21,956 22,623 23,208 23,614 23,994 24,266

151,669 159,745 164,535 168,427 171,793 174,939

299,772 307,330 312,886 316,725 320,367 322,932

16,028 16,162 16,158 16,149 16,128 16,103

170,870 195,735 219,981 240,102 258,468 276,072

25,668 26,031 27,035 27,792 28,515 29,099

27,651 28,420 28,444 28,452 28,588 28,629

27,239 27,578 27,742 27,824 27,904 27,940

172,162 183,530 192,107 199,930 206,811 212,885

20,718 21,472 22,306 22,967 23,578 24,066

78,974 81,123 82,940 84,210 85,396 86,267

623,588 646,067 665,261 678,956 691,703 701,101

536,435 560,356 567,525 573,263 575,950 577,546

35,388 37,578 38,646 39,420 40,151 40,717

634,487 655,773 672,144 682,196 692,247 695,520

4,588 4,694 4,775 4,832 4,885 4,927

4,304 4,338 4,344 4,346 4,350 4,352

41,252 42,034 41,963 41,783 41,534 41,290

10,808 10,798 10,656 10,535 10,410 10,306

123,365 129,334 136,176 141,373 146,278 150,099

32,324 32,822 33,106 33,283 33,445 33,548

187,246 195,417 203,561 209,695 215,480 219,987

169,429 172,738 175,181 176,760 178,248 179,274

203,363 221,811 236,999 249,986 261,478 271,696

3,680,036 3,846,818 3,972,679 4,069,155 4,155,108 4,222,673
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A.2.A3 MULTI-FAMILY HOUSEHOLDS BY AGENCY

Agency 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035

Anaheim 48,379 50,555 52,502 54,396 56,099 58,241

Beverly Hills 14,093 14,492 14,752 14,963 15,169 15,344

Burbank 21,941 23,121 24,407 25,457 26,488 27,375

Calleguas 44,868 48,087 50,723 53,022 55,160 57,237

Central Basin 126,291 131,390 136,352 140,535 144,721 148,425

Compton 4,713 4,827 4,914 4,998 5,079 5,158

Eastern 57,908 65,195 71,852 77,714 83,933 90,415

Foothill 5,255 5,404 5,711 5,975 6,240 6,475

Fullerton 16,757 17,126 17,297 17,519 17,808 18,022

Glendale 42,210 43,518 44,736 45,724 46,681 47,496

IEUA 61,933 69,294 77,129 85,049 92,904 100,724

Las Virgenes 5,641 5,933 6,248 6,519 6,790 7,035

Long Beach 90,954 94,948 99,142 102,564 105,900 108,773

LADWP 762,315 804,013 846,257 880,580 914,125 942,846

MWDOC 267,850 281,818 287,111 291,462 294,011 296,060

Pasadena 27,342 28,907 30,184 31,236 32,264 33,157

SDCWA 427,809 460,472 495,809 537,338 578,867 616,888

San Fernando 1,368 1,436 1,500 1,554 1,608 1,654

San Marino 26 27 28 29 31 32

Santa Ana 34,364 35,061 35,380 35,794 36,113 36,427

Santa Monica 34,761 35,352 35,665 35,917 36,164 36,378

Three Valleys 37,753 40,071 42,770 45,057 47,332 49,336

Torrance 19,100 19,705 20,248 20,711 21,167 21,581

USGVMWD 64,284 67,368 71,011 74,120 77,202 79,938

West Basin 118,119 121,023 124,544 127,360 130,222 132,678

Western 63,651 69,516 75,710 81,849 88,359 94,802

MWD Total 2,399,684 2,538,659 2,671,982 2,797,442 2,920,437 3,032,497
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A.2.A4 AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD SIZE*

Agency 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035

Anaheim 3.57 3.60 3,59 3.58 3.60 3.59

Beverly Hills 2.14 213 2.13 2.13 2.14 2.14

Burbank 2.52 2.51 2.51 2.52 2.53 2.55

Calleguas 3.16 3.13 3.13 3.13 3.13 3.10

Central Basin 3.83 3.81 3.79 3.79 3.79 3.80

Compton 4.37 4.37 4.37 4.37 4.37 4.37

Eastern 3.09 3.07 3.04 3.03 3.01 3.00

Foothill 2.91 2.89 2.87 2.87 2.87 2.88

Fullerton 2.98 3.01 3.05 3.06 3.08 3.08

Glendale 2.81 2.80 2.79 2.79 2.79 2.80

IEUA 3.59 3.52 3.50 3.48 3.47 3.47

Las Virgenes 2.88 2.87 2.85 2.86 2.86 2.88

Long Beach 2.90 2.88 2.87 2.87 2.87 2.88

LADWP 2.88 2.81 2.75 271 2.67 2.65

MWDOC 2.95 2.99 3.01 3.02 3.04 3.03

Pasadena 2.67 2.65 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63

SDCWA 2.83 2.84 2.84 2.85 2.85 2.86

San Fernando 4.27 4.24 4.20 4.19 4.18 4.18

San Marino 3.15 3.16 3.16 3.17 3.17 3.17

Santa Ana 4.67 4.71 4.76 4.77 4.79 4.79

Santa Monica 1.92 1.92 1.92 1.91 1.91 1.91

Three Valleys 3.46 3.44 3.42 3.43 3.45 3.48

Torrance 2.66 2.66 2.66 2.67 2.68 2.70

USGVMWD 3.65 3.63 361 3.62 3.63 3.65

West Basin 2.95 2.95 2.95 2.96 2.97 2.99

Western 3.19 3.16 3.15 3.14 3.13 3.12

MWD Total 3.08 3.06 3.05 3.04 3.03 3.03

* Average household size is based on occupied housing units and household population.
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Western

INTEGRATED WATER RESOURCES PLAN 2010 UPDATE

APPENDIX

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME BY AGENCY: 1990 DOLLARS

2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035

39,787 43,276 43,948 44,253 46,326 47,931

62,142 63,470 64,402 68,069 71,727 73,402

41,595 41,987 42,499 44,304 46,108 48,168

58,614 59,218 61,098 62,362 64,708 66,304

35,563 35,685 36,308 36,422 36,625 36,509

27,087 27,431 27,614 27,758 27,906 27,868

34,933 38,306 38,938 39,433 40,029 40,346

65,355 67,449 69,767 68,385 66,957 68,074

42,998 46,996 49,723 50,314 50,870 54,566

36,321 39,745 41,618 41,524 42,107 41,537

46,487 44,618 45,420 45,646 47,454 47,223

79,811 83,949 86,751 90,360 97,499 100,330

31,621 35,356 35,975 36,540 37,875 39,437

32,249 36,748 37,320 37,567 38,695 39,244

57,113 58,676 60,594 61,547 63,169 64,872

42,574 44,024 47,537 48,850 49,345 54,880

44,235 45,752 48,072 51,122 54,172 56,667

32,475 32,002 32,223 32,143 32,065 31,227

95,313 101,086 101,531 102,081 102,632 103,651

36,161 37,009 37,180 37,411 37,616 37,334

48,114 50,185 51,678 55,946 60,829 61,908

47,529 49,661 51,156 51,743 52,874 52,891

46,479 48,739 49,096 49,412 49,737 52,093

39,186 39,520 39,777 39,769 39,699 39,500

48,816 51,028 53,494 54,509 55,992 57,640

45,308 44,892 46,078 46,842 48,307 50,857

THE METROPOllT
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Agency

Anaheim

Beverly Hills

Burbank

Calleguas

Central Basin

Compton

Eastern

Foothill

Fullerton

Glendale

IEUA

Las Virgenes

Long Beach

LADWP

MWDOC

Pasadena

SDCWA

San Fernando

San Marino

Santa Ana

Santa Monica

Three Valleys

Torrance

USGVMWD

West Basin

Western

MWDTotal

INTEGRATED WATER RESOURCES PLAN 2010 UPDATE

APPENDIX

MARGINAL RETAIL WATER RATE BY AGENCY ($/1,000 GALLONS, 1990 DOLLARS)

2010 2075 2020 2025 2030 2035

$1.25 $1.34 $1.44 $1.54 $1.65 $1.77

$2.14 $2.30 $2.46 $2.64 $2.83 $3.03

$1.57 $1.69 $1.81 $1.94 $2.08 $2.23

$1.58 $1.69 $1.82 $1.95 $2.09 $2.24

$1.61 $1.73 $1.85 $1.98 $2.13 $2.28

$1.93 $2.07 $2.21 $2.37 $2.55 $2.73

$1.35 $1.45 $1.56 $1.67 $1.79 $1.92

$2.16 $2.32 $2.49 $2.66 $2.86 $3.06

$1.19 $1.27 $1.37 $1.46 $1.57 $1.68

$2.30 $2.47 $2.65 $2.84 $3.04 $3.26

$1.14 $1.23 $1.31 $1.41 $1.51 $1.62

$2.27 $2.43 $2.61 $2.80 $3.00 $3.21

$2.48 $2.66 $2.85 $3.06 $3.28 $3.52

$2.33 $2.50 $2.68 $2.88 $3.08 $3.30

$1.61 $1.72 $1.85 $1.98 $2.12 $2.28

$1.82 $1.95 $2.09 $2.24 $2.40 $2.57

$1.66 $1.78 $1.91 $2.05 $2.19 $2.35

$1.05 $1.12 $1.20 $1.29 $1.38 $1.48

$1.19 $1.27 $1.36 $1.46 $1.56 $1.68

$1.55 $1.66 $1.78 $1.91 $2.05 $2.20

$1.92 $2.05 $2.20 $2.36 $2.53 $2.71

$1.88 $2.02 $2.17 $2.32 $2.49 $2.67

$1.42 $1.53 $1.64 $1.76 $1.88 $2.02

$1.12 $1.20 $1.29 $1.38 $1.48 $1.58

$1.98 $2.12 $2.27 $2.43 $2.61 $2.80

$1.03 $1.11 $1.19 $1.27 $1.36 $1.46

$1.76 $1.89 $2.03 $2.17 $2.33 $2.50

OUTHERN /ILII'ORNIA
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INTEGRATED WATER RESOURCES PLAN 2010 UPDATE

APPENDIX

A.2.A?" iTOTAL URBAN EMPLOYMENT BY AGENCY

Agency 2010 2075 2020 2025 2030 2035

Anaheim 191,561 208,651 212,972 217,299 219,080 220,777

Beverly Hills 74,295 77,184 78,047 79,085 80,188 81,244

Burbank 93,799 99,869 102,889 106,445 110,242 113,871

Calleguas 234,593 255,445 269,123 281,002 290,973 299,921

Central Basin 552,656 563,417 569,641 576,934 584,740 592,147

Compton 21,625 21,745 22,015 22,336 22,677 23,003

Eastern 173,316 217,366 256,469 292,820 329,442 362,745

Foothill 22,616 21,808 22,082 22,418 22,775 23,114

Fullerton 69,948 73,467 75,036 75,508 76,527 76,688

Glendale 89,202 93,496 94,661 96,064 97,545 98,967

IEUA 333,631 387,467 411,016 438,324 469,138 510,246

Las Virgenes 50,718 55,217 56,114 57,181 58,306 59,386

Long Beach 179,842 184,299 186,876 189,900 193,137 196,185

LADWP 1,815,100 1,881,758 1,910,010 1,943,224 1,978,773 2,012,664

MWDOC 1,232,145 1,358,247 1,409,430 1,438,507 1,462,847 1,482,076

Pasadena 118,964 128,985 131,588 134,653 137,921 141,047

SDCWA 1,317,947 1,446,465 1,528,532 1,601,035 1,665,482 1,727,637

San Fernando 14,269 15,221 15,382 15,576 15,780 15,976

San Marino 4,895 5,171 5,264 5,378 5,496 5,612

Santa Ana 177,796 189,873 192,154 193,884 194,283 194,456

Santa Monica 95,380 102,433 103,552 104,939 106,388 107,773

Three Valleys 219,429 230,731 234,081 238,061 242,320 246,363

Torrance 97,469 103,597 104,655 105,942 107,279 108,572

USGVMWD 340,122 350,688 356,074 362,242 368,919 375,199

West Basin 388,975 392,203 396,123 400,741 405,666 410,341

Western 333,707 404,543 457,564 510,942 565,291 613,335

MWD Total 8,243,999 8,869,348 9,201,349 9,510,441 9,811,215 10,099,348

THE METROPOllT OUTHERN /ILII'ORNIA
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A.2.A8 RETAIL M&I PROJECTIONS BY AGENCY (AF)

Agency 2010 2075 2020 2025 2030 2035

Anaheim 71,840 79,184 81,563 82,710 84,267 86,176

Beverly Hills 13,241 13,996 14,058 14,043 14,055 13,951

Burbank 24,782 25,584 26,234 26,766 27,303 27,812

Calleguas 148,668 157,495 164,071 167,646 171,180 173,351

Central Basin 243,750 255,104 258,244 257,599 257,219 256,009

Compton 9,429 9,868 9,863 9,723 9,611 9,468

Eastern 201,787 240,442 269,299 292,301 313,255 332,538

Foothill 20,516 21,462 22,449 22,672 22,881 23,268

Fullerton 30,418 32,398 32,976 32,752 32,696 32,887

Glendale 33,152 35,709 36,593 36,352 36,322 35,970

IEUA 234,517 256,924 270,885 282,194 295,563 306,325

Las Virgenes 30,970 33,771 35,137 35,942 37,061 37,661

Long Beach 64,204 74,113 76,409 76,962 78,089 79,146

LADWP 665,735 708,012 725,215 727,044 733,083 735,876

MWDOC 476,436 521,606 535,906 536,521 536,255 533,487

Pasadena 37,448 41,66 43,173 43,647 44,039 45,211

SDCWA 582,991 636,234 667,101 695,971 722,486 741,794

San Fernando 3,517 3,668 3,653 3,618 3,586 3,534

San Marino 5,986 6,275 6,292 6,269 6,256 6,254

Santa Ana 41,557 44,454 44,525 43,938 43,380 42,503

Santa Monica 14,479 15,490 15,570 15,624 15,779 15,603

Three Valleys 122,729 132,389 138,846 142,248 145,949 148,328

Torrance 29,279 30,835 30,661 30,254 29,887 29,740

USGVMWD 194,604 204,937 209,309 212,035 214,766 216,932

West Basin 171,547 179,424 182,972 182,608 182,968 183,171

Western 269,935 296,939 319,623 337,394 355,325 373,469

MWDTotal 3,743,517 4,057,978 4,220,630 4,314,833 4,413,261 4,490,465

THE METROPOllT OUTHERN /ILII'ORNIA
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GPCD M&I PROJECTIONS BY AGENCY

Agency 2010 2075 2020 2025 2030 2035

Anaheim 182 182 181 179 177 176

Beverly Hills 278 274 272 269 266 262

Burbank 202 198 195 192 189 187

Calleguas 214 214 215 213 212 212

Central Basin 137 135 134 131 129 126

Compton 96 96 95 93 92 90

Eastern 259 265 268 268 268 267

Foothill 179 179 181 176 172 170

Fullerton 206 207 206 203 200 200

Glendale 156 158 160 156 154 150

IEUA 257 251 250 248 247 245

Las Virgenes 375 376 378 373 372 367

Long Beach 126 128 128 125 124 123

LADWP 148 152 152 150 149 147

MWDOC 186 183 184 181 179 177

Pasadena 245 244 247 244 241 242

SDCWA 175 177 177 174 172 170

San Fernando 130 126 123 120 118 114

San Marino 403 406 406 404 402 401

Santa Ana 108 107 105 103 101 99

Santa Monica 152 152 152 152 153 151

Three Valleys 199 198 197 193 190 186

Torrance 201 196 192 186 181 178

USGVMWD 195 190 187 183 179 175

West Basin 186 184 184 180 176 173

Western 285 282 282 281 281 283

MWDTotal 182 183 183 181 180 179

THE METROPOllT OUTHERN /ILII'ORNIA
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Attachment A.2.b: Conservation Devices & Factors

TABLE A.2.B1 DEVICES AND PROGRAMS IN THE CONSERVATION MODEL

Residential

Aerators

Flappers Replaced w/Survey

High-Efficiency Clothes Washer (WF 4)

High-Efficiency Clothes Washer (WF 5)

High-Efficiency Clothes Washer (WF 6)

High-Efficiency Toilet - Melded Rate

High-Efficiency Toilet - Upgrade

High-Efficiency Toilet

High-Efficiency Washers

Irrigation Eval with Timers

Irrigation Eval without Timers

Multi-Family Surveys

Research and Development

Rotating Nozzles

Shower heads

Shower heads - Distributed

Surveys, Single Family

Surveys, Single Family-Old

Toilet Displacement

ULF Toilets - Distribution

ULF Toilets - Rebate

ULF Toilet - Dual Flush Upgrade

ULF Toilets - Dual Flush

WBIC for Large Residential

WBIC Large Site (Station)

Weather-Based Controller

Landscape

Audits

Calif-Friendly Landscape

Central Controllers

Education - Member Agency

ET Controllers

Irrigation Controllers

Large Rotors - HE Nozzles

Moisture Sensors

Protector del Agua Class

Research and Development

Synthetic Turf

Water Use Accountability

Weather-Based Controllers

CII

Analyst S ELWRF Phase Va Survey I

Analyst Survey II

Connection less Food Steamer

Cooling Tower Conductivity Meter

Dry Vacuum Pump

Engineer Survey

Flush Valve Kit

HE Urinal - Upgrade

High-Efficiency Toilet - Melded Rate

High-Efficiency Toilet - Upgrade

High-Efficiency Toilet

High-Efficiency Urinal

High-Efficiency Washers

Industrial Process Improve

pH Cooling Tower Controllers

Pre-Rinse Spray Head

Recycled Water Hook-Up

Research and Development

Rotating Nozzles

Steam Sterilizer

ULF Toilets - Dual Flush

ULF Toilets - Flush Valve

ULF Toilets - Tank Type

ULF Urinals

Walkthru Survey

Water Broom

Water Management Study

WBIC by Station

Weather-Based Controller

X-Ray Processor

Zero Water Urinal

Zero Water Urinal -Upgrade

THE METROPOllT
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0-...
tv

DeVIce/Program GPD AF_YR Days_Yr Life_Yrs Decay_Yr 8MP Source or Justification 10
Oil Analyst Survey I Based on data from 900 surveys conducted by MWD

0
2,947.4 3.300 365 1 0 9 -I 0

'"" CII Analyst Survey II 2,947.4 3.300 365 1 0 9 Based on data from 900 surveys conducted by MWD o:J
0s: ll)

'"" 01 Connection less Food Steamer 223.3 0.250 365 10 9 Bd Ltr 8-8, dated Dec. 13, 2005 - 81,500 gal/yr for ten
..,
0..

-;
years ~

'" (1)
0 CII Cooling Tower Conductivity Meter 803.5 0.641 260 5 0 9 Bd Ltr. 7-7 Aug 1997. Assumes office building, open five - (1)

"" Z =.
0 days per week - 3.2 AF lifetime savings -l

;:l
(JQ

r- m

- CII Dry Vacuum Pump 120.0 0.092 260 7 Bd. Ltr. 8-4, July 2007 - 30,000 GPY per .5 HP & seven yr Cl
-; ;;0

life »
-l

ell Engineer Survey 6,609 7.400 365 1 0 9 Based on data from 900 surveys conducted by m
0

Metropolitan
~

01 Flush Valve Kit 31.3 0.035 365 5 0 9 Bd. Ltr. 7-7, August 1997 »
-l

CII HE Urinal- Upgrade Bd. Ltr 7-5, August 2006 - 100,000 gal life savings & 20
m

13.7 0.015 365 20 ;;0

yr life l>;;o

~ ~I
-em

CII High-Efficiency Toilet - Melded Rate 21.9 0.Q25 365 20 -e V1

N -; mO 00
I

I '" Oil High-Efficiency Toilet - Upgrade 7.0 0.008 365 20 9 Bd Ltr 8-8, dated Dec. 13, 2005 - seven GPO savings & zc w
CJ,) - 0;;0

~ '"' 20 yr life -0
Xm

CII High-Efficiency Toilet 38.0 0.043 365 20 9 Bd Ltr 8-8, dated Dec. 13, 2005 - 38 GPO savings & 20 V1

yr life -0
r

CIII High-Efficiency Urinal
»

54.8 0.061 365 20 9 Bd Ltr 8-8, dated Dec. 13, 2005 - 20,000 GPY savings & z
~I 20 yr life N

0

01 High-Efficiency Washers 96.0 0.108 365 10 0 9 Bd. Ltr. 7-7, August 1997 - 16 gal per load * six loads/day
~

~I
0

* 365 days c
-0 >-Cllindustrial Process Improve 178.6 0.200 365 5 0 9 Bd. Ltr. 7-7, August 1997 & Bd. Ltr. 8-10, June 2004; paid 0 ::l:

on water saved for five yrs » ll)

-l ()

m ::r>. Oil pH Cooling Tower Controller 2,435 1.943 260 5 9 Bd Ltr 8-8, Dec 2005. Assumes office bldng, five days/ 3
(1)

week. 844,430 GPY * 75% (to adjust for behavior) ;:l......

01 Pre-Rinse Spray Head 136.6 0.153 365 5 0 9 Bd. Ltr. 7-7, August 1997 - Savings from cuwec study;
w

H
"

50,000 GPY savings & five yr life ""0
ll)

(JQ

CII Recycled Water Hook-Up 892.9 1.000 365 25 Bd. Ur. 8-9, August 21,2007 - $500/AF for first year use (1)

0\

CII Research and Development 0.0 0.200 260 5 0 10 Based on measured water savings.
0
0....,
tv
Vl
0



0-...
tv

DeVIce/Program GPD AF_YR Days_Yr Life_Yrs Decay_Yr 8MP Source or Justification 10
Bd. Ur. 7-5, dated August 2006 - 6,600 gal life savings

0
Oil Rotating Nozzles 3.6 0.004 365 5 -I 0

""" per nozzle & five yr life o:J
s: CII Steam Sterilizer 1,160 1.300 365 15 Bd. Ltr 7-5, August 15, 2006 - 1.3 AF/year & 15 yr life 0

ll)...,
""" 0..
-; 01 ULF Toilets - Dual Flush 40.0 0.045 365 20 0 9 Bd. Ur. 8-5, August 2002 - 2,250 GPY additional savings

~
'" over ULF toilet & 20 yr life (1)
0 - (1)

z --c 01 ULF Toilets - Flush Valve 33.9 0.038 365 20 0 9 Bd. Ltr. 7-7, August 1997 ;:l
0 -l (JQ
r- CII ULF Toilets - Tank Type Bd. Ur. 7·7, August 1997

m

- 33.9 0.038 365 20 0 9 Cl
...; ;;0

CII ULF Urinals 38.4 0.043 365 20 0 9 Bd. Ltr. 7-7, August 1997 »
-l

CII Walkthru Survey 0.0 0.000 0 0 0 9
m
0

CII Water Broom 191.8 0.153 260 5 0 9 Bd. Ur. 8-5, August 2002 - 50,000 GPY, five yr life & five ~
»

days/week -l
m

Oil Water Management Study 90,402 72.100 260 1 0 9 Based on data from 900 surveys conducted by ;;0

Metropolitan l>;;o

~ ~I
-em

Oil WBle by Station 11.5 0.013 365 10 -e V1

N -; mO 00
I

I '" zc w
("j,) - CII Weather-Based Controller 290 0.325 365 10 9 Bd Ltr 8-8, dated Sep 14, 2004 0;;0
N n -0

CII X-Ray Processor 2,858 3.200 365 5 0 9 Bd. Ur 8-5, August 2002 - 3.2 AF/year savings, five yr Xm
V1

life, & hospital open seven days a week. -0
r

01 Zero Water Urinal 109.6 0.123 365 20 9 Bd Ltr 8-8, dated Dec 13, 2005 - 40,000 G PY & 20 yr life »
z

~I CII Zero Water Urinal-Upgrade 27.4 0.031 365 20 Bd. Ur. 7-5, August 2006 - 200,000 gal life saving & 20 N
0

yr life ~

~I
0

INT Interest Owed- to Metropolitan 0.0 0.000 0 0 0 0 N/A c
-0 >-INT Interest Paid 0.0 0.000 0 0 0 0 N/A 0 ::l:» ll)

-l ()

LAND Audits 8,931 0.550 365 2 0 5 Bd. Ur. 7-5, August 2006 m ::r>. 3
LAND Calif-Friendly Landscape 0.1 0.000 365 10 Savings factors provided by Carlos Michelon

(1)
;:l-

LAND Central Controllers 290.0 0.325 365 10 0 5 Based on water savings achieved from weather based w

~I
"

controllers ""0
ll)

LAND Education - Member Agency
(JQ

0.0 0.000 0 a a 5 N/A (1)

0\

LAND ET Controllers 37.0 0.041 365 10 0 5 Bd. Ltr. 8-5, August 2002 - 13,500 G PY & ten year life -
0....,
tv
Vl
0



0-...
N

DevIce/Program GPD AF_YR Days_Yr Life_Yrs Decay_Yr 8MP Source or Justification 10
LAND Irrigation Controllers Based on average water savings in Metropolitan

0
0.0 0.000 a a a 5 -I 0

'"" program o:J
s: 0

LAND Large Rotors - HE Nozzles 16.0 0.018 365 10 Bd. Ltr. 8-4, July 2007 - .18 AF life savings & ten year life ll)....,
'"" 0..
-; LAND Moisture Sensors 0.0 0.000 a a a 5 Based on average water savings in Metropolitan ~
'"0 program (1)

- (1)

"'" Z :::t.
0 LAND Protector del Agua Class 0.0 0.000 a a a 5 N/A -l

;:l
(JQ

r- m

- LAND Research and Development 0.0 1.000 a 1 a 10 Based on measured water savings Cl
...; ;;0

LAND Synthetic Turf Bd. Ltr. 8-4, July 2007 - six AF/year savings on athletic
»

0.1 0.000 365 10 -l

fields & ten year life
m
0

LAND Water Use Accountability 29.7 0.033 365 1 5 Bd. Ltr, 8-8, September 2004; 0.4 per year divided by 12 ~

to account for monthly billing. S-yr program with 1-yr »
-l

life to capture annual activities over the course of the m
;;0

program. l>;;o

~ ~I
LAND Weather·Based Controllers 290.0 0.325 365 10 5 Bd Ltr 8-8, dated September 14, 2004 -em

-e V1

N -; mO 00
Residential Aerators 1.5 0.002 365 2 0 2 Bd. Ltr. 7-4, March 1996; CUWCC guidelines, p. 2-20. I

I '" zc w
~ - 0;;0
~ n Residential Flappers Replaced w/Survey 8.0 0.009 365 5 0 1 Bd. Ltr. 7-4, March 1996 -0

Xm

Residential High-Efficiency Clothes
V1

29.3 0.033 365 14
-0

Washer (WF 4) r
»

Residential High-Efficiency Clothes 27.9 0.031 365 14 Bd. Ltr. 8-7, March 13, 2007 - 10,200 GPY z
~I Washer (WF 5) N

0
~

~I
Residential High-Efficiency Clothes 24.7 0.028 365 14 Bd Ltr 9-10, dated November 9,2004 - 9,000 GPY 0

Washer (WF 6) c
-0 >-

Residential High-Efficiency Toilet- 21.9 0025 365 20
0 ::l:» ll)

Melded Rate -l ()

m ::r>. 3
Residential High-Efficiency Toilet- 7.0 0.008 365 20 Bd Ltr 8-8, dated Dec. 13, 2005 - seven GPO savings & (1)

;:l

Upgrade 20 year life ......
w

H
"

Residential High·Efficiency Toilet 38.0 0.043 365 20 Bd Ltr 8-8, dated Dec. 13,2005 - 38 GPD savings & 20 ""0

year life
ll)

(JQ
(1)

Residential High-Efficiency Washers 14.0 0.016 365 14 0 6 Bd. Ltr. 8-8, January 26, 1999 - -100 gal/week 0\
tv

Residential Irrigation Eval with Timers 25.9 0.029 365 4 0.6 1 Bd. Ltr. 7-4, March 1996; CUWCC guidelines give 25.9
0....,

GPD for turf audit + 60% decay. tv
Vl
0



0-...
tv

DeVIce/Program GPD AF_YR Days_Yr Life_Yrs Decay_Yr 8MP Source or Justification 10
Residential Irrigation Eval without Timers Bd. Ur. 7-4, March 1996; CUWCC guidelines give 12.2

0
12.2 0.014 365 4 0.6 1 -I 0

""" GPO for turf audits without timers + 60% decay. o:J
s: Residential Multi-Family Surveys 8.8 0.010 365 4 0.3 1 Assume same as SF indoor survey - 12.2

0
ll)....,

""" 0..
-; Residential Research and Development 0.0 0.200 0 5 0 10 Based on measured water savings

~
'" (1)
0 Residential Rotating Nozzles 3.6 0.004 365 5 Bd. Ltr. 7-5, dated August 2006 - 6,600 gal life savings - (1)

"'" Z :::t.
per nozzle & five year life ;:l

0 -l (JQ
r- m

- Residential Shower heads 5.5 0.006 365 5 0 2 Bd. Ltr. 7-4, March 1996; CUWCC gives 20-30% decay Cl
...; rate for shower heads .

;;0

»
Residential Shower heads - Distributed 5.5 0.006 365 5 0 2 Bd. Ltr. 7-4, March 1996; Daily savings reduced to

-l
m

account for .55 installation probability. 0

~
Residential Surveys, Single Family 21.0 0.024 365 5 0.3 1 Bd. Ltr. 7-4, March 1996; CUWCC gives 21 GPO for »

untargeted intensive home surveys.
-l
m

Residential Surveys, Single Family-Old
::0

21.0 0.024 365 5 0.3 1 Bd. Ltr. 7-4, March 1996 l>::o

~ ~I
Residential Toilet Displacement 4.0 0.004 365 5 0.6 1 Bd. Ltr. 7-4, March 1996; CUWCC gives 60% decay rate.

-em
-e V1

N -; mO 00
I

I '" Residential ULF Toilets - Distribution 31.3 0.035 365 20 0 14 Bd. Ltr. 9-9, March 1992 - Weighted regional avg; 60% zc w
~ -

SF (34 GPO), 40% MF (27 GPO) 0::0
~ () -0

Residential ULF Toilets - Rebate Bd. Ur. 9-9, March 1992; Weighted regional avg; 60% SF
Xm

31.1 0.035 365 20 0 14 V1

(34 GPO), 40% MF (27 GPO) -0
r

Residential ULF Toilet - Dual Flush 6.2 0.007 365 20 Bd Ltr. 8-5, dated Aug. 20, 2002 - 2,250 GPY savings &
»
z

~I Upgrade 20 year life N
0

Residential ULF Toilet Toilets - Dual Flush 37.3 0.042 365 20 Bd Ltr. 8-5, dated Aug. 20, 2002 - 2,250 GPY additional ~

~I
savings over ULF Toilet &20 year life

0

c
Residential WBIC for Large Residential 290.2 0.325 365 10 Bd. Ltr. 8-8, December 2005 -0 >-0 ::l:» ll)

Residential WBle Large Site (Station) 11.5 0.013 365 10 -l ()
::rm
3>.

Residential Weather-Based Controller 37.0 0.041 365 10 Bd Ltr. 8-5, dated Aug. 20, 2002 - 13,500 GPY savings & (1)

ten year life
;:l......
w

H
"
""0
ll)

(JQ
(1)

0\
W
0....,
tv
Vl
0
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INTRODUCTION

In 1996 PMCL estimated a set of econometric models which provide core parameters
used in Metropolitan's retail demand forecast models. Retail demand estimates were
last generated in 2009 as part of Metropolitan's Integrated Retail Plan-2010 Update
using current retail demand, population, housing and employment statistics. This report
explains the procedures used in developing the original econometric models for the
single-family, multifamily and non-residential sectors.

The 1996 econometric models differed in important ways from those used for previous
forecasts. Some important differences include:

Monthly billing data were used to estimate water use models. Previously,
monthly water use for customer classes were averaged or aggregated into
seasonal or annual values. The new approach allows for monthly variation in
demands. The result is water use models that are more precise and better
able to measure weather effects.

Water use and demographic data correspond to actual water agency
boundaries. Before, the demographic data used to estimate water use
models represented data derived for political boundaries (cities). Since
political and utility service boundaries often differ, models estimated using
data for political entities can yield poor estimates of demands occurring within
a utility's service area. Using Metropolitan's geographic information system
(GIS), demographic data have now been derived to match closely individual
utility boundaries.

Conservation activity estimates-resulting from both utility-funded activities
and from enforcement of water efficiency plumbing codes-are used to
estimate the amount of water savings due to conservation. These estimates
are then used to reduce initial estimates of gross demand, thus providing
more accurate estimated of future retail demand.

Forecasting models are verified and calibrated for each Metropolitan member
agency. Before, forecasts were prepared for 57 study areas chosen to
represent the Metropolitan service area. The updated forecasts will allow
analysis of projected water use in each of Metropolitan's actual 26 member
agencies. Total Metropolitan demands can now be calculated by simply
summing the demands of Metropolitans separate member agencies.

The fundamental objective of these changes is to reduce the complexity of the forecasting
process while, at the same time, increasing the precision and accuracy of the residential
and non-residential water use forecasting models.

The following chapters describe the development of water use models that are used to
forecast water use within the Metropolitan service area. Chapter 2 describes the data
development and processing steps used in assembling the data used for model estimation.
Chapter 3 discusses model estimation results for the three water using sectors under
consideration- the single-family, multifamily, and non-residential sectors. Chapter 4
describes the model verification process and presents results of testing the predictive
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accuracy of the models through backcasts of water demand for 1980 and 1990. Chapter 5
offers some concluding observations and recommendations.

DATABASE DEVELOPMENT

The development of water use forecasting models represented the culmination of an
extensive data collection process spanning over 4 years and two previous projects for
Metropolitan and the San Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA).' This process began in
1992 with a survey of water utilities in the Metropolitan service area. For each participating
utility, the survey gathered available monthly water use billing and production records and
additional information on water use sectors, prices, and conservation activities during the
proceeding decade. Where necessary, follow-up contact was made with utility personnel to
verify/clarify water use and account information and to obtain missing data on the price of
water and wastewater services. This process was repeated in 1994 with a water utility
survey of retail agencies served by the San Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA). Data
from both efforts were combined and used to update of the water use models.

Each of the major explanatory variables used in developing the models is described below.

Persons per Household by Housing Type

For each modeling site (i.e., utility) annual population and housing characteristics were
compiled for 1980 through 1994. The data included: total population, occupied single
family housing units, occupied multifamily units, and total occupied housing. Since
these data were not sufficient to derive average persons per household by housing
type, Metropolitan provided a listing of the census tracts comprising each utility's
boundaries. Census year 1990 information on census tract population and housing by
housing type was downloaded from CD-ROM. This enabled calculation of average
persons per household by housing type for each modeling site for the year 1990. The
persons per household variables are held constant at 1990 levels, and thus vary only by
cross-sectional among modeling sites.

Housing Density by Housing Type

Housing density is defined as the number of housing units per acre and is an important
indicator of the potential extent of lawn and landscape irrigation. Higher housing density
(more units per acre) implies smaller lots which, in turn, imply less potential irrigated
acreage per housing unit. Housing density by housing type for Metropolitan's retail
agencies were provided by Metropolitan using the Land Use and Demographic Analysis
GIS tool and information provided by the Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG). Housing density data for the SDCWA agencies represent data
derived from SANDAG's revised interim Series 8 reports. Single-family and multifamily
housing density data represent 1990 conditions. Therefore, the density variable varies
only by cross-sectional and not in time.

1 For more information on these previous projects, refer to Kiefer et al. (1995a, 1995b, 1996).
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Median Household Income

Median household income for each modeling site was provided for 1990 by Metropolitan
and the SDCWA. For SDCWA agencies. real (1990$) median household income was
obtained from SANDAG revised interim Series 8 data. The source of median income
data for Metropolitan retail agencies was SCAG. No distinction between household
types was made. Median household income variable varies by cross-section but not
over time.

Employment

An initial attempt was made to calculate employment counts and an employment
productivity index.2 Experimentation with these counts and indices created unresolved
questions about the statistical properties and behavior of these variables when
estimating the retail demand model. Ultimately, only the percentage of employees in
the manufacturing and the service sectors were use in the final nonresidential model.

Weather

Metropolitan provided daily weather measurements for 17 weather stations in the
Metropolitan service area. For each weather station, daily measurements of rainfall.
minimum temperature. and maximum temperature were provided for the
January 1,1960 to October 31.1994 time period. In addition to the actual weather
readings. Metropolitan provided the distance from each reporting station to the GIS
generated centroid of each modeling site. Unique weather readings for each modeling
site were obtained by weighting the individual readings of each weather station by the
distance to the modeling site. A similar weighting procedure was applied to obtain
unique daily weather readings for all 273 Metropolitan member agencies.

Information on daily rainfall, minimum temperature, and maximum temperature also
allowed the calculation of variables denoting cooling degree days and the number of
rainy days. In order to conform to the monthly time step of the forecasting models.
rainfall. rainy days, and cooling degree days were summed, and temperatures were
averaged. for each month in the time series for each modeling site. Finally, long-term
(30-year) normals for each weather variable were derived for each modeling site and
member agency for each calendar month.

Price Data

The utility survey requested water and wastewater rate schedules from each utility for
as many years in the prior decade as possible. Although a substantial amount of price
data was collected, oftentimes the data did not exactly cover the time periods for which
corresponding water use records were available. Therefore, in order to fill in the gaps,
Metropolitan made follow-up data requests where necessary. A substantial amount of
additional price data was collected from the SDCWA utility survey and from the
SDCWA's Survey of Member Agency Water Rates for the years 1992,1993, and 1994.

2 The productivity indices were calculated by the Center for the Continuing Study of the California
Economy.
3 At the time of the 1996 analysis Metropolitan was comprised of 27 member agencies_ It currently
consists of 26 agencies.
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Most of the rate structures that were analyzed adopted uniform volume (or marginal)
charges for each major customer class. In cases where increasing block rates were
encountered, the marginal price was defined as the volume charge that would have
applied at the mean monthly level of use (sometimes called "effective" marginal price).
All price data were converted into constant 1990 dollars to account for the effects of
inflation.

Data Smoothing

The retail water agencies under consideration were found to adopt both monthly and
bimonthly customer billing. Monthly billing involves reading water meters of individual
customers in approximate one-month-Iong time intervals that overlap with two
consecutive calendar months. Unfortunately, the one-month-Iong billing periods do not
coincide with a calendar month. In order to assign monthly billing records to calendar
months, a smoothing procedure was employed that averages the water use billed
during the two billing periods that overlap with each calendar month. In equation form,
smoothing of monthly billing data may be written as:

QCN=(QbN+QbN+1) /2

where:

QCN = the smoothed amount of water used during the calendar month N

QbN =the amount of water billed during the Nth month.

Bimonthly billing involves water meter readings on approximate two-month time intervals.
Customers are typically divided into two large groups and each group is billed every second
month. Also, in some instances, all customer meters may be read every other month. As a
result, bimonthly meter readings will likely contain water use actually occurring over a
period of three consecutive calendar months. Smoothing of bimonthly water records was
undertaken by weighting billed water use during the three billing periods that overlap the
calendar month:

Monthly or bimonthly number of accounts for each utility and water use sector were
smoothed in the same manner as the monthly or bimonthly water use.

Finally, in preparation for water use modeling, per unit average rates of water use were
calculated for each water use sector using the smoothed water use and account
information.
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FORECAST MODEL ESTIMATION

The overriding goal in model formulation was to maximize the number of reliable
observations used in the model estimation process. This required extensive data analysis
and screening. This involved:

Graphical inspection of water use of each agency to identify outlying
observations
Clarification and correction of suspect data via follow-up calls to utility
personnel
Estimation of small pieces of missing billing data where feasible, using
interpolation
Deletion of outliers in absence of clarification, or when correction was not
possible or justified

These techniques were used to screen data to be used in the estimation of single
family, multifamily, and non-residential water use models. The estimated sectorial water
use models are discussed below.

Single-Family Water Use Model

A total of 2,786 observations of monthly water use and other explanatory variables were
used to estimate the single-family water use model. Table C-1 identifies the distribution of
these observations among the modeling sites and among Metropolitan member agencies.
Water use data from a total of 42 individual utilities were used. Figure C-1 shows the
distribution of single-family observations over time.

Three binary (0/1) variables are introduced to measure the effects of the 1988-1992
drought. These variables are used to filter drought effects out of the forecast model, so that
baseline forecasts represent non-drought, non-emergency, water use patterns. The first
conservation variable indicates periods when specific utilities requested voluntary cutbacks
in water use. The second conservation variable indicates periods in which specific utilities
enacted mandatory restrictions on water use under threat of penalty. Information on the
timing of voluntary and mandatory requests for conservation was available from the utility
surveys. Lastly, the third conservation variable assumes a value of 1 overthe 1990-1992
period, the time in which the drought was in its critical stage. This variable provides a
general measure of ongoing conservation over the severe drought period across all
modeling sites, above and beyond the impacts captured by the voluntary and mandatory
conservation variables.

The single-family model contains and additional set of binary variables that identify the
data for individual modeling sites. Also known as fixed effects estimation, this technique
accounts for the distinctiveness of each agency's water use by estimating agency
specific model intercept terms.
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Table C-1
Cross-Sectional Distribution of Observations
For Single-Family Regression Model

Number of Percent
Model Site Metropolitan Member Observatio of

Agency ns Sample

1. Anaheim City of Anaheim 82 2.9

2. Beverly Hills City of Beverly Hills 41 1.5

3. Burbank City of Burbank 149 5.3

4. Camrosa Calleguas MWD 72 2.6

5. Camarillo Calleguas MWD 22 0.8

6. Thousand Oaks Calleguas MWD 22 0.8

7. Ventura Co. WW #1 Calleguas MWD 11 0.4

8. Ventura Co. WW Calleguas MWD 6 0.2
#17

9. Chino Chino Basin MWD 33 1.2

10 Ontario Chino Basin MWD 22 0.8

11 Las Flores Foothill MWD 11 0.4

12 Mesa Crest Foothill MWD 143 5.1

13 Fullerton City of Fullerton 74 2.7

14 Los Angeles City of Los Angeles 135 4.8

15 Brea Orange County MWD 11 0.4

16 Buena Park Orange County MWD 142 5.1

17 EI Toro Orange County MWD 58 2.1

18 Irvine Ranch Orange County MWD 95 3.4

19 Moulten Niguel Orange County MWD 97 3.5

20 Santa Ana Heights Orange County MWD 13 0.5
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21 Serrano 10 Orange County MWD 128 4.6

22 Fallbrook San Diego CWA 56 2.0

23 Rainbow 10 San Diego CWA 51 1.8
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Table C-1 (Continued)
Cross-Sectional Distribution of Observations
For Single-Family Regression Model

Number of Percent
Model Site Metropolitan Member Observatio of

Agency ns Sample

24. Yuima San Diego CWA 47 1.7

25. San Dieguito San Diego CWA 68 2.4

26. Olivenhain San Diego CWA 17 0.6

27. Rincon del Diablo San Diego CWA 94 3.4

28. Ramona San Diego CWA 13 0.5

29. Helix San Diego CWA 92 3.3

30. Otay San Diego CWA 35 1.3

31. Padre Dam San Diego CWA 34 1.2

32. Del Mar San Diego CWA 47 1.7

33. Oceanside San Diego CWA 34 1.2

34. Poway San Diego CWA 81 2.9

35. San Diego San Diego CWA 152 5.5

36. Carlsbad San Diego CWA 87 3.1

37. Vallecitos San Diego CWA 143 5.1

38. Santa Monica City of Santa Monica 38 1.4

39. Covina Three Valleys MWD 22 0.8

40. Rowland Three Valleys MWD 70 2.5

41. Corona Western MWD 20 0.7

42. Riverside Western MWD 71 2.5

Total 2,786 100.0

A monthly step function was introduced through the use of binary indicators for each
calendar month. This captures the systematic seasonal trend in average single-family
water use over the year.

Finally, each single-family water use model was estimated using ordinary least squares
(OLS), weighted by single-family sector water deliveries. Weighting by total deliveries
assigns more importance in the estimation process to the data of large utilities. This
helps ensure more accurate predictions of water use when estimating at the more
aggregate Metropolitan member agency level.
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Figure C-1
Time Distribution of Single-Family Observations
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Single-Family Estimation Results

Table C-2 presents the estimated coefficients of the single-family model. The table is
partitioned into sections for the seasonal, weather, conservation, socioeconomic, and
site-specific components of the model, respectively. Example C-1 gives an analytic
description of the single-family model.

The calendar month indicators show that average single-family water use follows a
distinct seasonal trend. The month of July is, on the average, the month of peak water
use, while the month of February (left out of the equation to avoid multicollinearity) is the
month with lowest average use.

Greater than normal monthly rainfall decreases average water use. The one-month lag of
departure from normal rainfall is shown to have the greatest effect on current water use,
and the two month lag follows with a slight effect. Water use decreases with the number
of rainy days in the current month and with the number of rainy days in the preceding month.
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Table C-2
Single-Family Water Use forecast Model
Regression Results

Dependent Variable: In (monthly single-family water use per occupied single-family housing
unit per day)
Weight: Monthly single-family sector deliveries

Parameter Standard T for HO
Variable Estimate Error Parameter Prob> ITI

=0

Intercept 4.8287 0.1070 45.135 0.0000
Monthly Indicators

January (0/1) 0.0233 00101 2.296 0.0217

March (0/1) 0.0659 0.0102 6.484 0.0001

April (0/1) 0.2166 0.0099 21.864 0.0001

May (0/1) 0.3799 0.0104 36.528 0.0001

June (0/1) 0.5128 0.0115 44.478 0.0000

July (0/1) 0.5785 0.0121 47.873 0.0000

August (0/1) 0.5603 0.0121 46.347 0.0000

September (0/1) 0.4775 0.0115 41.360 0.0001

October (0/1) 0.3361 0.0107 31.287 0.0001

November (0/1) 0.1993 0.0106 18.886 0.0001

December (0/1 ) 0.1056 0.0103 10.296 0.0001

Weather

Departure of In (monthly rainfall +1) from -0.0482 0.0056 -8.556 0.0001
its long-term monthly normal

One month lag of rainfall departure -0.0589 0.0057 -10.391 0.0001

Two month lag of rainfall departure -0.0192 0.0044 -4.392 0.0001

In (number of rainy days +1) -0.0088 0.0042 -2.121 0.0340

One month lag of In (rainy days +1) -0.0047 0.0042 -1.126 0.2601

Departure of In (avg. maximum daily 0.4647 00556 8.366 0.0001
temperature) from its long-term monthly
normal

One month lag of temperature departure 0.3482 0.0590 5.902 0.0001

Two month lag of temperature departure 0.2942 0.0549 5.357 0.0001

Drought and Conservation

Indicator for Voluntary Conservation (0/1) -0.0258 0.0058 -4.459 0.0001

Indicator for Mandatory Conservation (0/1) -0.1033 0.0103 -10.079 0.0001

Indicator for Drought Period (0/1) -0.0503 0.0063 -7.978 0.0001
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Table C-2 (Continued)
Single-Family Water Use forecast Model
Regression Results

Dependent Variable: In (monthly single-family water use per occupied single-family housing
unit per day)
Weight: Monthly single-family sector deliveries

Parameter Standard Tfor HO
Variable Estimate Error Parameter Prob> ITI

=0

Socioeconomic

In (real marginal price) -0.1947 0.0148 -13.112 0.0001

In (avg. single-family units per acre, 1990) -0.6154 0.0191 -32.168 0.0001

In (avg. sgl.-fam. persons per household, 0.5485 0.0749 7.325 0.0001
1990)

In (median household income, 1990) 0.2722 0.0200 13.601 0.0001

Model Site Indicators (0/1)

Anaheim 0.1124 0.0166 6.774 0.0001

Beverly Hills 0.5065 0.0396 12.778 0.0001

Burbank 01512 0.0216 7.013 0.0001

Fullerton 0.1974 0.0158 12.500 0.0001

Los Angeles 0.0939 0.0074 12.716 0.0001

Santa Monica -0.1188 0.0451 -2.633 0.0085

San Diego -0.1168 0.0120 -9.696 0.0001

Camrosa 0.0437 0.0329 1.327 0.1846

Camarillo 0.2550 0.0456 5.589 0.0001

Mesa Crest 0.1015 0.0671 1.512 0.1306

Brea -0.1765 0.0843 -2094 0.0364

Buena Park 0.1224 0.0161 7.601 0.0001

EI Toro -0.0518 0.0354 -1.463 0.1436

Santa Ana Heights 0.1382 0.1363 1.014 0.3105

SerranolD 0.4113 0.0348 11.825 0.0001

Fallbrook 0.6203 0.0307 20.179 0.0001

Rainbow -0.1530 0.0228 -6700 0.0001

Vista 0.7990 0.0287 27.865 0.0001

San Dieguito -0.1047 0.0327 -3.201 0.0014

Olivenhain 0.5915 0.0364 16.244 0.0001

Rincon del Diablo -0.9082 0.0254 -35.777 0.0001
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Table C-2 (Continued)
Single-Family Water Use forecast Model
Regression Results

Dependent Variable: In (monthly single-family water use per occupied single-family housing
unit per day)
Weight: Monthly single-family sector deliveries

Parameter Standard
Tfor HO

Variable
Estimate Error

Parameter Prob> ITI
=0

Ramona -0.2002 0.0775 -2.583 0.0099

Helix -0.0488 0.0147 -3.323 0.0009

Padre Dam -0.3886 0.0295 -13.184 0.0001

Del Mar 0.3328 0.0744 4.474 0.0001

Oceanside 0.2389 0.0228 10.478 0.0001

Poway -0.0795 0.0251 -3.174 0.0015

Carlsbad 0.0329 0.0219 1.500 0.1337

Vallecitos -0.1431 0.0222 -6.439 0.0001

Covina 1.0067 0.0594 16.950 0.0001

Rowland 0.1373 0.0276 4.969 0.0001

Corona 0.3841 0.0368 10.439 0.0001

N = 2,786
Adj. R2 = 0.9115
F - Value = 486.928
Prob>F = 0.0001

Higher than normal temperatures increase average water use in the current month with the
effect tapering off during each successive lag. The lingering effects of weather occurring in
preceding months is due both to the presence of bimonthly billing cycles and to the "memory"
of past weather events affecting lawn irrigation.

The coefficients of the conservation components indicate that a significant amount of water
savings occurred as a result of voluntary and mandatory utility requests for conservation. On
average, these two measures led to water savings of approximately three percent and ten
percent of average single-family water use, respectively. Evaluated at mean water use in the
sample in absence of these programs, average per household water savings are estimated
at 14 gallons per day (gpd) for voluntary cutbacks and 56 gpd for mandatory cutbacks. In
addition, the indicator variable for the severe drought period estimates an additional decrease
of five percent in average use.
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Example C-1:
Analytic Description of the Single-Family Models

The general model for water demand in the single-family residential sector served by agency I during month m is
expressed by the following equation:

SF _ "o.Q.+(l.+Up+Q,.,+Q/} III 0:/) Il2 nI rr2 r pJ ,.1' ·rJ rD l/
q'.m -e ( RD,.m_J)( R,.m_J)( r,"_J)~,ml, ... DI.mHI."

J"'J J~O 0

Where e is the base of the natural logarithm (e=2.718), model parameters. Model parameters are as follows:

single-family residential model intercept

constant term for site i

constant term for month m (February=O)

effect of voluntary conservation

effect of mandatory conservation

drought indicator

elasticity of demand with respect to number of rainy days at time lag j

elasticity of demand with respect to rainfall at time lag j

elasticity of demand with respect to temperature at time lag j

elasticity of demand with respect to price

elasticity of demand with respect to housing density (units per acre)

elasticity of demand with respect to household density (persons per unit)

Corresponding variables are:

Weather Variables

Ri .m- J = rainfall, measured as the logarithmic departure from normal weather: Le.,log(Rainfall+1)=

Log(Rainfall+1 )-AVG(log(Rainfall=1)) where the average (AVG) is taken over a 30 year
period

RD,.m_j = number of rainy days at time lag j

~.m average maximum daily temperature measured as the logarithmic departure from normal

weather: Log T = Log(T)-(AVG(Log(T))) where the average is taken over a 3D-year
period

Socioeconomic Variables

P;... marginal price of water ($1990)

JI ... median household income within area served by agency 1($1990)

Di .m housing density (units per acre)

Hi... household density (persons per unit)
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The coefficient on price implies a price elasticity of single-family water demand of
approximately -0.19. This is well within range found by previous studies. The elasticity
of water use with respect to housing density is estimated to be -0.62. The elasticity for
average household size is estimated at 0.55. Income elasticity is estimated at 0.27.
Finally, the modeling site indicators serve as fixed effects that adjust the model intercept
term for the sites listed. The fixed effects account for unique characteristics of individual
modeling sites that are not captured by the other variables specified in the model.

Multifamily Water Use Model

A total of 1,799 observations were used to estimate the water use forecast model for the
multifamily residential sector. Figure C-2 shows the distribution of multifamily water use
observations over time. Table C-4 shows the distribution of these observations among
31 multifamily study sites.

Figure C-2
Time Distribution of Multifamily Observations
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Table C-3
Cross-Sectional Distribution of Observations
for Multifamily Regression Model

Metropolitan Number of Percent of
Model Site Member Agency Observation Sample

s

1. Anaheim City of Anaheim 70 3.9

2. Beverly Hills City of Beverly Hills 37 2.1

3. Burbank City of Burbank 141 7.8

4. Camrosa Calleguas MWD 78 4.3

5. Camarillo Calleguas MWD 18 1.0

6. Ventura Co. WW #1 Calleguas MWD 9 0.5

7. Chino Chino Basin MWD 8 0.4

8. Ontario Chino Basin MWD 20 1.1

9. Fullerton City of Fullerton 58 3.2

10. Los Angeles City of Los Angeles 81 4.8

11. Brea Orange County MWD 9 0.5

12. Buena Park Orange County MWD 140 7.8

13. EI Toro Orange County MWD 56 3.1

14. Santa Ana Heights Orange County MWD 8 0.4

15. Fallbrook San Diego CWA 56 3.1

16. Rainbow 10 San Diego CWA 51 2.8

17. San Dieguito San Diego CWA 68 3.8

18. Ramona San Diego CWA 14 0.8

19. Helix San Diego CWA 92 5.1

20. Otay San Diego CWA 35 1.9

21. Padre Dam San Diego CWA 34 1.9

22. Del Mar San Diego CWA 47 2.6

23. Oceanside San Diego CWA 34 1.9

24. Poway San Diego CWA 80 4.4
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Table C-3 (Continued)
Cross-Sectional Distribution of Observations
for Multifamily Regression Model

Metropolitan Number of Percent
Model Site Member Agency Observation of Sample

s

25. San Diego San Diego CWA 152 8.4

26. Carlsbad San Diego CWA 88 4.9

27. Vallecitos San Diego CWA 143 7.9

28. Santa Monica City of Santa Monica 18 1.0

29. Rowland Three Valleys MWD 68 3.8

30. Corona Western MWD 17 0.9

31. Riverside Western MWD 69 3.8

Total 1,799 100.0

The multifamily model contains variables similar to those in the single-family model.
The multifamily model includes a seasonal component in the form of a monthly step
function, socioeconomic parameters, variables for voluntary and mandatory water
conservation, and a set of model site indicators, or fixed effects. The model is weighted
by total monthly multifamily deliveries.

Estimation Results

Table C-4 presents the estimated coefficients of the multifamily model. Example C-2
provides an analytic example.

The set of monthly indicators reveal a significant seasonal trend in multifamily water
use. On average, per-unit mUltifamily water use is at its peak during the month of
August, and at its lowest in the month of February.

As expected, greater than normal rainfall leads to lower average water use. The effects
of higher than normal rainfall are shown to be the greatest in the month in which the
rainfall occurs. The effects of this variable taper off with the first and second lags. In
general, higher than normal temperatures lead to higher water use. Lags of the
temperature variable were dropped due to low statistical significance.

The model estimates reflect a multifamily price elasticity of approximately -0.16. The
elasticity of water use with respect to housing density is estimated to be -0.53. The
coefficient for average household size is estimated at 0.45. Each of these elasticity
estimates have expected signs and magnitudes. Income elasticity is estimated at 0.31.
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Table C-4
Multifamily Water Use Forecast Model
Regression Results

Dependent Variable: In (monthly multifamily water use per occupied multifamily housing unit
per day)
Weight: Monthly multifamily sector deliveries

Parameter Standard TforHO
Variable Estimate Error Parameter=O Prob> ITI

Intercept 56646 0.7136 7.938 0.0001

Monthly Indicators

January (0/1) 0.0370 0.0113 3.283 0.0010
March (0/1) 0.0009 0.0117 0.076 0.9394
April (011) 0.0715 0.0114 6.274 0.0001
May (0/1) 0.1405 0.0111 12.628 0.0001
June (011) 0.1951 0.0109 17.892 0.0001
July (011) 0.2255 0.0108 20.811 0.0001
August (0/1 ) 0.2353 0.0109 21.665 0.0001
September (0/1 ) 0.1997 0.0110 18.216 0.0001
October (0/1) 0.1414 0.0110 12.908 0.0001
November (0/1) 0.1037 0.0112 9.226 0.0001
December (0/1 ) 0.0858 0.0112 7.647 0.0001

Weather

Departure of In (monthly rainfall +1) -0.0343 0.0052 -6.653 0.0001
from its long-term monthly normal

One month lag of rainfall departure -0.0205 0.0053 -3.850 0.0001

Two month lag of rainfall departure -00069 0.0050 -1.368 0.1715

One month lag of departure of In (avg. 0.1375 0.0609 2.259 0.0240
Maximum daily temperature) from its
long-term monthly normal

Drought and Conservation

Indicator for Voluntary Conservation -0.0452 0.0058 -7.843 0.0001
Indicator for Mandatory Conservation -0.1162 0.0098 -11.901 0.0001

Socioeconomic

In (real marginal price) -0.1626 0.0178 -9.113 0.0001
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Table C-4 (Continued)
Multifamily Water Use Forecast Model
Regression Results

Parameter Standard Tfor HO
Variable Estimate Error Parameter- Prob> ITI

0

In (avg_ multifamily units per acre, -0_5262 0_0799 -6_586 0_0001
In (avg. multifamily. persons per 0.4496 0.1042 4.314 0.0001
In (median household income, 1990) 0,3102 0.1310 2.367 0.0180

Model Site Indicators (0/1)

Anaheim -0.3688 0.0304 -12.151 0.0001
Beverly Hills -09700 01303 -7.442 00001
Burbank -0.4964 0.0966 -5.137 0.0001
Fullerton -0_2542 0_0343 -7.421 0_0001
Los Angeles 0.1608 0.0692 2.325 0.0202
Santa Monica -0.3023 0.0855 -3.535 0.0004
San Diego -0,3487 0.0118 -29.657 0.0001
Camrosa 0,7089 0.0562 12.615 0.0001
Camarillo -10387 0_1161 -8_945 0.0001
Ontario -0,1143 0.0602 -1.900 0.0580
Buena Park -0.1722 0.0320 -5.379 0.0001
Santa Ana Heights -07313 0_1908 -3_834 0_0001
Fallbrook -0.0982 0.0699 -1.405 0.1603
Rainbow -0,2240 0.0286 -7.845 0.0001
Ramona -0,8138 0.1877 -4.335 0.0001
Otay -0.7611 0.0620 -12.273 0.0001
Padre Dam -0.6627 0.0460 -14.414 0.0001
Oceanside -0.4264 0.0780 -5.468 0.0001
Poway -06345 0.0644 -9.858 0.0001
Carlsbad -0.8329 0.0635 -13.122 0.0001
Vallecitos 0.3564 0.0275 12.953 0.0001
Rowland -0.4848 0_0552 -8_788 0_0001
Corona -0.9500 0.0970 -9.794 0.0001
Riverside 0,3688 0.0170 21.728 0.0001

N - 1,799
Adj. R2 =0.8753
F - Value =281 .438
Prob>F =0.0001
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EXAMPLE C-2
Analytic Description of the Multifamily Model

The general model for household water demand in the multifamily sector ( q:'::: )in agency I during month m is

expressed by the following equation

2 f3R f3T rl D f/!"F = ao+u,+am+al'+oF (IlR j .)(T j prj Jlj Drj Hrj
q/ m e '.t'l1-J 1,1/1-1 ',111 ','" ',IJI ',!lI

j=O
where e is the base of the natural logarithm (e=2.718... ), 0 0 is the intercept term, 0, measures site-specific

characteristics, Om measures monthly weather effects, a., and ap measure voluntary and mandatory conservation,

and the V's measure the effects of price, income and residential density. More specifically:

a
Q

multi-family model intercept

Y,
YD
Yf/

constant term for site i

constant term for month m (February equals 0)

voluntary conservation

mandatory conservation

elastiCity of weather variable Rial time lag m-j

elasticity of cooling degree days variable Ci,.... al site I and lime period m-j

elasticity of demand with respect to price

elasticity of demand with respect to income

elasticity of demand with respect to housing density

elasticity of demand with respect to household size

For a given agency I and month m, the model Includes the following variables:

Weather Variables

R,.m_} =

0.m-1

monthly (Rainfall+1) measured as the logarithmic departure from normal weather, I.e.,

log(Rainfall+1}=log(Rainfall+1 )-AVG(log(Rainfall+1» where the average is taken over 30
years of monthly rainfall

monthly (Cooling Degree Days+1) measured as the logarithmic departure from normal

weather, i.e., log(CCD+1 )=log(CCD+1 ).AVG(log(CCD+!}) where the average is taken over
30 years of monthly weather.

Socioeconomic Variables

~m marginal price for agency I during month m ($1990)

I, median household income within area served by agency 1($1990)

D; household density (housing units per acre) within the area served by agency i

H I housing density (persons per household) with the area served by agency i
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Requests for voluntary conservation are estimated by the multifamily model to have
resulted in average water savings of approximately 5 percent. The effects of mandatory
restrictions are greater, with an implied average water savings of nearly 12 percent.
Evaluated at mean multifamily water use of the modeling sites in absence of these
programs, average per unit water savings are estimated at 15.1 gallons per day (gpd)
for voluntary cutbacks and 38.4 gpd for mandatory cutbacks.

Non-Residential Water Use Model

Table C-5 describes the number of monthly non-residential water observations that
were used in the non-residential analysis. As shown, a total of 2,504 observations were
available among 42 modeling sites. Figure C-3 below illustrates how the observations
were distributed over the years and months contained in the non-residential database.

Figure C-3
Time Distribution of Non-Residential Observations
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Table C-5
Cross-sectional Distribution of Observations
for Non-Residential Regression Model

Metropolitan Number of Percent of
Model Site Member Agency Observation Sample

s

1. Anaheim City of Anaheim 82 3.3

2. Beverly Hills City of Beverly Hills 34 1.4

3. Burbank City of Burbank 133 5.3

4. Camrosa Calleguas MWD 107 4.3

5. Camarillo Calleguas MWD 11 0.4

6. Thousand Oaks Calleguas MWD 22 0.9

7. Ventura Co. WW #1 Calleguas MWD 10 0.4

8. Ventura Co. WW Calleguas MWD 20 0.8

9. Ventura Co. WW Calleguas MWD 10 0.4

10 Lakewood Central Basin MWD 33 1.3

11 Chino Chino Basin MWD 34 1.4

12 Cucamonga Co. Chino Basin MWD 142 5.7

13 Ontario Chino Basin MWD 22 0.9

14 Las Flores Foothill MWD 11 0.4

15 Fullerton City of Fullerton 83 3.3

16 Los Angeles City of Los Angeles 106 4.2

17 Brea Orange County MWD 11 0.4

18 Buena Park Orange County MWD 143 5.7

19 Capistrano Valley Orange County MWD 22 0.9

20 EI Toro Orange County MWD 59 2.4

21 Moulten Niguel Orange County MWD 96 3.8

22 Santa Ana Heights Orange County MWD 8 0.3

23 Yorba Linda Orange County MWD 10 0.4

24 Fallbrook San Diego CWA 81 3.2

25 Rainbow ID San Diego CWA 51 2.0

26 Vista San Diego CWA 28 1.1

27 San Dieguito San Diego CWA 68 2.7
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Table C-5 (Continued)
Cross-sectional Distribution of Observations
for Non-Residential Regression Model

Metropolitan Number of Percent of
Model Site Member Agency Observation Sample

s

28 Olivenhain San Diego CWA 17 0.7

29 Rincon del Diablo San Diego CWA 94 3.8

30 Helix San Diego CWA 92 3.7

31 Otay San Diego CWA 35 1.4

32 Del Mar San Diego CWA 46 1.8

33 Escondido San Diego CWA 29 1.2

34 Oceanside San Diego CWA 35 1.4

35 Poway San Diego CWA 80 3.2

36 San Diego San Diego CWA 145 5.8

37 Carlsbad San Diego CWA 88 3.5

38 Santa Monica City of Santa Monica 28 1.1

39 Rowland Three Valleys MWD 70 2.8

40 Walnut Valley Three Valleys MWD 137 5.5

41 Corona Western MWD 53 2.1

42 Riverside Western MWD 118 4.7

Total 2,504 100.0

The method adopted here maintains the "gallons per employee-day" (GED) approach, but at
an aggregate level. Total non-residential water use is divided by total employment to obtain a
total average GED over time for each modeling site under consideration. Total average GED
is then regressed on the percent of manufacturing and the percent of service sector
employment. Variables for price and weather are also included.

The concept of effective employment was initially incorporated into the non-residential
models. Simply put, effective employment is employment adjusted for differences/changes in
labor productivity. As discussed previously, however, the behavior of these measures made
interpretation of the employment effects problematic. Consequently, only the percentage
employment and the percentage service sector employment were used in the final model.

The non-residential model captures seasonal variation through a set of binary variables for
individual calendar months. Additionally, rainfall and cooling degree day variables are
specified and expressed as departures from their long-term values. This is intended to
measure weather effects above and beyond the systematic seasonal effects. The non-
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residential model is weighted by monthly non-residential deliveries and contains a full set of
model site indicators (fixed-effects).

Non-Residential Estimation Results

Table C-6 shows the estimated coefficients of the non-residential model. Example C-3
contains an analytical description of the non-residential model.

The coefficients of the monthly indicators show rather pronounced seasonal variation in
average per-employee water use. Average GED is, on average, at its highest during
the month of August, and is at its lowest in the month of February (which is left out of
the model to avoid perfect multicollinearity). This is an interesting result, since non
residential water use is often assumed not to be as seasonal as residential water use.

Average GED is shown to increase with warmer than normal conditions through lag two.
Wetter than normal conditions tends to decrease GED. The greatest effect of rainfall
occurs in the most recent month, and tapers off with each additional lag. The non
residential model estimates a relatively inelastic price elasticity of -0.15.

The non-residential model indicates that average GED is positively related to
productivity in the services and manufacturing. Manufacturing has the largest positive
elasticity followed by manufacturing.

The coefficient estimates in Table C-6 show significant water savings in non-residential
per employee use stemming from voluntary and mandatory water use restrictions. On
average, total GED dropped by 12 percent as a result of mandatory restrictions and by
5.4 percent as a result of voluntary cutbacks.

Finally, the modeling site indicators serve as fixed effects that adjust the model intercept
term for the sites listed. The fixed effects account for unique characteristics of individual
modeling sites that are not captured by the other variables in the model.
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Table C-6

Non-Residential Water Use

Regression Results

Parameter Standard T for HO
Variable Estimate Error Parameter-O Prob> IT!

Intercept 0.94428 0.43019 2.20 0.0283

Monthly Indicators

January 0.0005 0.01481 0.03 0.9745

March 0.04250 0.01475 2.88 0.0040

April 0.16131 0.01444 11.17 <.0001

May 0.29801 0.01423 20.94 <.0001

June 0.36229 0.01404 25.81 <.0001

July 0.41631 0.01377 30.23 <.0001

August 0.43078 0.01367 31.50 <.0001

September 0.37133 0.01367 27.17 <.0001

October 0.25610 0.01389 18.44 <.0001

November 0.14384 0.01466 9.81 <.0001

December 0.06584 0.01519 4.33 <.0001

Drought and Conservation

Indicator for Voluntary Conservation -0.06655 0.00995 -6.69 <.0001

Indicator for Mandatory Conservation -0.13011 0.01245 -10.45 <.0001

Weather

Departure of In (monthly rainfall +1)
from its long-term monthly normal -0.05817 0.00649 -8.97 <.0001

One month lag of rainfall departure -0.04906 0.00652 -7.52 <.0001

Two month lag of rainfall departure -0.01905 0.00626 -3.04 0.0024

Departure of In (monthly number of
cooling degree days +1) from its long-term
normal 0.01037 0.00388 2.67 0.0076

One month lag of departure in cooling
degree days 0.01171 000384 3.05 0.0023

Two month lag of departure in cooling
degree days 0.01200 0.00367 3.27 0.0011

Table C-6 (continued)
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Non-Residential Water Use

Regression Results

Socioeconomic

Real Marginal Price -0.15892 0,02361 -6.73 <.0001

Manufacturing 0.80297 0,09617 8,35 <.0001

Service 0.55242 006874 8.04 <.0001

Model Site Indicators

Anaheim -0.75864 0,09714 -7.81 <.0001

Beverly Hills -0.42680 0,08143 -5.24 <.0001

Burbank -1.57303 0,13101 -12.01 <.0001

Camrosa -0.39371 0,12135 -3,24 0,0012

Camarillo -1.41728 0,19650 -7.21 <.0001

Thousand Oaks 0.22950 0,10411 2.20 0.0276

Lakewood -0.17133 0.09113 -1.88 0.0602

Chino -1.21024 0.11086 -10.92 <.0001

Cucamonga -0.04413 0,08507 -0.52 0.6040

Ontario -0.36677 0,08384 -4.37 <.0001

Las Flores 0.05455 1,05639 0.05 0.9588

Fullerton -0.74306 0.11020 -6.74 <.0001

Los Angeles -0.80537 0.06287 -12.81 <.0001

Brea -0.34303 0,10994 -3,12 0,0018

Buena Park -0.22688 0,06384 -3,55 0.0004

Capistrano Valley 0.09246 0,09613 0.96 0.3362

EI Taro -0,11797 0,04962 -2,38 0.0175

Moulten Niguel -0.19336 0,03896 -4.96 <.0001

Santa Ana Heights -0.28981 0.40822 -0.71 0.4778

Yorba Linda 0.02374 0.11893 0.20 0,8418

Santa Monica -0.92737 0,06065 -15,29 <.0001

Rowland -0.75351 0,08877 -8.49 <.0001

Walnut Valley -0.13684 0.07419 -1,84 0.0652

Corona -0.69622 0,08051 -8.65 <.0001

Riverside 0.23727 0.02942 8.07 <.0001

Fallbrook -0,23844 0,08374 -2,85 0.0044

Rainbow -0.29866 0.04887 -6.11 <.0001

Vista 1.28139 0.16672 7,69 <.0001

San Dieguito 0.34666 0,12376 2,80 0,0051

Olivehain -1.85734 0,21635 -8,58 <.0001

Rincon del Diablo -0.54486 0.08883 -6.13 <.0001

Helix -0.09446 0,06662 -1.42 0.1563

Otay 0.29734 0,05290 5.62 <.0001

Del Mar 0.68216 0,22999 2.97 0.003

Table e-6
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Non-Residential Water Use

Regression Results

Escondido

Oceanside

Poway

San Diego

Carlsbad
N =2,463
Adj. R< = 0.8671
F - Value =256.93
Prob>F = 0.0001

0.88362 0.13457 6.57 <.0001

0.20414 0.04285 4.76 <.0001

0.81896 0.10012 8.18 <.0001

-0.20635 0.01595 -12.94 <.0001

-0.04809 0.05221 -0.92 0.3571
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Example C-3:
Analytic Description of the Non-Residential Models

The general model for water demand in the non-residential sector served by agency I during month m is expressed
by the following equation:

where e is the base of the natural logarithm (e=2.718). Model parameters are as foliows:

a,

am

non-residential model intercept

constant term for site i

constant term for month m (February;O)

effect of voluntary conservation

effect of mandatory conservation

drought effect

elasticity of demand with respect to rainfall at time lag j

elasticity of demand with respect to cooling degree days at time lag j

elasticity of demand with respect to price

elasticity of demand with respect to employment sector k, where k= 1 if the percent

manufacturing sector employment and k=2 is the percent of service sector employment

Corresponding variables are:

Weather Variables

Ri ... j =

C" .._j

rainfall, measured as the logarithmic departure from normal weather: i.e.. log(Rainfall+1);

Log(Rainfali+1)-AVG(log(Rainfall=1)) where the average (AVG) is taken over a 30 year
period

cooling degree days, measured as the logarithmic departure from normal rainfall:

Log(CCD+1l;(Log(CCD+1»-AVG(log(CCD+1») where the average is taken over a 30 year
period

Socioeconomic Variables

~,m marginal price of water ($1990)

£,... percent employment in SiC employment category k, where K=1 is the percent

manufacturing sector and K=2 is the percent service employment
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VERIFICATION OF SECTORAL MODELS

Verification of the econometric models is an important step in the forecast process. The
process of verification assesses the ability of the three models to produce predictions
within acceptable bounds of observed historical values. The magnitude of the
differences between predicted and observed values is taken as an indicator of model
performance. Models that consistently produce estimates in close proximity to
observed values are desirable. More specifically, the verification process used for the
current models consisted of the following criteria:

• Accuracy of backcasts of water use for individual Metropolitan member
agencies

• Rationality of per unit rates of water use in the three water using sectors
(Le., single-family, multifamily, and non-residential sectors)

• Accuracy of backcasts of water use in the Metropolitan service area as a
whole

For the verification process, Metropolitan provided historical water use, demographic,
and weather information for its 27 member agencies

Results of Backcasts

The verification process began with a backcast of demands for calendar year 1990.
This test yielded some important information about the sectorial models. First, the
models predicted 1990 total Municipal and Industrial (M&I) use in the Metropolitan
service area within only 3 percent error. However, the initial accuracy of member
agency predictions varied significantly. As expected, predictions of 1990 water use in
member cities that were represented in the modeling database (and assigned estimated
intercept adjustments from the fixed effects) were very close to reported use. A closer
look at the results of predictions of water use of the "out-of-sample" member agencies
(those for which estimates of intercept adjusters were not available) indicated that the
base, unadjusted, model intercept terms were inadequate by themselves to scale unit
rates of water use in the three water use sectors to rational levels. This discovery led to
a closer look at the models and to a transfer of intercepts of member agencies
represented in the model and other modeling sites to those member agencies not, or
only partially, represented in the modeling process.

Intercept Transfers

In order to obtain more accurate predictions and more reasonable per unit water use
rates within each sector, the intercept adjustments to member cities and other modeling
sites were transferred to out-of-sample member agencies. This transfer was made
based on (1) an analysis of the predicted per unit rates of use and (2) an assessment of
prediction accuracy for 1990. Put simply, if water use rates needed an upward
(downward) adjustment, then higher (lower) intercepts of other agencies were
substituted in place of the base model intercept term. The goal of this exercise was not
to calibrate the models exactly, since disaggregated sectorial demands are generally
unavailable for the member agencies. Rather, the transfer assumptions were made to
improve the accuracy of predictions of total demands within an acceptable range of
error (say, less than 10 to 15 percent), while maintaining reasonable average rates per
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unit (i.e., gud's and ged's) for 1990. Table C-8 contains the intercept transfers used to
improve the performance of the models.

Table C-8
Transfers of Model Intercepts for 1980/1990 Model Verification

Agency SF MF NR
Anaheim anaheim anaheim anaheim
Beverly Hills beverly hills beverly hills beverly hills
Burbank burbank burbank burbank
Calleguas average average average
Central Basin corona ontario riverside
Chino Basin corona ontario riverside
Compton fullerton fullerton anaheim
Eastern corona ontario model
Foothill average average average
Fullerton fullerton fullerton fullerton
Glendale average average average
Las Virgenes average average average
Long Beach fullerton fullerton fullerton
Los Angeles los angeles los angeles model
MWDOC serrano buena park model
Pasadena fullerton fullerton fullerton
SDCWA average average average
San Fernando average average average
San Marino covina average average
Santa Ana anaheim anaheim fullerton
Santa Monica model santa monica santa monica
Three Valleys corona ontario model
Torrance corona ontario fullerton
USGV fullerton fullerton model
West Basin fullerton model model
Western corona model riverside

1. If a city is named in a cell, then the specific model intercept term was adjusted by the
coefficient of the binary variable of the city that is named
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

This study was initiated to update water use forecasting models for Metropolitan's
single-family, multifamily, and non-residential sectors. The sectorial models that have
been developed are based on the expanded data set which includes the updated
SDCWA member agency data. The expanded data set seems to have increased the
ability to predict water use in the Metropolitan service area.

The water use forecast models that were developed incorporate many important
features. Sectorial water use in the Metropolitan service area is modeled as a function
of price, income, household size, housing density, employment, season, and weather.
The water use models allow for month-to-month variation in water demands, which
leads to better measurement of the weather effects and systematic seasonal trends.
The models account for the effects of drought and on-going conservation in
Metropolitan's service area. Finally, the coefficients of each of the sectorial models are
within the expected range of values, without the need to apply parameter restrictions ..

Recommendations

The sectorial water demand models developed in this stUdy present a sound basis for
forecasting M&I water use for the Metropolitan service area and Metropolitan's member
agencies. However, as with any statistical analysis, there are possibilities for improving
upon the models and their predictive accuracy. Accordingly, the following
recommendations are offered.

• Expand the spatial coverage of the modeling database. Although the sectorial
water use models are based on a substantial number of observations, these
observations are not distributed evenly across the 27 Metropolitan member
agencies. While some member agencies are represented in the database,
many, such as Compton, West Basin MWD, Eastern MWD and Western MWD
and others, are not represented at all. These "out of sample" agencies may have
unique patterns of water use that could not be captured in the current models.
Incorporating observations from places not now represented in the database will
extend the spatial coverage of the models and, as a result, may improve the
accuracy of the models in predicting member agency water use.

• Develop a database of sectorial water use for the 26 member agencies. As
described in the body of this report, the sectorial water use models are based on
water use, demographic, and socioeconomic data for retail water agencies.
However, the models are used to forecast water use by sector for Metropolitan
member agencies, which, except for some member cities, disunites the sampling
units (i.e., modeling observations) from the forecast areas. In order to match
sampling units to forecast areas within the process of model development, it
would be necessary to construct a time-series cross-sectional database of
sectorial water use among the 27 member agencies. The use of such a
database would be expected to reduce both the cost of developing water use
models and the degree of forecast error.
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• Encourage standardization of customer classifications of member agencies and
sub-agencies. The water use models rely on sectorial water use and customer
account data provided by water utilities. Utilities often vary in how they allocate
customers and usage to the customer classes (in the present case, these
classes are assumed to represent the single-family, multifamily, and non
residential sectors, respectively). For example, some utilities may classify
accounts and usage based on meter size (5/8", 3/4", 1", etc.) and others may
classify according to physical andlor functional characteristics of a customer's
property (e.g., single-family detached home, apartment building, commercial
business). Variation in customer classification can introduce error into the
modeling and forecasting process, through incorrect association of water usage
with sectorial socioeconomic characteristics. In order to eliminate this problem, it
is recommended that Metropolitan strive to influence the development of
consistent customer classes among its member agencies and sub-agencies.
Customer classes based on Census of Housing and Standard Industrial
Classifications (SIC) definitions would be preferred, so that classifications closely
align with the socioeconomic data that are used to develop models and prepare
forecasts. A survey and analysis of how Metropolitan agencies currently classify
customers would determine the feasibility of such an undertaking.

• Develop and evaluate alternatives for forecasting non-residential water use. In
the future, attempts should be made to disentangle productivity from employment
on the right-hand side of the non-residential equation. A model of per-employee
use as a direct function of production would be desired, but would require
development of new measures of production that could be calculated historically
and projected into the future. An in-depth analysis of water use within and
among various non-residential customer classes based on SIC groupings would
clearly complement this exercise. Finally, non-residential land use parameters
are becoming available and could be incorporated into a non-residential water
use model, similar to how housing density is used in the residential models.

• Develop automated algorithms for constructing confidence intervals on M&I
forecasts. The sectorial water use models cannot produce error-free forecasts.
All forecasts will have some degree of sampling error, random error, and
conditioning error. Sampling error results from the necessity of developing
models from sample data and not from the entire population of pairs of
dependent and independent variables. Random error, on the other hand,
reminds us that not all variation in water use is systematic and explainable. The
models that have been developed implicitly assume that on average random
error is zero. Finally, a water use forecast is determined by (or conditioned on)
presumed future values of the explanatory and driver variables, which may be
inaccurate. The existence of these sources of error lead to uncertainty about the
forecast. the degree to which should be analyzed and portrayed to decision
makers prior to allocating scarce financial resources. Statistical methods of
incorporating uncertainty into Metropolitan forecasts of water use were
developed previously within the context of forecasting using the MWD-MAIN
system.4 These methods could be tailored to the new sectoral models and

4 See Uncertainty in the MWD-MAIN Water Use Forecast: The Development and Application of
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automated within the MWD-MAIN system

• Develop a schedule for updating forecasts and collecting utility data.
Metropolitan has been able to improve its ability to forecast water demand as a
result of periodically updating its water use forecasting models and demographic
projection data. The foundation of this success is an extensive database of
utility-level data, which includes historical water use and account information,
water rates, conservation programs, and other utility-specific characteristics. A
formal schedule for gathering new utility data and updating forecasts (e.g.. bi
annually or every five years) would help establish a standardized process
through which member agencies and sUb-agencies and demographic data
collection agencies would be able to anticipate data needs. Furthermore, such a
schedule could establish and identify milestones for continuing improvements in
Metropolitan's water demand forecasting procedures.

a Methodology for Forecast Error Estimation (Kocik et ai., 1993).
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A.3 Central Valley Storage &Transfer
Programs

Storage Programs
Metropolitan has been successful in implementing and operating voluntary water banking programs with
partners in the Central Valley, with hundreds of thousands ofAF stored and recovered in response to water
supply conditions. In addition, withdrawals of water from these programs have consistently exceeded
contract minimums, increasing the confidence of having unused capacity available to Metropolitan during
times of need.

However, there have been impacts to the banking programs as a result of the reduction of both the quantity
and frequency ofsurplus water supplies for storage due to environmental and regulatory restrictions in the
Bay-Delta. Although these restrictions do not significantly impact dry year supplies, they significantly
impact average and wet year supplies. The success of operating the Central Valley banking programs relies
upon having surplus water to refill storage for use in times of need. If the conditions affecting the loss of
surplus water continue, the banking programs will lose their effectiveness as part of the IRP portfolio.

The environmental and regulatory restrictions are also impacting access to additional voluntary water
transfers. Water supplies for the entire state are being affected, which in turn affects the price and quantity
of water that can be procured under option agreements or through spot-market purchases li e the
California Drought Water Bank.

Another challenge for voluntary water transfers is the difficulty and implications of environmental review,
documentation, and permitting for multi-year agreements.

Metropolitan has developed the following programs as part of its core resources strategy to develop storage
and create opportunities for water transfers in the Central Valley.

Semitropic Storage Program
Metropolitan has a groundwater storage program with Semitropic Water Storage District located in
the southern part of the San Joaquin Valley. The maximum storage capacity of the program is 350,000
AF. The specific amount of water Metropolitan can store in and subsequently expect to receive from the
programs depends upon hydrologic conditions, any regulatory requirements restricting Metropolitan's
ability to export water for storage, and the demands placed on the Semitropic Program by other program
participants. During a recent dry year, the storage program delivered 125,000 AF to Metropolitan. During
wet years, Metropolitan has the discretion to use the program to store portions of its SWP entitlement
water that are in excess of the amounts needed to meet Metropolitan's service area demand. In Semitropic,
the water is delivered to district farmers who use the water in-lieu of pumping groundwater. During dry
years, the districts return Metropolitan's previously stored water to Metropolitan by direct groundwater
pump-in return and the exchange of SWP entitlement water.

Arvin-Edison Storage Program
Metropolitan has a groundwater storage program with Arvin-Edison Water Storage District with
program storage capacity of 350,000 AF. The specific amount of water Metropolitan can expect to store
in and subsequently receive from the programs depends upon hydrologic conditions and any regulatory
requirements restricting Metropolitan's ability to export water for storage. The storage program is
estimated to deliver 75,000 AF in dry years. During wet years, Metropolitan has the discretion to use the
program to store portions of its SWP Table A supplies which are in excess of the amounts needed to meet
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Metropolitan's service area demand. The water can be either directly recharged into the groundwater
basin or delivered to district farmers who use the water in-lieu of pumping groundwater. During dry
years, the district returns Metropolitan's previously stored water to Metropolitan by direct groundwater
pump-in return Or by exchange of surface water supplies.

San Bernardino Valley MWD Storage Program
The San Bernardino Valley MWD Storage program allows for Metropolitan to the purchase of a portion
of San Bernardino Valley MWD's SWP supply. The program includes a minimum purchase provision
of 20,000 AF and the option of purchasing additional supplies when available. This program can deliver
between 20,000 AF and 70,000 AF in dry years, depending on hydrologic conditions. The expected delivery
for a Single dry year similar to 1977 is 70,000 AF. The agreement with San Bernardino Valley MWD also
allows Metropolitan to store up to 50,000 AF of transfer water for use in dry years.

Kern Delta Water District Storage Program
This groundwater storage program has 250,000 AF of storage capacity. When fully developed, it will be
capable of providing 50,000 AF of dry year supply. The water can be either directly recharged into the
groundwater basin or delivered to district farmers who use the water in-lieu of pumping groundwater.
During dry years, the district returns Metropolitan's previously stored water to Metropolitan by direct
groundwater pump-in return or by exchange of surface water supplies.

Mojave Storage Program
Currently operated as a demonstration program, the program will store SWP supply delivered in wet years
for subsequent withdrawal during dry years. When fully developed, the program is expected to have a dry
year yield of 35,000 AF depending on hydrologic conditions.

Transfer Programs
Metropolitan expects to secure Central Valley water transfer supplies via spot markets and option contracts
to meet its service area demands when necessary. Hydrologic and market conditions, as well as regulatory
measures governing Bay-Delta pumping plant operations, determine the amount of water transfer activity
occurring in any year. Transfer market activity in 2003, 2005, 2008, and 2009 provides examples of how
Metropolitan has secured water transfer supplies as a resource to fill anticipated supply shortfalls needed
to meet Metropolitan's service area demands.

• In 2003, Metropolitan secured options to purchase approximately 145,000 AF of water from willing
sellers in the Sacramento Valley during the irrigation season. These options protected against potential
shortages of up to 650,000 AF within Metropolitan's service area that might have arisen from a decrease
in Colorado River supply or as a result of drier-than-expected hydrologic conditions. Using these
options, Metropolitan purchased approximately 125,000 AF of water for delivery to the California
Aqueduct;

• In 2005, Metropolitan, in partnership with seven other State Water Contractors, secured options to
purchase apprOXimately 130,000 AF of water from willing sellers in the Sacramento Valley, of which
Metropolitan's share was 113,000 AF. Metropolitan also had the right to assume the options of the other
State Water Contractors if they chose not to purchase the transfer water. Due to improved hydrologic
conditions, Metropolitan and the other State Water Contractors did not purchase these options;

• In 2008, Metropolitan, in partnership with seven other State Water Contractors, secured approximately
40,000 AF of water from willing sellers in the Sacramento Valley, of which Metropolitan's share was
approximately 27,000 AF; and

• In 2009, Metropolitan, in partnership with eight other buyers and 21 sellers, participated in a statewide
Drought Water Bank, which secured approximately 74,000 AF, of which Metropolitan's share was
approximately 37,000 AF.
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TABLE A.3 CENTRAL VALLEY STORAGE AND TRANSFER DRY-YEAR SUPPLIES IN 2010
Current Programs
Semitropic Program

Arvin-Edison Program

San Bernardino Valley MWD Program

Kern Delta Program

Subtotal of Current Programs

Contract Minimum (AF) Contract Capability (AF)*

32,000

40,000

20,000

50,000

142,000

133,000

75,000

50,000

50,000

308,000

Contract Capability generally means that the partner agency is obligated to meet the contract minimum but will deliver up to the contract
capability amount depending on conditions.

Table A.3 shows the estimated development for the Central Valley programs for 2010. Note that two figures
are shown for each program, the Contract Minimum as well as the Contract Capability. The reason for the
two figures is that, with the Central Valley Banking Programs, the contracts obligate Metropolitan's partner
agency to a minimum yield. However, those contracts also allow Metropolitan to use other contractor's
unused capacity in the same programs. These are also shown on the table because actual operational
history has shown additional capacity above Contract Minimums to be available to Metropolitan.

The Central Valley storage and transfer programs have served to demonstrate the value of partnering,
and increasingly, Central Valley agricultural interests see partnership with Metropolitan as a sensible
business practice beneficial to their local district and regional economy. In addition, Metropolitan staff
has demonstrated the ability to work with DWR and USBR staff to facilitate Central Valley storage and
transfer programs.

Metropolitan's recent water transfer activities in have demonstrated Metropolitan's ability to develop
and negotiate water transfer agreements either working directly with the agricultural districts who are
selling the water or through a statewide Drought Water Bank. Because of the complexity of cross-Bay
Delta transfers and the need to optimize the use of both Central Valley Project and SWP facilities, DWR
and USBR are critical players in the water transfer process, especially when shortage conditions increase
the general level of demand for transfers and amplify ecosystem and water quality issues associated with
through-Bay-Delta conveyance of water. Therefore, Metropolitan views state and federal cooperation to
facilitate voluntary, market-based exchanges and sales of water as a critical component of its overall water
transfer strategy.

Metropolitan is continuing to pursue transfer agreements and relationships with entities in the Central
Valley, with an eye toward developing multi-year option transfer agreements. Development of additional
storage programs is currently on hold.
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A.4 In-Region Groundwater Storage
Programs

Since the 1950s, local water management in Metropolitan's service area has included the conjunctive use
of groundwater and surface water. Conjunctive use of water refers to the use and storage of imported
surface water supplies in groundwater basins and reservoirs during periods of abundance. This stored
water is available for use during periods of low surface water supplies as a way of augmenting seasonal
and multiyear shortages. Storage capacity in the region's groundwater basins allows for conjunctive use
programs. In 2007, Metropolitan published the Groundwater Assessment Study that estimated 3.2 MAF
of space in groundwater basins available within Metropolitan's service area.

Many local groundwater storage programs have been implemented over the years to maximize the use of
local water supplies. These programs have included the diversion of water flows into percolation ponds
for recharging groundwater basins and the recovery of degraded groundwater. For many years, flood
control agencies within Metropolitan's service area have captured and spread storm water for groundwater
replenishment. Local runoff and reclaimed water have been conserved via spreading grounds, injection
wells, reservoirs, and unlined river channels. In addition, flood control agencies have operated seawater
barrier projects in Los Angeles and Orange Counties to prevent seawater intrusion into the coastal
groundwater basins. In the past, growing water quality problems raised serious concerns about the ability
to sustain average annual production levels. The federal Superfund program, although slow to implement
clean-up projects, has helped maintain or increase the usable groundwater.

Conjunctive use of the aquifers offers an even more important source of dry year supplies. Unused capacity
in Southern California groundwater basins can be used to optimize imported water supplies, and the
development of groundwater storage projects allows effective management and regulation of the region's
major imported supplies from the Colorado River and SWP. To meet the adopted targets for dry year
storage, Metropolitan and its member agencies have encouraged the recharge of the groundwater basins.
Over the years, Metropolitan has implemented conjunctive water use through various incentive programs.
Typically this storage takes place in one of two ways:

• Direct deliveries to storage: Metropolitan delivers replenishment water directly to water storage facilities,
including spreading sites and injection wells.

• In-lieu deliveries to storage: Metropolitan delivers additional water directly to the member agency's
distribution system. The member agency then uses this water rather than pumping the groundwater it
otherwise would have taken out of storage. The deferred local production results in water being left in
local storage (surface or groundwater) for future use.

Metropolitan has developed a number of local programs to work with its member agencies to increase
storage in groundwater basins. Metropolitan has encouraged storage through its replenishment, cyclic, and
conjunctive use storage programs. These programs allow Metropolitan to deliver water into a groundwater
basin in advance of agency demands. Discounted replenishment service water is delivered when
Metropolitan has surplus imported water supply and is for use after one year. Cyclic storage agreements
allow pre-delivery of surplus imported water for recharge into groundwater basins in excess of an agency's
planned and budgeted deliveries. This water is then purchased at a later time when the agency has need
for groundwater replenishment deliveries. Conjunctive use agreements provide for storage of imported
water that can be called for use by Metropolitan during dry, drought, or emergency conditions. During
a dry period, Metropolitan has the option to call water stored in the groundwater basins pursuant to its
contractual conjunctive use agreements. At the time of the call, the member agency pays Metropolitan
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TABLE A.4 IN-REGION GROUNDWATER DRY

YEAR SUPPLIES & TOTAL CAPACITIES (AF)

33,000

800

4,000

3,000

1,200

1,000

4,300

47,000

22,000

1,000

80,000

197,300

Dry Year Yield

661,900

100,000

2,300

12,000

9,000

3,600

3,000

13,000

210,000

66,000

3,000

240,000

CapacityCurrent Programs

Foothill CUP

Live Oak CUP

Lakewood CUP

Long Beach CUP

North Las Posas CUP

Total

Orange County CUP

Upper Claremont CUP

Cyclic Agreements

Chino Basin CUP

Compton CUP

Elsinore CUP

the prevailing rate for that water. Since 2007, Metropolitan has drawn on dry-year supply from cyclic
storage accounts with several member agencies, long-term replenishment programs, and ten contractual
conjunctive use storage programs to address shortages from the SWP.

To prepare for supply disruptions, Metropolitan and its member agencies have adopted goals for water
storage within the region. Metropolitan has identified in-region storage that should be set aside for use
in emergencies, such as a disruption to the California Aqueduct. In addition, Metropolitan's planning
process calls for dry-year storage that can be called on at times of supply shortage due to drought.

Metropolitan's dry-year conjunctive use programs store wet-year imported supplies to enhance reliability
during dry, drought, and emergency conditions.
Metropolitan has executed ten agreements with
member and retail agencies for groundwater storage
within its service area. These agreements provide
Metropolitan with almost 662,000 AF of additional
storage within its service area with a contractual yield
of more than 197,000 AF/year during dry, drought,
and emergency conditions. To date, $45 million of
Proposition 13 funds and $35 million ofMetropolitan
capital funds have been allocated to these programs.
Metropolitan storage accounts produced more than
72,000 AF of supplies in FY 2008-2009, replacing
imported water deliveries at the service connection.
Table AA shows the capacity and dry year yield for
the in-basin groundwater storage programs.

Groundwater basins within Metropolitan's service
area provide the potential for operational flexibility
to manage the water supply in Southern California.
Since the 1950s, conjunctive use has been used for
local water management. More than 70 recharge

facilities are replenishing groundwater basins throughout Southern California. The IRP looked to build
upon the flexibility of the groundwater basins to store water by establishing targets for conjunctive use
storage projects. These projects are generally described as agreements where Metropolitan provides
funding for the construction of groundwater storage and extraction facilities, stores water at its own cost,
and retrieves stored water at its call. The stored water, when called, is sold to the partnering member
agency at firm rates. In all cases, the agreements do not require Metropolitan to pay for storage capacity
within a groundwater basin.

In 2007, Metropolitan prepared the Groundwater Assessment Study Report in collaboration with its member
agencies and with groundwater basin managers. The report finds that while there is substantial storage
space in service area groundwater basins that could be used for conjunctive use, that there are significant
challenges that must be overcome in order to implement additional storage programs. Use of additional
storage opportunity requires:

• Capture, delivery and recharge of additional local and imported surface supplies;

• Improved capability to store available surplus surface supplies with adequate conveyance and recharge
capacity; and

• Resolution of constraints including: remediation of contamination, institutional and legal issues,
funding for significant investment in capital infrastructure, and incongruity between aqUifer capability
with overlying demand for water supplies.

To follow up on the findings of the Groundwater Assessment Study Report, Metropolitan initiated a
series of seven groundwater workshops beginning in July 2008 among Metropolitan, member agencies,
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groundwater basin managers, and stakeholders to discuss challenges for increasing conjunctive use and to
develop recommendations for addressing the challenges.

Groundwater storage programs also face the same major changed conditions and challenges as the Central
Valley banking programs: the reduction of both the quantity and frequency of surplus water supplies for
storage due to environmental and regulatory restrictions in the California Bay-Delta. If the conditions
affecting the loss of surplus water continue, the groundwater storage programs will lose their effectiveness
as part of the IRP portfolio.

Environmental and regulatory restrictions are also impacting access to replenishment supplies by the
member agencies. This is leading to additional stress on the groundwater basins, which may in turn lead
to reduced groundwater production.

Metropolitan is continuing to work with the member agencies through the Groundwater Working Group.
Development ofadditional storage programs is currently On hold. The workgroup's recommendations were
submitted as a Board Report to Metropolitan's Board of Directors and provided as input to Metropolitan's
current planning process.
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A.5 In-Region Surface Water Storage

Metropolitan's in-region surface water storage consists of storage reservoirs owned by Metropolitan and by
DWR. These facilities are described below and Table A.S shows the volume of in-basin dry-year surface
water storage for 2010.

Metropolitan Storage Reservoirs include:

• Diamond Valley Lake: Located near the community of Hemet in Riverside County with a capacity of
810,000 AFj

• Lake Mathews: The terminal reservoir for Metropolitan's CRA located near the city of Riverside with a
capacity of 182,000 AF; and

• Lake Skinner: Located to the south of Diamond Valley Lake, Lake Skinner's capacity is 44,000 AF.

SWP Storage Reservoirs include:

• Pyramid Lake: Located on the West Branch of the California Aqueduct with a storage capacity of 171,000
AF;

TABLE A.5 IN-REGION SURFACE STORAGE

DRY-YEAR SUPPLIES: 2010

929,000

600,000
100,000

10,000
219,000

AFCurrent Programs
Diamond Valley Lake

Lake Mathews

Lake Skinner

DWR Flexible Storage

Total

• Castaic Lake: Located at the terminus of the West Branch of the California Aqueduct, south of Pyramid
Lake, with a storage capacity of 323,000 AF; and

• Lake Perris: Located at the terminus on the East Branch of the California Aqueduct with a storage
capacity of 131,000 AF.

Under the 1994 Monterey Agreements, Metropolitan received operational control of 218,940 AF in the
reservoirs at the southern terminals of the California
Aqueduct. Control of this storage capacity in Castaic
Lake and Lake Perris gives Metropolitan greater
fleXibility in handling supply shortages. In 2005,
seismic concerns arose regarding Perris Dam. In
response, DWR reduced the storage amount at Lake
Perris by half until those concerns could be studied
and addressed; however Metropolitan's operational
storage remained the same. Since then, Metropolitan
has continued to withdraw and replace water from the
reservoir operating from the lower level. In January
2010, DWR issued a Draft EIR for the repair of the dam at Lake Perris. Discussions are ongoing regarding
the ultimate disposition of the reservoir as it relates to costs allocated to the SWP contractors.

Metropolitan has also refined its characterization of the flexible storage available in the SWP terminal
reservoirs. Previous planning studies assumed that up to 50 percent of the available SWP flexible storage
could be used in a repeat of a single dry year event, such as the 1977 hydrology. In its current planning
strategy, Metropolitan's dry-year surface production, including additional San Luis Reservoir storage
obtained through the Monterey Agreements, is not limited in this way. Instead, Metropolitan's reliability
modeling determines the availability of stored surface water supplies in each forecast year based on
historical hydrology.

Metropolitan has been very successful in developing surface water storage in its service area. Last year,
Metropolitan also completed the tunneling of the Inland Feeder Project, which greatly increases the ability
to move large quantities of water into Diamond Valley Lake in shorter periods of time.
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A.6 Local Resource Projects

Metropolitan is committed to playing a key role in developing local resources including water recycling,
groundwater recovery, and seawater desalination to meet its supply reliability goals in a cost effective
manner.

While recycled water and groundwater recovery projects in the Southern California region are primarily
developed by local water agencies, many newer projects have been developed with financial incentives
provided through Metropolitan's LRP. Since 1982, Metropolitan executed LRP contracts for 63 recycled
water projects, of which 57 produced about 155,000 AF in 2009. Local projects not receiving funding from
Metropolitan provide an additional 116,000 AF of recycled water to the region.

In 2000, Metropolitan created the Seawater Desalination Program and released a competitive bid process
to solicit projects from among its 26 member agencies. Five member agencies-the City of Long Beach,
LADWP, MWDOC, SDCWA, and West Basin MWD-submitted projects totaling a projected yield of
142,000 AF/year. As with Metropolitan's LRP for recycling and brackish water recovery, Metropolitan
authorized uniform sliding-scale incentive agreements with these agencies for up to $250/AF produced.
This would amount to a potential expenditure of about $900 million over 25 years for about 3.5 MAF of
desalinated supply.

In April 2007, Metropolitan's Board adopted updated administrative policy principles for LRP
implementation with the intention of accelerating project development. The updated principles allow for
an open process to accept and review project applications submitted on a continuous basis, with a goal of
the development of an additional 174,000 AF/year of local water resources toward the 2004 IRP Update
2025 target.

The follOWing tables include local projects, both Metropolitan funded and non-Metropolitan funded,
that were identified through various collaborations with member agencies and updated through the IRP
process. Those projects in existence or under construction are considered existing supplies, with the
exception of the Carlsbad desalination project which is included in the Core Resources Strategy. Projects
in less advanced stages of development are considered to be available to meet 20x2020 Retail Compliance
and Local Resources Augmentation under the Core Resources Strategy, as well as the 20x2020 Regional
Compliance and as needed Local Resource Augmentation under the Supply Buffer.
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EXISTING & PLANNED LOCAL GROUNDWATER RECOVERY, RECYCLING, & SEAWATER DESALINATION

PROJECTS

Temescal Basin Desalting Facility Project
Full Design & Appropriated Funds

IEUA

Chino Basin Desalter 2 Expansion (Phase 3)
~ SDCWA;:,.

8 Lower Sweetwater Desalter, Phase II
~ Advanced Planning (EIR/EIS Certified)
'-
.l!! Calleguas MWD

~ Oxnard GREAT Program
§ LADWPo Tujunga Well Treatment

MWDOC

SJC San Juan Desalter GRP Project Expansion

Tustin Legacy Well # 1
Wells 21 & 22

SDCWA

Middle Sweetwater River Basin Groundwater Well System (Capacity)

Rancho del Rey Well Desalination
Feasibility

MWDOC

IRWD Wells 51,52,53, 21& 22 Potable (Non-exempt)

Mesa Colored Water Treatment Facility Project, Phase II
SDCWA

Mission Valley Brackish Groundwater Recovery Project

Oceanside Mission Basin Desalter Expansion/Seawater Recovery and
Treatment

Otay Mesa Lot 7 Well Desalination

San Diego Formation / Balboa Park Pilot Production Well

San Diego Formation / Diamond BID Pilot Production Well

San Dieguito Reservoir Seepage Recovery Feasibility Study

San Pasqual Brackish Groundwater Recovery Project

San Vicente & EI Capitan Seepage Recovery

Sweetwater Authority/Otay WD San Diego Formation Recovery
San Marino, City of

San Marino GWR Project
West Basin MWD

West Basin C. Marvin Brewer Desalter Expansion
Western MWD

Chino Basin Desalter 3

Conceptual
Beverly Hills, City of

Shallow Groundwater Development
Calleguas MWD

Camarillo (City of) Groundwater Treatment Facility

Yield! Online
Capacity (AF) Date*

10,000

11,760 2016

5,200 2020

15,500 2016

24,000 2014

3,363 2014

2,200 2014

7,900 2014

1,000 2018

500 2016

12,700 2018

5,650 2018

1,760 2016

5,600 2016

400 2016

1,300 2016

1,600 2018

150 2015

3,360 2015

1,400 2015

3,900 2020

2,500 2018

156 2018

10,000 2018

500 2020

4,000 2020
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EXISTING & PLANNED LOCAL GROUNDWATER RECOVERY, RECYCLING, & SEAWATER DESALINATION

PROJECTS

Glendale Forest Lawn Water Reclamation Project Expansion

Glendale Grayson Power Plant Project

Glendale Verdugo-Scholl Canyon Brand Park Reclaimed Water Project

IEUA
Carbon Canyon/IEUA Regional Recycled Water Distribution System

Carbon Canyon/IEUA Regional Recycled Water Distribution System (Non
LRP)

Las Virgenes MWD

Calabasas Reclaimed Water System

Calabasas Reclaimed Water System Extension

Decker Canyon Recycled Water Line Extension Project

Las Virgenes Reclamation Project

Las Virgenes Valley Reclaimed Water System

Long Beach, City of

Alamitos Barrier Reclaimed Water Project

Long Beach Reclamation Project

Long Beach Reclamation Project (Non-LRP Floor)

Long Beach Reclamation Project Expansion, Phase I

THUMS

LADWP

Edward C. Little Water Recycling Facility Treatment Facility Phase I-IV

Environmental Use

Griffith Park

Hansen Area Water Recycling Project, Phase 1

Harbor Water Recycling Project

Los Angeles Greenbelt Project

MCA/Universal

Sepulveda Basin Water Reclamation Project

MWDOC

EI Toro WD Recycling

Green Acres Reclamation Project - Coastal

Green Acres Reclamation Project - Orange County

IRWD Reclamation Project

IRWD Los Alisos Water Reclamation Plant

IRWD Michelson & Los Alisos Water Reclamation Plant Upgrades

IRWD Michelson Reclamation Project

MNWD Moulton Niguel Water Reclamation Project

MNWD Moulton Niguel Water Reclamation Project (Non-LRP Floor)

OCWD Groundwater Replenishment System Seawater Barrier Project

OCWD Groundwater Replenishment System Seawater Barrier Project (Non
LRP Floor/old Water Factory 21)

OCWD Groundwater Replenishment System Spreading Project

San Clemente Water Reclamation Project

San Clemente Water Reclamation Project (Non-LRP)

Yield!
Capacity (AF)

500

460

2,225

13,500

86,500

4,000

700

300

2,700

500

3,025

1,700

2,100

2,750

1,429

1,000

28,500

650

2,500

3,600

900

810

1,500

375

800

5,400

10,000

1,500

8,500

8,200

9,276

470

33,500

5,000

33,500

1,500

110

Online

Date*
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EXISTING & PLANNED LOCAL GROUNDWATER RECOVERY, RECYCLING, & SEAWATER DESALINATION

PROJECTS

Rowland Reclamation Project

Walnut Valley Reclamation Project

Walnut Valley Reclamation Project Expansion
Torrance, City of

Edward C. Little Water Recycling Facility Treatment Facility Phase I-IV
USGVMWD

Direct Reuse, Phase I

Direct Reuse, Phase IIA

Los Angeles County Sanitation District Projects

Norman's Nursery
West Basin MWD

Edward C. Little Water Recycling Facility Treatment Facility Phase I-IV
Western MWD

Elsinore Valley/ Railroad Canyon Reclamation

Elsinore Valley/Horse Thief Reclamation

March Air Reserve Base Reclamation Project

Rancho California Reclamation

Western Riverside County Regional Water Authority
Under Construction

Three Valleys MWD

City of Industry Regional Water System - Rowland

City of Industry Regional Water System - Suburban (7%)
USGVMWD

City of Industry Regional Water System - Suburban (93%)
Western MWD

March Air Reserve Base Reclamation Project Expansion
Full Design & Appropriated Funds

Las Virgenes MWD

Thousand Oaks Boulevard Extension, Phase 1
LADWP

Hansen Dam Golf Course Water Recycling Project
MWDOC

SMWD Canada Gobernadora
West Basin MWD

Chevron Nitrification Facility Expansion/ ELWRF Phase Va
Advanced Planning (EIR/EIS Certified)

Burbank, City of
Burbank Reclaimed Water System Project Expansion, Phase II

Calleguas MWD

VCWWD No. l/Moorpark WWTP Reclaimed Water Distribution System
Expansion

Eastern MWD

Eastern Regional Reclaimed Water System Expansion

Yield! Online
Capacity (AF) Date*

2,000

2,550

500

7,800

1,000

2,258

4,375

100

61,200

730

560

896

4,950

8,950

1,884 2011

280 2012

3,720 2013

448 2012

176 2010

500 2011

725 2013

1,710 2011

974 2013

1,179 2014

12,900 2015
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EXISTING & PLANNED LOCAL GROUNDWATER RECOVERY, RECYCLING, & SEAWATER DESALINATION

PROJECTS

O'l
.S
U
C
Q)

a::

Olivenhain Northwest Quadrant Recycled Water Project (Meadowlark WRF)

Otay Recycled Water System (Non-LRP)

Otay WD - North District Recycled Water System

Ramona MWD - Santa Maria Water Reclamation Project

Shadowridge Reclaimed Water System

Valley Center MWD - Lilac Ranch WRF

Valley Center MWD - Welk WRF
USGVMWD

Direct Reuse, Phase III
West Basin MWD

Carson Regional Water Recycling Facility Phase II Expansion Project

Edward C. Little Water Recycling Facility Treatment Facility Phase V

Joint Water Pollution Control Plant
Western MWD

Rancho California Reclamation Expansion/demineralization Western AG

Conceptual
Anaheim, City of

Anaheim Water Recycling Demonstration Project
Calleguas MWD

Thousand Oaks-Camrosa Interconnect
Central Basin MWD

Joint Water Pollution Control Plant
Eastern MWD

Hemet Citrus In Lieu Project
Foothill MWD

Arroyo Seco - Flint Wash Project

Eaton Canyon Project

Pickens Canyon Project

Recycled Water Scalping Plant
Las Virgenes MWD

Hidden Hills Outdoor Residential Pilot Project

Thousand Oaks Boulevard Extension, Phase 2

Woodland Hills Golf Course Extension
LADWP

San Fernando Valley/Central City Water Recycling and Reliability Project

Satellite Plant & Distribution System

Westside Tier 2A Expansion Water Recycling Project
MWDOC

MWDOC West OC Recycling
Pasadena, City of

Joint Water Pollution Control Plant
SDCWA

Carlsbad MWD Encina Basin Water Reclamation Program - Phases I and II

Yield! Online

Capacity (AF) Date*

1,000 2015

1,200 2015

1.100 2020

430 2020

1,100 2020

60 2020

140 2020

7,000 2018

9,300 2012

6,500 2012

17,000 2012

13,800 2018

110 2020

314 2020

45,000 2020

5,000 2020

2,000 2020

5,000 2025

500 2020

2,000 2020

273 2020

250 2020

316 2020

1,500 2019

4,500 2019

5,000 2019

3,000 2020

15,000 2020

3,658 2020
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EXISTING & PLANNED LOCAL GROUNDWATER RECOVERY, RECYCLING, & SEAWATER DESALINATION

PROJECTS

Existing

Beverly Hills, City of

Beverly Hills Desalter Project

Burbank, City of

Burbank Lake Street GAC Plant

Burbank Operable Unit/Lockheed Valley Plant

Central Basin MWD

Water Quality Protection Project

Eastern MWD

Menifee Basin Desalter

Perris Desalter

Foothill MWD

Glenwood Nitrate (Non-LRP)

Glendale, City of

San Fernando Wells Basin - Glendale Operable Units

Verdugo Basin Wells A & B

IEUA

Chino Basin Desalination Program, Phase 1/ Inland Empire

Chino Basin Desalter 2

MWDOC

Arlington Basin Groundwater Desalter Project

IRWD DATS Potable (Exempt)

IRWD Irvine Desalter Project Potable

IRWD Irvine Desalter Project Potable (Non-Potable)

Mesa Colored Water Treatment Facility, Phase 1

SJC San Juan Desalter GRP Project

South Coast WD Capistrano Beach Desalter

Tustin Desalter 17th St.

Tustin Main Street Nitrate

Well 28

SDCWA

Lower Sweetwater Desalter, Phase 1

Oceanside Mission Basin Desalter, Phase I and II

Three Valleys MWD

City of Pomona VOC Plant

Pomona Well #37

Torrance, City of

Madrona Desalter (Goldsworthy)

West Basin MWD

West Basin C. Marvin Brewer Desalter

Western MWD

Arlington Basin Groundwater Desalter Project

Chino Basin Desalination Program, Phase I / Western

Chino Basin Desalter 2

THE METROPOllT
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Yield! Online

Capacity (AF) Date*

2,600

2,744

14,517

5,807

3,360

4,500

1,600

8,469

2,750

6,000

8,000

2,000

8,000

6,700

4,500

11,300

4,800

1,300

3,200

2,000

4,300

3,600

6,500

4,678

1,100

2,400

1,524

4,100

2,000

8,000
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EXISTING & PLANNED LOCAL GROUNDWATER RECOVERY, RECYCLING, & SEAWATER DESALINATION

PROJECTS

Camrosa Brackish Water Reclamation Project

Camrosa Santa Rosa Basin Desalter

Golden State Desalter

Somis Desalter (District 19)

South Las Posas Desalter

West Simi Desalter (District 8)
Eastern MWD

Perris Desalter II
MWDOC

South Coast WD Capistrano Beach Desalter Expansion
Pasadena, City of

Sunset Reservoir Well Treatment, IX
SDCWA

San Dieguito River Basin Brackish GW Recovery and Treatment
Torrance, City of

Madrona Desalter (Goldsworthy) Expansion
Western MWD

Arlington Basin Groundwater Desalter Project
Existing

Burbank, City of

Burbank Reclaimed Water System Project Expansion

BWP Power Plant

Caltrans

Calleguas MWD

Camrosa Water District Recycling System

City of Simi ValleylVCWWD No.8 Reclaimed Water Distribution System

Conejo Creek Diversion Project

Lake Sherwood Reclaimed Water System

Oak Park/North Ranch Water Reclamation Project

VCWWD No. 1/Moorpark WWTP Reclaimed Water Distribution System
Central Basin MWD

Century/Rio Hondo Reclamation Program

Cerritos Reclaimed Water Project

Lakewood Water Reclamation Project

Montebello Forebay
Eastern MWD

Eastern Regional Reclaimed Water System (Non-LRP)

Eastern MWD Recycled Water Pipeline Reach 1, Phase II

Eastern MWD Recycled Water Pipeline Reach 16

Rancho California Reclamation

Rancho California Reclamation Expansion
Foothill MWD

La Canada-Flintridge Country Club
Glendale, City of

Yield! Online

Capacity (AF) Date*

1,050 2020

5,040 2020

1,668 2020

2,800 2020

5,000 2020

2,800 2020

5,585 2020

700 2020

1,500 2020

500 2015

2,600 2020

8,000 2020

850

1,500

20

1,680

1,100

14,000

250

1,300

5,040

10,500

4,000

440

50,000

56,000

1,700

820

450

6,000

224
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EXISTING & PLANNED LOCAL GROUNDWATER RECOVERY, RECYCLING, & SEAWATER DESALINATION

PROJECTS

SJC Capistrano Valley Non-Domestic Water System Expansion

SJC Capistrano Valley Non-Domestic Water System Expansion (Non-LRP)

SMWD Chiquita Development of Non-Domestic Water System in Ladera
Ranch & Talega Valley

SMWD purchase from IRWD

SMWD Santa Margarita Water District Reclamation Expansion Project

South Coast WD South Laguna Reclamation Project (Non-LRP)

Trabuco Canyon Reclamation Expansion Project

Trabuco Canyon Reclamation Expansion Project (Non-LRP Floor)

Trabuco Canyon Reclamation Expansion Project (Non-LRP)
SDCWA

Camp Pendleton

Carlsbad MWD Encina Basin Water Reclamation Program - Phases I and II

Escondido Regional Reclaimed Water Project

Fairbanks Ranch

Fallbrook Reclamation Project

North City Water Reclamation Project

Oceanside Water Reclamation Project

Olivenhain Southeast Quadrant Recycled Water Project (4S Ranch WRF)
Olivenhain Southeast Quadrant Recycled Water Project (Non-LRP) (Santa Fe
Valley WRF)

Otay Recycled Water System

Padre Dam MWD Recycled Water System

Ramona MWD - San Vicente Water Pollution Control Facility

Ramona MWD - Santa Maria Water Reclamation Project

Rancho Santa Fe Water Pollution Control Facility

RDDMWD Recycled Water Program
RDDMWD Recycled Water Program (Non-LRP)

San Diego Wild Animal Park

San Elijo Water Reclamation System

Skyline Ranch

South Bay Water Reclamation Project

Valley Center - Lower Moosa Canyon

Valley Center MWD - Woods Valley Ranch

Whispering Palms
Santa Ana, City of

Green Acres Reclamation Project - Santa Ana
Santa Monica, City of

Dry Weather Runoff Reclamation Facility (SMURRF)
Three Valleys MWD

City of Industry Regional Water System - Walnut Valley

Fairway, Grand Crossing, Industry & Lycoming Wells into Reclamation System

Pomona Reclamation Project

Yield!
Capacity (AF)

2,895

565

2,772

321

3,600

1,450

800

280

250

1,700

5,000

2,800

308

1,200

17,500

200

1,788

100

7,500

850

585

400

500

648

3,426

168

1,600

28

1,670

476

300

448

800

280

2,584

1,184

9,320

Online
Date*
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EXISTING & PLANNED LOCAL GROUNDWATER RECOVERY, RECYCLING, & SEAWATER DESALINATION

PROJECTS

Long Beach, City of
Long Beach Reclamation Project Expansion, Phase II Boeing/Douglas Park

LADWP

LA-Glendale Storage & Distribution System Water Recycling Project
MWDOC

~ IRWD Michelson Reclamation Project Expansion, Phase II
'DC OCWD Groundwater Replenishment System Spreading Project. Phase II

& San Clemente Water Reclamation Project Expansion

SMWD Arroyo Trabuco Sump

SMWD Chiquita Development of Non-Domestic Water System Expansion I
SDCWA

Padre Dam MWD Recycled Water System
USGVMWD

Direct Reuse, Phase IIA Expansion/Rosemead Extension Project
Western MWD

Elsinore Valley/Summerly

Elsinore Valley/Tuscany, Phase IA

Elsinore Valley/Wildomar, Phase I
Feasibility

Calleguas MWD

VCWWD No.8 Reclaimed Water Distribution System Expansion
Eastern MWD

Eastern MWD Indirect Potable Reuse
Long Beach, City of

Alamitos Barrier Reclaimed Water Project, Phase II
LADWP

Elysian Park Tank & Pumping Station Water Recycling Project

Harbor Refineries Pipelines Water Recycling Project

LA Zoo Water Recycling Project

LAX Cooling Towers

Terminal Island AWTF and Distribution System Expansion Water Recycling
Project

Tillman Groundwater Replenishment System
MWDOC

EI Toro AWT Joint project (MNWD, ETWD & IRWD)

IRWD Michelson Reclamation Project Expansion, Phase III

LBCWD Laguna Canyon Blended Recycled Water

MNWD Phase V Recycled Water Distribution Expansion

OCWD Groundwater Replenishment System Seawater Barrier Project, Phase
III

OCWD Groundwater Replenishment System Spreading Project, Phase III

SMWD Chiquita Development of Non-Domestic Water System Expansion II

South Coast WD J.B. Latham AWT Joint project
SDCWA

Carlsbad MWD - Mahr Reservoir

Yield! Online
Capacity (AF) Date*

450 2014

2,600 2014

11,200 2011

20,000 2013

1,400 2012

270 2013

3,360 2014

3,304 2015

620 2020

1,380 2011

1,225 2011

300 2013

50 2018

15,000 2018

5,000 2018

500 2014

15,500 2015

500 2014

240 2018

10,000 2019

15,000 2019

400 2018

5,600 2014

100 2014

600 2014

15,000 2018

15,000 2018

5,600 2012

7,841 2012

151 2015
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EXISTING & PLANNED LOCAL GROUNDWATER RECOVERY, RECYCLING, & SEAWATER DESALINATION

PROJECTS

Yield!

Capacity (AF)

Online

Date*

1008

3,000

5,000

2025

2018

2020

2015

2015

2015

2011

2025

2012

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

2015

2016

2015

2020

1,200

1,300

500

300

300

500

150

672

41,400

10,000

4,900

25,000

35,000

56,000

56,000

20,000

56,000

28,000

Escondido Regional Reclaimed Water Project

Oceanside Water Reclamation Project

Olivenhain Joint RW Transmission Project with SFID and OMWD

Olivenhain Northwest Quadrant Recycled Water Project, Phase B

Olivenhain Wanket Reservoir RW Conversion

Santa Fe ID Evaluating Multiple Options

Valley Center MWD - North Village WRF

Lower Moosa Canyon WRF - AWT Upgrade
Three Valleys MWD

Thompson Creek
Torrance, City of

Joint Water Pollution Control Plant
USGVMWD

Direct Reuse

Groundwater Reliability Improvement Project

Joint Water Pollution Control Plant
West Basin MWD

EI Segundo Power Plant
Western MWD

City of Riverside Recycled Water Program
Advanced Planning (EIR/EIS Certified)

SDCWA

Carlsbad Seawater Desalination Project
MWDOC

c Huntington Beach Seawater Desalination Project
,,2 bliii Feasi i ity
2 SDCWA
n;

~ Camp Pendleton Seawater Desalination Project
a
... Rosarito Beach Seawater Desalination Feasibility Study
.l!! West Basin MWD
~m West Basin Seawater Desalination Project

VI Conceptual

Long Beach, City of
Long Beach Seawater Desalination Project

MWDOC

South Orange Coastal Ocean Desalination Project 16,000
*For projects without online dates provided by member agencies, for analysis. start years are assumed based on status: Under
Construction/2012, Full Design & Appropriated Funds/2014, Advanced Planning (EIR/EIS Certified)12016, Feasibility/2018 and Conceptual/2020.
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A.7 Conservation Technical Workgroup
Issue Paper

The purpose of this papd is to provide information on conservation activities, regulations, and potential
to assist the member agencies, Technical Oversight Committee, and Board Steering Committee in their
evaluation of resource packages in the IRP.

Summary
The Conservation workgroup pragmatically evaluated the current conservation program and organized
program opportunities for implementation within the years 2014 and 2035. This is to minimize overlap
of work done by the Program Advisory Committee which evaluates near-term program changes within
the next five years. Overall, the workgroup recommends that the regional conservation program should
move beyond the basic targets of the CUWCC's BMPs and begin focusing on programs that achieve
extraordinary conservation in the coming years. Program recommendations have been grouped into the
folloWing three categories followed by specific program recommendations or issues with implementation:

1. Recommendation for Metropolitan - modifications or additions that can be made to Metropolitan's
current conservation program

2. Legislation - recommendations on legislation that the region should pursue or support

3. Education and Outreach - changes or additions that should be made to current regional and statewide
programs

Specific challenges and strategies for implementation have been outlined. Several ofthe foreseen challenges
focus on funding limitations and high cost of programs. Thus, a major recommendation from the
workgroup is for the member agencies, Technical Oversight Committee, and Board Steering Committee to
consider funding alternatives to the current incentives structure and limited grant funding.

Background
Since the early 1990's, Metropolitan and its member agencies (the region) have earned national recognition
as leaders in water conservation. Commitment to conservation is reflected in the 1996 IRP, which
considered conservation as a "core" water supply and established initial targets for regional conservation
savings. The savings target was subsequently increased in the 2004 IRP Update. Table A.7.1 shows the
IRP conservation targets and estimated conservation savings.

The region encourages water-use effiCiency through research and development, financial incentives,

TABLE A.7.1 ANNUAL CONSERVATION TARGETS (AF)*

Category FY 2003 2010 2020 2025
1996 IRP Target 571,000 738,000 882,000 N/A

2004 IRP Update Target 654,000 865,000 1,028,000 1,107,000
Conservation Savings (as of CY 2008)** 701,000 873,000 965,000 1,032,000
·These numbers use 1980 as the base year. Conservation targets are based on water savings from active devices and code-based measures.
Estimates include savings from Metropolitan's active conservation programs, code-based (passive), system loss and un metered. price-effect
and pre-1990 conservation.

"'Conservation savings estimates were revised in September 2009 to account for changes in assumptions about new efficiency standards for
clothes washing machines and irrigation controllers that were not implemented as expected,

1. Draft September 22,2009
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programs to influence consumer behavior, education, new plumbing and compliance codes, support of
legislation, and retail customer conservation through tiered pricing. Between 1990 and 2008, Metropolitan
invested more than $223 million in conservation incentives, saving an average of 120,000 AF annually.2 In
addition to Metropolitan's investments, member agencies and end userS have local programs. Metropolitan
has extended incentives to residential, commercial, and industrial sectors and public agencies to encourage
the use ofwater-efficient technologies and business practices. Incentive-based programs are complemented
by public outreach and education activities, many of them tied to the California Friendly marketing
effort launched in 2006. In the first half of 2009, the public responded to a series of water use efficiency
signals initiated by Metropolitan, local agencies, and the state that resulted in overwhelming interest and
participation in Metropolitan's regional water conservation rebate programs.

Conservation programs offered by Metropolitan include:

• SoCal Water $mart: one-stop shop for residential customers, landscape and building contractors to
identify and apply for product rebates;

• Water Savings Performance Program: provides incentives for both landscape and water use efficiency and
industrial process improvements up to 100 percent of the project cost;

• Save-Water-Save-A-Buck Program: provides rebates for water-saving plumbing fixtures, landscaping
equipment, food-service equipment and targets multi-family dwellings for retrofits using high-efficiency
washers and toilets, and rotating nozzles for pop-up spray heads;

• Innovative Conservation Program: encourages research and development of new and creative ways to
conserve water. Individual and organizations can participate;

• Enhanced Conservation Program: provides funding directly to Metropolitan's member agencies to encourage
new and creative approaches to implement urban water conservation;

• Bewaterwise.com: web site portal that contains information on Metropolitan's rebate programs and
businesses and tips to save water;

• California Friendly Landscape Irrigation Efficiency Training: offers classroom and online training to professional
landscapers and residents;

• Community Partnering Program: provides cosponsorships to support water-related and education
community projects, programs, and events; and

• Support for Member Agency Programs: several conservation programs are implemented by Metropolitan's
member agencies but receive technical and financial support from Metropolitan.

In addition to regional programs implemented by Metropolitan, the member agencies make substantial
contributions to water conservation. Member and retail agencies may implement local water conservation
programs within their respective service areas and receive Metropolitan incentives for qualified retrofits
and other water saving actions. Typical projects include direct installation toilet projects, locally
administered clothes washer programs, residential water audits, and work completed under state or federal
grant programs. Many local agencies and member agencies use Metropolitan incentives as the basis for
meeting cost-share requirements for state and federal grants.

The 2004 IRP Update set a goal of 1.1 MAF a year by 2025, if the BMPs were successfully implemented
regionally. Towards that target, about 300,000 AF would come from incentive-based conservation (also
referred to as active conservation) with the remaining 800,000 AF saved through the impacts of water
rates and compliance with plumbing codes and other laws (also known as passive conservation). Even if
all active conservation programs were to end after calendar year 2008, savings from active conservation
programs completed to date provide a substantial contribution to overall water savings. See Figure A.7.1.

Although the majority of projected conservation savings are expected to come from code-based
conservation, active conservation programs play an important role in the subsequent adoption and
2. Metropolitan Water District of Southern California. Annual Progress Report to the California Legislature: Achievements in Conservation.
Recycling and Groundwater Recharge, February 2009.
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FIGURE A.7.1 TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSERVATION WITHOUT NEW ACTIVE CONSERVATION AFTER

CALENDAR YEAR 2008
1400000
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o
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Data: Mid-Fiscal Year 2008/2009

success of code-based conservation measures. Devices that are supported through active conservation
rebate programs can become code-based conservation if they are subsequently mandated in legislation
or regulations. For example, high-efficiency shower heads had formerly been rebated by Metropolitan,
with an assumption of a 3-year life. Due to changes in applicable plumbing codes, after 1992 the only
replacement shower heads available became water-conserving. This is a case where Metropolitan had
initiated water savings via incentives and now the plumbing code ensures and prolongs those savings.

Metropolitan recently adjusted its estimates for code-based savings by updating assumptions in its
conservation model. Metropolitan staff had anticipated increased water use efficiency standards for high
efficiency clothes washers and WBICs due to legislation and regulatory standards that were in place and
modified the conservation model to incorporate these savings as passive conservation. However, as of2009,
the new standards for these devices have not been implemented. Without new codes under enforcement, it
no longer makes sense to assume those code-based savings in the model. Given the current administrative
uncertainty involving the water efficiency standards, a decision was made in September 2009 to delete
the code-based savings derived from these devices. This has resulted in a reduction in the expected code
based conservation savings estimate for the region. As shown in Table A.7.2 below, the combined effect of
the two adjustments has caused Metropolitan's expected conservation savings to drop below the 2004 IRP
Update Targets for 2020 and 2025.

As shown in Tables A.7.1, Table A.7.2, and Figure A.7.1, the active and code-based programs currently in
place are estimated to exceed the 2010 target but drop below the 2020 and 2025 targets set by the 2004 IRP
Update.

Figure A.7.2 below is a conceptual illustration of how conservation savings help Metropolitan meet total
retail demand by lessening total demands on the region. Given the IRP conservation targets, Metropolitan
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1,032,000

2025

965,000

2020

873,000

2010

TABLE A.7.2 ADJUSTMENT OF CONSERVATION SAVINGS (AF)
continues to support
member agencies in
developing cost-effective Conservation Savings

BMP-guided conservation -S-a-v-in-g-s-w-it-h-h-ig-h-ef-fi-c-ie-n-cy-c-I-ot-h-e-s-w-a-sh-e-r-a-n-d--8S-4-,0-0-0--1-,0-4-7,-0-00--1,-13-2-,0-0-0

programs and devising WBIC Legislation

new programs. Savings without high efficiency clothes washer

It should be noted that the and WBIC Legislation
short-term effects of the 20041RP Update Target 865,000 1,028,000 1,107,000
recenteconomic downturn, These numbers use 1980 as the base year. Conservation targets are based on water savings from active

including reduction in devices and code·based measures

new housing and increase
in foreclosures, do not affect Metropolitan's long-term projections of regional water conservation. The
conservation model used by Metropolitan uses actual and projected population and housing data to
calculate the amount of conservation that has been or will be achieved. The model does not provide an
exact forecast of conservation at an exact point in the future; instead, the model provides an approximation
of savings throughout the years the conservation programs have been and will be in existence. The actual
quantity of savings may fluctuate as variables change, but the conservation model approximates the
conservation savings in the long-run.

The region is continually challenged with finding innovative and cost-effective ways to save more water.
Obtaining additional active conservation savings is becoming increasingly difficult and expensive as "low
hanging fruit" opportunities in the region are exhausted, particularly as residential indoor water-saving
devices approach market saturation in some areas. Future long-term savings potential will be increasingly
derived from customized commercial, industrial, and landscape programs. However, it is important to
acknowledge that the region is highly diverse and that different communities have different levels ofmarket

FIGURE A.7.2 RETAIL DEMANDS WITH/WITHOUT CONSERVATION

Retail Demand wlo Conservation

Conservation
Retail Demand with Conservation

LL«

Local Supplies

2010 2012 2014 2016 2018
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saturation for indoor devices and program implementation. Areas with older housing stock may obtain
more savings from indoor retrofits than areas with newer construction and more recent growth. New
mandates such as the Governor's call for a 20 percent statewide water use reduction by 2020 ("20 by 2020"),
various proposals from DWR and new legislation, which are detailed in this paper, pose new challenges for
conservation and could result in new targets.

Recommendations
This section explains recommendations for Metropolitan's conservation program to encourage further
conservation savings. The programs and devices considered in the section are for a long-term horizon
through 2035.

20x2020
In 2008, Governor Schwarzenegger called for a statewide 20 percent reduction in urban water use by 2020
as part of a comprehensive plan for the Bay-Delta. This initiative, commonly called "20x2020," will be a
major driver of future conservation programs as urban water suppliers implement programs to achieve
required targets. The framework for achieving the 20 percent goal may be established through legislation
or administrative action by DWR and may ultimately include both urban and agricultural water use. A
comprehensive approach that encompasses multiple water use sectors will increase the long-term benefits
of this initiative.

Urban water suppliers will be required to reduce water use on a per capita basis through enhanced
conservation and increased water use efficiency. Solutions will include increased use of recycled water to
offset potable demand. Although retail water suppliers may opt to comply on an individual basis, it will
likely be more cost effective for agencies to collaborate on a regional basis, such as through Metropolitan's
regional program.

As noted above, the Conservation workgroup recommends that the regional conservation program move
beyond the basic BMP targets of the CUWCC Memorandum of Understanding and focus on programs that
achieve extraordinary conservation. Conservation limited to BMP implementation will not enable suppliers
to achieve the 20x2020 targets. Metropolitan will need to work with the member agencies to establish
2020 targets and milestones as required for compliance, with implementation through a comprehen ive
regional program designed to achieve these goals. The program will need to offer flexibility for the varying
conditions across member agency service areas, such as demographics, land use and development, climate,
commercial and industrial water use, a well a pa t investments in conservation and recycled water. It
will also need to consider funding limitations discussed below.

Future Program Structure
In light of external factors that may affect future conservation opportunities, such as legislation, rates, and
water supply uncertainties, Metropolitan should continue to reassess its existing conservation programs to
present a focused and tactical approach to conservation that avoids free ridership, provides good customer
service and continues to facilitate market transformation, while keeping program costs at reasonable
levels. Metropolitan should continue to play an important role in regional education and public outreach,
legislative advocacy and provide technical assistance within the scope of Metropolitan's expertise. As of
August 2009, Metropolitan's Board of Directors is contemplating the role of Metropolitan in conservation.
The Board has asked Metropolitan staff to explore different funding options, including the feasibility of
a revolving fund loan program. Metropolitan works with its member agencies through the Program
Refinement Project Advisory Committee and the Member Agency Managers to help Metropolitan
to transition and modify conservation programs to meet the needs of both Metropolitan and member
agencies for regional benefits.

A major issue is to what extent conservation programs should be funded and administered on a regional
or local basis. There were different viewpoints that were expressed, including the view that Metropolitan
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should rely on its member agencies to provide local conservation-based rate structures, automated metering
infrastructure and other improvements to local infrastructure, and customer incentives. There were others
that supported the benefits of a regional approach. Currently, conservation is primarily implemented at
the regional scale, with Metropolitan, working with its member agencies, as the lead in designing and
administering programs. Some member and retail agencies run their own local conservation programs
independently of Metropolitan. Some of the reasons why the conservation program came to be a regional
program are:

• Cost Impacts: direct local funding for conservation programs has direct impacts on local budgets and rate
structures. Individual agencies within the region have different levels of resources and infrastructure
available to implement and sustain conservation programs within their service areas. The regional
program helps some agencies to fund conservation efforts through their imported supply purchases
from Metropolitan; and

• Economies of Scale: regional conservation programs have benefitted from economies of scale for region
wide administration and consistency of programming and educational messages. In addition, regional
funding mechanisms have facilitated leveraging of conservation funding by investor-owned utilities
that are regulated by the CPUc. In its 2005 Water Action Plan, the CPUC established a policy objective
for investor-owned water utilities to "strengthen water conservation programs to a level comparable
to those of energy utilities.") Retail public water utilities have aligned their incentive programs with
Metropolitan's regional programs for more effective consumer responses. Lastly, the regional program
reduces the duplication of efforts across member agency service areas.

Whether conservation programs are admini tered on a regional or local scale, it is essential that the region
continue to invest in conservation in order to meet California Water Code requirements, legislation such
as 20x2020, and IRP resource targets, as well as to maintain eligibility for state funding opportunities
through compliance of AB 1420 demand management measures.

Funding
Throughout the existence of Metropolitan's conservation program, Metropolitan and member agencies
have provided incentives that are directly passed onto the consumer conserving the water. However, there
are several areas where water agencies can make upgrades or repairs to their distribution systems that may
increase water-use efficiency, but in ways that are not exactly quantifiable or that vary with water supply
conditions.

Programs that contribute to water conservation but have not been incentivized under existing programs
include meter upgrades, rate structures, new billing and data collection systems and distribution
system repairs (details on these programs are provided below). Thus, the workgroup recommends that
Metropolitan consider funding alternatives or technical assistance in addition to the current incentives
structure.

In addition, the workgroup recommends that Metropolitan continue to work with state and federal
governments to secure and leverage funding opportunities for the region. Long-term planning has helped
position Metropolitan to adapt to changing fiscal circumstances and new water management directives by
the California Legislature. Voters have approved three statewide water bonds in recent years - Proposition
13 in 2000, Proposition 50 in 2002 and Proposition 84 in 2006. State support for local water projects
has increasingly focused on providing matching funds for regions with detailed water management plans.
Effective January 1, 2009, AB 1420 requires implementation of demand management measures in order
for urban water suppliers to be eligible for water management grants and loans. On the federal side, the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 has provided a one-time boost in federal funding
available for water conservation investments.

Metropolitan should continue to work with state and federal agencies such as the USBR and the EPA to
ensure that technical and financial cost-sharing assistance opportunities continue to be made available for
3. cpuc. Water Action Plan. December 15,2005. pp. 7-11.
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agencies in Metropolitan's service area. Metropolitan can assist member agencies to ensure compliance
with state and federal criteria in order to seek as much funding for the region as possible.

Water Accounting Program
Recently, the CUWCC acknowledged the need for more accurate water system audits and added more
stringent requirements that retailers and wholesalers must meet through BMP 1.2: System Water Audits,
Leak Detection and RepairA. For some agencies, the initial task of a system audit may be financially
burdensome. For even more agencies, the repairs or upgrades recommended by the audits are outside of
their financial capabilities.

Metropolitan can assist member agencies by providing technical and/or financial assistance for member
agencies on the implementation of water audits.

Water Budgeting
Water budgets, especially when paired in conjunction with the real-time data collection capabilities
of automated meter infrastructure (discussed in next section), offer significant potential for demand
side management. Most agencies in the Metropolitan service area have inclining block rate structures
to discourage excessive water use. However, most agencies do not have water budgeting systems and
software to profile and analyze their customers' accounts for usage and trends. Water agencies without
water budgeting systems may have difficulty tracking different funds and accounting for various customer
circumstances in water use. This lack of data and analytical capacity leaves agencies less able to equitably
or effectively implement measures such as peak seasonal demand rates, excessive use charges, and drought
surcharges. High cost of the development and management of water budgeting software is a major
impediment for agencies, as is limited staff and billing software restrictions and limitations.

Water budgets by individual household and by customer class, taking into account factors such as
household size, landscape size, and historical use, would enable water agencies to implement water pricing
schemes that can be calibrated more precisely and eqUitably than with simple tiered rates. In times of
drought, water budgets identify inefficient water users and allow the agency to target those customers
without haVing to unfairly increase rates or decrease allocations for all customers. Additional revenue
created from "penalty" rates can be used to fund more conservation programs. However, assistance will
likely be needed for many small retail water agencies (5,000 to 20,000 connections) that do not have the
staffing levels the larger agencies are able to provide.

DWR and the CUWCC identified the "Hybrid Per Capita/Percentage" rationing allocation method as a
preferred method for rationing residential water use in that it recognizes factors such as lot size, historic
use and economics, and is flexible and prOVides customers with the greatest control over how they use
their fixed allocation.s However, this method requires additional staff and sophisticated computer systems
to operate.

Additionally, the CUWCC, through its BMP 5 large landscape program, asks agencies to develop water
budgets for all dedicated landscape meters and the majority of the commercial mixed use meters within
their service area. At this time, the CUWCC promotes using water budgets no more than 70 percent of
annual average ETo (reference evapotranspiration). This is consistent with the state of California's updated
Model Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881), which is discussed later in this paper.

Irrigated area measurements are foundational to prOViding irrigation performance reporting and
implementing budget based tiered rate structures. As a readily available resource, DWR has infrared
aerial imagery that is accessible to water agencies. This imagery can be overlaid with parcel boundary data
to establish irrigated area measurements. Calculations can be automated to substantially reduce the costs
of acquiring area measurements. DWR's imagery coupled with future imagery would allow Metropolitan

4. BMP 1,2 (as of December 10, 2008) is formerly BMP 3 as amended September 30, 1997.
5. DWR Office of Water Use Efficiency and Transfers, Urban Drought Gu idebook: 2008 Updated Edition, 2008, Prepared in cooperation with
USBR and California Urban Water Conservation Council
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and member agencies to quantify long term changes or trends in urban landscaping, such as decreases in
the use of turf and increases in the use of California Friendly landscaping.

Metropolitan can partner with member agencies to assist local agencies with the development of water
budgets and increasing demand management capacity. Metropolitan might provide technical assistance
and consider funding mechanisms to member agencies that seek help with implementing water budgeting
systems, including assistance with landscape area measurements. For example, Metropolitan could hold
facilitated training workshops and gather standardized parcel information for the region. Metropolitan
could also help build on other computerized water budgeting efforts, such as the SDCWA's WaterSmart
Target program.

Water Rates & Pricing
With imported water costs rising, most of Metropolitan's member agencies are increasing their rates.
Many of the member agencies are using a variety of rate structures, which keep the agency revenue-neutral
and at the same time promote and encourage water conservation. These rate structures range from water
budget based rates to highly tiered water rates. It is likely that rates will play an important role in meeting
the IRP goals in the future. While water rates are within the purview of each retail agency, assessment
of the effectiveness of the rates and sharing information on rate structures will lead to the adoption of
more water-conserving rates. Metropolitan could lead an investigation to analyze and evaluate different
types of water pricing and rate structures being used by member agencies and make the findings and
recommendations available to retail agencies.

Automated Meter Inf~astructure

An advanced utility billing system, automated metering infrastructure is a smart technology that provides
online usage data on a real-time basis for both the utility and individual customers. Meter readers
automatically transmit data to network towers based on a program schedule. Towers can be mounted
on utility infrastructure, such as Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition antennas and water towers
to maximize range. The data has Significant water conservation potential. Typical water consumption
savings associated with automated metering infrastructure range from 6-15 percent. Water savings are
primarily achieved by identifying and repairing leaks, as well as customer behavior changes in response
to water usage information. When operating in conjunction with water budgets, automated metering
infrastructure can greatly increase the analytical capability of water agencies' demand management and
assess the effects of conservation programs and water pricing on consumer behavior. This technology is
evolving at a rapid rate. While initial costs may be high, meter retrofits pay for themselves over the long
run through efficiencies in meter reading and billing. Eastern MWD recently estimated costs to retrofit its
water meters to automated metering infrastructure at approximately $220/unit.

Metropolitan could encourage automated metering infrastructure by advocating for state grant funding to
be made eligible for automated metering infrastructure projects and obtaining outside funding for member
agency pilot programs. Metropolitan can also serve as a clearinghouse for sharing of updated information
on automated metering infrastructure as member agencies move toward this technology.

Region-Wide Saturation tudy of Inooor Plumbmg Fixtures
The workgroup recommends that Metropolitan conduct a region-wide market saturation study of indoor
plumbing fixtures for residential and commercial buildings to assess the effectiveness of conservation
programs and the remaining active conservation potential for different areas of the region. Data gathered
from the survey could be used to help agencies prioritize conservation funding strategies as well as improve
conservation models and water budgeting assumptions. This data would also help provide targeted funding
to areas where the most water conservation could be achieved.

Outdoor Conservation
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Over the years, Metropolitan's conservation programs have heavily focused on indoor water-savings,
exhausting opportunities to achieve additional water-savings in that sector. Meanwhile, outdoor water
consumption has only recently been addressed. Graywater systems are discussed in a separate Issue Paper
for Graywater. Recommendations to increase outdoor conservation programs are detailed below:

Bundle Incentives
To increase the participation in incentives programs, Metropolitan can bundle several outdoor conservation
rebates and offer increased financial rebates for additional devices installed. For example, homeowners
who install one device would only be given the basic incentive value, but they would also be eligible for
an extra amount for each additional device, on top of the incentive amount for each device. An outdoor
bundle can include:

• Plants (e.g., turf removal);

• Irrigation system upgrades (rotating nozzles, controllers, etc.);

• Cisterns;

• Permeable surfaces; and

• Synthetic turf.

Model Gardens
The workgroup also suggested that Metropolitan should continue to support water conservation gardens
that are associated with member agencies through Metropolitan's Community Partnering Program. This
program might find increased support and acceptance through school garden programs.

Industrial Process Improvement Program for Small Projects
To increase conservation, Metropolitan may consider revising its Industrial Process Improvement Program
to offer simplified criteria for small-scale programs. Under current rules, final payment is made only after
a 12-month monitoring period. The 12-month monitoring requirement may discourage small businesses
from attempting minor but collectively significant processes or irrigation system improvements. Tiered
monitoring criteria thresholds could be based on water saved or total project cost.

Legislation
This section explains suggested policy directions to increase water conservation that Metropolitan can
pursue through legislation. The programs considered in the section are for a long-term horizon through
2035.

Water Saving Device Standards
Metropolitan can pursue legislation for standards in water savings devices, such as

• 1.5 GPM shower heads;

• Clothes washers;

• Dishwashers; and

• Dipwells.

For shower heads, focus should be on new construction and on limiting the number of shower heads in
each shower. Workgroup members raised concerns that older homes without mixing valves have risk for
scalding if the shower head flow is less than two GPM. Moreover, retrofits of 1.5 GPM shower heads may
have limited cost effectiveness and water savings potential due to successful market saturation of 2.2 GPM
shower heads in the Metropolitan ervice area.

Water Conservation Trading/Transfers Market (Interstate, Statewide, Regional)
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Through legislative efforts, Metropolitan can provide leadership to establish innovative water conservation
markets. Some water suppliers have accomplished significant water conservation to date, and for them
reducing additional increments of per capita consumption have substantial marginal costs. Other water
suppliers still have low hanging fruit opportunities available. Markets could take advantage of the
differential in relative cost effectiveness of additional conservation within the Metropolitan service area,
between regions in California (e.g. Central Valley vs. Southern California), and possibly between states
(e.g. Las Vegas investment in desalination/conservation within Metropolitan's service area in return for
use of Colorado River water).

A case of a successful market program that has increased water use efficiency is in South Australia, where
users of the Murray-Darling River system participate in an open water market. Water is bought and sold
at varying prices depending on needs. A website-based system allows consumers to sell unused water or
ask for increased water supplies anywhere along the river system. Farmers who participate in the water
market have an incentive to increase on-farm water use efficiency to not only decrease overhead costs
associated with crop yield but also to allow for the opportunity to sell remaining water supplies.

Model Ordinance to Prohibit Wasteful Water Devices (Regional or Statewide)
Metropolitan could promote regional or statewide adoption ofa model ordinance to prohibit wasteful water
devices. Widespread adoption of a consistent ordinance across jurisdictions would facilitate education,
compliance, and enforcement for consumers, regulators, and industry. The Workgroup commented that
a model ordinance would be more effective as a general rule on "water features" rather than be focused on
specific devices.

Education & Outreach
This section explains educational programs that Metropolitan can pursue to encourage water conservation.
The programs considered in this section are for a long-term horizon through 2035. Metropolitan should
refocus its conservation program on regional efforts that benefit all member agencies, such as regional
education and public outreach, legislative advocacy, and provide technical assistance within the scope of
Metropolitan's expertise.

Consumer Awareness of WaterSense® Label
Metropolitan could promote efforts to increase consumer brand-name awareness of the EPA's WaterSense
label. The WaterSense label identifies a water-efficient product as haVing been independently tested and
certified to meet WaterSense criteria for efficiency and performance. Strategy for promoting WaterSense
could be modeled after the success of the EPA's ENERGY STAR~ Program. Public awareness of the
ENERGY STAR label grew to more than 70 percent in 2008, an increase of about 20 percentage points
over the previous five years. In many major markets where local utilities and other organizations use
ENERGY STAR to promote energy efficiency to their customers, public awareness of ENERGY S1AR was
even higher, averaging nearly 80 percent.6 The WaterSense label is newer than the ENERGY STAR label
and has yet to reach a high-level of consumer awareness.

An example of a successful water efficiency product labeling program can be found in Australia. Water
Efficiency Labeling and Standards is Australia's water efficiency labeling scheme for water-using appliances.
The label carries two pieces of information to help the consumer to compare products - a star rating (scores
range from one to six) and a figure for water consumption per use or water flow per minute.

Metropolitan has the ability to promote the WaterSense label through increased education and participation
considering the size of its service area and market reach.

Partnerships to Increase Awareness of Landscape & Plumbing Standards

6. 2008, April 10, "Public Awareness 01 ENERGY STAR Surges, Helps to Fight Climate Change", EPA Press Release. Accessed 3/2/09. Available
onl ineat http://yosemite.epa.gov/o paladmpress.nsf/deS7b08b5acd42bc852573c90044a9c41e68659035c18a32885257427004d3912! OpenDocume
nt.
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As Metropolitan makes progress in pursuing conservation-related legislation, it should seek partnerships
to inform industry and the public on the latest programs and standards. For example, organizations that
hold training workshops, such as Green Plumbers, California Landscape Contractors Association, and the
Center for Irrigation Technology, could be provided with material for a teaching module On California
Friendly Landscaping. Metropolitan should continue support for the California Friendly Landscape
Training Program to inform residential customers.

Collaboration with Regulatory Agencies
The workgroup suggested that Metropolitan may assist in promoting collaboration with regulatory agencies
at the local and state levels such as cities and counties, the Regional Water Quality Control Boards, the
SWRCB, and the CPUC, as well as other types of agencies such as wastewater and stormwater entities.
For example, CPUC approval is needed for Metropolitan to go beyond pilot projects with inve tor owned
utilities for embedded water savings. There is unmet potential for strategic coordination of water-energy
incentives (e.g., one-stop-shop-combined rebate integrated with Bewaterwise.com) that reward energy and
gas utilities for saving water and mitigating peak water demands.

Implementation of the AB 32 Global Warming Solutions Act of2006, which requires the state to reduce its
greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels by 2020, establishes a growing nexus between water and energy
efficiency policy considerations. This will necessitate a higher level of collaboration among water agencies
and the California Air Resources Control Board than was customary in the past.

In February 2008, Governor Schwarzenegger wrote to the California Senate outlining key elements of a
comprehensive solution to the Bay-Delta; the first element on the Governor's list is "a plan to achieve a
20 percent reduction in per capita water use statewide by 2020" in comparison to 2008 water use levels.
As state policy puts increasing emphasis on water conservation, with more and more timetables, targets,
and mandates for local agencies, it becomes increaSingly important for water agencies within the region
to have coordinated and effective conservation strategies. Recent examples of state policy directions
with water conservation implications are the Governor's 20x2020 Initiative, AB 1420, and AB 1881. AB
1420 requires urban water suppliers to implement demand management measures in order to be eligible
for water management grants and loans, effective January I, 2009. AB 1881 requires local agencies, by
January 1, 2010, to adopt the state's Updated Model Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance or equivalent
or it will be automatically adopted by statute. The bill also requires the California Energy Commission,
in consultation with DWR, to adopt, by regulation, performance standards and labeling requirements for
landscape irrigation equipment.

Metropolitan can work with member agencies to have region-wide compliance with state laws and
coordinate conservations programs to optimize regional savings and streamline reporting requirements.

Summary of Recommendations
General
• Continue to reassess the existing conservation programs to ensure that they present a focused and

tactical approach to conservation that avoids free ridership, prOVides good customer service and
continues to facilitate market transformation, while keeping program costs at reasonable levels;

• Metropolitan should continue to play an important role in regional education and public outreach,
legislative advocacy and prOVide technical assistance within the scope of Metropolitan's expertise; and

• Continue to work with federal and state agencies for technical and financial assistance opportunities.

Financial Assistance to Member Agencies
• Assist member agencies with the cost of conducting water system audits;

• Assist local agencies with start-up costs to develop water budgets;
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• Bundle conservation incentives programs;

• Continue support for water conservation gardens through Metropolitan's Community Partnering
Program; and

• Streamline Water Savings Performance Program criteria for small-scale projects.

Technical Assistance to Member Agencies
• Offer technical assistance to member agencies seeking help with implementing water budgeting systems

and build on other existing water budget efforts;

• Lead an investigation to analyze and evaluate different types of water pricing and rate structures and
make findings available to member agencies;

• Encourage automated metering infrastructure by advocating for state grant funding to be made eligible
for automated metering infrastructure projects and serving as a clearinghouse for technical information
on automated metering infrastructure; and

• Conduct a region-wide market saturation study of indoor plumbing fixtures for both residential and
commercial sectors.

Legislation
• Pursue legislation for standards in water saving devices;

• Encourage legislation to establish regional or statewide water conservation transfer markets; and

• Support regional or statewide adoption of a model ordinance to prohibit wasteful water devices.

Education & Outreach
• Promote efforts to increase brand-name awareness of the EPA's WaterSense label;

• Partner with professional associations to inform industry and the public;

• Collaborate with regulatory agencies to coordinate programs and policies; and

• Work with member agencies to have region-wide compliance with state laws and to coordinate
conservation programs (such as 20 by 2020) to optimize regional savings and streamline reporting
requi rements.
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A.8 Graywater Technical Workgroup
Issue Paper

The purpose of this papd is to provide information on graywater activities, regulations, and the potential
to assist the IRP Technical Oversight and Board Steering Committees in their evaluation of resource
packages for this IRP Update.

Summary
Overall, the Graywater Workgroup recommends that Metropolitan should not take an active role in
providing financial incentives for installing graywater systems because of high costs, lack of data, and
uncertainty in the regulatory environment. The state of California currently has some of the most stringent
standards for graywater systems in the country. This has impeded installation of professional graywater
systems and has the unintended consequence of undocumented and noncompliant use of graywater at the
grassroots level. With recent legislation (SB 1258) and possible future legislation, there will be opportunity
for changes to the regulatory framework in the middle- to long-term. As regulations change, it may make
sense to reevaluate the potential and cost-effectiveness of graywater incentives.

Instead of providing financial incentives, the Workgroup recommends that Metropolitan focus its efforts
toward reviewing and suggesting standards and pursuing changes to legislation in order to reduce barriers
for consumer acceptance of graywater. It was generally agreed that more research and development is
needed before market potential and cost-effectiveness of graywater can be established. Moreover, the
potential for graywater implementation is likely to be Significantly affected by changes made to the
California Plumbing Code, which is currently under a triennial review cycle.

The Workgroup recognized a growth in public awareness (as well as misconceptions) about graywater and
its potential. However, given the 2035 time-horizon of the 2009 IRP Update, it felt that graywater should
have a place in Metropolitan's long term strategic planning.

Background
Graywater was not identified as a water supply component in the 2004 IRP Update. Program potentials
have been examined through the Technical Workgroup based on stakeholder comments and the Oversight
Committee's direction.

The 2007 California Plumbing Code defines graywater as:

"untreated waste water which has not come into contact with toilet waste. Graywater includes waste water
from bathtubs, showers, bathroom wash basins, clothes washing machines, and laundry tubs, or an equivalent
discharge as approved by the Administrative Authority. It does not include waste water from kitchen sinks,
photo lab sinks, dishwashers, or laundry water from soiled diapers. 2

"

Graywater for subsurface irrigation is currently legal in California per Appendix G of the 2007 California
Plumbing Code, but obtaining a permit can be difficult. For health reasons, the California Plumbing Code
requires separate piping, valves, and other graywater system components from potable water systems.
Because graywater can contain pathogens, the system must be designed and operated to prevent graywater
from reaching the land surface or becoming airborne. Consequently, graywater use in California is
currently restricted to subterranean irrigation and cannot be used to water vegetables or fruit that grows
on the ground.

1. Draft August 17, 2009
2. 2007 Edition of the California Plumbing Code, Appendix G: Graywater Systems
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As part of the 2007 California Plumbing Code, enforcement of these standards falls within the purview
of local cities and counties. Several communities in the Metropolitan Water District's service area allow
permitting for graywater, including San Diego County, Los Angeles County, and the cities of Pasadena,
Santa Monica, and Malibu. In California, graywater is currently used for irrigation of landscaping at the
site of generation. Graywater systems would enable homeowners to maintain landscaping without facing
high water bills or fines during drought periods.

The 2007 California Plumbing Code only allows outdoor subsurface use and does not provide for toilet
flushing with graywater. However, this restriction may change for the 2010 California Plumbing Code
because of the passage of SB 1258 that specifically calls for the "submission of building standards for the
construction, installation, and alteration of graywater, as defined, systems for indoor and outdoor uses
[emphasis added]." Treated graywater from showers and bathtubs can be used for flushing toilets in some
European and Australian jurisdictions. In Japan, use ofhandwash basins mounted on top of toilet tanks for
reuse of the wash water in subsequent toilet flushes is common in residential and commercial toilets (this
technique is known as water cascading). Similarly, graywater is used extensively for indoor nonpotable
residential and commercial applications in other arid countries such as Saudi Arabia.

As mentioned above, California's graywater standards for both indoor and outdoor use underwent a
major revision to help streamline the regulatory requirements and expand the use of graywater. Most
recently, the timeline to update the standards was expedited through proposed adoption of emergency
standards. The California Department of Housing and Community Development completed its draft of
the updated plumbing code standards, which were reviewed and adopted by the Building and Standards
Commission in August 2009. Some key provisions of the adopted revisions under the emergency express
terms include: the allowance of the installation of single fixture systems without the requirement to apply
for a construction permit, elimination of a requirement to include a tank in the design, a minimum
depth to groundwater of three feet and simplification of testing to determine depth to groundwater, and a
requirement that graywater for indoor use must meet the same quality standards as Title 22 recycled water.
After a formal public comment period is concluded and the new regulations become permanent, it will be
up to local jurisdictions to determine how to adopt local requirements.

It is important to note that graywater is not recycled water. Unfortunately, in some references, the term
"graywater" is used loosely to mean any and all nonpotable water, including reclaimed or recycled water
which has been treated to high quality California Title 22 Standards (Title 22, Division, 4, Chapter 3, 4 of
the California Code of Regulations). This has resulted in some confusion and distrust with regards to the
safety and quality of tertiary-treated recycled water. Therefore, a clear distinction between "graywater"
and "recycled water" is a more serious concern than mere semantics. A comparison between recycled
water and graywater is shown in Table A.8.1 below.

Opportunities
Market Potential
California is characterized by poor graywater permit participation rates and a lack of data for actual
graywater usage. There are a number ofcommercial graywater systems that could be available in California,
but they are not on the market at the present time because they may not meet the strict requirements of
the 2007 California Plumbing Code. The permitting process is so intimidating that the County of Los
Angeles' Department of Health Services usually approves fewer than ten systems each year, and most are
for new construction.3 California-compliant subsurface irrigation systems have greater market potential
with new construction than as relatively expensive retrofits. In areas where recycled water is unavailable,
there may be opportunities for developers who install graywater systems in new residential construction
to qualify for water demand management offset credit for projects under SB 610 Water Supply Assessments
and SB 221 Written Verifications of Water Supply.

However, it is widely acknowledged that there are many systems in California that are undocumented do-
3. Carpenter, Susan. "Gray water permit details:' Los Angeles Times September 27, 2008, F·9
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TABLE A.8.1: RECYCLED WATER VS. GRAYWATER IN CALIFORNIA

What It Is

(in California)

Quality

Allowed Uses

Regulation

Distribution

Recycled Water (Title 22 standards)

Recycled water is wastewater that has been
subjected to treatment and purification to
make it suitable for a range of beneficial uses,
from crop irrigation to replenishing potable
water sources (i.e. groundwater recharge),
depending on the level of treatment.

By definition, recycled water is a product
of a treatment process, which can include
primary, secondary, and tertiary treatment.
In some cases, more advanced treatment
may be used, such as RO, microfiltration, and
ultraviolet radiation.

Permissible types of use are dictated by the
level of treatment and purification.
Tertiary disinfected recycled water can be
used for many beneficial uses including
irrigation of edible crops and recreation
where full body contact with water may occur.

The CDPH standards for recycled water are
referred to as "Title 22." These standards are
incorporated in Title 22, Division 4, Chapter 3,
of the California Code of Regulations.

Distributed from a centralized wastewater
treatment plant or a recycled water treatment
plant.
Conveyed in a purple pipe distribution system
separate from the existing potable water and
sewer systems.

Graywater

Graywater is wastewater originating from
showers, bathtubs, clothes washers, and hand
washing lavatory sinks.
Excludes water from toilets and kitchen sinks.

Graywater is generally untreated

Graywater use is currently limited to outdoor
subsurface application through drip and mini
leach field irrigation systems
May not come into contact with humans, rise
to the surface, or become airborne.
May not be used to irrigate vegetables or
fruits that touch the ground.

The rules for designing and installing a
graywater system are described in Appendix
G of the 2007 California Plumbing Code,
Part 5, Title 24, of the California Code of
Regulations.

Produced and used on-site in a decentralized
fashion, within 24 hours.
Conveyed in a system separate from the
existing potable water and sewer systems.

it-yourself systems that may not be in compliance with state plumbing code provisions. This suggests a
consumer interest for simple graywater systems. On average, the City of Santa Monica receives more than
one call each week from single family homeowners who are interested in installing graywater systems and
rain harvesting systems, although few decide to pursue the formal permit process.

CUWCC BMPs/Flex Track Menus
Since 2008, graywater has been recognized by the CUWCC as a water savings technology within its Flex
Track menus. Flex Track menu options are alternative measures for Residential, CII, and Landscape
water conservation BMPs that may be implemented to meet the water savings goals for the respective
BMPs. Agencies that pursue the Flex Track options are responsible for achieving water savings greater
than or equal to that which would they would have achieved using only the BMP list items. Graywater is
recognized in the 2008 Commercial, Industrial and Institutional Flex Track Menu (item lOc) and the 2008
Landscape Flex Track Menu (item 3g).4

Legislation
Recent legislation, SB 1258 directs the California Department of Housing and Community Development
to be the state agency responsible for proposing building standards for the construction, installation, and

4. CUWCC Flex Track Menus. Available at http://www.cuwcc.org/f1ex·track-menu.aspx
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alteration of residential graywater systems. Significantly, SB 1258 directs the state, for the first time, to
propose regulations for indoor residential use of graywater; to the present day, graywater use has never
been allowed inside the home in California. These new standards will then be recommended to the
California Building Standards Commission for adoption. The legislation required California Department
of Housing and Community Development to convene a stakeholders' group and consider such factors as
public health, existing research, and regulations from other jurisdictions in the U.S. and other nations.
California Department of Housing and Community
Development has had active • • ~ '" • • stakeholder involvement
in the process and has incorporated many of
the recommendations of the stakeholders into
the draft standards. DWR In 2005, a nationwide survey by the Alternative retains responsibility

Technology Association suggested that
over commercial and regulations prohibiting installation of graywater industrial systems.
Depending on the outcome diverters were not achieving their intended of the regulatory process,
there may be a need for effect. The Alternative Technology Association additional legislation.
Graywater proponents surveyed 120 members. nationwide. to gauge have recommended a
regulatory approach similar the nature and extent of graywater use in to what has been done
in Arizona since 2001 Australia. The survey results suggested to greatly simplify the
permitting process while graywater users avoid red tape-88 percent of at the same time protect
public health. Arizona systems were installed without local government differs from California

consultation. The survey also found that manyin that it has a three tiered approach based on the sizegraywater users were not cognizant of the key
of graywater systems, and rules for using graywater safely. More than one- regulators require that
systems meet performance in-four (27percent) were irrigating vegetables goals rather than
specific design standards. with untreated graywater and 33 percent used Graywater systems for
residential direct reuse that recycled kitchen water. which carries a higher risk are 400 GPD or less have
blanket coverage under a of soil contamination than laundry or bathroom general permit and users
are not required to submit sink water. 86 percent of respondents did not an application. Systems
greater than 400 GPD engage a licensed plumber to carry out the require a standard permit,
and any systems over 3,000 work. 95 percent of systems were home-made GPD are considered on a

diversions. None of the respondents expressed
case by case basis. Public interest to treat the graywater. although the health arguments in favor
of Arizona's regulatory expense of treatment systems was not raised stance are that it has
resulted in much higher as a concern. 88 percent of respondents were public compliance
with regulations, a more motivated solely by a desire to conserve water. developed market for
approved graywater system compared with 9 percent who wanted to reduce devices and professional
installation services, and their water bills. better data for regulators.
A description of Arizona's graywater is provided in

h Th "Alternative Technology Association Graywater Project fi
AHac ment A.8.a. ere Report. November 2005.. pp. 19.20. Available at http://www. are opportunities or
Metropolitan to take an ata.org.au/wp-content/projects/smartwatedinal_report.pdf active role in pursuing
reasonable regulation and legislation to reduce
barriers to consumer use of graywater systems by
tracking and providing comments.

Costs & Benefits

System Components & Costs
Graywater system configurations can vary from simple, homeowner installed gravity-fed systems with
leach fields to professionally installed, sophisticated automated systems with subsurface irrigation. The
latter include tanks which collect graywater, sump pumps for discharge, media filters, back-flow prevention
devices to prevent potable water contamination, an array of irrigation piping and drip emitters, three-way
electronic flow control valves, and automated electronic graywater controllers. Because of the expense of
retrofitting a single-family structure with a professional graywater system, the primary target market for
graywater systems has been newly constructed homes.
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The cost of graywater systems varies widely, depending on compliance with code, level of treatment, and
size and sophistication of the system. Capital costs for professional systems can exceed 20,000 for high
end systems, This does not include the cost for permitting, maintenance, and inspections. For example,
the City of Santa Monica requires all permitted graywater systems to have approved reduced pressure (RP)
backflow devices, which must be inspected annually by a certified cross-connection tester at a cost of about
$200 per device per year. On the opposite end of the cost continuum, some suggested that a non-permitted
system could cost as little as $200 with expected savings of 3,800 gallons/year.

Graywater costs can vary even more widely in jurisdictions outside of California; within Arizona
guidelines, direct delivery of laundry water with a simple gravity-fed surge tank can theoretically be done
for less than $100. The water purveyor of Western Australia, the Water Corporation, estimates the cost for
graywater systems in its jurisdiction to be between AU $4 and AU $5 per kiloliter saved, or approximately
US $3,900 to $4,900/AF.5 Storage tanks, pumps, and treatment measures add to the system cost.

In the U.S, there is no official clearinghouse making it difficult for consumers to purchase and install
graywater systems. Many graywater experts, such Water Conservation Alliance of Southern Arizona
(Water CASA), avoid recommending to consumers any one-size-fits-all approach to graywater, and
instead emphasize that each site is different, particularly when doing retrofits. They urge careful analysis
of how and where the graywater will be used before deciding on a system design. Since 2005, the City of
Santa Monica has permitted four graywater systems, of which three received funding through the city's
sustainable landscape grant program. As of March 2009, only one system has yet been completed and
approved. Permitting fees are close to $800 because of review and inspection requirements. The first
graywater system permitted in City of Santa Monica was highly advanced and used a combination of
potable water, graywater and cistern water for garden irrigation. It took three years for it to be finalized and
approved. Because it was determined that cistern water must be kept in a separate system, the homeowner
had to re-plumb both systems. Total cost of the original graywater system was $20,750 for expected water
savings of 71,000 gallons/year. Assuming a IS-year system life and a discount rate of six percent, the
capital cost per AF of water saved would be roughly $95,200 for Santa Monica's only approved graywater
system, with a repayment time for capital of 94 years. Another graywater system being permitted by the
city is an off-the-shelfsystem that did not include an air gap as required by regulation. The installed system
is in the process of being retrofitted to meet the code at additional cost to the customer. The cost of the
original system was $14,200, with expected water savings of 31,200 gallons per year. The capital cost per
AF of water saved for this off-the-shelf (and unapproved) system prior to retrofits would be $148,000, with
a capital recovery cost of 146 years. Both cases assume a sufficient supply of graywater. These estimates do
not include cost for annual inspection, operation, and maintenance. Table A.S.2 below summarizes the
estimated costs for the two graywater system examples in Santa Monica.

TABLE A.8.2: ESTIMATED GRAYWATER SYSTEM COSTS, SANTA MONICA EXAMPLES (2009 DOLLARS)

Capital Cost
Water Savings
Capital Cost Per AF, over 15 years*

Repayment Time of Capital Cost

Santa Monica Project #1
(approved)

$20,750,28
71,000 gallons/year

$95,200/AF

94 years

Santa Monica Project #2
(requires additional retrofits for approval)

$14,200.00
31,200 gallons

$148,000/AF

146 years
~El(c1udes costs for annual inspection, operation, and maintenance.

A different range of costs is reported in a 1999 document6 prepared by the City of San Diego analyzed
possible water and/or sewer discount fees to promote installation ofgraywater systems for new construction
and developed cost estimates for three different types:
S. Water Corporation. Information Sheet: Greywater Reuse and Recycling. March 2008, Available at http://www.watercorporation.com.au/
waterforever
6. City of San Diego, Manager's Report, Report No. 99·107, May 26,1999.
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• Basic: gravity-fed with no pumps or filters;

• Intermediate: system consisting of a tank, filter, and pump, controller and direct potable connection to
backwash filters; and

• Advanced: configured similar to intermediate systems with the addition of direct connection for
supplemental water and a fully automated controller for both potable and graywater.

Estimated capital and O&M costs (in 1999 dollars) for each type of graywater system are listed in Table
A.8.3.

TABLE A.8.3: ESTIMATED NEW CONSTRUCTION GRAYWATER SYSTEM COSTS (1999 DOLLARS)

System Type
Capital Cost

Annual 0 & M

Cost Per AF, over 15 years

Repayment Time of Capital Cost

Basic
$650

minimal

Intermediate
$3,700

$162
$2,500

1.5 years

Advanced
$4,200

$162
$1,700

2.5 years

It is important to note that this study only considered graywater systems for new construction. It is much
less expensive to install graywater systems as part of new constructions than to retrofit existing structures.
Estimates exclude the cost of the basic irrigation system, cost to dual plumb new single family residences,
and mark-up to retrofit existing residences built on concrete slabs.

In the 1999 City of San Diego study, assuming a IS-year system life and a discount rate of six percent,
the cost of purchasing and maintaining a graywater system over its useful life would be approximately
$5,365 for an "intermediate" system and $5,897 for an advanced system. This number equals the sum
of the initial purchase and installation price plus the $162 annual maintenance cost discounted over 15
years. During the IS-year period, the intermediate system would save about 2.1 AF of potable water and
the advanced system would save about 3.5 AF. The cost per AF of water saved by the graywater system
would therefore be roughly $2,500 for an intermediate system and 1,700 for an advanced, fully automated
system assuming, in both cases, a sufficient supply of graywater.

Water Savings & Cost Effectiveness
As discussed in the previous section, there is wide range of estimates for water savings and system costs
associated with residential graywater systems. Estimated water savings from graywater systems examples
in the cities of Santa Monica and San Diego are shown above in Table A.S.2 and Table A.8.3, respectively.
Without more data and documentation, it is difficult to determine cost effectiveness for graywater within
the region.

The amount of potable water displaced by graywater irrigation depends on a number of factors, including
amount of graywater produced by permitted sources, soil type, plant material, the size and nature of the
irrigated area, rainfall and plant evapotranspiration rates. Since irrigation requirements are seasonal
(typically less during winter and more during summer), graywater systems may produce a surplus of usable
water during part of the year and require supplemental potable water during other parts of the year.

Padre Dam MWD in the City of Santee initiated a pilot project in 2000.7 This study compared new
construction with retrofits. Based on data from a small sample (ultimately a total of five homes), the pilot
study found that the capital cost for a graywater system that met existing state regulations ranged from
$3,000-5,000 per unit. The pilot study also found that graywater systems had potential benefits to reduce
demand for potable water for irrigation purposes and to reduce wastewater flows, but were undermined by
several real-world obstacles and that actual performance was influenced by many factors, including:

7. Padre Dam MWD, Final Report for Grey Water Pilot Project (Pilot Study) in Conjunction with the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of
Reclamation. October 5, 2006.
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• User's familiarity with the system;

• Size of landscaping area that can utilize the graywater system;

• Local health department and jurisdictional agencies' acceptance;

• O&M of the system; and

• Amount of water contributed to the graywater system.

Other Benefits
In addition to water savings, graywater systems can have the added benefit of reducing discharges into
the sewer system or the individual on-site septic tank/leach field. The reduction in community sewerage
system loading may not be significant unless a large percentage of households adopt graywater systems.
Still, peak loading reduction and treatment cost reductions may become significant if enough residential
and commercial graywater systems are installed and operated. In the case of households that rely on
individual treatment and disposal systems, graywater systems can provide a benefit in extending the life
and performance of their septic systems. However, sewage capacity should not be reduced. In the event of
graywater system failure, there must be an option to connect to the sewage disposal system. On the other
hand, under system-specific circumstances, excessive graywater diversions may have unintended negative
effects for sewage treatment operations, as discussed later in this paper.

Challenges For Implementation
The Graywater Workgroup identified several challenges for implementing graywater. The challenges can
be separated into three broad categories: institutional, technological, and public communication.

Institutional Challenges

Regulatory CO'1str mts
As discussed earlier in this Issues Paper, California has some of the most restrictive graywater rules in the
U.S. Current California standards allow use of graywater only for subsurface irrigation of landscaping in
single- and multi- family residential, commercial, and institutional structures. These standards specify in
detail the design and operation of a graywater system that eliminates the possibility of human exposure
to graywater. These same rules also eliminate opportunities for innovative graywater use in indoor and
outdoor above-ground nonpotable applications. The prescriptive nature of the regulations precludes
technological innovations that would otherwise be made available in a market. For example, rainwater
cannot be combined with graywater. Graywater in a holding tank must be used within 24-hours and any
excess must flow to the sanitary sewer. Conversely, rainwater is not allowed to flow into the sanitary sewer
and must flow to a storm drain.

CII & MultdamJly vs. Smgle-Family Residential
The Workgroup recognized that there are significantly greater complexities involved with CII and
Multifamily residential graywater systems as compared with Single-family residences. The larger scale and
greater potential risks involved with CII and Multifamily units would require a separate set of standards
than individual homes.

Undocumented Use & Lac'" of Dlta
The strictness of the California graywater standards has limited the quantity of graywater systems
being permitted. Most residential graywater use in California is undocumented and the state has few
reliable figures as to actual usage or water quality. Pilot studies that have been conducted have had small
sample sizes and many of them had inconclusive or mixed results. The Workgroup generally agreed
that more research and development is needed before the effectiveness of graywater can be established.
Without additional information, it will be difficult for agencies to determine cost-effectiveness or to set
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implementation goals for the region.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that there is a latent consumer demand for inexpensive, simple graywater
systems. The mainstream media has given publicity to a grassroots group called the Greywater Guerrillas
that endorses and even prOVides training workshops and teaching materials on how to install inexpensive,
dO-it-yourself systems to divert washing machine water into their gardens.s These systems are illegal as
defined by current law. Because they are done outside the law, usually without the benefit of professional!
licensed expertise, they are without checks and balances to ensure education or compliance with basic
public health precautions. Unless the regulations change, it appears that more graywater systems will be
installed illegally without documentation, inspection, or knowledge by the authorities. It will be important
for regulations to change while maintaining a balance between public health risks and reasonable costs.

Technological Challenges

Subsurface IrngatlOn
Subsurface irrigation, as required by the 2007 California Plumbing Code, often yields unsatisfactory results.
Depending on grade and soil type, uneven distribution of water may leave some areas of the landscape
oversaturated and other parts parched. Moreover, the sophisticated plumbing requirements for subsurface
irrigation make graywater systems prohibitively expensive and intrusive as a retrofit to existing homes.

The current requirement that graywater drip lines be buried at least nine inches beneath the surface can be
impractical for newly-installed landscape and plants with shallow root zones, including young California
Friendly plants. Drought tolerant plants typically cannot be effectively irrigated with 9-inch subsurface
systems until they are firmly established.

Drain-Ime Carry Pel forMan e
A primary concern related to the proper operation of plumbing fixtures is drain line carry (Le. what a toilet
is able to flush down the drain line). In commercial and residential structures, high-efficiency plumbing
retrofits for toilets, urinals and shower heads have reduced water use but have also reduced wastewater
volume from the drain line which can cause blockages in long drain line runs. Graywater reuse could have
the unintended consequence of further reducing the volume of wastewater, causing insufficient volume
to carry waste down the drain line under certain conditions with older plumbing systems. The ability of
drain lines to accommodate graywater diversions should be a consideration in the plumbing deSign of new
construction.

Conservation 8: Water Use Efficiency Reduces Graywater
Graywater volume decreases as water use efficiency increases. For example, efficient washing machines
and low-flow shower heads produce smaller quantities of graywater. In the past, a typical clothes washer
had a water factor of 12 or 13, but as of 2009, high efficiency clothes washers can have water factors below
4.0, and Metropolitan offers residential rebates for high efficiency clothes washers that have a water factor
of 5.0 or less. As buildings become more water efficient, the potential to save water through graywater
systems will be reduced, making these systems even less cost effective.

Graywater Reduces Recycled Water
Graywater diversions, especially to outdoor applications, may reduce the wastewater available for treatment
plants to reclaim as recycled water. Recycled water is a significant source oflocal water supply in the region
and a major component of Metropolitan's IRP.

Sanitation System Implications
Graywater diversions, if implemented on a sufficiently large scale and under system-specific circumstances,
8. Lee, Mike, "New Watering Source is Surfacing." San Diego Union-Tribune. March 23, 2009. Available at: http://www3.signonsandiego.com/
sto ries/20091rna r/2311 n23gray215259-new-watering-source-surfacingl
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could have unintended consequences for sewage treatment plant operations. Sewage treatment system
technologies are designed to handle certain ranges of parameters for contaminant load and volume.
Problems can arise if discharge properties change beyond those parameters. Smaller sewage treatment
systems are mOre sensitive to changes than larger systems.

If blackwater is discharged into a sewer without being blended with graywater, then the biological and
chemical composition of the sewerage will change. Increasing concentrations of chemicals, pathogens,
and nutrients places additional stress on sewage treatment mechanisms. For example, biotreatment
microorganisms take time to adjust to environmental changes, and abrupt changes, even for short
durations, can cause plant upsets and potential permit violations. Greater load concentrations may require
application of more treatment chemicals, may cause filters and membranes to foul more quickly, and can
potentially result in permit violations in treatment plant final discharge quality.

Moreover, less water in the sewer line means that there is less flow to push along the solids, also called
scouring action. Scouring action tends to be particularly important for coastal communities, where sewer
lines are typically on a flat slope or are even under sea level and where the wastewater flow does not benefit
from gravity to pull it through the system. As a result of diminished scouring action, there may be more
blockages in sewer pipes, especially in coastal communities.

Graywater Quality & Sods
Detergents or soaps may make graywater alkaline, which can make it unsuitable for irrigating certain
acid-loving plants. Another possible limiting factor to the use of graywater for irrigation is its salinity.
Compared to freshwater, graywater typically has higher concentrations of dissolved salts and other
constituents which, if too high, can be detrimental to irrigated soils and plants. In particular, water that
has been softened tends to have high sodium content. Therefore, it is advisable for graywater users to
take precautions such as switching to potassium-based water softeners and using environmentally-friendly
detergents.

Public Acceptance Challenges

Consumer Competence & Dedicatio'1
California-compliant graywater systems can be complex and homeowners usually need to be trained on
the proper use and upkeep of the system. During transfer of ownership, there is always the possibility that
the new owners will be unwilling to maintain a graywater system, allow it to fall into disrepair, and even
possibly cause spillage, surface ponding, and other unhealthful conditions.

Public Health Issues
Residential graywater becomes entangled with public safety and health concerns, which was a primary
motivation for the restrictiveness of the 2007 California Plumbing Code. Using graywater does carry a
potential risk of transmission of disease-causing organisms from sick to healthy individuals. Public health
departments are concerned that people might inadvertently reconnect graywater systems into the potable
water system. There is a risk that the graywater could potentially flow into the building or community's
water supply and cause contamination. There are also some concerns that graywater use over time above
a groundwater basin may have detrimental effects on groundwater quality. However, studies done in
Arizona on homeowner-installed graywater systems demonstrated a minimal risk to public health and
served as a basis for Arizona's simplified standards and approach to graywater regulation.9

The Water Environment Research Foundation is conducting a major two-phase study called "Long Term
Effects of Landscape Irrigation Using Household Graywater." It will be an analysis of the pathogens in soil
samples that have been collected from four homes in three states (California, Colorado and Texas), all of
which have been using graywater to irrigate their landscapes for more than five years. Interim results from
9. Water Conservation Alliance of Southern Arizona, Residential Water Reuse: The Good, The Bad, The Healthy. 1998. Available at http://
watercasa.org/research/summaryoffindings.pdf
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Water Environment Research Foundation's analysis are expected to be available in June 2009, with final
results expected in spring 2011.10

Communicatmg Graywater vs Recycled Water
The public often confuses graywater with recycled water. Unlike most graywater (which is usually
untreated), recycled water is highly treated to California Title 22 Standards (Chapter 3, Division 4 of the
California Code of Regulations) and is suitable for a much wider range of nonpotable beneficial uses.
Recycled water is recognized in the IRP as an increasingly important asset in the region's diverse local
resource portfolio. Local water agencies have led development of water recycling projects with newer
projects incentivized by Metropolitan's LRP. Many water recycling programs have been in place for
several years, and they provide a steady source oflocal water resources to offset the region's dependence on
imported water. It is essential that the public understand the difference between graywater and recycled
water and maintain their confidence in the quality of recycled water.

Recommendations
There are no quantitative impacts for the 2009 IRP Update by pursuing the following actions.

In general, the Graywater Workgroup felt that it would be premature to quantify implementation
targets for graywater in the 2009 IRP Update, but that graywater should be acknowledged for resource
potential in the future. Metropolitan should not take an active role in proViding financial incentives for
installing graywater systems because of high costs, lack of data, and uncertainty in the current regulatory
environment. Instead of providing financial incentives, the Workgroup recommends that Metropolitan
focus its efforts toward reviewing and suggesting standards and pursuing changes to legislation in order
to reduce barriers for consumer adoption of graywater. Additionally, Metropolitan can assist with
public information efforts to build public support for graywater. It was also generally agreed that more
research and development is needed before the market potential and cost-effectiveness of graywater can be
established. Market potential and system costs are sensitive to regulations and standards and may change
significantly as new rules are adopted.

Legislation
Metropolitan and its Member Agencies should be more involved with upcoming graywater legislation
to ensure modifications that increase fleXibility in the use of graywater. Already, as an outcome of the
Workgroup, Metropolitan and several Member Agencies have been added to the stakeholder group
involved in the revision of the state's 2010 plumbing code that regulates graywater.

In the years to come, legislation should give more flexibility to permit additional graywater uses and
facilitate the installation of graywater systems during new construction and combine the graywater
permit with the existing permitting processes for new construction. Chronic problems with illegal,
undocumented use of graywater will not be resolved until the impracticalities of the existing graywater
rules and permitting process are addressed. Care must be taken to ensure that the law maintains clear
distinction between graywater and tertiary-treated recycled water, and that water of a certain quality is
always matched with its appropriate level of beneficial use. Graywater must not become an impediment to
development of local recycled water resources.

Public Support
With the recent expansion of a nationwide "Green liVing" mentality many southern California residents
have become interested in the environmental benefits of graywater. There is a public perception that
graywater is a "no brainer." Metropolitan and its Member Agencies can take advantage of the public's
interest in graywater by offering other water efficient landscaping opportunities.

Draft Model Guidelines for Permitting Process
10. Carpenter, Susan. "Graywater study results can't be processed fast enough," Los Angeles Times April 2, 2009. Environment section.
Available at http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/greenspace/2009104/graywater·study.html
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Several communities in the service area have a permitting process for graywater, including San Diego
County, Los Angeles County, and the cities of Pasadena, Santa Monica, and Malibu. However, many
other areas do not have a streamlined or coherent process to permit graywater. It may be beneficial for
Metropolitan, working with local entities, to create model guidelines for a graywater permitting process.
Widespread adoption of a consistent process across jurisdictions would facilitate education, compliance,
and enforcement for consumers, regulators, and industry.

Research & Development
Given the uncertainty over graywater usage and graywater regulation, further research and development is
needed before graywater potential can be reliably established for the Metropolitan service area. Moreover,
public health concerns remain a major impediment for graywater acceptance. Although no cases of
graywater-involved illness have been documented in the U.S., no long-term study has yet been completed
on the topic.

The Workgroup identified the following topics in need of further research:

• Water quality, including pathogen removal for indoor units;

• Market potential;

• Drain line hydraulics;

• Indoor vs. outdoor use; and

• Cost effectiveness for assessing future incentives.

Through its Innovative Conservation Program, Metropolitan is currently supporting a study of the
water use efficiency potential for in-home graywater systems at five locations in Northern California and
approximately ten locations in Southern California. This particular device takes lavatory sink water and
treats it so that it can be re-used for toilet flushing. The name of the system is AQUS, and it is now a
product of the Sloan Valve company. This study is expected to go through the end of 2009 with a report
due to Metropolitan shortly after the project is concluded.

Summary of Recommendations
1. Do not take an active role in providing financial incentives for installing graywater systems at this

time. When new graywater regulations are adopted, reevaluate the cost-effectiveness of incentives.

2. Focus efforts toward reviewing and suggesting standards and pursuing changes to legislation and
regulations in order to reduce barriers for consumer acceptance, facilitate permitting processes,
and ensure distinction between graywater and recycled water so that graywater does not become an
impediment to development of local water resources or public health.

3. Work with local entities to create model guidelines for a graywater permitting process.

4. Assist with public information efforts to build public support for graywater.

5. Use the public's interest in graywater as an opportunity to promote other water efficient landscaping
measures.

6. Encourage further research and development for graywater, including the areas of water quality,
market potential, drain line hydraulics, indoor vs. outdoor use, and cost effectiveness for assessing
potential for incentive programs.
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Additional Resources
"Gray water debate in Sacramento steams up." Los Angeles Times, March 17,2009. Environment. Available
at http://latimesblogs.latimes.com\greenspace/2009/03/greywater-regul.html

Gray Water Policy Center, Oasis Design web site. Updated February 12, 2009. Available at: http://www.
oasisdesign.net/greywaterllaw/california/index.htm

"Graywater Guide: Using Graywater in Your Home Landscape." California Department ofWater Resources.
January 1995. Available at: http://www.owue.water.ca.gov/docs/graywater_guide_book.pdf
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Attachment A.8.a Arizona Law: Three Tier Approach
The Arizona Department of Environmental Quality requires a Reclaimed Water Individual Permit or
Reclaimed Water General Permit for a person who uses graywater.

The Arizona Department of Environmental Quality established the general permit in 2001 to make the
process easier for homeowners who want to use graywater at their homes. Unlike California, Arizona
residents need to follow the general permit BMPs to complywith the Arizona Department ofEnvironmental
Quality's rules for graywater.

Types of Permits
The Reclaimed Water general Permit conditionally allows for the use of graywater under the following
three permit types:

Type 1

Systems less than 400 GPD for private residential direct reuse. Covered under a General permit and
builders does not have to apply for anything.

Type 2

Systems greater than 400 GPD for private residential direct reuse, commercial, multi-family, and
institutional systems. Require a standard permit.

Type 3

Systems over 3,000 GPD and are considered on an individual basis.

BasIc Type 1 Requiremer,ts
The basic requirements to use graywater at your home are simple: Residents must adhere to the guidelines
for a Reclaimed Water Type 1 General Permit. A Type 1 General Permit requires no formal notification to
the department, no review or design approval, and no public notice, reporting or renewal.

Although you don't have to apply to receive a formal permit for permission to use graywater, you must
abide by the 13 BMPs developed to protect public health and water quality.

Permit Eligibility & Usage ReqUIrements
The general permit is meant for private residential use only. Graywater must be used on the site where it
is generated. The area of use cannot be accessible by the public. Under this general permit, gray water can
only be used for irrigation, not for dust control, cooling or other water uses. Only drip or flood irrigation
with graywater is allowed. Spray irrigation is not permitted due to the potential for inhalation or drifting
off-site. Gray water flow must be less than 400 GPD.
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Attachment A.S.b

PREFACE

INTRODUCTION
Chapter 16A establishes minimum requirements for the installation of graywater
systems in occupancies regulated by the Department of Housing and Community
Development (HCD). It is intended to provide guidance to code users while
providing flexibility that will encourage the use of graywater. This chapter
contains provisions which allow the installation of limited types of graywater
systems to be installed without a construction permit. It is not the intent of HCD
that the exemption from a construction permit be construed by code users as an
exemption from the provisions of this chapter or other lawfully enacted
requirements imposed by a city, county, or city and county, nor does it eliminate
the need for persons considering the installation of a graywater system from
contacting local authorities to ensure they are adequately informed about any
local requirements or prohibitions.

DEVELOPMENT
This chapter was developed through input from stakeholders representing a wide
variety of interests during several public meetings. These meetings resulted in
several drafts, which were distributed to stakeholders for comment. HCD
considered these comments and did extensive research on graywater use.
Toward the end of the development stage, HCD made a decision to propose
these standards on an emergency basis in order to allow the regulations to
become effective approximately 18 months sooner than the standard adoption
process.

ADOPTION
The emergency graywater regulations, which added Chapter 16A "Nonpotable
Water Reuse Systems" into the 2007 California Plumbing Code, were approved
by the California Building Standards Commission (CBSe) on July 30, 2009. The
emergency regulations were subsequently filed with the Secretary of State on
August 4, 2009, effective immediately upon filing.

In compliance with the Administrative Procedure Act, HCD prepared a
"Certificate of Compliance" confirming the completion of the rulemaking process,
which included a 45-day public comment period, a subsequent 15-day comment
period, a Final Statement of Reasons and the Final Express Terms.

The "Certificate of Compliance", along with the Final Express Terms, was
unanimously approved by the CSSC and filed with the Secretary of State on
January 27,2010. With the rulemaking action complete, Title 24, Part 5,
Chapter 16A, Part I emergency regUlations of the 2007 California Plumbing Code
were made permanent.
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CHAPTER16A

NONPOTABLE WATER REUSE SYSTEMS

Part I

Intent

This part is applicable to occupancies under the authority of the Department of Housing and Community
Development as specified in Section 108.2.1.1 and is intended to:

1. Conserve water by facilitating greater reuse of laundry, shower, lavatory and similar sources of
discharge for irrigation and/or indoor use.

2. Reduce the number of non-compliant graywater systems by making legal compliance easily achievable.

3. Provide guidance for avoiding potentially unhealthful conditions.

4. Provide an alternative way to relieve stress on a private sewage disposal system by diverting the
graywater.

1601A.0 Graywater Systems - General.
(A) Except as otherwise provided for in this chapter, the provisions of this code shall be applicable to gray

water installation. The provisions of this part shall apply to the construction, alteration, discharge, use,
and repair ofgraywater systems. The graywater system shall not be connected to any potable water
system without an air gap or other physical device which prevents backflow and shall not cause the
ponding or runoff ofgraywater. A city, county, or city and county or other local government may, after
a public hearing and enactment of an ordinance or resolution, further restrict or prohibit the use of
graywater systems. For additional information, see Health and Safety Code Section 18941.7.

(B) The type of system shall be determined by the location, discharge capacity, soil type, and ground water
level. The system shall be designed to handle graywater discharged from the building and may include
tank(s) and other appurtenances necessary to ensure proper function of the system.

Note: It is not the intent of this section to require that all graywater must be handled by an irrigation
field or disposal field. It is acceptable for excess graywater to be diverted to the building sewer
through the overflow required pursuant to Section 1609A. 0 (E).

(C) No graywater system or part thereof shall be located on any lot other than the lot that is the site of the
building or structure that discharges the graywater, nor shall any graywater system or part thereof be
located at any point having less than the minimum distances indicated in Table 16A-1.

Exception: When there exists a lawfUlly recorded perpetual and exclusive covenant to an easement
appurtenant and right-of-way between adjoining land-owners of two or more contiguous lots to
discharge graywater from one lot to an adjoining lot.

(0) No construction permit for any graywater system shall be issued until a plot plan with appropriate data
satisfactory to the Enforcing Agency has been submitted and approved. When there is insufficient lot
area or inappropriate soil conditions to prevent the ponding or runoff of the graywater, as determined by
the Enforcing Agency, no graywater system shall be allowed.

Exception: A construction permit shall not be required for a clothes washer system which does not
require cutting of the existing plumbing piping provided it is in compliance with Section 1603A. 1. 1.

(E) All graywater systems shall be designed to allow the user to direct the flow to either the irrigation or
disposal field or the building sewer. The means of changing the direction of the graywater shall be
clearly labeled and readily accessible to the user.

(F) Water used to wash diapers or similarly soiled or infectious garments or other prohibited contents shall
be diverted by the user to the building sewer.

(G) Graywater shall not be used in spray irrigation, allowed to pond or runoff and shall not be discharged
directly into or reach any storm sewer system or any surface body of water.

1 of 10
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(H) Human contact with graywater or the soil irrigated by graywater shall be minimized and avoided, except
as required to maintain the graywater system. The discharge point of any graywater irrigation or
disposal field shall be covered by at least (2) inches (51 mm) of mulch, rock, or soil, or a solid shield to
minimize the possibility of human contact.

(I) Graywater shall not be used to irrigate root crops or edible parts of food crops that touch the soil.

1602A.0 Definitions.

Clothes Washer System. A graywater system utilizing only a single domestic clothes washing machine in a
one- or two-family dwelling.

Complex System. Graywater systems that discharge over 250 gallons (947 L) per day.

Disposal Field. An intended destination for graywater including but not limited to a mulch basin or receiving
landscape feature, graywater leach field. or other approved method of disposal.

Graywater. Pursuant to Health and Safety Code Section 17922.12, "graywater" means untreated
wastewater that has not been contaminated by any toilet discharge, has not been affected by infectious,
contaminated, or unhealthy bodily wastes, and does not present a threat from contamination by unhealthful
processing. manufacturing, or operating wastes. "Graywater" includes but is not limited to wastewater from
bathtubs. showers. bathroom washbasins. clothes washing machines, and laundry tubs. but does not
include wastewater from kitchen sinks or dishwashers.

Graywater System. A system designed to collect graywater and transport it out of the structure for
distribution in an Irrigation or Disposal Field. A graywater system may include tanks, valves, filters, pumps or
other appurtenances along with piping and receiving landscape.

Irrigation Field. An intended destination for graywater in the receiving landscape including but not limited to
a drip irrigation system, mulch basin. or other approved method of dispersal for irrigation purposes.

Mulch. Organic waste material including but not limited to leaves. prunings. straw. pulled weeds and wood
chips. Mulch shall be penneable enough to allow rapid infiltration of graywater.

Mulch Basin. A type of irrigation or disposal field filled with mulch or other approved penneable material of
sufficient depth, length and width to prevent ponding or runoff. A mulch basin may include a basin around a
tree, a trough along a row ofplants or other shapes necessary for irrigation or disposal.

Receiving Landscape. Includes features such as soil. basins, swales. mulch, and plants.

Simple System. A graywater system seNing a one- or two-family dwelling with a discharge of 250 gallons
(947 L) per day or less. Simple systems exceed a clothes washer system.

Treated Graywater. Nonpotable water collected and treated on-site suitable for direct beneficial use.

2 of 10
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1603A.0 Permit.
A written construction permit shall be obtained from the Enforcing Agency prior to the erection. construction.
reconstruction, installation, relocation or alteration ofany graywater system that requires a permit.

ElCceptlon: A construction permit shall not be required for a clothes washer system which does not
require cutting of the existing plumbing piping provided it is in compliance with Section 1603A.1.1.

1603A.1 System Requirements.

1603A.1.1 Clothes Washer System. A clothes washer system in compliance with all of the foilowing ;s
exempt from the construction permit specified in Section 108.4.1 and may be installed or altered without a
construction permit:

1. If required, notification has been provided to the Enforcing Agency regarding the proposed iocation
and installation of a graywater irrigation or disposai system.

Note: A city, county, or city and county or other local government may, af/er a public hearing and
enactment of an ordinance or resolution. further restrict or prohibit the use of graywater systems.
For additional information, see Health and Safety Code Section 18941.7.

2. The design shall ailow the user to direct the flow to the irrigation or disposal field or the building
sewer. The direction control of the graywater shall be clearly labeled and readily accessible to the
user.

3. The installation, change, alteration or repair of the system does not include a potable water
connection or a pump and does not affect other building, plumbing, electrical or mechanical
components including structural features, egress, fire-life safety. sanitation, potable water supply
piping or accessibility.

Note: The pump in a clothes washer shail not be considered part of the graywater system.

4. The graywater shall be contained on the site where it is generated.

5. Graywater shail be directed to and contained within an irrigation or disposal field.

6. Ponding or runoff is prohibited and shall be considered a nuisance.

7. Graywater may be released above the ground surface provided at least two (2) inches (51 mm) of
mulch. rock. or soil, or a solid shield covers the release point. Other methods which provide
equivalent separation are also acceptable.

8. Graywater systems shall be designed to minimize contact with humans and domestic pets.

9. Water used to wash diapers or similarly soiled or infectious garments shall not be IJsed and shall be
diverted to the building sewer.

10. Graywater shall not contain hazardous chemicals derived from activities such as cleaning car parts,
washing greasy or oily rags. or disposing of waste solutions from home photo labs or similar
hobbyist or home occupational activities.

11. Exemption from construction permit requirements of this code shall not be deemed to grant
alJthorization for any graywater system to be installed in a manner that violates other provisions of
this code or any other laws or ordinances of the Enforcing Agency.

12. An operation and maintenance manual shall be provided. Directions shall indicate the manual is to
remain with the building throughout the life of the system and indicate that upon change of
ownership or occupancy, the new owner or tenant shall be notified the structure contains a
graywater system.
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1603A.1.2 Simple System. Simple systems exceed a clothes washer system and shall comply with the
following:

1. The discharge capacity of a graywater system shall be determined by Section 1606A. O. Simple
systems have a discharge capacity of 250 gallons (947 L) per day or less,

2. Simple systems shall require a construction permit, unless exempted from a construction permit by
the Enforcing Agency. The Enforcing Agency shall consult with any pUblic water system (as defined in
Health and Safety Code, Section 116275) providing drinking water to the dwelling before allowing and
exemption from a construction permit.

3. The design of simple systems shall be acceptable to the Enforcing Agency and shall meet generally
accepted graywater system design criteria.

1603A.1.3 Complex System. Any graywater system that is not a clothes washer system or simple
system shall comply with the following:

1. The discharge capacity of a graywater system shall be determined by Section 1606AO, Complex
systems have a discharge capacity over 250 gallons (947 L) per day,

2. Complex systems shall require a construction permit, unless exempted from a construction permit by
the Enforcing Agency. The Enforcing Agency shall consult with any public water system (as defined in
Health and Safely Code, Section 116275) providing drinking waler to the dwelling before allowing and
exemption from a construction permit.

3. A complex system shall be designed by a person who can demonstrate competence to the
satisfaction of the Enforcing Agency.

Table 1603A.1.4 - Construction Permit Requirements

TVDe of Svstem Permit Reauirements

Clothes Washer System
No construction permit required if conditions in Section 1603A 1, 1 are
met.

Simple System Permit and plans required unless exempted by Enforcing Agency,

Complex System Permit and plans required uniess exempted by Enforcing Agency.

Treated Graywater Permit and plans required unless exempted by Enforcing Agency,

1604A.0 Drawings and Specifications.
Graywater systems for which a construction permit is required may be subject to submittai ofplans and
details of the proposed graywater system necessary to ensure compliance with the requirements of this
chapter. Identification of the groundwater level and soil absorption qualities at the site shall be included in
the plans orprovided to the Enforcing Agency.

E'Kception: The Enforcing Agency may waive the requirement for identification of groundwater level
and/or soil absorption qualities based on knowledge of local conditions.
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1604A.1 Groundwater Depth. Verification of ground water levels which exceed three (3) vertical feet (915
mm) from the deepest irrigation or disposal point of the proposed graywater system shall not be required.

Note: The absence of groundwater in a test hole three (3) vertical feet (915 mm) below the deepest
irrigation or disposal point shall be sufficient to satisfy this section unless seasonal high groundwater
levels have been documented to rise to within this area.

1605A.0 Inspection and Testing.
(A) Inspection. A graywater system for which a construction permit is required shall be subject to
inspection by the Enforcing Agency and such construction or work shall remain accessible and exposed
for inspection purposes until approved.

At the time of final inspection, an operation and maintenance manual shall be provided. Directions shall
indICate the manual is to remain with the bUifding throughout the life of the system and upon change of
ownership, the new owner shall be notified the structure contains a graywater system

(B) Testing.

(1) Tanks shall be filled with water to the overflow line prior to and during inspection. Seams and joints
shall be left exposed, and the tank shall remain watertight.

(2) A flow test shall be performed through the system to the point of graywater irrigation or disposal.
Lines and components shall be watertight.

1606A.0 Procedure for Estimating Graywater Discharge.
(A) Single Family Dwellings and Multi-Family Dwellings. The graywater discharge for single family and

multi-family dwellillgs shall be calculated by estimCltes of graywClter use based on water use records,
calculations of local daily per person interior water use, or the following procedure:

1. The number of occupants of each dwelling unit shall be calculated as follows:

First Bedroom
Each additional bedroom

2 occupants
1 occupant

2. The estimated graywater flows of each occupant shall be calculated as follows

Showers, bathtubs
and wash basins

Laundry

25 GPO (95 LPO)loccupant

15 GPO (57 LPD)loccupant

3. The total number of occupants shall be multiplied by the applicable estimated graywater discharge
as provided above and the type of fixtures connected to the graywater system.

(B) Daily Discharge - Graywater systems using tanks shall be designed to minimize the amount of time
graywater is held in the tank and shaff be sized to distribute the total amount of estimated graywater on
a daily basis.

Exception: Treated graywater systems when approved by the Enforcing Agency.

1607A.O Required Area of Irrigation or Disposal Fields. Irrigation or disposal fields may have one or
more valved zones. Each zone must be of adequate size to receive the graywater anticipated in that zone.
No irrigation or disposal field shaff extend within three (3) vertical feet (915 mm) of the highest known
seasonal groundwater, or to a depth where graywater contaminates the groundwater, ocean water or
surface water. The applicant shaff supply evidence of groundwater depth to the satisfaction of the Enforcing
Agency.

Note: The absence ofgroundwater in a test hole three (3) vertical feet (915 mm) below the deepest
irrigation or disposal point shall be sufficient to satisfy this section unless seasonal high groundwater
levels have been documented to rise to within this area.
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160BA.O Determination of Maximum Absorption Capacity.
(A) Wherever practicable, irrigation or disposal field size shall be computed from Table 16A-2.

(B) In order to determine the absorption quantities of questionable soils other than those listed in Table
16A-2, the proposed site may be subjected to percolation tests acceptable to the Enforcing Agency.

Exception: Irrigation fields in compliance with Section 1611A.2, which only utilize drip type emitters.

(C) When a percolation test is required, no graywater system shall be permitted if the test shows the
absorption capacity of the soil is unable to accommodate the intended discharge of the proposed
graywater system.
Exception: The Enforcing Agency may waive the requirement for percolation tests based on knowledge
of local conditions or accept other testing methods.

1609A.O Tank Construction.
(A) When system design includes a tank, specifications for the tank shall be submitted to the Enforcing

Agency for approval. Such plans shall show all dimensions and other pertinent data.

(B) Tanks shall be constructed of solid, durable materials not subject to excessive corrosion or decay and
shall be water-tight.

(C) Each tank shall be vented as required by Chapter 9 of this code, shall be sealed against vermin and
mosquitoes, and have an access opening to allow for inspection and cleaning.

to) Each tank shall have its rated capacity permanently marked on the unit. In addition, a sign stating
·GRAYWATER IRRIGATION SYSTEM, CAUTlON- UNSAFE WATER" shall be permanently marked
on the holding tank.

(E) Each tank shall have an overflow drain. The overflow drain shall have a permanent connection to the
building drain or building sewer, upstream of septic tanks, if any. The overflow drain shall not be
equipped with a shutoff valve.

(F) The overflow drain shall not be less in size than the inlet pipe. The vent size shall be determined based
on the total graywater fixture units as outlined in Table 7-5 of this code. Unions or equally effective
fittings shall be provided for all piping connected to the holding tank.

(G) Each tank shall be structurally designed to withstand all anticipated earth or other loads. Tank covers
shall be capable of supporting an earth load of not less than three hundred (300) pounds per square
foot (1,464.7 kg/m2

) when the tank is used for underground installation.

(H) The overflow system must be designed so that the tank overflow will gravity drain to the existing sewer
line or septic tank. The tank shall be protected against sewer line backflow by a backwater valve.

(I) An overflow drain and backwater valve is not required on a clothes washer system.

1610A.O Graywater Systems.
Graywater systems shall comply with Sections 1610A.1 through 1610A.3.

1610A.1 Pipe Materials. Graywater pipe, valves and fittings shall conform to the requirements of Sections
604.0, 605.0 and 606.0.

1610A.2 Identification. Graywater distribution piping upstream of any connection to an irrigation or disposal
field ora distribution valve shall be identified with the words 'CAUTlON: NONPOTABLE WATER, DO NOT
DRINK." Marking shall be at intervals not to exceed five (5) feet (1,524 mm).

161 OA.3 Valves. All valves shall be accessible. A backwater valve installed pursuant to this code shall be
provided on all tank drain connections to the sanitary drain or sewer piping.
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1611A.0 Irrigation, Disposal Field and Mulch Basin Construction.
Irrigation fields. disposal fields and mulch basins used in graywater systems shall comply with this section.
Graywater systems may contain either a irrigation field or a disposal field or a combination of both. This
secrion is not intended to prevent the use of other methods ofgraywater irrigation or disposal approved by
the Enforcing Agency.

1611A.1 Mulch Basin A mulch basin may be used as an irrigation or disposal field. Mulch basins shall be
sized in accordance with Table 16A-2 and of sufficient depth, length and width to prevent ponding or runoff
during the graywater surge of a clothes washer, bathtub or shower, Mulch must be replenished as required
due to decomposition of organic matter. Mulch basins will require periodic maintenance, reshaping or
removal of dirt to maintain surge capacity and to accommodate plant growth and prevent ponding or runoff,

1611A.2lrrigation Field. The provisions of this section are not intended to prevent the use of any
appropriate material, appliance, installation, device, design or method of construction. If an alternate design
is not available, the following provisions may be used as guidance in the design of a graywater irrigation
field:

(1)Filters used in graywater irrigation systems shall be as specified by the manufacturer's installation
instructions for the design flow rate and intended use, The filter backwash and flush discharge shall be
contained and disposed of into the building sewer system, septic tank or, with approval of the Enforcing
Agency, a separate mini-leachfield sized to accept all the backwash and flush discharge water. Filter
backwash water and flush water shall not be used for any purpose. Sanitary procedures shall be followed
when handling filter backwash and flush discharge or graywater.

(2) Emitters shall be designed to resist root intrusion and shall be of a design recommended by the
manufacturer for the intended graywater flow and use, For emitter ratings, refer to Irrigation Equipment
Performance Report. Drip Emitters and Micro-Sprinklers, Center for Irrigation Technology, California State
University, 5730 N. Chestnut Avenue, Fresno, California 93740-0018.

(3) Each irrigation zone shall be designed to include no less than the number of emitters specified in Table
16A-3, or through a procedure designated by the Enforcing Agency, Minimum spacing between emitters is
in any direction shall be sufficient to prevent surfacing or runoff.

(4) The system design shall provide user controls, such as valves, switches, timers and other controllers,
as appropriate. to rotate the distribution of graywater between irrigation zones.

(5) All drip irrigation supply lines shall be polyethylene tUbing or PVC Class 200 pipe or better and
Schedule 40 fittings. All joints shall be properly solvent-cemented. inspected and pressure tested at 40 psi
(276 kPa), and shown to be drip tight for five minutes, before burial. All supply piping shall be covered to a
minimum depth of two (2) inches (51 mm) of mulch or soil. Drip feeder lines can be poly or flexible PVC
tubing and shall be covered to a minimum depth of two (2) inches (51 mm) of mulch or soil.

(6) Where pressure at the discharge side of the pump exceeds 20 psi (138 kPa), a pressure-reducing
valve able to maintain downstream pressure no greater than 20 psi (138 kPa) shall be installed
downstream from the pump and before any emission device.

(7) Each irrigation zone shall include a flush valve/antisiphon valve to prevent back siphonage of water
and soil.

1611A.3 Disposal Field, The provisions of this section are not intended to prevent the use of any
appropriate material, appliance, installation. device, design or method of construction. If an alternate design
is not available the following provisions may be used as guidance in the design of a graywater disposal field:

{AI Disposal systems shall be not less than three (3) inches (80 mm) in cross sectional dimension and shall
be constructed of perforated high-density polyethylene pipe, perforated ASS pipe, perforated PVC pipe.
leaching chambers or other approved materials, provided that sufficient openings are available for
distribution of the graywater into the trench area. Material, construction, and perforation shall be in
compliance with the appropriate absorption fields drainage standards and shall be approved by the
Enforcing Agency,
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(B) Filter material, clean stone, gravel, slag, or similar filter material acceptable to the Enforcing Agency,
varying in size from three-quarter (3/4) inch (19.1 mm) to two and one-half (2-1/2) inches (64 mm) shall
be placed in the trench to the depth and grade required by this section, The perforated section shall be
laid on the filter material in an approved manner. The perforated section shall then be covered with filter
material to the minimum depth required by this section. The filter material shall then be covered with
untreated building paper, straw, or similar porous material to prevent closure of voids with earth backfill,
No earth backfill shall be placed over the filter material cover until after inspection and acceptance.

Exception. Manufactured leaching chambers shall be insfalled in compliance with the
manufacturer's installation instructions.

(C) Disposal fields shall be constructed as follows:

(See chart below)

Minimum Maximum

Number of drain lines per valved zone' 1 -
Length of each perforated line - 100 ft, (30,840 mm)
Bottom width of trench 12 in. (305 mm) 24 in. (610 mm)
Spacing of lines, center to center 4 ft, (1219 mm) -
Depth of earth cover of lines 2 in, (51 mm) -
Depth of filter material cover of lines 2 in. (51 mm) -
Depth of filter material beneath lines 3 in. (76 mm) -
Grade of perforated lines level 3 in./100 ft, (2 mm/m)
Manufactured leaching chambers shall be Installed In compliance With the manufacturer's installation

instructions.

(0) When necessary on sloping ground to prevent excessive line slopes. disposal lines shall be stepped or
installed on the contour lines of the slope. The lines between each horizontal leaching section shall be
made with approved water-tight joints and installed on natural or unfilled ground.

1612A.0 Special Provisions
(A) Other collection and distribution systems shall be permilled by the local Enforcing Agency, as allowed

by Section 108.7 of this code.

(8) Nothing contained in this chapter shall be construed to prevent a city, county, or city and county or other
local government from. after a public hearing and enactment of an ordinance or resolution, further
restricting or prohibiilng the use of graywater systems. For additional information, see Health and
Safety Code Section 18941,7,

(e) Graywater stub-out plumbing may be allowed for future connection prior to the installation of irrigation
lines and landscaping. Stub-out shall be permanently marked 'GRA YWA TER STUB-OUT, CAUTION --
UNSAFE WA TER·.
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Table 16A -1 Location ofGraywater System

Minimum Horizontal Distance
Tank Irrigation Field Disposal Field

Required From:

Feet/mm Feet/mm Feet/mm

Building structures' 5 (1,524 mm)' 2 (S10mm) 5 (1,524 mm)

Property fine adjoining private
5 (1,524 mm) 1.5 feet (458 mm) 5 (1,524 mm)propertv

Water supply wells3 50 (15,240 mm) 100 (30,480 mm) 100 (30,480 mm)

Streams and lakes3 50 (15,240 mm) 100 (30,480 mm/'s 100 (30,480 mm/

Sewage pits or cesspools 5 (1,524 mm) 5 (1,524 mm) 5 (1,524 mm)

Sewage disposal field 5 (1,524 mm) 4 (1,219mm)" 4 (1,219mm)"

Septic tank 0(0) 5 (1,524 mm) 5 (1,524 mm)

Onsite domestic water seNice 5 (1.524 mm) o(Omm) o (Omm)
line

Pressurized public water main 10 (3,048 mm) 10 (3,048 mm)' 10 (3,048 mm)'

Building structures does not include porches and steps, whether covered or uncovered, breezeways, roofed porte
cocheres, roofed patios, carports, covered walks, covered driveways, and similar structures or appurtenances.
2 Underground tanks shall not be located within a 45 degree angle from the bottom of the foundation, or they shall be
designed to address the surcharge imposed by the stlllcture. The distance may be reduced to six (6) inches (153 mm) for
aboveground tanks wtlen first approved by the Enforcing Agency.
3Where special hazards are involved, the distance required shali be increased as directed by the Enforcing Agency.
4 These minimum clear horizontal distances shaff also apply between the irrigation or disposal field and the ocean mean
higher hightide line.
SThe minimum horizontal distance may be reduced to 50 feet (15,240 mm) for irrigation fieids utilizing graywater which
~as been filtered prior to entering Ihe distribution piping.

Plus two (2) feel (610 mm) for each addilional foot ofdeplh in excess of one (1) foot (305 mm) below the bottom of Ihe
drain line.
7For parallel construclion or crossings, approval by the Enforcing Agency shall be required.

Table 16A·2 Design Criteria of Six Typical Soils

Type of Soil Square Feet Gallons Square Meters Liters

Minimum square Maximum Minimum square Maximum
feet of absorption meters of absorption
irrigation/leaching capacity in irrigation/leaching capacity in liters
area per 100 gallons per area per liter of per square meter
gallons of square foot of estimated of
estimated irrigation/leaching graywater irrigation/leaching
graywater area for a 24·hour discharge per day area for a 24·hour
discharCle Der dav Deriod Deriod

Coarse sand or
20 5.0 0.005 203.7

aravel
Fine sand 25 4.0 0.006 162.9
Sandy loam 40 2.5 0.010 101.8
Sandy clay 60 1.7 0.015 69.2
Clay with
considerable sand 90 1.1 0.022 44,8
oraravel
Clay with small
amounts of sand 120 0.8 0.030 32.6
or aravel
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Table 16A-3 Subsurface Drip Design Criteria of SIx Typical Soils

Type of Soil Maximum emitter Minimum number
discharge (gal/day) of emitters per gpd

of graywater production

1.Sand 1.8 0.6

2. Sandy loam 1.4 0.7

3.Loam 1.2 0.9

4. Clay loam 0.9 1.1

5. Silty clay 0.6 1.6

6. Clay 0.5 2.0

Use the dally graywater flow calculated m Section 1606A. a to determme the number
of emitters per line.

1612A.11ndoor Use of Treated Graywater.
Graywater shall not be allowed for indoor use, such as flushing toilets and urinals, unless treated by an on
site water treatment system approved by the Enforcing Agency, For the purposes of this section, graywater
treated by an on-site water treatment system shall be considered "Treated Graywater", Treated graywater
and treated graywater systems shall comply with the provisions of this code except as otherwise provided in
this chapter and all of the following:

(1) The treated graywater shall have a separate tank sized to minimize the length of time it is retained,

(2) A maintenance and operation manual for the treatment system shall be kept at the location of the
system.

(3) Treated graywater intended for use indoors shall meet the California Department of Public Health
statewide uniform criteria for disinfected tertiary recycled water as provided in California Code of
Regulations, Tille 22 Section 60301.230.

(4) The treated graywater system shall be installed, inspected and tested as specified for reclaimed
water systems in Sections 1618.0 and 1620.0.

NOTE:

Authority Cited: Health and Safety Code Sections 17040, 17921, 17922 and 19990.

Reference: Health and Safety Code Sections 17922.12 and 18941.7.
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A.9
Introduction1

Groundwater Technical Workgroup
Issue Paper

Clean and safe drinking water is an important part of a healthy environment and protecting public health.
Many people in Southern California depend on groundwater as a significant source of drinking water 
whether they use a private well, public water supply, or some other groundwater source. Effective use of
local groundwater basins must be a significant component of any comprehensive water supply plan for
Southern California. Although Metropolitan does not own or control the groundwater basins in Southern
California, it has played, and must continue to play, a critical role as the region's supplemental water
supplier.

During the process, participants agreed that, while groundwater storage presents unique features, in
general, "storage is storage" for purposes of Metropolitan water supply planning opportunities. Member
Agencies' surface water storage must be recognized as having the same value and benefits as comparable
groundwater storage opportunities for purposes of MWD's future water supply planning.

The goal of the Groundwater Working Group process is to develop a set ofbroadly supported concepts and
recommendations concerning groundwater management and conjunctive use, which can be implemented
consistent with the court adjudicafons and other laws which govern the management of g oundwater.
In order to achieve this purpose, the Metropolitan convened a series of consensus-building workshops
on Developing Strategies for Enhanced Groundwater and Conjunctive Use in the MWD's service area.
Discussions focused on:

• A review of existing policy principles for conjunctive use and a determination of how they can be
updated;

• Identification of primary challenges to increased storage and conjunctive use, and potential ways MWD,
its member agencies, groundwater producers and basin managers can overcome these challenges; and

• Exploration of other conjunctive use opportunities Metropolitan may wish to address. The workshops
were well attended - with up to 50 people at some meetings - by Metropolitan member agencies and
sub-agencies, groundwater basin managers and groundwater producers, stakeholders and Metropolitan
staff.

Workshop participants identified a range of challenges faced by MWD, its member agencies and basins,
and developed recommendations on: 1) Principles, 2) Policies, and 3) Strategies. Workshop participants
have also recommended that a study be undertaken to provide substantive input into the development of
meaningful principles, policies and strategies for groundwater storage and conjunctive use projects in the
service area ofMWD2.

Challenges
The Groundwater and Conjunctive Use Workshops built on the Groundwater Assessment Study Report,
which identified a number of challenges and opportunities for increases in groundwater storage and
conjunctive use in the Metropolitan service area. Challenges identified in the Study and the workshops are
outlined below.

1. Draft January 27,2010. Originally titled "Recommendations for Enhanced Groundwater and Conjunctive Use in the Metropolitan Water
District's Service Area."
2. Although the Working Group was convened to focus on groundwater storage and conjunctive use, the Group agreed at the outset that
"storage is storage" for purposes of Metropolitan water supply planning opportunities.
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Statewide Water Shortages
One of the primary policy challenges for MWD, its member agency partners and basin mangers is, and
will continue to be, handling water shortages. These are caused by a number of factors, and are likely to
impact Metropolitan and its partners for a number of years into the future. Three of the major causes of
shortages are the current drought throughout the state, cutbacks of water from the Colorado River, and
constraints on transport of water from Northern California due to needs by the Bay-Delta and restrictions
on water exports to provide protections to endangered fish species.

Low or No Availabtlity of Imported Water for Peplenishment Purposes
These constraints above will likely mean that there will be little if any imported water available for
replenishment of groundwater basins and maintenance of current groundwater production levels.

Inter-Jurisdictional & PolitICal Challenges
There is three million AF of potential storage in all basins in Southern California. However, the Southern
California area served by Metropolitan has multiple political jurisdictions, and diverse institutional and
legal structures for their management and use. Ongoing political and legal issues between basins, and
the difficulty of developing viable politically acceptable agreements and legal instruments detailing terms
for groundwater storage and use may continue to cause difficulties in establishing effective conjunctive
use and storage arrangements. However, if water managers in the region can get water stored - and have
agreements on how and when it comes out and to whom it is delivered - the region may be able to move
forward toward greater water predictability and reliability.

Individual Basin Net=>d vs the NeE' J for Policy Uniformity
Establishing uniform policies that apply to a larger or more regional level will not be easy. The diversity
of systems, management structures, legal arrangements and needs of specific basins will make universal
one-size-fits-all policies difficult to develop and implement. Groundwater and Conjunctive Use Workshop
participants suggest that tailored agreements and contracts on a basin-by-basin basis may be required.

Increased Use of Local Runoff & Recycled Water
Another policy challenge will be developing politically acceptable means to utilize local runoff and
recycled water to make up shortfalls of imported replenishment water, and maintain current groundwater
levels. Effective utilization of these sources, whether in conditions of emergency or over the long term, will
require legislative and/or regulatory action at the state level.

TechnICal & Performance Challenges
Reaching mutually acceptable and beneficial agreements on terms for groundwater storage and deliveries
will be an ongoing challenge. Additionally, reaching agreements on coordination and terms of use of
MWD's and partners' storage and distribution systems will also be important.

finanCial Challef1ges
Reaching financial and contractual agreements between Metropolitan and partners that equitably
share risks is critical. Additionally, developing financial and pricing arrangements that are mutually
acceptable and provide adequate incentives for coordination of groundwater storage will be important.
Finally, mutually acceptable cost-sharing agreements and expected benefits of expenditures for capital
infrastructure development will continue to be important.

Costs & Benefits of Groundwater, Surface Water Storage, & Combined
Groundwater/Surface Water Storage
Groundwater and surface water each have unique benefits to the region. Political, institutional, financial,
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and legal constraints described above affect both surface water storage and groundwater storage
development. The IRP process will need to address and make recommendations on these storage options.

Improved Working RelationshIps between MWD, ItS Partners & Basm Managers
Progress has been made in improving and building positive working relationships between MWD, its
partners and basin managers. Metropolitan has actively solicited greater input and involvement from its
partners in decisions that impact them and the broader service area. The Groundwater and Conjunctive
Use Working Group is a case in point. Moving beyond current measures and building ongoing and
effective partnerships will be an important goal for the future. Regular meetings, consultations and joint
activities that are mutually beneficial will contribute significantly to building and maintaining positive
ongoing working relationships.

Contammation & Hiqh Salinity' evels
Some groundwater basins throughout the urban southern California region have been impacted by
contamination and/or high salinity concentrations. This can impact annual basin pumping and available
basin storage space. Groundwater management agencies are addressing these issues. Remediation efforts
can sustain or even increase pumping and basin storage capacity.

Joint Educario allnltiatlves
Educational initiatives about water shortages, groundwater management, conjunctive use and conservation
if conducted by individual water entities will be significantly less effective than a coordinated joint
initiative. Building such an educational program among MWD, its partners and basin managers will be a
challenge, which, if taken on and done well, can have significant benefits for all.

Joint LegislatIve Action
As in educational initiatives described above, greater impact in the legislative arena can be achieved by
coordinated joint action. Coordinating legislative initiatives will be an ongoing challenge, which will
be best served by holding regular meetings between Metropolitan and partners, and establishing a joint
legislative committee and/or initiatives.

Policy Principles
Policy principles are standards that guide the development or implementation of policies and strategies.
Following are recommendations to the Metropolitan Board for policy principles. Some are principles
approved by the Board in 2000. Others are revisions of earlier principles (such as AGWA principles) or
new recommendations by the Working Group.

Sustainable Water Supplies
Both surface water and groundwater are critical to future sustainable water supplies for Southern
California. Groundwater managers must have access to sufficient water supply resources to recharge and
replenish groundwater basins, including recycled and storm water resources that meet regional, state and
federal water quality standards.

Regional Storage and Benefit
Storage by Metropolitan of imported water in reservoirs and groundwater basins is a critical method to
provide water for Southern California in dry periods. Surface and groundwater storage programs should
provide specified regional benefits at an agreed upon cost to increase dry-year supply (in accordance with
the Board's IRP).

Current Yield
Maintaining the current yield of groundwater basins should be a priority; where possible, the yield should
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be enhanced.

Groundwater Basin Protection
Programs and policies that protect and encourage the cleanup of degraded groundwater basins should be
enhanced and expedited.

Replenishment
Metropolitan imported water should continue to be a component in the management of Southern
California groundwater basins.

Use of Excess Water
Excess imported water should first be allocated to the Metropolitan storage portfolio in quantities to allow
Metropolitan to meet the region's full service demands for a time frame to be established in the IRP.

Recharge
Recharge ofwater into groundwater basins is a critical element in the maintenance ofa healthy groundwater
system. Depth to water, the containment of contaminant plumes, and maintenance of recharge facilities
should be considered when decisions are made regarding the availability of water for recharge.

In-Lieu Replenishment
In-lieu groundwater storage is a cost-effective way to provide for storage in Southern California's
groundwater basins. It is an efficient method for storing excess imported supplies, and recharging local
groundwater basins. By turning off wells and providing excess treated supplies when available to its
member agencies, MWD, working with basin managers can put additional supplies into storage within
the region. Greater participation should be encouraged in this program. In-lieu replenishment can occur
during periods when surface recharge ba ins cannot be replenished with imported water due to the
availability of local water for recharge.

Address Local Needs & Control
Metropolitan will honor and respect local control, legal requirements and existing water rights. Metropolitan
should consider the individual needs of a groundwater basin, and local communities. Programs that are
implemented should consider issues such as water quality, financial benefits and groundwater levels.

Storage Agreements
Metropolitan should continue the approach to conjunctive use that is grounded in agreements between
MWD, its member agencies and local groundwater managers. Agreements should be customized to meet
the specific needs of both Metropolitan and other parties to the contract.

Board Policies
Storage agreements should be based upon generally applicable board policy principles, which are certain
and have strong regional and local support.

Shared Risk
There are risks associated with developing any water resource program, including groundwater storage.
Metropolitan should assess the risk of implementing groundwater storage programs and contract with
local entities so that benefits are commensurate with the risks for all concerned.

Pricing Signals
Metropolitan will commence a study of data that is expected to help the agency and its partners understand
correct pricing signals for replenishment water and storage investments in Southern California. There will
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be major changes in supply reliability and cost in future years. The issue of storage and conjunctive use
needs to be assessed in light of and as part of these changes.

Coordination
Coordination on legislation, regulation and funding issues should be enhanced between MWD, its member
agencies, groundwater basin managers and producers.

Strategies
Workshop participants discussed specific strategies for enhancing groundwater management and
conjunctive use. However, before strategies are developed, workshop participants recommend that an in
depth study be conducted to "investigate the potential for increased conjunctive use of imported surface
water and local groundwater" (Draft Scope of Work, February 2009).

Once the study is completed, specific strategy recommendations may be developed in the categories listed
below.

1. Increase predictability/reliability and maximize use of: replenishment water, storm water, recycled
water, local run-off, recharge, and storage by streamlining the process for use, removing policy
constraints, expanding current programs, clarifying procedures, sharing information and increasing
coordination.

2. Encourage conjunctive use through effective pricing structures.

3. Tailor programs to meet specific local needs.

4. MWD and its policies should be a catalyst to increase coordination between MWD, basin managers
and groundwater producers and stakeholders.

5. Encourage demand reduction through conservation efforts.

6. MWD must develop policies and standards including water quality standards for the movement of
groundwater into MWD's facilities.

The list demonstrates some of the ideas developed by the workshop participants and should be carefully
considered in light of the study's recommendations. Following completion of the study, Metropolitan
may wish to consider adopting one or more of the above straw proposals developed by participants and
Metropolitan staff.

Subsequent to the development of the above recommendations, it was determined by Metropolitan and
study proponents that the level of desired in depth research could not be carried out at this time due
to funding limitations. However, at some time in the future, if funding becomes available, workshop
participants did want to have the recommended study reconsidered.

As an alternative to the more in-depth study described above, Metropolitan developed a groundwater
basin module for each of five basins in collaboration with each basin manager. The modules have been
integrated with MWD's regional supply model to evaluate effects on groundwater basins under alternative
future imported water supply scenarios.

Legislation & Education
As noted above, the Groundwater Working Group strongly believes that Metropolitan can playa key role
in working with its member agencies, basin managers and groundwater producers to:

• Educate and inform Legislators, regulators, policy makers and the public about California's groundwater
resources and the role groundwater plays in providing a safe and reliable water supply throughout
Southern California;

• Support increased state funding of groundwater protection and management programs; and
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• Target MWD's legislative advocacy programs on achieving legislative and regulatory initiatives needed for
sound groundwater management.

MWD is to be commended for its past support of Groundwater Resources Association of California,
California Groundwater Coalition and Association ofGroundwater Agencies and is encouraged to continue
to take an active role in supporting the mission and objectives of these groundwater organizations.
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A.I0 Recycled Water Technical
Workgroup Issue Paper

Action towards further development of recycled water is a crucial step for southern California water
resources. USBR's Southern California Comprehensive Water Reclamation and Reuse Study estimated
southern California's total recycled water potential yield of 747,800 AF by 20401

• The purpose of this
paper2 is to describe the challenges identified in developing additional recycled water supplies within
Metropolitan's service area and the constraints preventing further development in order to identify areas
in which Metropolitan and it's member agencies can focus their resources.

Summary
The Technical Workgroup found that barriers to further development of recycled water fall into two general
categories: regional challenges and operational challenges. Regional challenges include public outreach
and political support, legislation, local ordinances and regulatory measures, and permitting processes.
Operational challenges include diurnal and seasonal demand, groundwater recharge and reservoir
augmentation, salt and concentrate management, and retrofitting costs. Each of these is discussed in
greater detail in the folloWing sections.

Background
Recycled water, formerly called reclaimed water, is wastewater that has been treated so that it can be used
again. As compared to some of the alternative water supplies, recycled water has the major benefit of being
a drought-proof supply. Even though Southern California is recognized as a leader in water recycling, there
is a lot more wastewater produced that could potentially be recycled. Discharges from inland wastewater
treatment plants often get used by downstream entities or enhance aquatic habitat; however, some of these
discharges cannot be re-used without further treatment.

There are various levels of wastewater treatment resulting in different recycled water qualities. With
tertiary level of treatment, also known as Title 22, recycled water can be used for non-potable purposes
such as irrigation, industrial and commercial uses (non-body contact) and toilet flushing. Based on
customer needs tertiary water can be further treated for use for specific commercial and industrial
non-potable purposes. Both of these require a distribution system (pipelines, pump stations, etc.)
and storage facilities for the recycled water completely separate from the potable water system.
With advanced treatment, recycled water can be purified and made clean enough to be a potable supply
although there is considerable public concern and unknown risks associated with direct use of recycled
water (i.e., piped into the drinking water system). With advanced treatment, it can be injected into
aquifers or surface reservoirs and blended with potable water. This blended water can later be pumped
out and used as potable water or used to maintain seawater barriers. Examples of such "indirect potable"
projects are Los Angeles County's Montebello Forebay Groundwater Recharge Program and Los Angeles
County's West Coast Basin seawater barrier injection system which currently blends 25 percent imported
water and 75 percent recycled water and soon will receive 100 percent recycled water. Currently, OCWD's
Groundwater Replenishment System uses additional treatment to replenish its groundwater supplies.

Recycled water projects usually fall into one of two categories: first, non-potable projects which are mostly
conversion of landscape irrigation from potable to recycled water and require construction of separate
distribution and storage facilities; second, indirect potable projects that require advanced treatment
1. us Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation's Southern California Comprehensive Water Reclamation and Reuse Study Phase II,
July 2002. Executive Summary, pg ES-31.
2. Draft, July 14, 2009.
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(although there is disagreement about how much treatment) and overcoming of the fears of the general
public. Each type of project is valuable in addressing speCific needs and circumstances in different
localities in order to create diverse options and greater water reliability. Since recycled water projects are a
valuable asset to the region's diverse water portfolio but are expensive and require substantial investment
that sometimes requires local entities to spend more than the cost of purchasing via Metropolitan,
Metropolitan has assisted in funding recycled water projects, resulting in 59 projects or 1,043,000 AF to
date3• Recent legislation, including AB 32 has encouraged recycled water development and implementation
as a mean to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by offsetting imported water because it requires less energy
to treat and distribute than imported water.

Regional Challenges

Public Outreach & Political Support
Public outreach will be a significant element of expanded use and acceptance of recycled water, particularly
for indirect potable uses. In the past, in certain areas, projects have been shelved because of public outcry
often fueled by those who have an ulterior motive for not supporting recycled water use (e.g., property
values, growth issues, market share of their products, etc.). Successful implementation of the Orange
County Groundwater Replenishment System outreach and the recent water shortage have created greater
awareness of water supply issues and have increase public support for recycled water use. What was once
seen as a public perception problem, support for recycled water has become a matter of political will rather
than popular will. Support from local and state elected officials would facilitate expansion of recycled
water and enable legislation to pass. As was seen recently, with the approval of the stimulus package which
provided over 60 percent of the funding for the development of recycled water to the Metropolitan service
area.

Recommendations
Continual building of public support and education is needed so that projects garner enough support and
the water is available when fresh water supplies face shortages, such as now. Develop relationships with
wastewater agencies, building industries, and environmental groups who can help inform the public and
local officials, and support recycled water efforts in addition to continued work with member agencies.
Additionally, funding is needed in the region to enhance recycled water outreach programs to help the
resource's image of a reliable supply.

Legislation
Legislation can be a great way to unify, define, simplify and streamline processes so that they are consistent
throughout the state, easily enforced and consolidated. Recycled water legislation is often dealing with the
following areas of: allOWing dual plumbing systems in multi-family hoUSing, increasing regional supply
reliability through recycled water, and protecting water quality standards. There are, however, some
consideration to be aware of when pur ing extensive recycled water legislation. State-wide legislation
could stymie recycled water use or cause treatment to become more costly if local providers cannot adopt
cost-effective and innovative solutions and technology. For example, a bill currently under consideration
in the state Legislature would mandate 50 percent recycling of current ocean discharges of treated
wastewater with no consideration of feaSibility, treatment needs or costs, additional carbon emissions
created, responsible parties, etc. Such "command and control" strategies are ill-conceived, ineffective,
and potentially counter-productive. Consistency should be balanced with flexibility and feaSibility, as for
example through local ordinances and regulations, as discussed below.

DWR is currently proposing updates to the Uniform Plumbing Code to address indoor use of recycled
water consistent with the recommendations of the Recycled Water Task Force. These revisions will go
before the Building Standards Commission in the fall. As the plumbing code is updated, Title 17/22 will
3. Investments are from 1985 onward according to the Annual Progress Report to the California Legislature: Achievements in Conservation.
Recycling and Groundwater Recharge, February 2009. Pg 5.
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also need to be updated to make those standards consistent with the new plumbing code. Legislation may
be needed to make these revisions a higher priority for CDPH.

The concern of inconsistencies among regional Control Boards in the area of recycled water prompted the
SWRCB Recycled Water Policy, which defines recycled water standards for all Regional Water Quality
Control Boards4• It was especially helpful in addressing how to handle salt, emerging constituents, anti
degradation and incidental runoff. Recent legislation required the SWRCB to develop a state-wide General
Permit for Irrigation Uses of Recycled Water, a draft of which is currently being circulated for comments.
The Los Angeles Regional Board recently adopted a general non-irrigation permit for recycled water use.

Recommendations
Legislation requiring the SWRCB to work with regional and local recycled water entities to develop a permit
for non-irrigation recycled water use, similar to that requiring the General Permit for Irrigation Uses of
Recycled Water and that recently adopted by the Los Angeles Regional Board. State-wide dual-plumbing
or best technology requirements on new development similar to those in Glendale and other localities (see
Local Ordinances & Regulatory Measures section) would also help develop recycled water infrastructure.
Support legislation that would require revisions to Title 17/22 to make the recycled regulations consistent
with the proposed revisions to the plumbing code for indoor recycled water use.

Legislation that offers federal tax breaks to water agencies for the development of recycled water projects
should also be pursued or supported in the service area. One model would be for congress to amend
the Federal Tax Code, thus establishing tax credit bonds in the same way tax credit bonds are provided
for education, renewable energy and Hurricane Katrina. Under such legislation, bond-lenders would
provide zero-interest capital funding to water agencies for new projects, and benefit by receiving annual
tax credits. Also, the region should work with the CPUC to amend the CPUC Code to allow for recycled
water incentives to be included as part of water rates. These incentives could include incentives to the user
(tiered rate) and the retailer (increased recovery rate percent).

Local Ordinances & Regulatory Measures
Another way to develop recycled water use is through region-wide regulations and codes, which can be
implemented by cities, water agencies andlor regional boards. Local ordinances and building codes can
be a faster route when compared to legislation for encouraging and tailoring recycled water use within a
specific area.

Examples of Local Regula+ory Measures
In April 2009, the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board adopted a general use order for
non-irrigation uses of recycled water. This general order intends to "streamline the permitting process and
delegate the responsibility of administrating water reuse programs to local agencies to the fullest extent
possible."5

The city of Glendale recently required all new downtown commercial buildings to be dual plumbed6.

Requiring dual plumbing on all new commercial and multi-family buildings (e.g. apartments and
condominiums) would allow for easier hook-ups to the distribution system later. Although requirements
such as these in all new constructions would boost recycled water use, there is the perception that they
may also drive some businesses outside of the location because of the initial increased construction costs
of dual-plumbing. The local differential in costs currently caused by local regulations could be mitigated
by state-wide legislation.

Also, IRWD requires all customers consider the use of recycled water. In IRWD's Rules and Regulations
(Section 4.12.2 - "Requirement to Use Recycled Water") it states "If recycled water service is determined

4. California Water Resource Control Board. (2009). Resolution No. 2009-0011: Adoption of a Policy lor Water Quality Control for Recycled
Water. <http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/ water_recycling_pol icy/>
5. California Water Quality Control Board Los Angeles Region. (2009). Non-Irrigation General Water Reuse Order No. R4-2009-0049.
6. http://www1 ,eere.energy.gov/buildings/appliance_standards/pdls/ca_petition_comments/45_glendale.pdl March 18. 2009.
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by the District to be feasible, applicants for new water service shall be required to install on site facilities
to accommodate both potable and recycled water service in accordance with these Rules and Regulations.
The District may also require existing customers to retrofit existing on site water service facilities to
accommodate recycled water service." This reqUirement extends beyond landscape irrigation to all
approved uses of recycled water, including dual plumbing for toilet and urinal flushing, industrial process
water and commercial floor drain trap priming. These dual-plumbing requirements are at the developers'
expense but IRWD will consider the cost-effectiveness of a project? They offer exemptions if developers
can show that dual plumbing cannot be done at a reasonable cost similar to the provisions in Section 13550
of the California Water Code. IRWD has been successful with its program which today serves over 40
dual-plumbed commercial buildings in its service area.

Recommendations
Work with WateReuse Association or similar associations to develop local ordinance templates to
encourage the development of water recycling infrastructure. These ordinances ought to require recycled
water for all available uses while creating uniform interpretation of state standards in local regulatory
programs to encourage ordinances and enforce the standards. This would also serve to clarify regulations
and reduce inconsistencies8. Metropolitan should encourage homeowner associations and community
groups to support recycled water use on outdoor landscaping of community green areas of an acre or
more in order to make the maintenance cost-effective. Additionally, the workgroup would like to pursue
a state-wide irrigation and non-irrigation order for recycled water, which enables local entities to develop
recycled water projects efficiently.

An alternative recommendation is to develop state funding that prOVides matching grants to developers for
both dual plumbing of new development projects and other on-site retrofit expenses. This public money
would be delivered through a local agency.

Permitting Process
Permitting for recycled water requires a Significant amount of time, effort, resources and money. Currently,
Regional Boards issue permits in conjunction with the CDPH. CDPH then requires each county health
department to conduct its own project inspections, prior to approvals. With the increase of recycled water
projects, in recent years, many member agencies have had their projects delayed because the county health
department does not have the staff available for the reqUired inspections. Working with CDPH and each
county health department towards a streamlined state-wide permit for non-irrigation uses of recycled water
is needed. In some cases CDPH has delegated the responsibility to review and approve use sites directly to
the water supplier, where the supplier has demonstrated their ability to implement such a program. This
has significantly streamlined the review process for those agencies. CDPH has been reluctant to offer this
option to water suppliers if the county health department has a program in place.

The recent SWRCB Recycled Water Policy document and General Permit for Irrigation Uses of Recycled
Water will have created uniform policies for permitting requirements. Since these policies are so new,
recycled water project managers are still waiting to evaluate their effect. A key provision of the recycled
water policy is the requirement to develop stakeholder driven salt management plans. The intent is for
these plans to ease requirements on recycled water suppliers by taking a more comprehensive and balanced
approach to salt management. Acceptance of the stakeholder plans will require active participation of
the Regional Water Quality Control Boards. Metropolitan should playa supporting role at the member
agencies' request in encouraging active Regional Board participation and use of reasonable standards in
the development of salt management plans.

Additionally, utilities may be required to conduct additional studies or analysis depending on the location
of the project. The difficulty of obtaining these permits is increased by the fact that EIRs are not sufficient,
and instead separate lengthy applications are required.

7. IRWD Rules and Regulations for Water. Sewer, Recycled Water. and Natural Treatment System Service, Pp. 5-2.
8. California Water Plan Update 2009: Volume 2 Resource Management Strategies Public Review Draft. Pgs. 11·2 -11·3.
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Recommendations
Work with staff at the SWRCB, CDPH, county health departments and other state and federal agencies
to establish a lead staff to work with Metropolitan's projects at to expedite permitting process for projects
in Metropolitan's service area. Work with the CDPH or county health department to develop criteria
for approval of water supplier managed programs that would allow the supplier to take responsibility for
approval of use sites. Support member agencies, when requested, in encouraging active Regional Board
participation and use of reasonable standards in the development of salt management plans.

Operational Challenges
Diurnal & Seasonal Demand
The diurnal and seasonal nature of demand for recycled water, while a stable supply, creates some
challenges. Demand, particularly for irrigation, is highest during the middle of the night (low flow at the
water reclamation plants) in August, and lowest in the middle of the day (peak flow at the water reclamation
plants) in February. Seasonal and daily storage is necessary to assure an adequate supply of recycled water
to meet expanding demand. Some water agencies augment their recycled water with groundwater in
order to fully meet customer demands during the summer months and then have excess recycled water
supply in the winter months. The mismatch of supply and demand poses a challenge for infrastructure
and facilities planning. Water providers must install and maintain pipes large enough to support peak and
future demand capacity. However, during low demand periods partially-filled pipes result in nitrification
requiring chlorine injection. The need to store excess recycled water in reservoirs or groundwater basins
has its own challenges, as explained in the following section.

RecommendatIons
Innovative ways ofcreating storage are needed. Increased recycled water usage can result in an opportunity
to convert potable water storage tanks to diurnal storage for the recycled water system because the need for
domestic water has been reduced by increased recycled water use. Communities and utilities can partner
so that extra storage and demand can be exchanged and/or recycled water can be produced in one area and
sold in another. In addition to storage solutions for existing systems, efforts can focus on areas with new
development or little or no existing recycled water infrastructure in order to maximize impacts of activity.
Another option is to identify other recycled water users, like industries, that can take their water deliveries
during the day or encourage users, like golf courses, to develop on-site storage to alleviate the need for
diurnal storage.

Groundwater Recharge & Reservoir Augmentation
Groundwater basins and surface reservoirs are used to regulate the seasonal demand of recycled water and
replenishment of groundwater basins. They are also used for indirect potable uses, with the CDPH closely
monitoring treatment requirements, blend ratios and retention time before the water can be withdrawn.
Since indirect potable use ofrecycled water through reservoir or groundwater basin recharge is neither time
nor seasonally dependent, this is one way to address demand shifts, as excess production of recycled water
can be captured during low demand periods, without competing with direct users. However, the following
issues prevent reservoirs and groundwater basins from being perfect recipients of recycled water:

• Storms: at times of extremely high storm flow, spreading basins can be full and recycled water cannot be
used for recharge due to these infrastructural constraints;

• Reservoir maintenance: reservoirs with recycled water require expensive impermeable linings, frequent
turn over and liner that must be replaced frequently;

• Basin requirements: within Metropolitan's service area every groundwater basin has different requirements
on the blend ratio requirements, treatment levels needed and amount of time recycled water needs to be
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in the ground; and

• Emerging constituents: There is concern about the future quality of recycled water, especially with regards
to emerging constituents in the source water, as it is being mixed with potable water.

As the region continues to develop additional groundwater and reservoir augmentation projects additional
information may be collected that may alleviate some of the emerging constituents concerns. Current
technologies have tested for these compounds with successful removal in certain areas. The water that
is injected into the West Coast Basin seawater barrier, for example, is of high quality and exceeds state
and federal drinking water standards. The CDPH and the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control
Board approved injection of 75 percent recycled water into the barrier, with the other 25 percent coming
from imported water sources. This approval was based on the finding of an expert panel comprising of
water industry experts from around the country that was created to provide their expertise on the effects
of injecting over 13,000 AF/year of recycled water. Once groundwater monitoring requirements have been
completed and approved by the CDPH, up to 100 percent recycled water will be injected into the barrier,
alleviating the need for imported water.

RecommendatIons
Work with the CDPH to address health concerns while promoting recycled water use, including adjustment
of CDPH's recycled water recharge and reservoir requirements from absolute figures to dilution factors over
time while considering treatment levels. This could involve allowing a shorter amount of time required
for the recycled water to be in the ground and/or lower potable blending requirements with the level of
treatment. For example, water treated to the level of Orange County's Groundwater Replenishment System
may require a lower dilution with potable water than recycled water in order to maintain adequate source
control.

Also, Metropolitan and its Member Agencies should, for scientific purposes, continue to support monitoring
for presence of emerging constituents and work with CDPH and the regional water quality control boards
to ensure that data collected for scientific purposes is not inappropriately used for regulatory compliance.
Focus should be placed on developing a communication strategy to present the information to the public
appropriately and not allow for unneeded regulation in this sector. Work in this area may also be done in
conjunction with a Blue Ribbon Panel established by the Recycled Water Policy adopted by the SWRCB
on May 14, 2009. The panel will provide recommendations to the SWRCB and the CDPH in spring 2010.
The panel will address questions of appropriate emerging constituents to be measured in recycled water,
the applicable monitoring methods and detection limits; the tOXicological information available for these
emerging constituents, and levels of emerging constituents that should trigger enhanced monitoring in
recycled, ground or surface waters. In the long-run the region should also focus on developing regulatory
requirements for direct potable reuse.

Salt & Concentrate Management
Although Metropolitan adopted a salinity management policy in April 1999, concentrate disposal remains
an issue for wastewater and advanced treatment facilities. Generally concentrate management is mo t
difficult in inland areas where no outfall is available. On the other hand, there are potential incentives for
wastewater facilities to sell recycled water because that can lower their wastewater discharge cost.

Recommendations
Agencies should pursue state and federal grants through Integrated Regional Water Management Planning
process. Encourage and facilitate partnerships between utilities' to combine discharge lines that would
reduce permitting requirements and the number of ocean outfalls. The region should also focus on
streamlining and easing concentrate discharge regulations.

Retrofitting Costs
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Recycled water development can have varying costs and benefits, both monetary and social across a region.
Recycled water may be priced less than the incremental cost of importing more water from other regions,
but many private businesses have a difficult time overcoming the high up-front costs and long-payback
period for dual plumbing Or recycled water retrofits, depending On the location and size of their distribution
network. Retrofits are often more costly than incorporating dual plumbing into new construction and
funding is difficult to find for private developers. However, dual-plumbing is not an option for many areas
with low potential for new construction.

Recycled water:

• Offers greenhouse gas mitigation by offsetting high energy use of imported water;

• Creates greater reliability by lessening dependence on potable water;

• Protects investments made in landscaping and businesses; and

• May help develop environmental habitats and wetlands that may not otherwise exist.

Often the added benefits of recycled water are not factored into the costs. These costs are not borne by all
beneficiaries and there is no Single mechanism for society to share the costs paid by a few. One example
is the Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County, whose cost of recycled water production is paid for by
its five million ratepayers who receive some payback on their investment when the recycled water is sold
through various water purveyors to eventual end users

Recommendations
Construction of recycled water infrastructure can be promoted through various methods. Las Virgenes,
Central Basin, and West Basin MWDs, as well as others, have supported retrofits by loaning money
to customers for the work then charging potable water rates rather than recycled water rates until the
loan is paid off. Recycled water users save potable water for other uses, so it makes sense to have potable
users contribute as well through a user fee, parcel charge, or tax. Additionally, wastewater and land use
agencies could develop methods to help address additional construction costs to install dual-plumbing
and distribution lines and additional maintenance and higher production costs for industrial processes
from the lower quality of recycled water.

Recently, Metropolitan assisted with the cost of recycled water connections by providing an incentive to
public sites through a highly successful program. This has lowered the financial strain for users to convert
to recycled water. Continuing this effort will ensure greater recycled water use and more reliability for the
Metropolitan service area.

Summary of Recommendations
• Continue to progress education and outreach programs, especially when water supply is low, to advance

the development of recycled water infrastructure;

• Continue to develop relationships with wastewater agencies, building industries, and environmental
groups;

• Continue cooperation between Metropolitan and member agencies on public outreach and recycled
water projects;

• Seek additional fund' ng for the region to develop additional recycled water outreach programs to help
the resource's image of a reliable supply;

• Support legislation requiring the SWRCB to work with regional and local recycled water entities to
develop a permit for non-irrigation recycled water use;

• Encourage state-wide dual-plumbing or best technology requirements on new devel.opment similar to
those in Glendale and other localities;

• Support DWR efforts to revise AppendiX Jof the State Plumbing Code;
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• Support legislation that require an update to Title 17/22 to make the recycled regulations consistent
with the plumbing code revisions;

• Explore the possibility of federal tax breaks for recycled water providers, users or funders;

• Develop funding mechanisms, such as water bonds, that provides matching grants to developers for
both dual plumbing of new development projects and other on-site retrofit expenses and incentives to
agencies for planning;

• Work with WateReuse Association or similar associations to develop local ordinance templates to
encourage water recycling infrastructure and require recycled water for all available uses while creating
uniform interpretation of state standards in local regulatory programs to encourage ordinances and
enforce the standards;

• Encourage homeowner associations and community groups to support recycled water use on outdoor
landscaping of community green areas of an acre or more;

• Request a lead staff at the SWRCB, CDPH, county health departments, and other state and federal
agencies to expedite permitting process for projects in Metropolitan's service area;

• Partnership should be created so that recycled water storage and demand can be regulated and/or
produced in one area and sold in another;

• Focus efforts on areas with new development or little or no existing recycled water infrastructure;

• Identify other recycled water users, like industries, that can take their water deliveries during the day or
encourage users, like golf courses, to develop on-site storage and alleviate the need for diurnal storage;

• Water agencies and association should communicate research results and work with the CDPH to
address health concerns while promoting recycled water use, including adjustment of CDPH's recycled
water recharge and reservoir requirements guidelines;

• Support monitoring for presence of emerging constituents and work with CDPH and the regional water
quality control boards and focus on developing a communication strategy to present the information to
the public appropriately;

• Encourage agencies to pursue state and federal grants through Integrated Regional Water Management
Planning process and other grant programs for brine management and recycled water in general and
the region should also focus on streamlining and easing brine discharge regulations;

• Support and facilitate partnerships between utilities' to combine discharge lines that would reduce
permitting requirements and number of ocean outfalls;

• Develop funding mechanisms that assist end users with the cost of retrofits;

• The region should develop funding programs, along with wastewater and land use agencies, to help
address additional construction costs to install dual-plumbing and distribution lines and additional
maintenance and replacement; and

• Revisit the value of recycled water as replacement for imported supply more frequently under the LRP.
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A.II Seawater Desalination Technical
Workgroup Issue Paper

Purpose
Seawater desalination represents a significant opportunity to diversify the region's water resource mix
with a new, locally controlled drought-proof supply. Like conservation, recycling, and other new local
supplies, seawater desalination could help relieve pressure on constrained sources of water like the Bay
Delta and Colorado River, which together provide water to over 26 million Californians. Many local water
agencies have identified seawater desalination as an important component of a balanced regional water
supply portfolio, with its ability to offset existing and future imported water demands and supplement
other local resources. The purpose of this paperl is to describe the opportunities and issues identified in
developing seawater desalination supplies within Metropolitan's service area in order recommend areas in
which Metropolitan and its member agencies can focus their resources.

Summary
As with other new resources considered for inclusion in the 2009 IRP, the development of seawater
desalination poses a number of unique opportunities and challenges. Seawater desalination opportunities
include the potential to develop a reliable high-quality locally-controlled supply that can offset the need
for imported water supplies and related infrastructure. The challenges fall into three general categories:
cost, permitting/regulatory and planning challenges. Technological advancements have made seawater
supplies more cost competitive compared to other new supply options, but cost could be an obstacle for
some agencies. Permitting/regulatory challenges include the lengthy process to successfully permit a
seawater desalination facility, as well as several ongOing state regulatory processes that could affect the
future of seawater desalination. Planning challenges include site location and system integration, water
quality, environmental mitigation, and energy requirements and greenhouse gas emissions. Each of these
will be discussed in greater detail in follOWing sections.

Background
Seawater desalination is the process of removing salts and other dissolved constituents from seawater to
develop potable and non-potable supplies. Worldwide, there are more than 10,000 seawater desalination
facilities producing over 13 million AFiyear2• There are numerous methods for desalting seawater, but
the most COmmOn involve thermal distillation and membrane separation processes, including RO, the
dominant technology in the US.

Metropolitan has been considering seawater desalination as a potential new supply source since the 1960s.
Initial efforts included developing a large regional facility and subsequently focused on feasibility studies
and research into new technologies3

•

In 2000, Metropolitan created the Seawater Desalination Program and released a competitive bid process
to solicit projects from among its 26 member agencies. Five member agencies-the City of Long Beach,
LADWP, MWDOC, SDCWA, and West Basin MWD-submitted projects totaling 142,000 AF/year. As
with Metropolitan's LRP for recycling and brackish water recovery, Metropolitan authorized uniform
sliding-scale incentive agreements with these agencies for up to $250/AF produced. This would amount to
a potential expenditure of about $900 million over 25 years for about 3.5 MAF of desalinated supply. In
1. Draft January 19, 2010
2. www.desaldata.com
3. A brief history of Metropolitan's activities is contained in the May, 2009 Board presentation located at: http://edmsidm.mwdh2o.com/
idmweblcache/MWD%20EDMS/003699743-1.pdf.
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TABLE A.11.1 SEAWATER DESALINATION PROJECTS IN METROPOLITAN'S SEAWATER DESALINATION

PROGRAM

Project Member Agency AF per Year Status Executed
Incentives
Contract

Long Beach Seawater Long Beach
Desalination Project

LADWP Seawater LADWP
Desalination Project

South Orange Coastal MWDOC
Ocean Desalination Project

Carlsbad Seawater SDCWA
Desalination Project

West Basin Seawater West Basin MWD
Desalination Project

Total: Seawater Desalination Projects

'Fullscale feasibility and design studies are underway at these locations.

10,000 Pilot study* Yes

28,000 On hold No

16,000-28,000 Pilot study* Yes

56,000 Construction Yes

20,000 Pilot study* Yes

130,000-142,000

2004, Metropolitan adopted an IRP Update that included a goal for seawater desalination of 150,000 AF a
year by 2025.

The five member agency projects in the Seawater Desalination Program are in various stages ofdevelopment.
As of January 2010, the Carlsbad Seawater Desalination Project (SDCWA) is under construction, while
LADWP' project is currently On hold. Projects for Long Beach, MWDOC, and West Basin MWD are
in the pilot/demonstration study stage, which includes optimizing treatment processes and researching
alternative intake/outfall technologies. Three other projects outside of the Seawater Desalination Program
also are being considered by the member agencies, including the bi-national Rosarito Beach Seawater
Desalination Feasibility Study, where Metropolitan is partnering with the SDCWA, the Southern Nevada
Water Agency, and Central Arizona Water Conservation District; Huntington Beach Seawater Desalination
Project; and Camp Pendleton Seawater Desalination Project. Table A.Il.I and Table A.Il.2 summarize
the status of the seawater desalination projects in Metropolitan's service area.

Cost Cha lenges
Over the past decade, advancements in membrane design, process configuration and energy recovery
technology have reduced the costs of desalinated seawater supplies relative to other new resource options.
Although the cost per-unit has been reduced, cost is still a factor in planning and developing potential
projects. Recent estimates for Southern California range from $1,300 to $2,000/AF depending on project
size, intake/discharge infrastructure, and distribution integration costs. In the context of supply options

TABLE A.11.2 POTENTIAL SEAWATER DESALINATION PROJECTS IN METROPOLITAN'S SERVICE AREA

Project
Huntington Beach Seawater
Desalination Project

Camp Pendleton Seawater
Desalination Project

Rosarito Beach Seawater
Desalination Feasibility Study*

Total: Other Potential Projects

Member Agency Service Area
MWDOC

SDCWA

SDCWA

AF Status
56,000 Certified Final EIR; CDP/

permits still pending

56,000 to 168,000 Planning

28,000 to 56,000 Feasibility study

140,000 to
280,000

'Metropolitan's service area could receive a portion of proposed supply
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Seawater desalination unit costs can be difficult
to compare between projects as well as to
alternative resources. This is because some
reports of unit costs only account for the
cost of producing the water by the seawater
desalination plant. while other reports include
system distribution and/or intake and outfall
infrastructure capital costs, if applicable.
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available to local agencies, seawater desalination's costs are approaching parity with imported water costs
in some cases.

Seawater desalination's unit costs are driven by project capital costs and operating costs related to RO.
Pre-project planning costs, including feasibility and pilot studies, are also an important consideration.
While, technological advances have reduced seawater desalination process energy requirements, the energy
required for RO is still the dominant operating cost. Other operating costs of a seawater desalination
membrane facility are similar to those of operating a conventional recycled water facility.

Capital Costs
Capital costs associated with desalination projects vary
greatly by site, depending on location and the need for
intake/outfall infrastructure and distribution pipelines.
To reduce capital costs, several proposed projects in
Metropolitan's service area are considering siting
adjacent to coastal power plants (co-location) to take
advantage of existing intakes, outfalls and industrial
zoned land. Major capital costs are described below:

• Land: Potential sites for seawater desalination plants
in Southern California are limited by the availability
and cost of coastal real estate;

• Treatment: Costs associated with desalination facilities involve pre-treatment; RO equipment, including
membranes; post-treatment; and supporting infrastructure;

• Intakes and outfalls: The cost of new intakes and outfalls can be a significant element of the total project
cost. Siting desalination facilities near coastal power plants may avoid these costs by taking advantage
of existing open water intakes and outfalls. New intakes can be designed with state-of-the-art screening
systems to minimize entrainment and impingement. Alternative intake technologies such as sub
surface infiltration galleries and beach wells have the potential to reduce pre-treatment capital costs
as well as potential impacts to marine life and resulting mitigation costs. However, subsurface intake
technologies are largely unproven technologies, have never been done at the capacities being proposed,
and remain expensive to construct and operate. Many of the subsurface technologies are inaccessible
for maintenance once the system is built and there is no proven history of the long-term operational
viability of these systems. Using existing wastewater outfalls is another strategy that has been considered
to both reduce capital costs and environmental impacts associated with brine discharge; and

• Integration: Project size and location significantly affect the cost of integrating desalinated product water
into existing distribution systems. Locations requiring long transmission pipelines or elevation gains
to tie in to existing distribution systems may have higher integration capital costs relative to projects
integrated into local distribution systems.

As an example, estimated capital costs for SDCWA's Camp Pendleton Seawater Desalination Project Phase
1 range from $1.2 billion for an initial 50 million GPD (56,000 AF/year) project to up to $1.9 billion for
a 100 million GPD (112,000 AF/year) project. These estimates include add-on costs for engineering and
administration and a 30 to 40 percent contingency, as well as the costs for installing buried infrastructure
sized for the ultimate capacity of 150 million GPD.4

The Camp Pendleton project estimated capital costs are allocated as follows:

• Intake and Discharge Facilities 15 percent;

• Treatment Facilities 57 percent; and

• Conveyance Facilities 28 percent.
4. SDCWA, Summary of findings of the Camp Pendleton Project Feasibility Study (Information), May 7, 2009, In May 14, 2009 Board of Directors
Water Planning Committee Board Packet. Available at http://www.sdcwa.org/board/agendas/2009_0S_14special.phtmI
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FIGURE A.11.1 SEAWATER DESALINATION RO PROCESS
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The Project Engineering Feasibility
Report for the Dana Point Ocean
Desalination Project prepared by Boyle
Engineering Corporation (March
2007) estimated that the capital cost
of the 16,000 AF/year project at $136
million, including add-ons of 18
percent contractor overhead, 20 percent
for engineering and administration
costs, and a 30 percent contingency
factor. The Dana Point project (now
known as the South Orange County
Seawater Desalination Project) cost
estimate accounts for the construction
of a slant-well sub-surface intake system
and conveyance to a nearby regional
distribution pipeline. Without the add
ons described above, the capital costs
for the project break down as follows5

:

• Intake and Discharge Facilities
25 percent;

• Treatment Facilities 71 percent; and

• Conveyance Facilities 4 percent.

Environmental mitigation measures, such as wetland restoration or construction of renewable energy
sources to offset greenhouse gas emissions are potentially additional capital cost components that could be
incurred by some projects.

Operating Costs
Seawater desalination operating costs are largely driven by energy use, but also include membrane
replacement, maintenance, chemicals and labor. Advances in energy-recovery technology and membrane
effiCiency have reduced the energy use and costs associated with the RO processes. Research performed
by the Affordable Desalination Collaboration shows the improvements in energy requirements specifically
for the over the past 30 years.6

The total power costs of a project will depend on the price of electricity, as well as with pre-treatment
and distribution pumping energy requirements. Reducing the energy needs of seawater desa i atio
technology is an area of active research that could potentially increase energy efficiency by 20 percent or
more, though there is a minimum energy needed to overcome osmotic pressure. Technologies currently
under development include membranes imbedded with specialized nano particles and nano filtration in a
two-pass configuration.

As an example, estimated operating costs for SDCWA's Camp Pendleton Seawater Desalination Project
Phase 1 range from $42 million to $50 million per year for an initial 50 million GPO project, to up to $79
million to $96 million for a 100 million GPD project.7

Of the total operating costs for the South Orange County project, power is estimated at 53 percent using
microfiltration pretreatment or 60 percent with no pre-treatment, assuming an energy cost of $0.12 per
kWh 8

5. Dana Point Ocean Desalination Project - Engineering Feasibility Report: http://www.mwdoc.com/documents/FinaIDraftReport4-6-07.pdf
6. The energy use represented here is strictly for the RO process, and does not include feedwater. pre-treatment or distribution energy
requirements. Affordable Desalination Collaboration: http://www.affordabledesal.com/home/project_media.html
7. SDCWA, SDCWA Desalination Feasibility Study (PowerPoint Presentation) May 14, 2009
8. Dana Point Ocean Desalination Project - Engineering Feasibility Report
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FIGURE A.11.2 PROJECTED OPERATING COSTS FOR THE

SOUTH ORANGE COUNTY SEAWATER DESALINATION PLANT

Permitting & Regulatory
Processes
Seawater desalination plants in
California must obtain more than 20
federal, state and local permits and
approvals in a complicated process
where some regulatory agencies defer
review until other agencies approve a project. Many required permits and regulations are related to
coastal and ocean resources and from a water resource perspective are unique to seawater desalination. In
many cases, there is considerable overlap, redundancy and/or inconsistent or unclear regulatory guidance
over key resource issues such as marine biology, air quality, land use, and water quality. Since both the
California Coastal Commission and CDPH require approvals from other state agencies before issuing
permits, they will typically be the last approvals needed prior to construction.

Permits & Approvals
Table A.l1.3lists the major local, state and federal permits and approvals that may be required depending
on the location of the seawater desalination project9:

Permitting issues that may arise include mitigation of marine life impacts (for intake and discharge),
energy/climate change impacts, private-versus-public ownership and induced growth. Marine life and
climate change mitigation are discussed in the Planning Challenges section of this white paper.

Recommendations Regarding
Costs
Considering that the cost of
desalination treatment plants vary
based on technology, location
and energy costs the workgroup
recommends that Metropolitan and
the service area focus on reducing the
cost implications ofthe varying factors.
The region should secure funding
to research and develop more cost
effective technologies. Additionally,
the region should acquire potential
desalination treatment plant sites near
existing power plants to reduce future
costs.

Private \rersus Public Ownership
Private ownership of seawater desalination facilities is a permitting issue for the Coastal Commission
and other agencies. The Commission's primary concern relates to private development and control of
drinking water and coastal access, which may be more vulnerable to exploitation should private owners
maximize profit at the expense ofother public trust values. In the Coastal Commission's review ofseawater
desalination, the issue is described as follows:

"There may be significant differences in determining whether public or private desalination facilities conform
to Coastal Act Policies. The Coastal Act is based largely on coastal resources being public resources. Private
consumptive use of these resources will likely result in a different type of review than public use."lO

9. Coastal Commission. 2004
10. Seawater Desalination and the California Coastal Act, 2004, pg. 12.
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TABLE A.11.3 AGENCY PERMITS & ApPROVALS FOR SEAWATER DESALINATION PROJECTS

Iii
u
o
-J

Agency

Local jurisdiction (city, water agency, etc.)

Coastal Commission

State Lands Commission

SWRCB

Regional Water Quality Control Boards

California Energy Commission

CDPH

CPUC

Department of Parks and Recreation

Department of Fish and Game

Caltrans

SWRCB/Division of Water Rights

Air Pollution Control District - South Coast
Air Quality Management District/ San
Diego County Air Pollution Control District

U.S. Coast Guard

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration/National Marine Fisheries
Service/U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Bureau of Land Management/Department
of Defense

USBR/Bureau of Land Management/EPA

Permit or Approval

CEQA, Local Coastal Development Permit (in some cases),
encroachment permits. operating agreements, other permits/
approvals

Coastal Development Permit and/or Local Coastal Program
Amendment; Consistency with coastal zone management
program
State land use lease/amendment

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System discharge
permit; Waste Discharge Requirements

Section 401 water quality certification

Application for Certification Amendment reviews changes to
regulated power plants for co-located desalination facilities
Drinking water permit and Federal Surface Water Treatment
Rule

For private water utilities

Encroachment permits

California ESA permit/consultation, Marine Life Protection
Act and Areas of Special Biological Significance consultation

Encroachment permits

Surface/groundwater

Permit to construct/operate

Regulates structures in navigable waters

Section 404 permit for construction in navigable waters;
Section 10 permit for structures in navigable waters

Review for potential impacts to endangered species marine
mammals, migratory birds. essential fish habitat, national
marine sanctuaries

Encroachment on federal lands

Federal funding, National Environmental Policy Act
compliance

Other concerns include fears that multinational companies might use international trade agreements to
avoid environmental regulations, and that conservation and recycling efforts could be compromised if
monetary profit is the primary motive underlying ownership and provision of water services 11.

Induced Growth
The induced growth potential of water supply projects is addressed during the CEQA process. It also is

reviewed by the Coastal Commission for impacts to coastal development. Questions that may arise during
Coastal Commission permit reviews includel2 :

• Is the project meant to provide a baseline supply of water or is it to be used only for emergencies or
drought relief?;

• Does the project replace an existing supply of water or provide a new one?;

• Where will the water go (i.e. a confined service area or a regional system)?;

11. California Desalination Planning Handbook. 2008. pg 58
12. Seawater Desalination and the California Coastal Act. 2004. pg. 54.
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• Will the development serve "coastal priority" uses?; and

• Is there adequate public oversight for the facility?

According to the Coastal Commission report on seawater desalination: "Determining the growth-inducing
impacts of a particular desalination facility will vary based on its service area, the growth allowed under
certified Local Coastal Programs or other adopted plans, its interconnections with other water supplies or
purveyors, and whether it is a public or private facility."

Recommendations Regarding Permits & Approvals
Streamlining permitting proces es is a critical factor needed to facilitating seawater desalination project
development. This could be accomplished in a variety of ways, including but not limited to: establishing
a state desalination commission, similar to the Coastal or Energy Commissions, that would centralize
the permitting in one agency; a watermaster-like permitting coordinator for desalination that could bring
together regulatory agencies and desalination developers; developing a SWRCB policy for the permitting
process; or through legislation that would consolidate or coordinate the permits from the various regulatory
agencies.

Some of the current obstacles preventing faster and easier permitting include a general lack of data for
developing standards and regulations that would apply to all seawater desalination projects and a lack of
regulatory agency staff time and expertise to process available data. Potential joint work shared between
desalination experts and regulatory agencies in reviewing permits and working on developing data-based
standards would improve this issue and relieve pressure on permitting agency staff.

Regulatory Processes
There are several ongoing state regulatory processes that could affect the future development of seawater
desalination, including SWRCB and federal regulation of power plant open ocean intakes; the SWRCB's
process for updating California's Ocean Plan for seawater desalination; and the California Department of
Fish and Game's Marine Life Protection Areas.

SWRCB - 316b egulatlOns
The SWRCB is in the process of developing implementation guidelines for federal regulations of existing
open water intakes used by power plants (316b regulations). Section 316b of the Clean Water Act provides
that the design of structures used for cooling water must "reflect the best technology available for
minimizing adverse environmental impact."l3 How the 316b regulations are implemented in California
could affect projects that are being planned to co-locate with coastal power plants. The 316b regulations
have been contentious, with recent EPA standards partially reversed in litigation that rose to the u.s.
Supreme Court. Working within the framework set by the Court's decision, the SWRCB has proposed
implementation options for power plants that would reduce or mitigate the impacts of their open water
intakes to that of comparable closed-cycle wet and/or dry cooling systems14

• This would substantially
reduce the quantities of ocean water that could be used for power plant cooling purposes. The proposed
regulations do not ban open ocean intakes. However, if power plants convert to alternative cooling
technologies or abandon intakes, co-located seawater desalination projects would likely become responsible
for the intake's marine life impacts and could potentially lose the advantages of blending brine discharges
with power plant discharge water. The outcome of the SWRCB regulations, scheduled to be finalized in
early 2010, may also influence intake and outfall standards for stand alone seawater desalination projects.

SWRCB -Califorma Ocean Plan & Seawater Desalination
The SWRCB is responsible for reviewing water quality standards in the California Ocean Plan and for

13. http://epw,senate.gov/water,pdf
14. Revised Draft Policy on the Use of Coastal and Estuarine Waters for Power Plant Cooling (2009). Available at http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/
water_issues/programs/npdes/cwa316.shtml
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modifying and adopting standards in accordance with the federal Clean Water Act and the California
Water Code. In its 2008 triennial review of the California Ocean Plan, the SWRCB originally intended to
set new standards for seawater desalination concentrate discharges. Instead, the SWRCB has indicated it
will initiate a process to develop a comprehensive set of regulations for seawater desalination concentrate
discharges and intakes. This is expected to occur after the 316b standards are complete, possibly in early
2010.

Department of Fish &. Game - MPAs
The Marine Life Protection Act was passed by the California Legislature in 1999 to better evaluate the
current state of California's coastal waters and to direct the state to create and manage a network of MPAs
along the California coastline. The purpose of the MPAs is to protect critical marine habitats by limiting
resource extraction including the "taking" of marine life. Although there are existing MPAs that protect
the California Channel Islands (10 to 70 miles off of the Southern California coast), there are currently
few MPAs along the Southern California coastline. New state MPAs will extend from the shoreline to
a maximum of three miles offshore. The state Department of Fish and Game is currently considering a
number of proposals for creating a set of new MPAs1

5 in the ocean in the south coast study region (Point
Conception to the California/Mexico border). The proposed MPAs were developed through a year-long
stakeholder driven process funded through a public-private partnership. Although none of the potential
MPAs are located directly over planned member agency project sites, future seawater desalination intakes,
outfalls, O&M could be affected if a MPA contains or is near a potential project site.

Other Federal Processes

Interagency Ocean Polley Task Force

Regulations developed by the Interagency Ocean Policy Task Force could significantly change governance
and policy of ocean resources in the U.S. and have major implications for future desalination projects.
The Task Force is in the process of establishing a national policy for "promoting ecologically sustainable
ocean resource use and management." Among other things, it sets guiding principles for protecting and
restoring ocean and coastal waters, Great Lakes, and related resources, requires all federal agencies to
update regulations to be consistent with the policy, establishes a Council of Advisors on Ocean Policy
to advise the President, and designates nine ocean regions to promote coordinated regional efforts to
implement the national ocean policy.

Steelhead Recovery Plan
In July 2009, the National Marine Fisheries Service released the public review draft of its Southern
California Steelhead Recovery Plan. In 1997, the Southern California steelhead was first listed an
endangered species under the federal ESA. The overarching goal of the Recovery Plan is the recovery of
the Southern California steelhead and its removal from the Federal Endangered Species List. The Recovery
Plan serves as a guideline for achieving recovery criteria and goals by describing the criteria by which the
National Marine Fisheries Service would measure species recovery, and the strategy and related actions
to achieve recovery. Actions from the Recovery Plan such as channel widening and other ocean activities
could affect the location and operation of seawater desalination facilities.

Recommendations Regarding the Regulatory Process
Improvements to the regulatory process are similar to those recommended for the permitting process.
Compliance with regulations is difficult because of the variety of agencies and regulations, and there is
potential for streamlining, coordination and consolidation. Metropolitan could encourage a science-based,
state-wide policy Or legislation in support of desalination in order to assist the process further and remOve
significant hurdles. Additionally, upfront partnerships with environmental groups on desalination projects

15. The current MPA proposals are available here: hllP://www.dfg.ca.gov/mlpa/southcoastipa.asp
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and public outreach could stem some of the contention and effectively address potential concerns.

Planning Challenges
More than 20 seawater desalination projects are in various stages of development in California,
including the eight projects in Metropolitan's service area. Although each project presents different site
characteristics and design factors, they will face common planning challenges including site location
and system integration, water quality, mitigation for potential marine life impacts, and energy use and
greenhouse gas emissions.

Pre Project Planning
Water agencies pursuing seawater desalination projects in Southern California are accruing significant
pre-project planning and study costs prior to construction. Those costs include feasibility studies, pilot
studies, environmental documentation, and permitting. Combined, these costs can range from $7 to more
than $20 million.

Pilot & Demonstration Research

Extensive testing is typically performed to optimize system design, and research the viability and ultimately
obtain permits for alternative treatment and intake technologies. Pre-treatment studies are especially
critical, since RO membranes are susceptible to fouling and scaling in response to water quality, which
can vary by site and intake technology. Pilot study costs can range from $5 to $20 million, depending on
the scope of the testing. Expenses include planning, design, permitting, RO equipment, power, chemicals,
laboratory testing and other costs.

Permitting & Environmental Documentation

The permitting and environmental documentation necessary for seawater desalination projects is
estimated to cost about $2 million, depending on the size of the project and site-specific environmental
and regulatory permitting issues.

RecommendatIons Related to Pre Project Planning Costs
Costs could be moderated through regional pursuit of funding for all stages of the desalination process
and potentially through supporting future technological research and demonstrations.

Siting & System Integration
A number ofvariables affect the siting of potential seawater desalination projects, including the availability
of suitable coastal land, the location of existing ocean intakes and outfall, the proximity of system
integration delivery points, overlying water supply needs, water quality, and suitable geological conditions
for alternative intakes.

(0 IDeatIon
Siting of seawater desalination plants with coastal power plants has several advantages, including the use of
existing ocean intake/outfall infrastructure and land zoned for industrial use. Using existing infrastructure
theoretically minimizes intake and outfall costs and can result in minimal new marine life impacts from
desalination operations when power plants are running. However, in recent years, co-location has become
controversial with key permitting agencies and environmental groups. As described earlier, the SWRCB
is implementing a plan to limit the use of open water intakes by power plants through the 316b process. In
response, some coastal power plants are considering transitioning to alternate cooling technologies, which
would leave co-located desalination projects responsible for mitigating intake impacts. However, seawater
facilities could still take advantage of the existing infrastructure and available land at the power plants and
act as stand-alone facilities operating independently of the power plant facilities. Seawater facilities could
use the existing open ocean intakes with appropriate mitigation through screening and/or restoration.
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Other siting options include co-locating near wastewater treatment facilities to take advantage of existing
outfalls or in coastal areas with favorable geologie conditions for sub-surface intake systems.

System Integration OptIons
Metropolitan completed a System Integration Study in 1994 that considered 12 seawater desalination
facilities, with project capacities ranging from 20 million gallons of water per day (mgd) to 100 mgd, and
four integration options, including:

• Local distribution systems;

• Regional feeders;

• A combination of local distribution and regional feeders; and

• Construction of new coastal feeders.

In general, the study found that smaller projects located near water demand centers may integrate effectively
into existing local distribution systems while minimizing distribution costs. Larger regional projects or
projects located away from demand centers would require conveyance to a regional pipeline, new coastal
feeders, or extensive distribution infrastructure to bring supplies to demand centers. Larger projects may
have the benefits of lower integration costs due to economies of scale. The study found that integration
costs (adjusted to 2009 dollars) and power costs, ranged from $100 to $300/AF.

Water Quality
Post-treatment is typically required to prevent desalinated product water from mobilizing minerals in the
distribution system, which can cause water quality and corrosion issues. Other water quality challenges
with desalinated seawater include increased levels of boron, which can affect irrigation use, bromide, which
can affect the persistence of chloramine residuals in distribution systems, and chlorides which can pose
taste issues for consumers and operational issues for industrial applications.

Recommendations Related to Siting & System Integration
Early strategic real estate planning to reserve coastal sites for potential future projects would help mitigate
some siting challenges.

Marine Life Protection
Marine-life impacts associated with seawater desalination include impingement and entrainment of
marine organisms related to seawater intake system, and impacts to salt-sensitive species due to concentrate
discharges. These impacts are discussed below.

Impmgement & Entramment
Open-ocean intake facilities impact marine life when intake screens trap large organisms (impingement),
and when phytoplankton, zooplankton, larvae and other small organisms are drawn through the screens
into the feedwater system (entrainment). Levels of impingement and entrainment depend on the intake's
location, feedwater volume, velocity at the screen, and other factors. As described under the Co-location
section, the use of power plant cooling water discharge would potentially cause no additional impingement
and entrainment impacts as long as the power plant is operating.

Several member agencies are researching alternative intake technologies with the potential to further
minimize impingement and entrainment impacts, including:
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• Long Beach: sub-surface infiltration galleries;

• MWDOC: slant-drilled beach wells;

• SDCWA: deep-infiltration gallery tunnel collector wells; and

• West Basin MWD: wedgewire screens for open water intakes and sub-surface infiltration gallery pilot
study.

Sub-surface technologies also have the potential to reduce pre-treatment needs. Challenges with alternative
subsurface technologies include the availability of favorable geologic conditions at the selected desalination
plant site, the low permeability of ocean-floor sediments, high construction costs, the uncertain long-term
performance yield, maintenance accessibility, replacement costs, and scalability for a large scale project.

Concentrate DIsposal
Seawater desalination produces a by-product stream ofconcentrated ocean water - brine - that is discharged
back into the ocean. The discharged brine mixes with ocean water within a zone of dilution, eventually
reaching background levels ofsalinity. Research has shown that marine organisms are tolerant to increased
levels ofsalinity to within 20 percent to 30 percent of ambient background salinity. Concentrate discharges
may be appropriately managed via the zone of initial dilution with a blending volume, diffuser design, and
consideration of currents and tides. Co-located desalination projects may mitigate salinity impacts by
diluting the brine with the non-processed power plant discharge. Other options include blending with
wastewater discharges and using sub-surface discharge galleries.

RecommendatIOns Related to Manne Lde P -otectlon
• Pursue scientifically-based concentrate disposal technique regulations and accommodate desalination

specific outfall mixing techniques; and

• Adopt best technologies.

Energy Use & Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Greenhouse gas emissions associated seawater desalination's energy use has become an important planning
issue in California. Despite recent advances in energy efficiency, seawater desalination still requires more
energy per AF than most other supply options available to Southern California. However, the gap between
desalination and imported water supplies is decreasing. An assessment performed by West Basin MWD
(Figure A.ll.3), showed that ocean desalination is approaching the energy intensity of imports in some
cases. The total energy use of desalination plants depends on pre-treatment, process configuration and
distribution system pumping requirements.

Gross versus Net Greenhouse Gas Offsets

Although minimal greenhouse gasses are emitted directly by seawater desalination plants, they cause
indirect emissions through electricity use. Until recently, water projects have not been required to be
carbon neutral. However, the California Coastal Commission and State Lands Commission both reqUired
the Carlsbad Desalination Project to be carbon neutral 16 by offsetting its "net" greenhouse gas emissions.
The distinction between "gross" versus "net" greenhouse gas emissions offset is:

• Gross: the project would be responsible for offsetting 100 percent of the greenhouse gas emissions related
to its energy consumption; and

• Net: the project would only be responsible for offsetting the difference between the gross greenhouse gas

'Source: Wilkinson, Robert. c.. Analysis of the Energy Intensity of Water Supplies for West Basin MWD. March 2007. Report prepared for West
Basin MWD. Imported water based on percentage of eRA and SWP water Metropolitan received. averaged over an l1-year period. Figures for
imports do not include an accounting for system losses due to evaporation and other factors. Groundwater values include entire basin. West
Basin service area covers approximately 86 percent of the basin. Groundwater values are specific to aquifer characteristics, including depth, within
the basin.
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FIGURE A.11.3 COMPARATIVE ENERGY INTENSITY OF WATER SUPPLIES FOR WEST BASIN MWD'
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emissions of the project and the marginal supply it replaces. This reduces the amount and the costs of
greenhouse gas mitigation.

Although the legislative basis for municipal water projects to be carbon neutral is unclear, it is possible
that the recent greenhouse gas emission offset requirements will be a precedent for subsequent seawater
desalination projects. State agencies have cited implementation of the California Global Warming Solution
Act of 2006 (AB 32) and the Governor's Executive Order 5-3-0517 that sets a target of reducing California's
greenhouse gas emission levels in 2050 to 80 percent of 1990 levels, and orders state resource agencies to
coordinate their efforts to meet these targets, with the goal of as justification.

Recommendations Related to Energy Use & Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Agencies should continue to pursue energy reduction technologies in addition to exploring future
possibilities including exploring alternative and renewable energy sources on a regional scale, e.g., solar
panels in desert on Metropolitan-owned land, or pursuing a policy that desalination energy use be treated
comparable to other water resources with regards to required offsets.

Summary Of Recommendations
1. The region should secure funding to research and develop more cost effective technologies.

Additionally, the region should acquire potential desalination treatment plant sites near existing power
plants to reduce future costs.

2. Streamline the permitting processes by centralizing permitting to one agency that could bring together
regulatory agencies and desalination developers; or through legislation that would consolidate or
coordinate the permits from the various regulatory agencies.

17. Available here: http://gov.ca.gov/executive-order/1861/
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3. Improve the availability of data for developing standards and regulations that would apply to all
seawater desalination projects. Joint work shared between desalination experts and regulatory agencies
in reviewing permits and working on developing data-based standards would improve this issue and
relieve pressure On permitting agency staff.

4. Metropolitan could encourage a science-based, state-wide policy or legislation in support of
desalination in order to streamline regulatory requirements.

5. Establish active partnerships with environmental groups on desalination projects and public outreach
to effectively address potential concerns.
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A.12 Stormwater/ Urban Runoff
Technical Workgroup Issue Paper

The purpose of this issue paper is to provide information for Metropolitan Ito develop a strategy that can
be used to potentially set goals and targets for stormwater and urban runoff in this IRP Update. Through
work on this paper, Metropolitan staff has compiled information from the IRP Technical Workgroup
for Stormwater/Urban Runoff to identify opportunities, determine an approach to calculate yield, and
recommend regional strategies for implementation. Information provided in this paper will assist with
the Oversight and Steering Committees' evaluation of resource packages in this IRP.

Summary
Stormwater/Urban Runoff (stormwater) was not directly identified as a water supply component in the
2004 IRP Update. Today, the region faces a different water supply situation. The movement to capture
and use stormwater in multi-beneficial ways has developed significantly and as the region is confronted
with increasing demand, reduced imported water supplies and diminishing supply in local storage,
Metropolitan is assessing the feasibility of incorporating stormwater as a resource in the 2009 water
planning strategy.

The Technical Workgroup identified opportunities to enhance stormwater runoff capture and use it to
augment the local water supply, and to incorporate stormwater runoff as a reliable water supply component
in the IRP. The group also identified issues that need to be addressed or require further research to facilitate
wide-scale adoption.

Opportunities
• There is an annual average of more than 1 million AF of stormwater runoff currently generated from

urban areas in the valley floors alone within the Metropolitan service area;

• There is more than 3.2 million AF of available groundwater storage space within the Metropolitan
service area (as of June 2006);

• Stormwater and dry-weather runoffcan be captured and its use can be adapted to the physical/geological
parameters specific to each local area. The captured runoff can be:

• Recharged into the groundwater basin;

• Stored on site and used to supplement irrigation; and

• Stored in surface water reservoirs and used to meet municipal demands;

• At this time, the Technical Workgroup has identified 34 stormwater projects and programs that are
anticipated for completion between 2009 and 2020, which, if implemented, could collectively increase
regional stormwater capture by 45,000-56,000 AF/year (this amount will increase as more projects are
developed within Metropolitan's service area);

• Stormwater projects often provide multiple benefits, which attracts multiple funding partners;

• Synergy exists between groundwater, stormwater, and recycled water resources in the 2009 IRP update;
and

• There is increasing statewide interest and support for integrated projects and programs.

Identified Issues
1. Draft October 2009.
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• Calculating increases in yield: quantifying the relationship between stormwater capture and production
yield;

• Determining the water supply component cost and monetary benefit;

• Current groundwater basin management structures;

• Water quality; and

• Funding.

Workgroup Recommendations
• Within the next year, begin to identify and study various pilot projects to develop a model to quantify

the relationship between capture and production, to quantify water supply component costs and
benefits, to optimize partnerships, and to better understand regional challenges;

• Model, per basin, the effect of increased active stormwater recharge on production yield (using
IRPSIM);

• Determine a business case and an accurate cost/benefit analysis for providing regional incentives/
rebates based on the study of various pilot projects;

• Take the lead in coordinating a proactive, unified approach to legislation and regulation for the region,
including ordinances and building standards;

• Continue to encourage enhanced stormwater recharge/use partnerships to educate the public on the
benefits and uses of stormwater, including the relationship between stormwater quality and drinking
water supply, and facilitate coordination of information to increase message consistency;

• Continue to provide an avenue for open regional discussion on enhanced stormwater capture and use
as a water supply resource;

• Create/continue a dialogue between stormwater, water supply, and groundwater managers to refine
existing groundwater and surface water management, and maximize stormwater runoff as a local water
supply

• Collectively develop a set of monitoring guidelines to increase technical knowledge; and

• Encourage information sharing of challenges and lessons learned to improve future water supply
augmentation efforts, including:

• Technological improvements;

• Water quality data;

• Information gained from the study of pilot projects;

• Examples of governance;

• Regulatory processes; and

.O&M.

Background
Stormwater is an integral part of the hydrologic cycle that augments the local water supply. It originates
from rainwater that naturally percolates into the ground to replenish groundwater basins or becomes
surface runoff. As the region's population grew, systems were engineered to convey stormwater runoff
as quickly as possible from populated areas to waterways to reduce flooding. This urbanization led to an
increase in impervious surfaces, and much of the water that would have naturally percolated to replenish
groundwater is now conveyed out of watersheds on street surfaces and through flood control channels.
Although this system is efficient in reducing flooding and protecting property, it may also exacerbate local
water supply issues experienced today in many of the region's groundwater basins due to the decrease
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Average 1995
2004 (AF/yearJ

TABLE A.12.1 ACTIVE GROUNDWATER

RECHARGE IN THE METROPOLITAN SERVICE

AREA BY SUB-REGION

Northwest Service Area 59,000

San Fernando Valley 25,000
San Gabriel Valley 123,000

Los Angeles Coastal Plain 54,000

Orange County 203,000

Inland Empire 7,000
Eastside Service Area 6,000

San Diego County 0-6,000

Total Annual Average 477,000
Note: Estimated surface water capture from Camp Pendleton for
recharge
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in natural percolation. The depletion of local storage, along with other factors, such as water quality
degradation, has spurred a change in how local agencies approach stormwater. For example, stormwater is
increasingly valued as an alternative to imported water for replenishment of groundwater supplies.

From 1995 to 2004, an annual average of about 477,000 AF/year of stormwater runoff was captured in
spreading basins or other facilities for groundwater recharge within the Metropolitan service area. Many of
these groundwater recharge facilities were created to partially offset the loss ofpercolation that occurred due
to the concrete lining of numerous channels and rivers, and also to provide for the increasing groundwater
production driven by increasing dem&s. Dams in Los Angeles and Orange Counties are operated
primarily as flood control facilities; however, their secondary purpose is to store as much water as possible
without impacting flood control operations (Note: Dams in San Diego County are operated primarily for
water supply purposes). After a storm ends, water is released from the reservoirs to groundwater recharge
facilities. A portion of the local runoff is conserved through spreading grounds, reservoirs, and unlined
river channels. In Los Angeles and Orange Counties,
flood control agencies operate seawater barrier
projects to prevent seawater intrusion into the coastal
groundwater basins. The following Table A.n.I lists
the historical amount of active recharge of stormwater
into groundwater basins per sub-region.2 Examples Sub-Region

of existing active groundwater recharge efforts and
projects are included in Attachment A.I2.a.

In San Diego County, stormwater is captured for
water supply in local surface water reservoirs. During
a normal year, about 10-20 percent of the San Diego
region's water supply is made up of local surface water
runoff. The reservoirs also serve to store imported
water supplies.

In addition to the traditional flood control and
groundwater recharge facilities, many local agencies
are designing and implementing integrated watershed
projects and plans to enhance stormwater and dry-
weather recharge and direct use. These projects and plans generally incorporate multiple benefits, such
as reduced flooding, increased water supply, enhanced recreational opportunities and wildlife habitat,
and reduced stormwater pollution. Legislation and state funding also encourages this approach through
Propositions 50 and 84, which promotes the development and implementation of IRWMPs. Metropolitan
participates on varying levels in the IRWMP processes for each region within the Metropolitan service
area. General information on IRWMPs is included in Attachment A.l2.b.

Current Regional Challenges
Reduced Natural Groundwater Recharge/lncreased Demands
Declining groundwater levels and/or increased production threaten the long-term sustainability of local
groundwater basins. An increasing population leads to an increase in production demand. Urbanization
generally decreases the region's historic capacity for natural groundwater recharge as more land surface is
covered by pavement. Water that would otherwise percolate into the region's aqUifers instead flows over
the impermeable surface as stormwater runoff. Local runoff is typically lost to the ocean unless there is
intervention to retain and harvest it for beneficial use as a local supply source.

Degraded Water Quality
Urbanization also generally degrades the water quality of stormwater and dry-weather runoff. This

2. Metropolitan Water District of Southern California. Groundwater Assessment Study: September 2007
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degradation negatively affects the quality of local surface water and groundwater supplies. Greater
education of the public is needed to improve the quality of urban runoff and reduce the loading of
contaminants that may end up in the local water supply. Increased treatment through stormwater BMPs
and improved surface water management is also needed.

Scarcity of Imported Supply
Local water supply alternatives are increasingly necessary as imported water supplies become scarce due
to drought conditions and environmental restrictions. Increasing stormwater recharge for additional
groundwater production can reduce firm demands for imported water. Furthermore, increasing the
proportion of stormwater and dry-weather runoff used for replenishment and direct use can make more
imported water available for direct consumption.

Facility & Funding Needs
Today, many agencie are faced with an aging infrastructure and limited available funding. With
an increasing population, these agencies must further manage an increase in water demand as well as
increased stormwater runoffand water quality issues, which eventually require facility upgrades to increase
capacity and treatment. Examples of upcoming regional and local facility needs include treatment plant
expansions, enlarging portions of the SWP, raising flood control channel walls, new storm drains, new
surface water treatment facilities, retrofitting dams, new/improved recharge facilities, and more. Without
funding and without an integration of resources, water supply reliability and other public services may
become at risk.

opportunities
In its 2007 Groundwater Assessment Study, Metropolitan identified more than 3.2 million AF of
available groundwater storage space within the Metropolitan service area. Results from the Groundwater
Augmentation ModeJ,3 along with extrapolated data for areas outside ofLos Angeles County, indicated that
there is an estimated annual average of 1 million AF of stormwater runoff currently generated from the
valley floors alone within the Metropolitan ervice area.4 Therefore, the opportunity exists for increa ed
stormwater recharge and direct use.

The Technical Workgroup has identified 34 stormwater projects and programs that are anticipated for
completion between 2009 and 2020. By 2020, these projects could collectively increase regional stormwater
capture by 45,000-56,000 AF/year. Attachment A.12.c contains the stormwater Technical Workgroup
project matrix. Of course, between now and 2020, more projects will likely be planned and implemented
beyond those listed in the project matrix, which will add to the regional stormwater capture amount within
the Metropolitan service area.

As shown in Table A.12.2, opportunities to enhance stormwater and dry-weather runoff as a local water
supply resource can be divided into two basic methods:

• Groundwater recharge (used interchangeably with stormwater recharge); and

• Direct use.

To assist in analYZing and determining an optimal balance of projects within the Metropolitan service
area, each of these methods can be further categorized into one of two facility type:

• Centralized; and

• Distributed.

The terms "centralized" and "distributed" can be defined in various ways. For the purpose of this Issue
Paper, these terms should be defined in the context of water supply benefit and implementation approach.
3. The Grou ndwater Augmentation Model was developed by the USSR and the Los Angeles & San Gabriel Rivers Watershed Council for use in
the Los Angeles Basin Water Augmentation Study.
4. The Groundwater Augmentation Model is programmed with coverage of urbanized areas, and does not include runoff results from non-
urban (e.g., mountainous) areas within each watershed.
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For example, the LADWP operates on a relatively large scale and would consider "centralized" to be
projects with a water supply benefit of 500 AF/year or greater, and "distributed" projects to be those with
less than 500 AF/year. However, from an implementation approach standpoint, it would be appropriate to
define a centralized project to be a project that captures and recharges/uses stormwater runoff generated
from the project parcel along with runoff generated from parcels upstream of the project. In other
words, centralized projects would utilize runoff from multiple parcels. A distributed project would only
incorporate runoff generated from One parcel (e.g., On site capture and recharge/use). These definitions
may also be integrated to include both quantity of benefit and number of collection area parcels. Table
A.12.2 describes each category of enhanced stormwater projects.

More examples ofprojects for each category are included in Attachment A.12.d.

There are also opportunities for creating synergy between groundwater, stormwater, and recycled water
resources in the 2009 IRP update. In February 2009, the SWRCB adopted a statewide Recycled Water
Policy. Among other things, the Recycled Water Policy sets targeted mandates for increased use of
stormwater (0.5 million AF/year by 2020 and two million AF/year by 2030) and requires salt/nutrient
management plans for all groundwater basins. SWRCB intends for stormwater to become a significant
recharge component within the salt/nutrient management plans. Moreover, the Recycled Water Policy
"strongly encourages" all water purveyors to provide financial incentives for water recycling and stormwater
recharge and reuse projects. SWRCB encourages the Regional Water Quality Control Boards to require
less stringent monitoring and regulatory requirements for stormwater treatment-and-use projects than
for projects involving untreated stormwater discharges. Recharging with stormwater is consistent with
SWRCB's policies, which establish sustainability as a core value for SWRCB programs5 and requires
sustainable water resources management.6

Additionally, new regulatory and legal requirements are pushing stormwater/urban runoff programs
forward at a faster rate and are emphasizing low impact development principles and collective watershed
management. This creates new opportunities to influence these programs and standards early in the
development process, to work with local communities so that the programs are implemented as intended,
and to ensure a maximum water supply benefit.

Issues
The following identifies key issues that impact a regional investment in enhanced stormwater recharge
or direct use from a water supply perspective. This section is intended to objectively consider barriers
to implementation. Strategies to overcome these barriers are addressed in the follOWing "Strategies for
Implementation" section.

Calculating Increases in Yield
One of the issues with incorporating stormwater as a reliable water supply component in the IRP is that
a quantified relationship between stormwater capture and production yield has not yet been determined.
This section will examine an approach to quantify this relationship.

Stormwater Capture & Recharge
Intuitively, increased stormwater capture and subsequent direct use and/or groundwater recharge leads
to increased local supplies and overall enhanced water supply reliability. However, when examining
groundwater recharge, two major parameters need to be investigated before establishing a quantified
link between recharge and production yield: 1) Physical/Geological and 2) Regulatory and Management
Structures. These parameters will also be studied as part of the upcoming Groundwater Recharge
Reliability Study, which Metropolitan is currently developing in coordination with the IRP Groundwater
Technical Workgroup.

5. SWRCB Resolution No. 2005-06
6. SWRCB Resolution No. 2008·30 and SWRCB Strategic Plan Update 2008 Objective 3.2
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TABLE A.12.2 OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENHANCED STORMWATER PROJECTS IN THE METROPOLITAN

SERVICE AREA

Project Type

Stormwater
Recharge

Centralized

Distributed

Stormwater
Direct Use

Centralized

Distributed

Purpose

Groundwater
replenishment

Large-scale
recharge

Collects runoff
from multiple
parcels

Small-scale
recharge

Collects on site
runoff

Local supply

Large scale direct
use

Collects runoff
from multiple
parcels

Small scale direct
use

Collects on site
runoff

Description

Ideal in areas with high infiltration rates and available groundwater storage space

• Where space is available*, these projects are very effective in capturing
and recharging relatively large quantities of stormwater and dry-weather
runoff

• Utilizes economies of scale for a generally lower unit cost
• Project examples: spreading grounds, wetlands, large underground

infiltration basins, dams, retention basins, median retrofits,
neighborhood retrofits (off site runoff collected), urban runoff recycling
facilities

• Provides the benefit of capturing stormwater runoff directly at the source
• Allows recharge opportunities where land availability is limited
• Individual distributed projects may not provide relatively substantial

benefits, but collectively, these projects will have more significance
• Project examples: individual facility retrofits (on site infiltration basins

collecting on site runoff), neighborhood retrofits (only on site runoff
collected), rain gardens in private residences, parkway infiltration,
pervious concrete

An option in areas where infiltration is not feasible or practical

Surface Water Reservoirs
• Large surface water reservoirs can capture and store stormwater runoff
• Possibly less pumping costs than groundwater storage, depending on

the location of the reservoir
• If the surface is exposed, may experience evaporation losses
• Utilizes economies of scale for a generally lower unit cost
• Used primarily in the San Diego region
• Stored water augments potable supply (after treatment at a regional

water treatment plant, if water quality is adequate)
Large Underground Storage Tanks
• Currently less commonly implemented in urban areas than distributed

direct use projects
• An option where land surface is not available
• Currently, stored water is used mostly for landscape irrigation and

can be part of an overall urban flood control project (connected to
underground storm drains)

• If used for flood control purposes, it may be difficult to both store a
large quantity of stormwater runoff and to find the demand to utilize this
stored quantity before the next storm event (unless a distribution system
is built and utilized)

Urban Runoff Recycling Facilities
• Captures dry-weather runoff directly from the storm drain, treats the

water, and distributes the treated water for beneficial use (landscape
irrigation or indoor commercial building use)

• Includes advanced treatment
• Currently utilized to primarily protect coastal waters by treating polluted

urban runoff

• Provides the benefit of capturing stormwater runoff directly at the source
• Often on private property
• The effectiveness of distributed systems depends on the aggregate,

cumulative effects of many small-scale source control measures
• Project examples: on site cisterns and the collection of rainwater for use

in cooling towers, truck washes, drip irrigation, toilet flushing, and other
non-potable uses.
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945,000
504,000
245,000
450,000
135,000
439,000
500,000

19,000
3,237,000

Groundwater Basin
Available Storage
Space* (AF)

Sub-Region

TABLE A.12.3 GROUNDWATER BASIN
AVAILABLE STORAGE SPACE

Northwest Service Area
San Fernando Valley
San Gabriel Valley
Los Angeles Coastal Plain
Orange County
Inland Empire
Eastside Service Area
San Diego County

Data from the 2007 Groundwater Assessment Study
'Net portion of unused storage space available as of June 2006.
This estimate does not account for institutional uncertainties.
necessary capital investments, water quality considerations, and
presence of overlying demand or considerations

Total

TABLE A.12.4 ESTIMATED ANNUAL AVERAGE STORMWATER RUNOFF
WITHIN THE METROPOLITAN SERVICE AREA (1952-2002)

Groundwater Augmentation Model Area*
(Urbanized Areas in the Valley Floors)
Northwest Service Area 80,000
San Fernando Valley 125,000
Los Angeles County Coastal Plain 218,000
San Gabriel Valley 120,000
Orange County 132,000
Inland Empire 121,000
Eastside Service Area 215,000
San Diego County 46,000
Total 1,057,000
'Urbanized areas within the valley 1100rs. Data extrapolated for areas outside of Los Angeles
County
"Runoff - Precipitation (AF). Infiltration. Bare Surface & Canopy Evaporation; more details can be
found in Groundwater Augmentation Model Demonstration Report

In total, there is over 3.2 million AF of groundwater
storage space within the Metropolitan service area. The
next step would be to examine how much additional
stormwater runoff could be captured to recharge the
groundwater basins and utilize this currently unused
storage space. Based on the results from the Groundwater Augmentation Model,7 along with extrapolated
data for areas outside of Los Angeles County, there is an estimated annual average of 1 million AF of
stormwater runoff currently generated from urban areas in the valley floors alone within the Metropolitan
service area,s Table A.12.4 lists the estimated annual average urban stormwater runoff by groundwater
basin. ew projects that enhance stormwater capture could potentially augment groundwater supplies by
capturing and recharging the runoff currently generated in each area.

However, not all captured and infiltrated stormwater runoffwill add to the groundwater storage. Depending
on the method of infiltration, some of the captured stormwater runoff will be lost within the root zone.
Root zone losses can be significant and are a function of evapotranspiration, irrigation, and change in

soil moisture.9 This concept
can play a very large role in
calculating the relationship
between stormwater recharge

Average Annual Runoff** (AF)
and production yield for
each project. For example, a
project that diverts captured
stormwater directly past the
root zone would be able to
consider that same volume
of water to be adding to
groundwater storage, while a
project that diverts captured
stormwater to a wetlands
area (or any area above or
within the root zone) would
add a reduced amount of that

Physical/Geologic Parameters

Not all areas within the Metropolitan service area
are conducive to groundwater recharge, and the areas
that do have a productive groundwater resource have
varying groundwater basin characteristics, The 2007
Groundwater Assessment Study delineates groundwater
resources within the Metropolitan service area into
eight sub-regions, which are illustrated in Figure
A.12.1.

The estimated storage space available per sub-region
is shown in Table A.12.3. Additional tables and maps
describing the major basin characteristics related to
stormwater recharge and production yield are included
in Attachment A.12.e.

7. The Grou ndwater Augmentation Model was developed by USBR and the Los Angeles & San Gabriel Rivers Watershed Council for use in the
Los Angeles Basin Water Augmentation Study.
8. The Groundwater Augmentation Model is programmed with coverage of urbanized areas, and does not include runoff results from non-
urban (e,g" mountainous) areas within each watershed.
9. See Attachment A.l2.f - Groundwater Augmentation Model Demonstration Report for more details
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captured stormwater to the groundwater basin due to losses experienced in the root zone (and possibly
from evaporation losses). If a project includes a storage component, thereby eliminating constraints caused
by soil saturation, a basic, simplified equation relating active infiltration of stormwater runoff and increase
in groundwater storage is as follows:

Increase in Groundwater StoragelO = Infiltration - Root Zone Lossesll

This calculation would be performed on a per project basis. For projects that include exposed surface
storage for the captured stormwater, an evaporation loss would need to be incorporated into the equation
that relates the volume captured to the volume infiltrated.

A more detailed approach to determining increases in groundwater storage from additional groundwater
recharge supplies involves characterizing the three-dimensional regional groundwater flow system and
geochemistry, and developing and applying appropriate models. An example of this model approach is
included in Attachment A.l2.f, along with example software programs for calculating infiltration and
runoff. These models would consider specific, localized conditions, such as perched groundwater and time
of travel, to further refine the yield calculation.

Regulatory & Management Structures

An increase in groundwater basin storage doesn't necessarily translate to an equal increase in potential
production yield. More than 90 percent of the groundwater resources within the Metropolitan service
area are adjudicated or formally managed pursuant to statute or adopted groundwater management plan"2

A map illustrating groundwater basin management (adjudicated, formally managed, or unadjudicated)
can be found in Attachment A.12.e.

Within adjudicated or formally managed basins, the legal rights to extract groundwater are often defined
by the determined safe yield. 13 This safe yield is calculated differently for each basin. The main difference
in safe yield calculation involves how active recharge is included, where active recharge is defined as all
artificial recharge using local (e.g., runoff diverted to spreading basins), imported, and recycled water
exclusive of natural recharge. Each component within the active recharge category affects each basin's
allocation of annual pumping rights uniquely. For example, in the San Fernando Basin, the judgment
divides pumping rights based on native (fixed quantity as per the judgment at this time) and imported water
origins, and does not directly increase extraction rights (credit) based on active recharge of stormwater
runoff. 14 On the other hand, in Raymond Basin, rights to divert surface water for spreading are separately
specified, so that pumping rights are adjusted upward by recharge activities utilizing native water. IS Table
A.12.S summarizes the general effects of increased active stormwater capture and recharge on extraction
rights, on imported water needs, and on recharging recycled water.

Although this section has been mainly focused on evaluating the increase in groundwater production yield,
other water supply components of groundwater recharge should also be examined when considering the
overall water supply portfolio. For example, as shown previously in Table A.12.S, enhancing stormwater
recharge can also directly lead to a reduction on imported replenishment water demands/reliance in certain
basins. For these basins, an increase in stormwater recharge leads to an increase in allowable extractions,
which leads to a reduction in the imported replenishment obligation. For basins with poor water quality,
implementation of desalters has increased the use of groundwater, and enhanced stormwater recharge
could be used to sustain the increased yield in these basins (e.g., Arlington Basin in Riverside County).

10. Losses from natural subsurface outflow are not included in this simplified equation. since the natural subsurface outflow volume in
comparison to the total basin storage volume is generally minimal in large basins. More details on the effects of natural subsurface outflow would
need to be examined for projects recharging to smaller groundwater basins.
11. Based on the Groundwater Augmentation Model, Root Zone Losses ~ Evapotranspiration - Irrigation + Change in Soil Moisture
12. Metropolitan Water District of Southern California. Groundwater Assessment Study. September 2007. pp. 111-1·2
13. Safe yield is generally defined as the maximum quantity of water that can be withdrawn from a groundwater basin over a long period of time
without resulting in adverse conditions.
14. Active recharge of stormwater runoff may indirectly increase extraction rights by overall increasing groundwater levels. Increased
groundwater levels would allow for utilization of stored water credits. which currently exceed 400,000 AF in the San Fernando Basin, and a
possible increase in the safe yield when the safe yield calculation is revisited.
1S. Metropolitan Water District of Southern California. Groundwater Assessment Study. September 2007. pp. 111-3
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Increased stormwater recharge may also assist in achieving water blending targets, which can lead to an
increase in recycled water spreading. On the other hand, increased recharge and production yield by one
agency may limit recharge and production yield by a downstream agency, which may equate to a net of
zerO regional production yield increase. In thiS case, water rights issues would also need to be addressed.

It also should be noted that even in basins where increased stormwater recharge does not currently directly
decrease imported water demands due to existing basin management structures, increased stormwater
recharge will add to the physical amount of water stored in the basin. This reduces the risk of declining
groundwater levels, and thereby offsets potential future increases in imported water demands.

A more detailed analysis of the effects of active stormwater recharge on extraction rights and overall
production yield will be accomplished through the upcoming Groundwater Recharge Reliability Study.

Stormwater Capture & Direct Use

Direct Use BMPs

Although the majority of the future stormwater capture projects identified by the Technical Workgroup
are infiltration projects rather than direct use projects, direct use BMPs, such as cisterns and rain barrels,
are increasingly promoted, espeCially with smaller-sized parcels and in areas where infiltration is not a
feasible option. These types of BMPs commonly are used to supplement irrigation (e.g., for outdoor water
use). As such, the effect of direct use BMP projects on the water supply portfolio differs from that of large
infiltration projects. Instead of increasing the groundwater production yield (supply), direct use projects
would reduce potable demands. This benefit can be viewed very Similarly to water conservation.

However, unlike for water conservation devices, an average demand reduction per stormwater BMP
installed is more difficult to assess, as this quantity is dependent on such variables as precipitation amount,
frequency and intensity of storm events, water demand, detention size, and detention time. TreePeople
created a Cistern Model that allows a user to build a virtual cistern and see how it would have performed
during nine different rainy seasons in Los Angeles}6 This model may help assess the general demand
offset resulting from stormwater capture and use via a cistern system. Another approach to analyze the
reduction in demand is to compare a sufficient amount of water meter data pre- and post-installation of
the BMP. Overall, more study is needed to accurately quantify this demand reduction. This study can
build upon existing efforts, such as the implementation oflow impact development standards and studies
of mature cistern and rain barrel programs already in place in Texas and Arizona.

Surface Water Reservoirs

As done in San Di.ego County, stormwater runoff could also be captured in large surface water reservoirs
and, if the water quality is adequate, it can be used to meet potable demands after treatment through a
regional water treatment plant. The SDCWA's emergency storage project will expand local storage capacity
and link local reservoirs to allow water to be moved throughout the county. This will increase the ability
to capture local runoff and reduce the amount of water lost through reservoir spills during high storm
runoff events. Hydrology and water quality studies will be needed to determine the increase in water
supply from each project.

General Approach
Since each basin's water balance portfolio consists of varying components, the calculation for the
production yield should be basin-specific. In other words, there is no one detailed equation with fixed
numbers to calculate production yield that can be applied region-wide. Rather, each project would need
to be examined indiVidually to determine the production yield quantity. This concept applies to both
stormwater recharge and direct use projects.

However, there are general commonalities that can be applied region-wide. An overall, simplified approach

16. TreePeople is a Los Angeles based nonprofit organization. The Cistern Model can be found at www.plantla.com/Cistern.html
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TABLE A.12.5 CHANGE IN LOCAL GROUNDWATER SUPPLIES AS A DIRECT RESULT OF ENHANCED
STORMWATER RECHARGE

Basin Groundwater Recycled Imported Comments
Production Water Water

Recharge Demand
San Increase No net Decrease • Increased groundwater levels would allow for increased
Fernando change production through the utilization of existing stored

water credits
• No direct credit currently given for enhanced stormwater

at this time
• May reduce the risk of declining groundwater levels,

thereby offsetting potential increases in imported water
demands

• When the safe yield calculation is revisited, increased
groundwater levels would lead to an increase in the safe
yield for increased production

Raymond Increase No net Decrease • Credit given for enhanced stormwater
change

Central No net Increase Decrease • No credit currently given for enhanced stormwater, but
change used by WRD to replenish the basin in support of the

adjudicated pumping rights
• May reduce the risk of declining groundwater levels,

thereby offsetting potential increases in imported water
demands

• Increased stormwater capture results in both an increase
in the ability to spread additional recycled water (due to
blending needs) and a reduction in imported water need
to meet that blend reguirement

West No net No net No net • No credit given for enhanced stormwater
change change change • May reduce the risk of declining groundwater levels,

thereby offsetting potential increases in imported water
demands

Orange Likely Increase Decrease • Credit given for enhanced stormwater
County increase • Enhanced stormwater would likely increase BPP', which

would increase groundwater production
• Increased stormwater capture results in both an increase

in the ability to spread additional recycled water (due to
blending needs) and a reduction in imported water need
to meet that blend requirement

Main San Likely No net Decrease • Enhanced stormwater would likely increase OSY*', which
Gabriel increase change would increase groundwater production

Chino Increase Increase Decrease • Credit given for enhanced stormwater
• Increased stormwater capture results in both an increase

in the ability to spread additional recycled water (due to
blending needs) and a reduction in imported water need
to meet that blend requirement

Ventura Possibly No net Possibly • Enhanced stormwater recharge could possibly increase
County (Fox Increase change Decrease OSY", which would increase groundwater production

Canyon
Groundwater
Management
Area basins)
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TABLE A.12.5 CHANGE IN LOCAL GROUNDWATER SUPPLIES AS A DIRECT RESULT OF ENHANCED

STORMWATER RECHARGE

Eastside

(Eastern
MWD and
Western
MWD)

San Diego

Possibly
Increase

No net
change

No net
changes

No net
change

Possibly
Decrease

No net
change

• May reduce the risk of declining groundwater levels,
thereby offsetting potential increases in imported water
demands

• Enhanced stormwater recharge would not likely increase
yield in San Diego County groundwater basins, unless it
is done in conjunction with extraction and treatment of
the water through desalters'"

*BPP is the Basin Production Percentage, where the production over the BPP incurs costs
"OSY is the Operational Safe Yield, where excess production is subject to payment for imported supplemental water to recharge the basin.
"'Enhanced stormwater capture could increase surface water storage

to calculating the relationship between enhanced stormwater recharge/use and additional water supply is
illustrated in Figure A.l2.2.

Water Quality
As illustrated in Figure A.12.2, stormwater projects potentially affect - and are affected by - both surface
water and groundwater quality. Capturing and infiltrating or directly using stormwater runoff will reduce
the downstream pollutant load. If infiltrated, stormwater runoff may impact groundwater quality. On
the other hand, the existing groundwater quality may impact the ability to recharge captured stormwater
runoff, or the ability to pump and serve that increment of groundwater volume resulting from stormwater
recharge.

To analyze runoff water quality and its impacts on groundwater quality, the Los Angeles and San Gabriel
Rivers Watershed Council led the development of the Watershed Augmentation Study. This study
concluded that there is no statistically significant degradation of groundwater quality from the infiltration
of stormwater-borne constituents, and in some cases, infiltration improved groundwater quality.'7 The
Watershed Augmentation Study does, however, recommend that careful site characterization of surface
and soil constituents at industrial sites should be conducted prior to implementing infiltration strategies.
Some pre-treatment may be necessary in these areas.

The existing groundwater quality parameters for the affected groundwater basin also need to be considered
when determining the resulting production yield from active stormwater recharge. For example, many of
the San Diego basins have not been used for municipal demand because of high total dissolved solids
among other factors. IS Therefore, increased groundwater recharge in these basins would not result in
any increase in production yield at this time,19 unless treatment is installed to reduce the total dissolved
solids and allow extraction and use of the groundwater. In the long term, however, increased stormwater
recharge may help improve the groundwater quality in the basin for future use. For basins containing
Superfund sites, the effects of increased recharge on the movement of existing pollutant plumes would
need to be modeled before project implementation.

Stormwater quality also affects local surface water supplies. For example, in San Diego County, some
reservoirs cannot be used due to contamination and other reservoirs require the use of urban water
diversion systems to move first flush water (generally, the first %" of stormwater runoff) around the
reservoir, reducing the amount available to augment supply.

As both surface water and groundwater quality are critical factors of a stormwater project, it is important
that the project proponents, groundwater managers, water supply agencies, and other interested
17. Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers Watershed Council. Water Augmentation Study. August 2005, pp 4
18. Metropolitan Water District of Southern California. Groundwater Assessment Study. September 2007. pp. 111-13
19. Some San Diego basins with high total dissolved solids are used for non-potable purposes (e.g., golf course irrigation), which offsets the
demand for potable water. Where this occurs, recharge may be of supply value.
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FIGURE A.12.2 SIMPLIFIED ApPROACH TO QUANTIFYING IMPORTED WATER DEMAND OFFSETS
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stakeholders work collaboratively throughout each project's development and implementation to achieve
an optimal balance of water quality and water supply. Project stakeholders should monitor each project to
evaluate the project performance, identify any necessary post project modifications, and contribute to the
region's data available On local stormwater capture.

Costs & Benefits
One of the issues with examining the water supply component of stormwater projects is that these projects
generally encompass multiple objectives that incorporate a variety of costs and benefits, many of which
overlap. The follOWing is an approach to analyze the costs and benefits ofstormwater projects from a water
supply perspective.

Project Costs

Total Project Costs

Total project costs for stormwater projects vary greatly, as do the scopes for each project. Projects identified
by the Workgroup have total cost estimates as follows:

• Estimated total capital costs: $950,000 to $100 million; and

• Estimated total O&M costs: $1,000 to $3.3 Million per year.

Depending on the project scope, these total costs incorporate components to not only provide a water
supply benefit, but to also provide a multitude of other related benefits, such as flood reduction, surface
water quality improvements, and habitat and recreational enhancements. Individual project descriptions
and cost estimates are included in the stormwater Technical Workgroup project matrix (Attachment
A.12.c).

At this time, the full cost of supplying water is typically not currently included in the project cost estimate.
The total cost estimated for each stormwater capture and infiltration project most likely excludes the cost
of pumping, treating, and distributing the incremental amount of groundwater available as a direct result
of the stormwater project. Additional water supply costs to consider could range from the marginal O&M
cost of groundwater pumping and disinfection, to the construction and O&M costs of new groundwater
production wells, pipelines, and treatment systems. Therefore, to determine the full cost ofsupplying water,
it is important that the project proponent and the water supply agency work collaboratively throughout the
project development and implementation.

The Technical Workgroup developed several various cost calculation general approaches. As there was not
a consensus on a recommended approach, the follOWing simply describes the various approaches. Overall,
careful study is needed to determine the appropriate cost calculation approach.

Water Supply Unit Cost

Unit costs are often used to determine the cost effectiveness of a project or program. In the context of the
IRP, it is appropriate to measure unit costs in $/AF of incremental water supply per year.

It would be misleading to define the unit cost as the total project cost divided by the water upply benefit, as
components to provide other benefits also contribute to the total project cost. Instead, as done with several
LRP projects, a more accurate unit cost calculation would involve isolating the water upply component
cost and comparing that to the water supply benefit (AF/year). The general approach to calculate the
additional water supply amount per project is described in the "Calculating Increases in Yield" section.
Isolating the water supply component cost may prove difficult, since the same equipment is often also used
to provide other benefits. For example, a wetlands component of a stormwater capture project may serve
to simultaneously increase infiltration (water supply), to improve surface water quality, and to provide
habitat enhancements.

Also, project types vary considerably, ranging from spreading grounds improvements to neighborhood
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retrofits, to new retention and wetlands facilities, to retrofitting large dams, and to a variety of other
stormwater-based projects. Depending on the project type, equipment installed at one project site may
provide different benefits than the same equipment installed at a different project site. Additionally, grant
funding may offset the total project cost to the agency and possibly the water supply component cost.
Overall, further study is needed and each project would need to be examined individually to determine
the water supply component cost.

Unit Cost Method 1

Once the water supply component cost is determined, the approach to calculate the detailed unit costs
for stormwater projects could emulate that used for LRP projects. The unit costs for LRP projects are
comprised of three components: Annualized Capital Component, O&M Component, and Annualized
Replacement Component. Examples of these cost breakdowns used for a groundwater recovery project are
included in Attachment A.12.g.

Unit Cost Method 2

Another approach to calculate unit costs would involve determining an evaluation period (typically the
estimated life of the project), a net discount rate, the capital and O&M cost of the project, and the water
supply benefit (AF/year). The numerator of the unit cost calculation would be the capital cost of the water
supply component plus the net present value of the O&M cost. The denominator would be the present
value of the water supply benefit (AF/year) evaluated over the project period. In the calculation of the
present value of the water supply benefit, it is important to consider any likely increases in the real (above
inflation) value of the additional water supply. This could be done by assuming that the real value of the
applicable water rate tier continues to rise at the same rate as it has historically.

There may also be other similar approaches to calculate unit costs. Ultimately, the decision on which unit
cost calculation to implement should be based on how the unit cost figure will be utilized. If exploring a
financial assistance program similar to the LRP, the unit cost calculation approach labeled as Method 1
would be suitable. However, when comparing the unit cost of stormwater projects to other project types
identified in the IRP, an approach consistent to that implemented for the other project types should be
used, which may be the Method 2 approach.

Alternative Cost Approach

If exploring a financial assistance program, another alternative would be to place less emphasis on the unit
cost calculation and instead apply the determined monetary value (from the funding agency perspective)
of each incremental AF of water towards the project. In other words, simply apply the amount the funding
agency is willing to pay for that additional AF of water regardless of project costs. This approach would
eliminate the need to separate the water supply component cost from the total cost of a multiple benefit
project, which would be a very difficult task. However, this alternative diminishes the ability to compare
the cost effectiveness of one project versus another and may result in the funding agency funding more
than the project's water supply component cost.

PrOject Benefits
The value of a project or program can be measured by comparing the monetary benefits to costs. Strictly
from an economic standpoint, a project is deemed feasible if the benefit to cost ratio is greater than one,
which means that the monetary benefits are greater than the costs. Similar to the unit cost calculation,
isolating the water supply benefit and the water supply component cost would be appropriate in the context
of the IRP when calculating the benefit/cost ratio. The follOWing describes a conceptual quantification of
the monetary benefits provided by stormwater projects.

Water Supply Benefit

The monetary value of the water supply benefit can vary depending on the use of this incremental water
supply and its impact on different agencies.
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Local Water Supply Agency Perspective
From the perspective of a local water supply agency, the water supply benefit can be quantified as the
estimated avoided cost of purchasing imported water. This value is subject to the type of imported water
the stormwater project will offset. For example, if the incremental water supply provided by a stormwater
project reduces the amount of untreated replenishment water purchased, the avoided cost would be the
Metropolitan Untreated Replenishment Water Rate, which is $294/AF (as of 1/1/2009). If the project reduces
the amount ofTier 2 Full Service Treated Water purchased, the avoided cost would be the Metropolitan rate
of $695/AF (as of 1/1/2009). Metropolitan water rates and charges can be found in Attachment A.l2.h.

As the Metropolitan water rates vary significantly depending on the category of water purchased, it is
essential for an accurate avoided cost estimate to take the yield calculation (Figure 2) a step further and
determine what type of imported water demand the project will offset. This will mainly be the function of
the project location and the water supply agency operations.

For the purposes of the LRP, a bundled rate is calculated annually to represent the "Full Service Treated
Water Rate." In calendar year 2009, this rate is $608/AF.20 This figure may be adequate to use as the
avoided cost of imported water for the purpose of this Issue Paper.

It also should be noted, however, that water rates are expected to continually increase in the future. As
the cost of imported water increases, the value and cost effectiveness of the incremental water supply from
local stormwater projects will also increase.

Additional benefit may be realized if the stormwater project reduces peak demands and therefore offsets
local water supply faCility needs. This benefit would need to be evaluated on a per project per agency
basis.

Metropolitan Perspective

From Metropolitan's perspective, the level ofpotential water supply benefit provided by stormwater projects
vary and can be placed into the following three categories:

1. Overall reduced demands for imported water supplies. The LRP currently defines this monetary benefit
to be up to $250/AF. This generally represents the avoided cost of future Metropolitan capital and
operating expenditures needed to import that increment of water.

2.An added benefit would be an optimized balance between local supplies and imported supplies, where
Metropolitan can rely on that captured stormwater for increased local yield during dry years and peak
months. This improves regional water supply reliability and possibly offsets additional facility needs.

3. A more conceptual benefit would be to consider the captured stormwater as a new water supply source
for Metropolitan, allowing Metropolitan to deliver that water when needed to member agencies at a
Metropolitan defined rate.

Each category of benefit requires further analysis to determine the monetary value of that benefit.

Overall Regional Perspective

As a region, the overall water supply benefit would be the avoided cost amounts realized by both the local
water supply agency and by Metropolitan. As an example, this benefit could be calculated to be $608/AF
plus $250/AF, equaling $858/AF (LRP 2009 bundled rate for local agencies + LRP defined Metropolitan
avoided cost = overall regional benefit). As mentioned previously, this calculated benefit will vary according
to the use of the incremental water supply and the future cost of imported water.

There is also a benefit attached to the uncertainty of imported water versus the uncertainty of local
supplies.2\

20. The "Full Service Treated Rate or Treated Non-Interruptible Water Rate" is defined as being equal to the sum 0/ the system access rate,
water stewardship rate, system power rate, treatment surcharge, and weighted average (by expected Tier 1 and Tier 2 sales) of the Tier 1 and Tier
2 rate effective in the relevant fiscal year (MWD Rate Structure Administrative Procedures Handbook)
21. Cutter, Bowman. Valuing Groundwater Recharge in an Urban Context. 2007
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Other Benefits

Proper management of stormwater as a water supply source can provide multiple other benefits,
including:

• Flood control management;

• Water quality improvement;

• Ecosystem restoration;

• Other environmental benefits:

• Energy reduction;

• Air quality improvements; and

• Greenwaste reduction;

• Recreation;

• Qualitative benefits;

• Public engagement;

• Increased local control; and

• Diverse partnership opportunities.

These benefits are described in more detail in Attachment A.12.i. Although these benefits would not
necessarily lead to a direct benefit realized by a water supply agency, they will most likely be funded by
other partners.

Funding
The more variety and quantity of benefits the project provides, the more the project tends to cost in total.
Although multiple benefits potentially bring in multiple funding partners, which effectively reduces the
individual cost burden to provide each benefit, a great deal of coordination and communication is needed
to ensure success. This holds true for both capital funds and maintenance responsibilities. Many of the
agencies that have funds to cover capital costs (through their capital budgets and through grant funding)
may struggle with the ensuing maintenance responsibilities due to a restrictive maintenance budget.

Additionally, many projects have been placed on hold due to fiscal difficulties by the state of California.
The lack of funds for both currently on-going and new construction projects has posed a unique problem
to the retail and wholesale water agencie. As the state's fi cal situation improves, it is anticipated that
more local projects will be activated.

Adaptability of Projects/Approaches Region-wide
As described previously, the yield resulting from stormwater recharge projects vary according to basin
specific parameters, making it ineffective to apply one implementation formula region-wide. However,
baSin-speCific designs for recharge and direct use will ensure an effective project is implemented. A project
in one area may produce better results than the same project in another area. More study is needed to
develop specific methods of analysis for discrete areas within the Metropolitan region.

Strategies for Implementation
The follOWing are recommended strategies for implementation aimed to optimize the potential of
stormwater runoff as a water supply resource.

Quantifying the Water Supply Benefit & Isolating the Water Supply Cost
Ithough a basic app oach to quantify'ng the water supply benefit and isolating the water supply cost is

outlined earlier in this Issue Paper, more study is needed in order to develop detailed quantities that can
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be used in the IRP process. This can be accomplished through the identification and study of various
pilot projects. The results from these studies could then be used to develop a model to quantify costs and
benefits, to optimize partnerships, and to understand regional challenges.

Partnerships
Multi-beneficial stormwater capture projects can attract multiple funding partners. Additionally, due
to mandates and existing funding structures, it is likely that partnerships will continue to make up a
significant portion of stormwater management projects in Southern California. Multi-partner projects
do, however, present unique challenges compared with projects that are led by a single entity, and ensuring
the success of both the partnerships and the resulting projects requires extra time and planning. The
following are a few considerations often required for the successful completion of such projects:

• Extended timelines as a result of the execution of formal agreements among partners;

• Establishing partnership and communication protocols to avoid loss of project and institutional
memory from turnover;

• Establishing wide-ranging support at all relevant levels of staff at the partnering organizations; and

• Determining early who will bear maintenance and other responsibilities that remain after construction
is complete.

Overall, multiple partners working collectively to more effectively and efficiently implement multiple
benefits is essential to successfully optimize stormwater as a resource. The study of pilot projects could
also help develop a model for partnerships.

Legislation & Regulation
A coordinated and unified front would be more effective in influencing legislation and regulations. A
recommended strategy would be for Metropolitan to take the lead in this effort.

Ordinances & But/ding Standards
Ordinances and building standards can be adopted to mitigate the adverse impacts of urban development
on watersheds and groundwater basins. Several ordinances currently exist or are in process that will
help facilitate groundwater recharge and direct use opportunities with stormwater, including stormwater
regulations and ordinances for Green Building, Low Impact Development, Landscaping, Stream Protection,
and Hillside. Examples of ordinances are included in Attachment A.l2.;.

Metropolitan could be effective in developing a regional approach to new ordinances and building
standards, ensuring that the local ordinances do not conflict as a region.

Groundwater Management
There is an opportunity to refine existing groundwater management to maximize stormwater runoff
as a local water supply. Metropolitan should coordinate more dialogue between the Stormwater and
Groundwater Technical Workgroups.

Incentives/Rebates
Two diverging views on regional incentives/rebates emerged from the Workgroup.

• Regional incentives should be provided to encourage the increased use of stormwater runoff as a local
water supply; and

• As the cost of imported water increases, the increased use of stormwater runoff would become more
cost effective to the local agency and a regional incentive/rebate would not be necessary.

A third option of exploring the feasibility of a revolving fund loan program was suggested by a Workgroup
participant.
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The resulting strategy is to study existing pilot projects to determine a business case and an accurate
cost/benefit analysis. The Technical Workgroup recommends that this study begins within the next year
(2010).

To promote new, innovative devices, technologies, and strategies to save water and reduce urban runoff,
existing funding programs are available, such as Metropolitan's Innovative Conservation Program.
Specifically, the Innovative Conservation Program provides funding in cooperation with the USBR for
research that will document water savings and reliability of new water savings devices. The region should
continue to pursue federal and state funding to provide these water conservation programs.

Education & Public Ethic
As discussed in the synergy workshop, stormwater, recycled water, groundwater, and imported water are
inter-related. Yet, the public message among the various interests is inconsistent and should be better
coordinated to provide maximum impact. For example, a water supply education campaign at a school
could also include information about stormwater, recycled water, and groundwater to educate the public on
the entire water picture and on ways an individual can be part of the overall solution. Or "cash for grass"
and other landscape conservation programs could be augmented to include rain gardens and downspout
re-directs for recharge, and rain barrels for direct use.

Information Sharing
Stormwater BMPs and technologies are constantly evolving and improving. The tendency to duplicate
existing projects or elements of those projects should thus be avoided so that technical improvements can
inform future projects. An essential component of this evolution is technology transfer, which ensures
that developments in design and engineering practices and technologies are accessible and known.

In addition to technological advances, the overall management of stormwater is evolving and improving.
Opportunities exist to integrate experiences and potentially streamline regulatory approval processes
and other requirements that relate to the ownership, development, and O&M of stormwater management
systems in the region.

Several existing stormwater management projects in the region have yielded challenges and les ons learned
that can be used to improve future water supply augmentation efforts. A compilation of lessons learned
should be established and continually updated.

Recommendations
• Within the next year, begin to identify and study various pilot projects to develop a model to quantify

the relationship between capture and production, to quantify water supply component costs and
benefits, to optimize partnerships, and to better understand regional challenges;

• Model, per basin, the effect of increased active stormwater recharge on production yield (using
IRPSIM);

• Determine a business case and an accurate cost/benefit analysis for providing regional incentives/
rebate ba ed on the study of variou pilot projects;

• Take the lead in coordinating a proactive, unified approach to legislation and regulation for the region,
including ordinances and building standards;

• Continue to encourage enhanced stormwater recharge/use partnerships to educate the public on the
benefits and uses of stormwater, including the relationship between stormwater quality and drinking
water supply, and facilitate coordination of information to increase message consistency;

• Continue to provide an avenue for open regional discussion on enhanced stormwater capture and use
as a water supply resource;

• Create/continue a dialogue between stormwater, water supply, and groundwater managers to refine
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existing groundwater and surface water management, and maximize stormwater runoff as a local water
supply;

• Collectively develop a set of monitoring guidelines to increase technical knowledge; and

• Encourage information sharing of challenges and lessons learned to improve future water supply
augmentation efforts, including:

• Technological improvements;

• Water quality data;

• Information gained from the tudy of pilot projects;

• Examples of governance;

• Regulatory processes; and

.O&M.
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West Basin MWD

WRD

WRD

Additionally, information on the Technical Workgroup progress and the Issue Paper was shared with all
Member Agency Mangers and with the following:

Sally Flowers

Leslie Friedman-Johnson

Mary Anne Skorpanich

Evelyn Cortez-Davis

Carlos Reyes

David Lippman

Nancy Steele

Adam Walden

Terri Grant

Nancy Long

Jason Uhley

Fernando Paludi

Elsa Lopez

Central Basin MWD

Conservation
Strategy Group
County of Orange

LADWP

Las Virgenes MWD

Las Virgenes MWD

Los Angeles and
San Gabriel Rivers
Watershed Council

Los Angeles County
Flood Control
District

Los Angeles County
Flood Control
District

Pasadena WP

Riverside County
Flood Control

West Basin MWD

WRD
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Attachment A.12.a: Examples of Existing Active Groundwater
Recharge Efforts & Projects From LACFCD
The LACFCD was created through state legislation in 1915 to control and conserve flood, storm, and other
waste waters. Since inception the LACFCD has built 14 major dams and 26 groundwater recharge facilities.
The dams are operated as primary flood control facilities; however their secondary purpose is to store as
much water as possible without impacting flood control operations. After a storm ends, water is released
from the reservoirs to groundwater recharge facilities.

Many of the groundwater recharge facilities were created to offset the loss ofpercolation that occurred due
to the concrete lining ofmany of the channels and rivers in Los Angeles County. Many other facilities were
added as the need for additional groundwater recharge increased with demand. The facilities typically
operate during storms to recharge flows in the rivers and channels. In addition to accepting storm, and
post storm flows, the certain facilities have been incorporated into CDPH permits to recharge recycled
water.

LACFCD facilities annually recharge 150,000 AF of storm water and 50,000 AF of recycled water. The
water levels of the groundwater basins are typically monitored, and significantly increase with the amount
of recharge. The safe yield to pump water from the local aqUifers in lieu of purchasing imported water is
based on the groundwater levels.

Currently LACFCD has accelerated its efforts to maximize water conservation at their existing facilities
by increasing capacitie and diversion flows, adding connectivity between facilities, and modernizing
equipment at the facilities. The projects have been well received by the water agencies benefiting from
increased groundwater recharge. LACFCD has already partnered in cost sharing with Los Angeles City
Water and Power, Water Replenishment District of Southern California, and San Gabriel Valley MMD on
several projects that have been constructed or are currently in being built. The future projects have been
incorporated into the local IRWMP. LACFCD actively conducts presentations to agencies that will benefit
from their projects to gain the agencie support.
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Attachment A.12.b: IRWMPs From DWR'
The IRWMP program is intended to promote and practice integrated regional water management to ensure
sustainable water uses, reliable water supplies, better water quality, environmental stewardship, efficient
urban development, protection of agriculture, and a strong economy.

DWR IRWM Grant Program encourages development of integrated regional strategies for management of
water resources by providing funding, through competitive grants.

Funding was authorized with passage by California voters of two propositions.

Proposition SO, the Water Security, Clean Drinking Water, Coastal and Beach Protection Act of 2002,
passed by California voters in November 2002. Implementation of the Proposition 50 Chapter 8, bond
funding is jointly administered by the DWR and the SWRCB.

Proposition 84, the Safe Drinking Water, Water Quality and Supply, Flood Control, River and Costal
Protection Act, passed by California voters in ovember 2006. Administered by DWR, the Proposition 84
includes funding for the IRWM Grant Program.

Funding Sub-regions & IRWM Areas within the Metropolitan Service Area
The Proposition 84 IRWMP program divides California into a number of sub-region funding areas.
Metropolitan's Service Area overlays three defined sub-region funding areas that have a total allocated
amount of $420 million. There may be multiple IRWMPs within a funding area. The following map
illustrates the funding sub-regions and IRWM areas within the Metropolitan service area.

1. http://www.grantsloans.water.ca.gov/grants/irwm/integregio.cfm
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Project Name Short Project Description Lead Agency Project Location Construction Schedule Yield Project Cost ""'C
~ 0

~ -...
Member City, Estimated Estimated Online (AFI Capital Cost O&M .2. r+ -
Agency Watershed, Start Date End Date Date yr) (2008$) Cost OJ N

etc. per year tD n 10
(2008$) n :::r 0

r+ -I 1 Dominguez Install vertical drains to optimize percolation LACFCD/WRD CBMWDI Long Beach Jun-2010 Dec-2010 Dec- $3,000,000 $15,000 3 0

'" Gap Westside Long 2010 500 S o:JImprovements Beach CD 0s: S:lJ ::::J ll)

2 San Gabriel SG Construct a pipeline between San Gabriel and Rio Hcndo LACFCD/WRD CBMWD Pica Rivera, Jul-2009 Jul-2010 Jul- 7,000 $8,000,000 $45,000 r+ ...,
'" r+ 0..
-; PumFi Station and Spreading Grounds. Water can be pumped from San San Gabriel 2010 ~

Pipe ine Gabriel, and can gravity fiow from Rio Hondo which will allow and Rio >C. » ~
'" I maximum use of recycled water, and storm water to recharge
0

Hondo
~

(1)

the Montebello Forebay, Watersheds - (1)

"'" I'J z :::t.
0 3 Whittier Modify operating plan to hold a larger conservation pool. Water CBMWD Whittierl Sep-2010 Mar-2012 Mar- 2,900 $4,000,000 -l

;:l

Narrows Dam This is a Corp. Dam, which needs a feasibility study to be Replenishment Pico Rivera 2012 n m
(JQ

r- Conservation complete. The Corp needs funds to complete the study, District of V" Cl- I Pool
-; Southern r+ ;;0

California 0 »
4 MWD/IEUAI Look for opportunities to capture and recharge stormwater IEUA IEUA San 2C09 2010 2010 1 $324,000 $40,000 """I -l

3 m
Pervious and non~stormwater runoff, recycled water, and imported Bernardino 0Concrete Pilot water in the Arlington Basin :ERebate Program

~
Big Tujunga· San Rerrofitthe Big Tujunga Dam to increase its allowable LACDPW LADWP Los Angeles 2C08 2011 2011 4,500 $100,000,000 $100,000 OJ »
Fernando Basin capacity from 1,500 AF to its original capacity of 6,000 AF r+ -l
Groundwater CD m
Enhancement ::0
Project ~ l>;;o

~

~I
6 Boulevard Pit Acquire and develop 140 acre Boulevard Pit into multi- LADWPI LADWP Los Angeles 2015 2018 2018 3,000 $100,000,000 $300,000 c: -emStormwater purpose retention/recharge faCility LACFCD """I -el/1

~
Capture Project e- mO 00

N 7 Bull Creek Install a rubber dam in Bull Creek 10 divert 1I0ws into the LACFCD LADWP Los Angeles Jun·2011 Jun·2012 Jun, BOO $7,000,000 $35,000 OJ ZC
I

W
I diversion ·Rubber soft bottom retention basin and convey post storm water to 2012 ::::J 0;;0N Dam and Pipeline

Ul Pacoima Spreading Grounds -0
8 Hansen Dam Mod ify the outlet gates and operation 0/ the Hansen Dam to ACOEI LADWP Los Angeles 2012 20t5 2015 3,000 $10,000,000 $100,000 ::lC Xm

Operations allow for more storage for water conservation purposes LACFCDI l: l/1
Modification LADWP ::::J "'0
Project 0 r

9 Hansen Increase capacity and effiCiency of existing 160 acre LACFCD LADWP Los Angeles Aug-2008 Nov·2009 Nov- 1,200 $12,000,000 $- -h »
~~~~~~9 spreading grounds 2009 -h Z

~I N
10 LADWP LADWP Funded projects throughout the Eastern San LADWP LADWP Los Angeles 2010 2020 2020 4,000 $ $ ::lC 0

Distributed Fernando Valley (each with recharge potential <50AF/yr) 15,000,000 150,000 ""'C
~

~I
Recharge 0
Program

rot C ;l>
11 Lopez Spreading Retrofit/expansion of existing spreading grounds capacity LACFCD LADWP Los Angeles 2012 2014 2014 500 $ $ "'0 ;:::;:

Grounds 5,000,000 25,000 n 0 ll)
Enhanc.ement :::r » 0
Project ::::J -l :r

12 Pacoima Increase capacity and efficiency of existing 140 acre LACFCD LADWP Los Angeles 2011 2013 2013 1,500 $ $
_. m 3>. n (1)

~~~an~~g spreading grounds 16,000,000
OJ ;:;.

Enhancement - W

H
Project

~13 Sheldon Pit Acquire 138 acre Sheldon pit: stormwater diversionl LADWPI LADWP Los Angeles 2018 2021 2021 $ $ -0
ll)

Stormwater treatmentl recharge LACFCD 1,000 35,000,000 250,000 (JQ
Capture """I

(1)

14 Sun Valley Stormwater management using LADWP's powerline LADWPI LADWP Los Angeles 2C09 2011 20\1 $ $ :::-;- N
Powerline easement in lowe, Sun Valley watershed LACFCD 100 10,500,000 25,000 \C 0

0\Easement """I
StormwlIter 0 0
Recharge

....,
l: N

"'C Vl
0



15 Sun Valley Comprehensive stormwater BMP retrofit of 7700 block of Sun lA·SG Rivers lADWP los Angeles Nov-200B Apr-2009 Apr- $ $ 0Residential Valleyarea Watershed 2009 70 2,000,000 1,000 -...
Retrofit, or Council -
Neighborhood N
Stormwater 10
Recharge Project 0

16 Sun Valley Conver-t 45 acre gravel pit to multipurpose retention and lACFCD lADWP los Angeles 2011 2013 2013 $ Est.. -I 0

'""
Watershed wellarlds facility 900 22,500,000 $240,000.

o:J- Strathem $400000
Wetlands Park 0s: Project ll)...,

'"" 17 SUSMP- Citr. The los Angeles Department of Public Works, LABOS lABOS lADWP los Angeles ??? ??? ??1 ? ?71 ??? 0..
-;

of Los Ange es, SUSMP (Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan) ~
'" De~artment of encourages infiltration around the City (1)
0 Pu lie Works, - (1)

"'"
lABOS Z :::t.

0 18 Tujunga Retrofit/expansion of eXisting spreading grounds capacity lADWP lADWP los Angeies 2010 2012 2012 $ $ -l
;:l

(JQ
r- ~reading B,OOO 24,000,000 50,000 m

- rounds Cl
-; Enhancement ;;0

Project »
19 Valley Generating 3-phase project to capture and infiltrate on·site and off-site lADWPI LADWP los Angeles 2011 2012 2012 $ $ -l

Station stormwater lACFCD 1,000 12,000,000 100,000 m
Stormwater 0
Capture Project

~20 Woodman Retrorrt a 3,SOO foot long raised asphalt median to allow lADWPI lADWP los Angeles 2010 2010 2010 $ $
Avenue Median for stormwater capture and infiltration from a 140 acre LABOS 80 3,000,000 25,000 »
Retrofit watershed

-l
m

21 Irby Park Divert an estimated 100,000 GPD of dry weather from local Cityof MWDOC Huntington 2010 2010 2010 $ ;;0

drainage areas and route the runoff to Irby Park for natural Huntington Beach, 2,500,000 l>;;o
~

~I
treatment. Beach Santa Ana -em

22 low Flow Capture and ,reat urban runoff at ten main storm ou,Ie1s, low San Juan MWDOC Sanjuan Apr-2008 $ -e V1
~ mO 00
N Capture, flow diversions into sanitary sewer, water brought to SOCWA Capistrano Capistrano 150 2,230,000 I

I
Diversion recycled water plant ZC W
Treatment ~ San 0;;0N I Juan Trabuco

0'\ -0
Creeks Xm

23 Talbert Lake Divert an estimated 1 mgd of dryweatner urban runoff from Cityof MWDOC Huntington 2010 2011 2011 $ V1

Phase I the East Garden Grove Wintersburg Channel into a newly Huntington Beach, 4,500,000 -0
constructed treatment wetland system for water quality Beach Santa Ana r

improvement purposes. »
24 Talbert Lake Enhance arid improve the level of urban runoff treatment City of MWDOC Huntington 2010 2011 2011 $

Z

~I Phase II and capacity of the Talbert lake Phase I project. It will Huntington Beach, 2,750,000 N

provide a highly treated water source to be infiltrated into Beach Santa Ana 0
~

~I
the groundwater basin, source for Central Park lakes, nature 0
center and irrigation.

C
25 Devil's Estabiish a water conservation pool behind Devil's Gate Dam LACFCD City of Pasadena, Apr-2012 Dec-2013 Dec· $ $ -0

;l>
Gate Water and pump water to 1he Arroyo Seco Spreading Grounds andl Pasadena Arroyo 2013 1,500 12,000,000 35,000 0

;:::;:
Conservation ll)

Project
or Eaton Wash Spreading Grounds_ Seco » 0

-1 :r
26 Eaton Wash Improve inlet to increase innow, combine basins and repair LACFCD City of Pasadena, Jul-2010 Jul-2011 Jul- $ $ m 3>. Spreading conveyance line to lower basins_ Pasadena Eaton Wash 2011 1,500 4,000,000 15,000 (1)

Grounds ;=;.
Improvements

W

H
27 City of Oceanside Conceptuai Project to capture stormwater in existing Ciryof SDCWA lower

Groundwater retention basins and recharge to alluvial groundwater basin Oceanside San luis -0
Program Rey River

ll)
(JQ

I
Watershed, (1)

Miss.on N
Basin 0
(903.11) -..J

0....,
tv
Vl
0



28 EI Monte Valley Study to determine the feasibility of artificially recharging Heli" Water SDCWA San Diego Jan-2012 Dec-2013 Dec- Helix; Aquifer Helix; 0Recharge Project the EI Monte Groundwater Basin in the lower San Diego District RiverHU 2013 5,000 and Pipeline $500,000 -...
River Watershed with reclaimed water and surface water or (907.15) Improvements N
imported water to develop a new potable water su pply and $58,000,000 Padre 10facilitate habitat restoration Dam; 0

I
Padre Dam; $3,300,000 -I Tertiary, 0

'" AWTand Em o:J
Pump 5tation. I 0s: $63,000,000 ll)...,

'" San Pasqual Study to determine the feasibility of artificially recharging City of San Jul·2007 Jul-2010 Jul· $ 0..
-; 29 SDCWA San Net TBD

Groundwater the San PasquaI Groundwater Basin in the lower San Diego Diegutto 2010 010 950,000 ~
'" Conjunctive· Dieguito River Watershed with impor1ed raw water to River (1)
0

I
use Project develop a new potable water supply. The study will also Watershed - (1)
(FeasibIlity Study) Z =."" include the evaluation of the feasibility of the capture and (905.30) ;:l

0 artificial recharge of rainfall via a small collapsible dam on -l (JQ
r- one of the tributary streams that recharge the basin.

m

- Cl
...; 30 Santa Margarita The proposed project will upgrade existing surface water Fallbrook PUD SDCWA Santa Jul-190S ;;0

River Conjunctive diversion, groundwater recharge and extraction, and Margarita 6.000 »
Use Project water treatment systems on MCB Camp Pendleton to Hydrologic -l

increase groundwater production from the Santa Margarita Unitl902.10) m
Groundwater Basin. 0

31 Big Dalton SG Reconfigure ba sins to optimize water conservation. lACFCD TVMWD Glendora, Jun-2011 Dec·2011 Dec· $ $ ~
Improvements 8ig Dalton 2011 300 3,000,000 15,000 »

Wash -i

32 Drain facility and remove silts to restore percolation. lACFCD USGMWD Irwindale Jun·2011 Dec·2011 $ $
m

Buena Vista Dec· Al
Spreading Basin 2011 500 4,000,000 15,000 l>;;o

~

~I
Improvements

33 Santa Anita Combone and expand spreading basins. lACFCD USGMWD Arcadia Jun·2010 Dec·2010 Dec· $ $ -em

~~~~~~9 2010 300 1,500,000 15,000
-eV>

~ mO 00
N I

I
Improvements ZC W

N 34 Walnut Creek Drain laclIi'ty and remove silts to i'nc:rease percolation. lACFCD USGMWDI Covina Jun·2011 Dec-2011 Dec· $ $ 0;;0

'-I ~f~:~~~~gBa.in Install sump pump to drain basin as necessary for future TVMWD 2011 300 3,000,000 15,000
-0
Xm

maintenance. V>

35 Arlington Basin Look (or opportunities to capture and recharge stormwater Western MWD WMWD Riverside 2011 2012 2012 $ Unknown -0
Recharge Project and non~stormwater runoff, recycled water. and imported 4,150,000 r

water in the Arlington Basin »
36 San Bernardino Provides water management faCilities needed to more Western WMWD San 2010 Using TBD '2010 Up to TBD :J Z

~I Basin Area efficiently use tne water conserved by the operation of Seven Municipal Bernardino exsiting Using 198,000 N
Recharge Project Oaks Dam. Water Distrkt facilities 9XSlt1f"9 AFY 0

racilities ~

~I
0

c ;l>
-0 ;:::;:
0 ll)

» 0
-l :r
m 3>. (1)

;:;.
W

~I
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'"0
ll)

(JQ
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Attachment A.12.d Project Examples of Enhanced Stormwater Use

Recharge Opportunities
To augment local groundwater recharge, many local water supply agencies are partnering with other
agencies to implement stormwater capture and recharge projects. For example, LADWP is moving forward
with several stormwater capture projects with a goal to increase long-term groundwater recharge by a
minimum of 20,000 AF/year.' In partnership with LACFCD and other agencies, LADWP is in various
stages of stormwater enhancement planning and projects.

Central/zed Recharge Projects
LADWP describes how several large, centralized facilities provide the majority of groundwater recharge
into the San Fernando Groundwater Basin. The San Fernando Groundwater Basin is the primary local
water source for the City of Los Angeles and has historically provided approximately 11 percent of the city's
total water supply.2 These recharge facilities include the system of dams, channels, and four spreading
grounds in the Eastern San Fernando Valley within the Tujunga Wash. The long-term average annual
water captured by those four spreading facilities and recharged to the groundwater aquifer was 26,000 AFI
year. LADWP is currently working with LACFCD to upgrade and develop additional facilities to increase
stormwater capture and subsequent groundwater recharge by more than 20,000 AF/year. These actions
have the potential to bring the total average recharge from these facilities to nearly 50,000 AF/year into the
San Fernando Groundwater Basin.

TABLE A.12.D CHINO BASIN HISTORICAL GROUNDWATER RECHARGE (AF)
Fiscal Year Storm Imported Recycled Total Recharged Unit Value $ Value

Water Water Water (AF/year) ($/AF)*
2005-06 12,999 33,756 1,304 48,059 $524 $25,182,877

2006-07 4,770 32,991 2,989 40,750 $549 $22,371,681

2007-08 10,243 0 2,340 12,583 $574 $7,222,629

2008-09 7,590 0 2,750 10,340 $606 $6,266,040

TOTAL 35,566 66,747 9,147 111,732 $61,043,227

*MWD Tier II Rate

The Chino Basin Facilities Improvement Project is one example of an integrated stormwater management
program. In 2002, local agencies came together with a plan to jointly operate San Bernardino County
Flood Control District facilities - the Four Party Agreement. This agreement is a collaboration of the
Chino Basin Watermaster, Chino Basin Water Conservation District (Conservation District), County
of San Bernardino, and lEVA. The successful implementation of the 2002 Four-Party Agreement has
included joint operation of San Bernardino County Flood Control District facilities as multi-purpose
recharge basins and the Chino Basin Facilities Improvement Program, which upgraded and expanded the
recharge facilities.

To date, more than $50 million has been invested in flood control improvements through CBFIP. These
improvements were funded by grants ($25 million) and the contributions of participating water agencies.
Since 2005, more than 111,000 AF of water (stormwater, recycled water and imported water) has been
recharged into the Chino Basin. These results are summarized in Table A.12.d. Note that groundwater
recharge results were accomplished during a drought period; and, imported water supplies have not been
used for groundwater recharge since 2007. As far as stormwater recharge, an average of 7,500 AF/year
was recharge during the last three years, which were drought years. In a wetter year, fiscal year 2005-06,

1. LADWP
2. LADWP, Securing L.A:s Water Supply. May 2008. pp. 26
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almost 13,000 AF/year were recharged.

Although substantial progress has been made, all agree (based on experience in the Chino Basin and
throughout southern California) that much more can be accomplished; so the Chino Basin Recharge
Master Plan is currently being updated. Ultimately, utilization of the Chino Basin groundwater recharge
facilities could potentially be increased as much as four-fold to make use of their capacity of 110,000 AFI
year under optimal conditions. This would be accomplished through: a) construction of improvements; b)
optimal management and operation of flood control facilities; and c) availability and use of water supplies
(stormwater, imported water and recycled water) for groundwater recharge.

As part of the Recharge Master Plan update, an investigation is ongoing that will attempt to quantify
the yield that can be achieved with future low impact development techniques and existing stormwater
BMPs that are already in place in the Chino Basin. There are no official estimates of stormwater capture
from existing BMPs yet, but preliminary rough estimates range from 2,000 AF/year to 4,000 AF/year. The
implementation of low impact development techniques and BMPs is very important in the Chino Basin,
as it has been determined that past urbanization, hard paving and flood control infrastructure, such as
concrete-lining flood control channels, has already led to a decrease of 40,000 AF/year in the safe yield of
the Basin, and a further decrease of 20,000 AF/year is possible as the area builds out.

Distributed Recharge Projects
Distributed recharge projects provides the benefit of capturing stormwater runoff directly at the source.
Also, many areas experience a lack of land availability to implement centralized projects. Although
individual distributed projects may not provide relatively substantial benefits, collectively, these projects
may contribute more significantly.

LADWP estimates that an additional 15,000 AF/year could be captured for groundwater recharge in the
San Fernando Groundwater Basin through distributed infiltration methods. Rainfall and the resulting
runoff from rooftops, roadways, parking lots, and other impervious surfaces are currently directed into
the storm drain system. Efforts are underway to promote infiltration of rainfall runoff close to the point of
origin, thereby reducing downstream volume and pollutant loading.

LADWP, in partnership with other agencies and organizations, has been developing various types of
infiltration demonstration projects in the Eastern San Fernando Valley. These types of projects include
LADWP facility retrofits, neighborhood retrofit projects, median retrofit projects, and parkway infiltration
projects, among others. The IEUA is encouraging the use ofpervious concrete in its service area by hosting
a pilot pervious concrete rebate program. The rebate will pay up to 50 percent of the additional expense of
installing pervious concrete or equivalent porous surface up to $2/square foot for two to five demonstration
projects.

The Los Angeles region is moving toward widespread adoption of even more distributed practices. The
County of Los Angeles recently published a low impact development standards manual and passed an low
impact development ordinance that applies to development in unincorporated areas of the County. The
ordinance calls for the adoption of BMPs such as bioretention, dry ponds, infiltration trenches, porous
pavement, and vegetated swales.

The City of Los Angeles Board of Public Works is studying the feasibility of adopting a similar ordinance
and set of standards for the City of Los Angeles. As of April 2009, a white paper on the subject has been
completed. In addition, BPW has convened a Green Streets task force, a group composed of representatives
from various City agencies including the Bureaus of Engineering, Sanitation, and Street Services, the
Community Redevelopment Agency, LADWP, and the Los Angeles Department of Planning. This
task force is charged with developing standard designs for "green streets" and green alleys that capture
stormwater rather than shed it as runoff. The Green Alleys component is aimed at applying stormwater
capture design elements to the city's 900 miles of alleys.

Los Angeles is also home to distributed projects at public sites and rights-of-way. The Sun Valley Park
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Multiuse Project is part of a large-scale retrofit of the Sun Valley Watershed. The County of Los Angeles
Department of Public Works, together with numerous partners, retrofitted this L.A. City park with
two underground infiltration basins that have a combined capacity of2.25 million gallons. The system
accepts runoff from an area north of the park and from the park itself, totaling about 50 aCres. In an
average year, the project could add enough water to underground reserves to supply 50 families of four for
a year. 3

The Elmer Avenue project, developed by the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers Watershed Council and
located in the northeast San Fernando Valley) will include groundwater recharge by utilizing an infiltration
trench system under a street that was to undergo resurfacing. The project is designed to handle 50 percent
of the runoff from an approximate 40-acre residential watershed. The project will also include bio-swales
in the public right-of-way, and use BMPs on several of the 24 single-family residences on this residential
block. The project is currently in construction and completion is anticipated for the fall of 2009.

To varying extents, local agencies may still be focused on installing stormwater BMPs as method of water
quality treatment and to comply with municipal storm water permits, rather than as a method ofincreasing
the groundwater supply. Incentives, rebates, and demonstration projects will be instrumental to make the
transition to installing BMPs) which maximize water supply benefits. IEUA is encouraging the use of
pervious concrete in its service area because of many potential advantages compared to other BMPs. For
example, the water never leaves the site and has no opportunity to pick up pollutants and cause erosion or
flooding; the pervious concrete serves as a "reservoir» that holds the water and releases it at a slower rate
into the ground; and it does not take up additional space.

lEVA is currently hosting a pilot pervious concrete rebate program with an Innovative Conservation
Program grant from Metropolitan and USBR. lEVA is seeking two to five demonstration projects in its
service area for implementation this fall. The rebate will pay up to 50 percent of the additional expense of
installing pervious concrete or equivalent porous surface up to $2/square foot. Technical assistance will
be provided with the design of the projects from the California Nevada Concrete Association. Monitoring
will be provided by San Bernardino County.

A good opportunity also exists to retrofit publicly-owned lands) where ownership, monitoring) maintenance,
and access can be controlled. On properties where public access is feasible, the projects can additionally
serve a public education role. Examples include retrofits of schools) libraries, fire stations) etc.

Capture & Use Opportunities
In areas where infiltration is not feasible or practical) capture and use in surface water reservoirs,
cisterns, underground storage tanks, urban runoff recycling facilities, or other facilities are options to be
explored. Some conditions where this option should be considered include areas with: 1) clay or other low
permeability soils, 2) a high water table, 3) contaminated soils, 4) aquifer inaccessible for pumping, and 5)
hillside areas.

CentralIzed Direct Use Projects
Centralized direct use projects include surface water reservoirs, underground storage tanks) and urban
runoff recycling facilities.

Surface Water Reservoirs

Local stormwater runoff can be captured and stored in large surface water reservoirs and be used) if the
water quality is adequate) to meet potable demands after treatment through a regional treatment plant.
This method of stormwater runoff capture and use is found mostly in San Diego County. The SDCWA
provided the follOWing information on surface water reservoirs.

3. County of Los Angeles Department of Public Works. Final Sun Valley Watershed Management Plan. May 2004
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Background

During a normal year about 10-20 percent of the San Diego region's water supply is made up of local
rainfall and is captured in one of the regional reservoirs. The remaining 80-90 percent is imported via
Metropolitan and the SDCWA from two separate sources. Approximately 50 percent of that imported
water is stored in local reservoirs and often mixed with local runoff. Therefore the local surface water
greatly influences the quality of source water in the region.

There are two basic approaches to managing storm water contaminants in local watersheds one is to divert
storm water around the reservoirs and the other is source water control. Diversion of water around the
reservoirs reduces regional supplies by 10-20 percent but will still need some treatment since it becomes
a point source of contamination. Source water control efforts are the most beneficial to water quality and
the best method to maintain regional supplies. Source water control is also where opportunities exist.

Opportunities

Source water control methods generally consist of BMPs to minimize exposure to storm water and storm
water treatment. Minimizing exposure can range from storing potential pollutants in covered areas,
minimizing wash down activities to building containment structures for significant pollution sources.
Treatment of storm water can range from natural land buffer strips to site-specific active treatment
measures such as detention basins, sand filters, baffle boxes and many more.

Barriers to Implementation

Watershed pollution in the backcountry of San Diego county is generally non-point source pollution and
therefore difficult to regulate. Education of existing basin regulations and guidelines is limited. Most
BMPs take some training and sometimes require funding. In addition active treatment measures often
require maintenance with limited funding at the county level.

Recommendations

Greater education and monitoring is required and the regional Project Clean Water and the Think Blue
San Diego campaign both work to get greater public understanding and compliance with the BMP' . Both
those programs focus on stormwater runoff as it effects the riparian environment.

One recommendation is to support efforts to find more funding for those programs to educate the public
on drinking water contamination. Another recommendation is to provide support in efforts to find
funding to purchase larger buffer strips around reservoirs. It is also important that Metropolitan supports
legislation on surface water protection and surface water quality control as it affects source water quality.

Underground Storage Tanks

This type of centralized direct use project is currently less commonly implemented than distributed direct
use projects, as it may be difficult to both capture/store a large quantity ofstormwater runoff and to find the
demand to utilize this stored quantity before the next storm event (if being used as part of a flood control
project). Or, during a long, dry season, the cistern may not be sized large enough to meet the summer
water demand. Also, if the centralized direct use project collects from and feeds multiple properties, there
may be additional coordination needed to address maintenance issues. A centralized direct use project
could potentially supplement local water supplies on a larger scale if it is feasible to site and operate a large
storage facility.

Urban Runoff Recycling Facilities

This type of facility captures, treats, and utilizes dry-weather runoff rather than stormwater runoff. The
Santa Monica Urban Runoff Recycling Facility (SMURRF)4 is an example of this type of centralized direct
use project. SMURRF utilizes conventional and advanced treatment systems to recycle polluted runoff for
beneficial use. This facility has the capacity to capture, treat, and reuse up to 500,000 gallons of runoff per
4. http://www.smgov.net/uploadedFiles/Departments/OSE/Categories/Urban_Runoff/UR_SMURRF_lnfo_Sheets.pdf?n~5722 for the fact
sheet
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day, which is about four percent of the City of Santa Monica's daily water use.

Distributed Direct Use Projects
Compared to centralized infrastructure, decentralized infrastructure is built gradually, often on private property.
The effectiveness of decentralized systems depends on the aggregate, cumulative effects of many small-scale
source control measures. In most municipalities, however, this approach is not yet standard practice, and the
potential for meaningful augmentation oflocal water supplies has thus far not been fully realized.

A good opportunity also exists to retrofit publicly-owned lands, where ownership, monitoring, maintenance,
and access can be controlled. On properties where public access is feasible, the projects can additionally serve a
public education role. Examples include retrofits ofschools, libraries, fire stations, etc.

Distributed projects vary greatly in scope and scale, and include elements such as cisterns, rain gardens in private
residences, and the collection of rainwater for use in cooling towers, truck washes, drip irrigation, toilet flushing,
and other non-potable uses. Examples of related efforts follow.s

On the residential scale, the LABOS is piloting a Downspout Disconnect program (re-named "Rainwater
Harvesting program"), slated to begin in December 2009. Up to 600 residential and commercial property
owners are expected to participate in the program, which will provide funding for downspout redirection
either to rain gardens or to rain barrels. Once completed, the project will reduce more than one million cubic
feet of runoff from entering BaHona Creek every year (Source: L.A. Stormwater Program Newsletter, Volume
I, Issue IV). This pilot is sited in western Los Angeles, in an area that is not conducive to infiltration. Applied
citywide, however, this program has the potential of creating significant opportunities for both on-site storage
and infiltration.

Other cities in California have gone beyond the pilot phase and are aggressively pursuing the widespread
adoption of distributed BMPs at the residential and commercial scale. The City of Santa Monica offers several
rebates to residents. for downspout redirection, rain barrel installation, and cistern installation. In addition, the
city provides funds to residents, businesses, and schools through the Sustainable Landscape Grant Program,
to support the transformation of landscapes with water-efficient, climate-appropriate species. The City of San
Francisco launched a citywide rainwater harvesting initiative in fall 2008. The program, funded by the San
Francisco Public Utilities Commission, makes available discounted rain barrels for residential use.

One of Los Angeles' largest property owners is the Los Angeles Unified School District. The Los Angeles
Unified School District is in the process of developing a comprehensive stormwater management manual that
sets technical standards for stormwater BMP selection, design, O&M for Los Angeles Unified School District
campuses. A handful ofdistrict campuses already demonstrate the feasibility of building or retrofitting schools
with capture and use BMPs. Open Charter Elementary School, located in Westchester near Los Angeles
International Airport, was retrofitted with storage BMPs due to the area's soils, which are not conducive to
infiltration. This joint project of the City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles Unified School District, and TreePeople
included installation of an llO,OOO-galion cistern that decreases the campus' reliance on potable water for
irrigation. TreePeople also retrofitted a single family home in South Central Los Angeles with the follOWing
project objectives:

• Capture on site stormwater falling on the property from up to a 100-year storm;

• Utilize a 3,600-gallon cistern to store the stormwater for later use in irrigation;

• Infiltrate remaining water to recharge natural aqUifer, thereby virtually eliminating runoff;

• Conserve irrigation water and minimize the solid waste stream by reusing greenwaste on site as mulch;
and

• Demonstrate how a single parcel can act as a miniature watershed, and suggest that thousands ofsimilar
parcels can be networked to meet a region's water management and flood prevention needs.

A number of other projects are planned and are underway. Many sub-regional IRWMPs have project lists
that include project descriptions and rankings within the IRWMP.
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Attachment A.12.e Groundwater Basin Characteristics
The following table describes the major basin characteristics related to stormwater recharge and production
yield.

As shown in the table above, stormwater capture and recharge accounts for a large majority of the active
recharge in groundwater basins within the Metropolitan service area. However, the 2007 Groundwater
Assessment Study reports that the amount of active recharge supporting production decreased from 52 to
47 percent. In other words, groundwater production grew about five percent more than artificial recharge
(between the 1985-1994 time frame and the 1995-2004 time frame).

The following figures, from the 2007 Groundwater Assessment Study, illustrate:

• Available Groundwater Storage Space in 2006; and

• Groundwater Basin Management in 2006.

TABLE A.11.E GROUNDWATER BASIN CHARACTERISTICS

Sub-Region Average Production Average Recharge Average Recharge Groundwater Basin
1995-2004 (AFlyear) Runoff 1995-2004 Other 1995-2004 Available Storage

(AFlyear) (AFlyear) Space···· (AF)

Northwest Service Area 122,000 59,000 5,000 945,000

San Fernando Valley 109,000 25,000 8,000 504,000

San Gabriel Valley 320,000 123,000 48,000 245,000

Los Angeles Coastal Plain 248,000 54,000 116,000 450,000

Orange County 318,000 203,000 68,000 135,000

Inland Empire 181,000 7,000 11,000 439,000

Eastside Service Area 213,000 6,000 18,000 500,000

San Diego County 52,000 0*** 0*** 19,000

Total 1,563,000 477,000 274,000 3,237,000
Data from the 2007 Groundwater Assessment Study
'Refers to 'active recharge' 01 stormwater runoll (Le., runoll diverted to spreading basins)
"Refers to all other types of 'active recharge': imported and recycled w.ter spreading and injection, and in-lieu
"'Insullicient data available
····Net portion of unused storage space available as 01 June 2006. This estimate does not account for institutional uncertainties. necessary
capital investments. water quality considerations. and presence 01 overlying demand or considerations
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FIGURE A.12.E1 AVAILABLE GROUNDWATER STORAGE SPACE IN 2006
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FIGURE A.12.E2 GROUNDWATER BASIN MANAGEMENT IN 2006
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Attachment A.12.f Example of Detailed Model Approach to
Determining Increases In Groundwater Storage
Water Replenishment District of Southern California
To determine yield increases from additional groundwater recharge supplies, it is necessary to characterize
the three-dimensional regional groundwater flow system and geochemistry and to develop and apply
appropriate models.

As an example, the U.S. Geological Survey and the Water Replenishment District of Southern California
jointly conducted a study of the Central and West Coast Basins in Los Angeles County that developed a
comprehensive model for predicting impacts on local groundwater conditions. I A major component of
the study was developing a GIS that served as a tool to combine data and geographic features and also
to analyze, visualize and interface with the data. Data was collected from strategically-located nested
monitoring wells and included comprehensive logs for well drilling hydraulics, geophysics, temperature,
water levels, and water quality. Analyses of water quality data provided information on sources of recharge
and the movement and age of groundwater in the study area. Knowledge of the local geology and of
the hydrogeology of the local aquifers is also critical to model development. A four-layer groundwater
flow model, MODFLOW, was created and used to simulate groundwater conditions under two different
pumping scenarios.

From Bowman Cutter of Pomona College
Many of the software programs for calculating infiltration and runoff are complex and difficult. However,
there are a couple of alternatives that are simple and easy to learn. Metropolitan should suggest a standard
program so that it is easy to audit proposed stormwater infiltration projects. The Simple t program is SS
STORM, as discussed in:

Lee, J. G., J. P. Heaney and F. H. Lai (2005), Optimization of integrated urban wet-weather control
strategies, ]. Water Resource. Plan. Manage. -ASCE, 131(4), 307-315.

SS STORM is a spreadsheet-based modeling and optimization software based on the well-known
STORM (Storage, Treatment, Overflow, Runoff Model) model.

Another easy to use program is WinSlamm (http://www.winslamm.coml). WinSlamm was specifically
developed by Dr. Robert Pitt to model small-storm urban hydrology so it is well suited for modeling the
small storms that constitute a majority of rainfall events.

Both programs use one-hour time steps and either have files that reflect Los Angeles area conditions or can
be customized to specific conditions with little effort.

From the Los Angeles County Flood Control District
The Los Angeles County Flood Control District's Watershed Management Modeling System is an excellent
tool to support the implementation of this LRP effort at a local and regional scale.

From the U.S. Geological Survey, San Diego
The key difficulty is assessing the portion of infiltrated stormwater that recharges groundwater and can be
recovered for M&I supplies. The Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers Watershed Council has completed
a Water Augmentation Study, which includes a long term assessment of the water-quality impacts of
groundwater recharge. The Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers Watershed Council also has assembled a
detailed model of storm-water capture potential (from USBR). The model does not include modeling of
infiltration through the unsaturated zone or connections to the supply and demand components of water
delivery and extraction.

1. Reichard, Eric, et al, U.S. Department of the Interior, U.S. Geological Survey, "Geohydrology, Geochemistry, and Ground-Water Simulation-
Optimization of the Central and West Coast Basins," Los Angeles County, California, Water Resources Investigation Report 03-4065,2003).
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The following is an approach to estimate yield from groundwater recharge projects and includes descriptions
of the kind of studies needed to assess the feasibility of this additional source of water.

1. Develop methodology for assessing feasibility of capturing local runoff for ground-water recharge and
recovery. This methodology will consider the constraints from climate, hydrostratigraphy, hydrology,
and water quality. The structure of the feasibility analysis would also need to address and develop
selected model linkages and upscaling techniques that would allow assessments ranging from site
specific scales of individual projects units up to subregional, basin, or multi-basin regional scales.

2. Apply screening model that uses methodology selection criteria. This model would first screen out
sites where little or no recharge would go to M&I, then have some secondary screens related to supply
and demand components, to water quality, and to environmental criteria.

3. Apply feasibility analysis to specific settings. Multiple scales of application should be considered
including:

a. 1-0 or 2-D modeling of infiltration (e.g. Hydrus)

b. Basin scale (e.g., USGS LA Basin Model)

c. Multi-basin scale (e.g., WEAP or Metropolitan water allocation model)

Tools developed for these various scales could be used with varying degrees of precision and simplicity
to allow either

a. Site-specific calculations using generalizations and assumptions based on publicly available data
sets

b. based on a site location within a basin using newly created maps to determine credits that could
potentially be awarded.

This would be facilitated through the development of quasi-physically based GIS tools as add-on
applications to existing hydrologic analysis toolkits such as ESRI's Hydro Tools.

4. Compile and synthesize necessary inputs for risk-cost analysis.

Key inputs include:

• Risks: water quality, liquefaction, capture of environmental flows;

• Benefits:

• Supply: Improved water quality, reduced pumping lifts;

• Environmental: Improved baseflow and related streamflow water quality and aesthetics to support
ecosystems;

• Engineering: Reduced cracked foundations from swelling clays, reduced land subsidence, reduced
urban runoff (some of these benefits may be beyond scope of proposed project);

• Costs: Based on upscaling of local implementation to basin and multi-basin scales;

• Recharge Credit: Develop a methodology to as es a potential recharge credit for supplementing the cost
of implementation and operation; and

• Planning Horizons: Combine climate variability/change and growth factors that define supply-and
demand component cycles of planning horizons.

Key Components of Approach
The methods development and feaSibility application will need to address:

1. Opportunities presented by ongoing studies, including water augmentation analyses and regional
resource assessments.

2. Approaches to interfacing with physical, regulatory, and policy structures (including adjudication
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limits).

3. Performance measures, including estimates ofyield at multiple scales, water accounting protocols, and
water-quality indices.

4. The need to develop and consider minimum thresholds of yield for recharge and recovery relative to
regional targets at the watershed or multi-basin scale.

5. The impacts of climatic variability and contributions of yield within different climate cycles.
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Attachment A.12.g Example LRP Methodology to Calculate Unit Cost
Groundwater Recovery Project
Annualized Capital Component
Deposit of any reserve funds required as a condition of financing.

1. The Annualized Capital Component shall be computed using only the following incurred costs for the
Project:

a. Final design and construction management services.

b. Construction of Project facilities (including start-up), more particularly described in the
Agreement. Additional capital improvements that are not consistent with the Project Description
outlined in the Agreement must be submitted to Metropolitan for review. Written approval by
Metropolitan is required before such costs are considered eligible for inclusion in the Annualized
Capital Component calculation.

c. Agency administration of the deSign, construction and start-up not to exceed three percent of the
eligible construction costs unless approved in writing by Metropolitan.

d. Permits, including required data collection.

e. Purchase of land, rights-of-way, and easements for the Project described in the Agreement except
as provided herein.

f. Treatment capacity charge, not to exceed uniform capacity rate applicable to all other users at the
time of capacity purchase.

g. Brine capacity charge, not to exceed capacity rate applicable to all other users at the time ofcapacity
purchase.

h. All contributions (except those derived from Metropolitan water management incentives), which
are received from others and offset the above listed eligible capital costs shall be treated as negative
capital cost values for the purpose of computing Annualized Capital Component.

2. Cost of the following items shall not be used to calculate the Annualized Capital Component:

a. Distribution and concentrated waste disposal facilities beyond the Project's points of connection.

b. Environmental planning, documentation, and mitigation measurements required to comply with
applicable environmental laws, including but not limited to the CEQA, National Environmental
Policy Act and the California and federal ESAs.

c. Existing water systems, facilities, land, rights-of-way, and easements except as provided herein.

d. Feasibility studies.

e. All others not specified in Section 1 of this Exhibit.

3. Annualized Capital Cost (ACCost) in $/year shall be computed using the follOWing procedure:

a. For fixed-interest rate financing with uniform payments: ACCost = CRF, X PI + CRF2 X P2
+ ... + CRF x P Where:

J J

i. P is each portion of incurred capital cost for Project with a distinct financing arrangement.
J

ii. CRF is the capital recovery factor for each distinct financing arrangement, as follows:
J

iii. CRF = [i x (l+i)"] / [(l+i)"-l]
)

iv. i is the interest rate (%)

v. n is the term of financing commencing in the first fiscal year of Project operation (years)

vi. j is the number of each separate financing element
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b. If the Project capital cost is part ofa broad financing arrangement that includes other costs, annual
payments shall be calculated by prorating the annual payments of the broad financing using the
ratio of the Project capital cost to total principle of the financing instrument.

c. For variable-interest rate financing, annual payments shall be computed based on the actual
payments made in applicable fiscal year according to project proponent's financing documents.
Any principal payments toward the Project capital cost before the Project operation will be treated
as cash. Project proponent shall provide Metropolitan with the accumulated paid principal
pursuant to Section 5.1.

d. For fixed-interest rate financing with a non-uniform annual payment schedule, an economically
eqUivalent uniform annual payment schedule shall be calculated based on "Internal Rate of
Return" analysis to establish the annualized capital cost.

e. Project capital costs not covered by a financing arrangement described above and all grants and
contributions as defined in Section 5.3 shall be amortized over 25 years at an interest rate equal to
the lesser of:
i. Metropolitan's most recent weighted cost of long-term debt on June 30 in the year the capital

expenditure occurred; or

ll. The fiscal year average of the 25-bond Revenue Bond Index (RBI), as published in the Bond
Buyer, in the year the capital expenditure occurred.

f. All grants or contributions shall be amortized as a negative capital cost values beginning in the
year that money was received.

g. After first fiscal year of operation, only refinancing changes, which lower the Annualized
Capital Component, shall be included in the Annualized Capital Component calculation of each
subsequent fiscal year.

h. If the Project capital cost is part of a broad financing arrangement, annual payments shall be
calculated by prorating the annual payments of the broad financing using the ratio of the Project
capital cost to total amount of the bigger financing.

i. For all capital financing, cash expenditures, and grants and contributions received after the Project
operation, annual payments shall be calculated, using above process, beginning in the fiscal year
the costs occur.

4. The Annualized Capital Component (ACCom) in $/AF for purposes of determining the Project Unit
Cost each fiscal year shall be calculated using the follOWing formula: ACCom '" (ACCost)(D)/[(365)
(Q)] Where: Q is Recovered Groundwater, and may not be less than x
AF (80 percent ofapproximate Project Capacity) unless otherwise approved in writing by Metropolitan;
and D is number of days, not to exceed 365, in a fiscal year follOWing the initial start of
operation, and prior to the termination of the agreement.

O&M Component
5. The O&M Component shall be computed using the costs incurred during the applicable fiscal year for

the follOWing:

a. Professional consulting services for Project operation, maintenance and audits, excluding daily
Project operation.

b. Labor costs and/or contract labor costs for the hours worked by staff specifically pertaining to
administration of the Project, not to exceed the sum total of $x for fiscal year 20xx/xx. This upper
limit shall be escalated pursuant to changes in the Consumer Price Index for Los Angeles area,
using the follOWing formula: ($x x ENRCCI-LA for July of fiscal year i)/(ENRCCI-LA for July 20xx),
any Party may request the Coordinating Committee to revise the allowable labor cost. Labor cost
in the first fiscal year of production of Allowable Yield shall be prorated based on the number of
days ofproduction of Allowable Yield.
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c. Chemicals and supplies for Project operation, maintenance and repair to maintain reliable system
operation and achieve regulatory compliance.

d. Electrical or gas energy use, not to exceed $x per year, for:

i. Project supply wells.

ii. Project lighting and general electrical needs.

iii. Project booster pumps.

iv. Concentrate waste disposal pumping.

e. Water quality sampling and analysis for the Project.

f. Contractor staff or O&M services and supplies for Project operation, maintenance and repair to
maintain reliable system operation and achieve regulatory compliance, or if project proponent
chooses to do this work itself, this O&M cost shall be subject to Metropolitan's approval.

g. Concentrate disposal user fee limited to uniform rate applied to all other water discharged into
pipeline and treatment facilities.

h. All contributions (except those derived from Metropolitan water management incentives), which
are received from others and offset the listed eligible O&M costs shall be treated as negative values
for the purpose of computing O&M Component.

1. Watermaster replenishment charges and appropriate administration costs applied to all
groundwater pumped for Project operation. These charges shall be equal to or less than:

i. The uniform rate charged by the Watermaster applied to comparable municipal groundwater
production in the Basin, or

ii. A uniform rate, not to exceed i. (A.) above charged by others for replenishment water.

j. Project Insurance.

k. Lease of Project site.

1. Replacement parts costs that are less than or equal to $x per unit.

6. Costs of the following items shall not be used to calculate the O&M Component:

a. O&M of distribution, concentrate waste disposal and storm drain systems beyond Project's points
of connection.

b. Replacement part pursuant to Exhibit "F."

c. Concentrate waste disposal fee unless approved by Metropolitan.

d. All other O&M items not specified in Section 1 of this Exhibit.

7. The O&M Component in $/AF for purposes of determining the actual Project Unit Cost each fiscal
year shall be calculated using the following formula: (O&M Component) = (Actual Annual Cost of
O&M)/(Recovered Groundwater).

Annualized Replacement Component
8. The Annualized Replacement Component shall be computed using incurred costs for the following:

a. Membrane replacement.

b. Replacement of major parts exceeding $x per unit, including existing components described in the
Agreement.

c. All contributions (except those derived from Metropolitan water management incentives), which
are received from others and offset the listed eligible replacement costs, shall be treated as negative
values for the purpose of computing Annualized Replacement Component.
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d. Salvage of replaced parts shall be a negative replacement cost.

9. Costs of the following items shall not be used to calculate the Annualized Replacement Component:

a. Replacement of distribution and concentrate waste disposal systems beyond the Project's points of
connection.

b. Any capital or O&M costs as previously defined.

c. Reserve funds.

10. The Annualized Replacement Cost (ARCost) regarding each replacement occurrence defined shall be
calculated using the following procedure: ARCost = (CRF)x(R) Where:

a. R is the summation of all costs of replacing major Project parts other than membranes, incurred
through the term of the Agreement.

b. CRF is the capital recovery factor specified, used to amortize incurred replacement costs, other
than membranes, over 20 year using Metropolitan's default interest rate. Metropolitan's default
interest shall be equal to the lower of:

i. Metropolitan's most recent weighted cost oflong-term debt; or

ll. the average of the 25-bond Revenue Bond Index (RBI) (as published in the Bond Buyer), or
such other index that may replace the 25-bond RBI, over the most recent six-month period
prior to the date the replacement cost was incurred.

11. The Annualized Replacement Component (ARCom) for each replacement occurrence in $/AF shall be
calculated using the following procedure: ARCom = ARCost/Q
Where:

Q is the Recovered Groundwater for the fiscal year, and shall not be less than (O.8)(Project Capacity)
(D/365), unless otherwise approved in writing by Metropolitan; and

D is the number of days, not to exceed 365, in a fiscal year following the initial start of operation, and
prior to the termination of the Agreement.
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Attachment A.12.h Metropolitan Water Rates & Charges1

Effective
Tier 1 Supply Rate ($/AF)

Tier 2 Supply Rate ($/AF)

System Access Rate ($/AF)

System Power Rate ($/AF)

Water Stew. Rate ($/AF)

Full Service Untreated Volumetric Cost ($/AF)

Full Service Treated Volumetric Cost ($/AF)

Replenishment Water Rate ($/AF)

Interim Agricultural Program ($/AF)

Treatment Surcharge ($/AF)

Readiness to Serve Charge ($M)

Capacity Charge ($/cfs)

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 1

Tier 2

Untreated

Treated

Untreated

Treated

1/06 - 12/06
73

169

152

81
25

331
427
453
549

238

335
241
339

122

80
6,800

1/07 - 12/07
73

169

143

90

25

331
427

478
574

238

360

241
364

147

80

6800

1/08 - 12/08
73

171

143
110

25

351
449

508

606

258

390

261

394

157

82

6,800
Tier 1 Supply Rate - recovers the of cost of maintaining a reliable amount of supply.
Tier 2 Supply Rate - set at Metropolitan's cost of developing additional supply to encourage efficient use of local resources.
Water Supply Surcharge - recovers the cost of additional water transfers necessary as a result of pumping restrictions in the Bay-Delta.
System Access Rate - recovers a portion of the costs associated with the delivery of supplies.
System Power Rate - recoverS Metropolitan's power costs for pumping supplies to Southern California.
Water Stewardship Rate - recovers the cost of Metropolitan'S financial commitment to conservation. water recycling. groundwater clean-up and
other local resource management programs.
Replenishment Water Rate - a discounted rate for surplus system supplies available for the purpose of replenishing local storage.
Treated Replenishment Water Rate - a discounted rate for surplus system supplies available for the purpose of replenishing local storage.
Interim Agricultural Water Rate - discounted rate for surplus system supplies available for the purpose of growing agricultural, horticultural, or
floricultural products.
Treated Interim Agricultural Water Program Rate - discounted rate for surplus system supplies available lor the purpose of growing agricultural,
horticultural, or floricu Itural products.
Treatment Surcharge - recovers the costs of treating imported water.
Readiness-to-Serve Charge - a fixed charge that recovers the cost of the portion of system capacity that is on standby to provide emergency
service and operational flexibility.
Capacity Charge - the capacity charge recovers the cost of providing peak capacity within the distribution system.

1. From the Metropolitan web site: http://mwdh20.com/mwdh2o/pages/finance/finance_03.html
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Attachment A.12.i Other Stormwater Project Benefits
Proper management of stormwater as a water supply source can provide multiple other benefits:

• Flood control management;

• Water quality improvement;

• Ecosystem restoration;

• Other environmental benefits:

• Energy reduction;

• Air quality improvements; and

• Greenwaste reduction;

• Recreation; and

• Qualitative benefits:

• Public engagement;

• Increased local control; and

• Diverse partnership opportunities.

Most of these benefits were economically evaluated when developing the Sun Valley Watershed
Management Plan, which was completed by the County of Los Angeles Department of Public Works in
2004. The following are the general results of that plan. The benefits of increased local control, public
engagement, and diverse partnership opportunities are more intangible benefits and were not specifically
analyzed in the watershed management plan, but will be described in this Issue Paper. Although these
benefits would not necessarily lead to a direct benefit realized by a water supply agency, they will most
likely be funded by other partners.

Flood Control
Stormwater capture projects that provide a water supply benefit most times also provide a flood control
benefit. For example, the stormwater projects within the Sun Valley Watershed Management Plan aimed
to reduce flooding in the area as well as the peak flows entering the Los Angeles River. This is accomplished
by the capture and recharge/reuse of stormwater runoff at projects strategically located throughout the
watershed, thereby reducing the flows downstream. The flood control benefit is defined as the avoided cost
of facilities needed to provide local and downstream flood protection.

Water Quality
Stormwater runoff, especially when generated in urban areas, conveys a pollutant load to downstream
rivers and eventually the ocean. Currently, total maximum daily loads exist and are regulated by the
Regional Water Quality Control Boards to protect the beneficial uses of water bodies within the region.
Stormwater projects often assist in meeting total maximum daily loads by capturing (and many times
treating) the stormwater runoff, which therefore reduces the pollutant load delivered to downstream water
bodies. The monetary water quality benefit is defined as the avoided cost of the removal of pollutants
from waters that contribute to downstream rivers (i.e., the avoided cost of compliance with potential total
maximum daily load requirements).

Ecosystem Restoration
Depending on the type of project, a stormwater project may provide an ecosystem/habitat restoration
benefit. For example, the Strathern Pit Multiuse project listed in the stormwater Technical Workgroup
project matrix (Attachment A.H.c) includes a large wetlands component. A portion of the captured
stormwater flows through the wetlands for natural water quality treatment, for increased groundwater
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infiltration, and to sustain habitat. The economic value of wetlands habitat is published as $3,337/acre in
1990.1

Other Environmental Benefits

Energy Reduction
The energy reduction benefit is defined as the reduction of energy consumption by strategic planting
of shade trees, which are often a component of a multiuse stormwater project at an existing facility
(e.g., school) or at a home.

AIr Quality Improvements
The air quality benefit is defined a the benefits of absorption of pollutants by tree canopy, of pollution
reduction by reducing the amount of emissions related to greenwaste hauling, and of reduced emissions
from power plants from decreased energy consumption.

Greenwaste
Distributed stormwater projects often include the use of mulch in a retention area (e.g., vegetated swale).
Mulching reduces the amount of collection, hauling, and tipping of greenwaste. The greenwaste benefit is
defined as the avoided cost of hauling and tipping for landfill disposal of greenwaste.

Recreation
Many centralized stormwater projects include the creation of parks and open space. The recreation benefit
is defined as the value of parkland for the area, which is based on the county and city parks and open space
budgets for capital improvements per resident. A wetlands component also adds a recreational benefit.

Public Engagement
Stormwater projects, especially those that involve the community by providing improved public areas
or residential stormwater collection and use, contributes an added benefit of public engagement and
education. The public becomes more informed about the general water cycle and often becomes more
active in treating water as a valuable resource through water conservation, stormwater capture and use at
homes, and reduced pollution.

Increased Local Control
As a local resource, stormwater may be an alternative to a portion of imported water. Since the extended
drought in the late 1980s/early 1990s, the region has invested heavily to diversify and strengthen its local
water resources and lessen its dependence on imported water supplies.

Diverse Partnership Opportunities
The multitude of potential benefits provided by stormwater projects allows for an integration and
optimization of funding opportunities by diverse partners. This integrated approach reduces the overall
cost of providing each benefit through separate projects and takes optimal advantage of scarce available
land. Many areas within the Metropolitan service area appreciate the value of this integrated approach,
and thus participate in sub-regional IRWMPs.

Others
Stormwater projects may also provide other benefits not specifically described in this Issue Paper.

1. Allen, j" Cunningham, M., Greenwood, A., and Rosenthal, L. 1992. The Value of California Wetlands - An Analysis ofTheir Economic
Benefits, Prepared for The Campaign to Save California Wetlands.
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Attachment A.12.j Local Ordinance Examples

From the LADWP

Green But/ding Ordinance (No. 179 20 April 2008)
The Green Building Ordinance utilizes the U.S. Green Building Council's Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design Green Building Rating System as the third-party certification program and
nationally accepted benchmark for the design, construction, and operation of high performance green
bUildings. Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design has an outdoor component, which may reduce
stormwater runoff and increase groundwater recharge. The Green Building Ordinance is coupled with the
Low Impact Development Ordinance (described below).

Low Impact Development Ordinance (In Development)
The Low Impact Development Ordinance will help improve stormwater management at the point of origin
by enhancing surface and groundwater quality, increase groundwater recharge, and support vegetation
and wildlife, while minimizing the transport of sedimentation. Low impact development is a stormwater
management strategy that has been adopted by many localities across the country in recent years. The
goal of low impact development is to maintain the predevelopment hydrology of a site by using design
techniques that infiltrate, filter, store, evaporate, and detain runoff close to the source of rainfall. Low
impact development attempts to hold water on site through water storage and infiltration into the ground.
In general, implementing integrated low impact development practices into new development and retrofit
of existing facilities can result in enhanced environmental performance while at the same time reducing
development costs when compared to traditional stormwater management approaches.

Landscaping Ordinance (In Development)
The Landscaping Ordinance will respond to state mandates for action in such areas as water conservation,
energy conservation, enhancement of water quality, and amelioration of air quality. By replacing water
wasting landscaping with native plants and xeriscape, a site will be more cost effective due to decreased
maintenance costs and less water consumption. However, reduction in potable water for landscape
irrigation will also reduce the year-round volume of urban runoff and incidental groundwater infiltration
that would have otherwise occurred. This is important for water strategies that regard local runoff as a
source of supply.

Stream Protection Ordinance (In Development)
The Stream Protection Ordinance, among other things, requires flood control projects within stream
areas to be constructed using bioengineering (no hardened structures) to the maximum extent practical
and be designed to maintain or reestablish connectivity to the floodplain. Infiltration methods are to
be used instead of hillside storm drains when possible. This ordinance will help improve surface and
groundwater quality, increase groundwater recharge, and support vegetation, wildlife, and the transport of
sedimentation.

HillSide Ordmance (lr Development)
The Hillside Ordinance will need to be updated to allow for the Stream Protection Ordinance (mentioned
above) to be enacted without harming the intent of the original hillside ordinance in place regarding front
yards, side yards, height, fire protection, street access, lot coverage, sewer connection, off-street parking
requirements, and exceptions. The ordinance will amend the current Hillside Area definition in order
to remove the Hillside Area designation form lots which are not truly hillside. The hillside development
regulations are to promote increased geological stability, minimal disruption of the natural terrain,
vegetation, and wildlife, as well as promoting an appropriate scale ofdevelopment and protection of natural
resources that complements the surrounding community.
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From IEUA
New regulatory and legal mandates such as AB 32, AB 1881, and updated Clean Water Act stormwater
permits are requiring communities to apply low impact development principles and are having a widespread
impact that is shifting the goal ofstormwater management from water quality treatment to infiltration and
recharging the groundwater.

Stormwater BMPs are being implemented by the cities and counties to meet the requirements of the Clean
Water Act, including Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems permits and total maximum daily load
regulations. In the past, the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems permits emphasized water quality;
and BMPs were often of the capture, treat, and release type. In the new generation of Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer Systems permits, such as the one adopted for Orange County in June and the two that are
currently up for adoption by the Santa Ana Regional Board for San Bernardino and Riverside Counties
(scheduled for adoption in November 2009), the emphasis is on low impact development and techniques
that result in infiltration and preservation of the natural hydrology. We are anticipating that this new
generation of stormwater permits will result in more stormwater infiltration to groundwater, which will
have a significant and quantifiable effect on the yield of Chino Basin.

Through Chino Basin Watermaster, IEUA retail agencies and local communities have been involved in
basin management decisions and therefore appreciate the benefits of stormwater management for water
supply and managing the yield of the Basin, rather than just for water quality. They are incorporating these
goals into updates of local master plans and ordinances. Furthermore, to comply with AB 1881, the Inland
Empire Landscape Alliance has developed a model landscape ordinance which has been adopted by their
retail agencies. The model landscape ordinance promotes water conservation and stormwater capture
techniques through landscaping and irrigation. The Inland Empire Landscape Alliance is also considering
the possibility of developing a model stormwater ordinance.

Other Ordinances
The County of Los Angeles also adopted Green Building, Low Impact Development, and Drought-Tolerant
and Native Landscaping ordinances. More information can be found at:

http://planning.lacounty.gov/green
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A.13 Synergy Technical Workgroup
Issue Paper

The purpose of this issue paper' is to identify opportunities for creating synergy between groundwater,
stormwater, and recycled water resources in this IRP update. Synergy is defined as the "combined action
of two or more substances to achieve an effect greater than that of which each is individually capable."

Background
During

FIGURE A.13 SYNERGY CONCEPT

Imported
Water

Synergy

Other Water
Supplies

the IRP
technical

workgroup process, several of the workgroups noticed that they had identified similar recommendations
with respect to Metropolitan's participation in legislative affairs, increased public education and
coordinating funding efforts. To streamline these ideas, a "Synergy" workshop was held on April 20,
2009, which included participants from the groundwater, stormwater, and recycled water IRP technical
workgroups, as illustrated in Figure A.l3. In addition to the issues and recommendations presented

1. Draft May 27, 2009
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herein, each of those workgroups has also developed issue papers to describe local resources and identify
opportunities and challenges increase the development of various supplies within the service area.

Improved synergy amongst the groundwater, stormwater, and recycled water agencies can

• Enhance basin yield;

• Reduce imported water demands; and

• Normalize water blending targets for use in recycled water spreading throughout the region.

The concept of synergy is reflected in the state's new Recycled Water Policy, adopted in February 2009 by
the SWRCB2

• Among other things, the Recycled Water Policy sets targeted mandates for increased u e of
recycled water and stormwater and requires salt/nutrient management plans for all groundwater basins.
The SWRCB intend for stormwater to become a significant recharge component within the salt/nutrient
management plans. Moreover, the Recycled Water Policy "strongly encourages" all water purveyors to
provide financial incentives for water recycling and stormwater recharge and reuse projects. The SWRCB
encourages the Regional Water Quality Control Boards to require less stringent monitoring and regulatory
requirements for stormwater treatment and use projects than for projects involving untreated stormwater
discharges.

Synergy Workshop participants identified opportunities to work together to optimize the use of
groundwater, recycled water, and stormwater in the Metropolitan service area. These include legislative
and regulatory issues, education and public support and funding cooperation. Each of these issues is
discussed below.

Synergy Workshop Discussion

Legislative & Regulatory Coordination
Blend ratio rules require that recycled water be matched with a specified proportion of non-wastewater
supplies when it is used for groundwater replenishment or seawater barrier injection. Stormwater can be
mixed with recycled water to meet blending requirements. Stormwater recharge can reduce imported water
demands in certain groundwater basins by increasing the amount of allowable extraction. Stormwater
recharge can help achieve water blending targets for use in recycled water spreading. Recharging with
stormwater is consistent with the SWRCB's policies, which established sustainability as a core value for
SWRCB programs3 and requires sustainable water resources management.

The workshops participants emphasized the importance oflocal control and autonomy for efficient recycled
water, stormwater, and conjunctive groundwater use. However, state laws and mandates can constrict the
ability of local agencies to innovate projects to integrate and optimize their use of local water supplies. The
group discussed the importance of a unified approach to dealing with regulatory agencies and working
with the legislature before regulations are implemented.

Education & Public Support
Public acceptance is one of the largest hurdles to overcome in proposing increases in stormwater and
recycled water for recharge. Ongoing drought conditions, public outreach, and ongOing success of local
projects have helped to gradually increase the general public's awareness and acceptance of recycled water
and stormwater as supply sources for indirect potable reuse. However, the group emphasized that the
public message among the various interests is inconsistent and should be better coordinated to prOVide
maximum benefit.

Funding Cooperation
One of the key issues in implementing stormwater and recycled water projects is funding. For stormwater

2. Recycled Water PoliCY, SWRCB. Adopted February 3,2009. Available at: http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/wateUssues/programs/water_recyciing_
policy/
3. SWRCB Resolution No. 2005·06
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and recycled water projects, project scale is an important aspect- whether to invest limited resources into
large regional projects or smaller distributive projects. Distributed projects, which can be very expensive
to implement, yet playa role in demand reduction, may have little contribution to groundwater infiltration.
Multi-agency funding partners are likely required to implement such a program. Synergy Workshop
participants suggest no-one-size-fits-all and that project sizes need to be diversified and coordinated
as a region. In addition, state mandates that are unfunded place considerable financial pressures on
implementing agencies

For water supply agencies such as Metropolitan, the yield of projects is an important aspect of determining
the economic viability of funding enhanced stormwater recharge, which is difficult to quantify. The
production yield is complicated and varies greatly. Not all areas within the Metropolitan service area are
conducive to groundwater recharge, and the areas that do have a productive groundwater resource have
varying basin characteristics. Moreover, an increase in groundwater basin storage does not necessarily
result in an equal increase in potential production yield. More than 90 percent of the groundwater
resources within the Metropolitan service area are adjudicated or formally managed pursuant to statute or
adopted groundwater management plans. Within adjudicated or formally managed basins, the legal rights
to extract groundwater are often defined by the determined safe yield, which is calculated differently for
each basin. Water right questions must be addressed on a site-by-site basis when stormwater is captured in
the upper part of watersheds, since stormwater capture diverts runoff that would have otherwise flowed to
downstream users. Stormwater capture also complicates the accounting of storage credits.

Recommendations
1. Metropolitan should take a leadership role in coordinating with its regional partners to effectively

lobby the state legislature to develop improved policies regarding the treatment and use of recycled
water and stormwater. Ensure that legislators are educated on issues before they pass additional rules
and requirements. Ensure that new legislation come with funding to help local agencies implement
new requirements.

2. Metropolitan should take a leader hip role in coordinating with it regional partners to improve public
outreach, education, and support for enhanced stormwater and recycled water use. Metropolitan and
other water agencies, flood control agencies, public health agencies, and other partners should work
together to develop a clear and consistent message to the public regarding the safety of drinking water
and how water supply systems are integrated (recycled water, groundwater, and stormwater).

3. Metropolitan should seek funding partners for stormwater and recycled water projects. Metropolitan
should also consider a business model to develop incentives related to use of stormwater.
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A.14
Overview of Metropolitan's
Bay-Delta Levees Emergency
Preparedness & Response Plan
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• Board of Directors
Water Planning and Stewardship Committee

April 10, 2007 Board Meeting

Subject

API rove Deha Levees Emergency Preparedness and Respon e Plan

Summary

BOARD
ACTION

8-17

Recent levee failures resuhing from Hurricane Katrina have increased the awareness of the risk of catastrophic
failure of California's Sacramento- an Joaquin Delta (Delta) levee syslent leading to II,e potenlialloss ofthe
Delta as a drinking water upply for major populalion centers in the an Francisco Bay area and Southern
California. The Department of Water Re ource (DWR) has teslified Ihat a Delta levee sy tem failure might not
fully recover from a hypothetical 6.5 Richter scale earthquake near II,e western Della. This is a relalively remote,
bUI high consequence event, leading simultaneously to 50 levee breaches and the flooding of20 Delta islands.
The range of risks will ultimately be an output of the Delta Risk Managemenl Strategy. In February 2006, the
Board directed and slaff has responded wilh a Delta emergency preparedness and respon e plan to avert Ihe
catastrophic 10 s of Delta water supplies resulting from this Iype of evere emergency. This plan minimizes water
supply impacls with the most cost-effective mean of prevention and response (Attachment I).

Both pre-event and post-event strategies de cribed below, require the dilution of saltwater trapped in Delta i lands
by diverting additional acramento River flows to re-establish a freshwaler pool in Ihe central Deha.

Pre-event trategy

A pre-event strategy would involve advance con truction of levee and river flow barriers 10 block sail water from
enlering Ihe south Delta in a major emergency, while isolaling saltwaler in Ihe central Della where il can be
flushed eaward by the freshwater pool. A pre-evenl approach could be developed in about three years at cost
from $330 million to $485 million, allowing exports to be resumed arOUlld two months after the emergelley
evenl.

Post-event trategy

The preferred post-event strategy allows saltwater to enter the enlire Delta followed by the creation of an
emergellcy fre hwater pathway through exi ting chanllels from the celllral Delta to the export pumps. Feasibility
COSI estimates for this trategy are about $50 million to pre-po ilioll malerials and equipment in advance of all
emergellcy, so that pathway developmem can be substantially uncollstrained by other emergency work in the
Delta. 0 ts could increase to a total of approxi malely $200 million, ifand when all emergency takes place and
depending on the scale of the actual emergency evelll. By cOllsiderillg a variety of respOllse priorities, il was
concluded thai water exports could be operational and renSOllnbly fUIlclional in aboul six mOllth under Ihis
stralegy. Although somewhat longer than the pre-evellt strategies, it is still considered all acceplable time frame.
The time 10 resume export is highly sen itive to levee breach lenglhs, which infiuence levee repair times and
re p n e prioritie . For smaller breaches, critical life and property needs may be able 10 proceed ahead of the
emergellcy freshwater pathway development, while still developing Ihe pathway in the above lime frame. For
much larger and less likely breaches, the pathway would have to be developed in parallel with other emergency
response needs in the Delta to be operational in the six-month period, and wou Id be critically dependent on the
availabiliry and use ofstnckpiled materials. It should be nOled thaI this plan respOllds to all extreme emergellcy,
bUI can be adapted in scale to smaller events.

DWR is working with Metropolitan and the tate Water Contractors (SWC) to integrate these waler supply
protections into an interim report to the Emergency Opera/iolls Plan for the Delta over the next two mOllths. This
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willmore fully define the pre-po itioning of tockpile , improved emergency contracting capabilitie and
response mechanisms for a severe levee failure emergency. These plans do not constitute a reliable long-term
water conveyance strategy in the Delta which will be developed through the comprehensive planning of the Delta
Vision Process and the Bay-Delta Conservation Plan.

Proposition IE and 84 both contain funds which could be used for the purposes outlined in this board leuer.
Some costs may not be covered by Propositions I and 84 funds and may be allTibuted to the tate Water Project.
In that event, Metropolitan would be responsible for its share of those co ts.

Policy

By Minute Item 46564, dated February 14,2006 the Board directed staff to work witlltlle state and other
stakeholder to develop an integrated plan for emergency preparedness and response to levee failures in the Delta.

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)

EQA determination for Options # I and #2:

The propo ed action is exempt from CEQA and the tate CEQA Guidelines, becau e it i a project involving only
feasibility or planning studies for possible future actions that have not been approved, adopted, or funded
( CClion 15262 of thc tatc EQA uidclinc). In addition, thc propo cd action i not dcfincd a a projcct undcr
CEQA because it involves continuing administrative activities, such as general policy and procedure making
(Section 15378(b)(2) of the tate CEQA Guidelines). Future activitie and project that are developed from the
feasibility and planning studies and that are subject to EQA, applicable EQA review, evaluation, and
documentation will be proce sed by DWR, a lead agency, prior to DWR taking future di cretionary action.

The C QA determination is: Determine that the proposed action is exempt from C QA pursuant to
eClions 15262 and 1537 (b)(2) of the tate 'QA Guidelines.

C QA determination for Option #3:

None required

Board Options

Option #1
Post-event strategy of creatin!!" an emergency freshwater pathway to export pumps

Adopt the EQA determination and direct sta ff to work with the SWC, DWR, and state and other
stakeholders to develop a plan to implement this option substantially within the estimated tim and co t
described herein.
Fiscal Impact: Strategically directed actions will result in total expenditures of around 200 million
substantially through state and federal emergency funding provisions after the emergency event has taken
place. Within thi total, around 50 million would be incurred for the pre-positioning of material and
equipment in preparation for the emergency potentially funded through tate bond (Proposition IE or 84) and
cost-Sharing from beneficiaries, including the State Water Contractors, as bond funds are appropriated.
Business Analysis: Over half of Califomia' 1.6 trillion economy is dependent to some degree upon water
supplies from the acramento- an Joaquin Delta. In the event ofa major earthquake in or near the Delta,
these supplie could be interrupted for up to three year posing a signi ficant and unacceptable ri k to the
California busines economy. Thi option would provide neces ary water supply protections to avert this
cala trophe.
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Option #2
Pre-event strategy ofadvanc·e construction ofsaltwater intrusion barrier at Empire Cut

Adopt the CEQA detennination and direct taffto work with the we, DWR and tate and other takeholders
to develop a plan to implem ntthis option sub tantially within the estimated time and costs described herein.
Fiscal Impact: trategically directed action will result in expenditures of from 330 million to $485 million
potentially funded through state bonds (Proposition I or 84) and cost-sharing from beneficiaries, including
the State Water Contractor, a bond fund are appropriated.
Business nalysis: Option #2 pre ent a similar bu ine case need to that described in Option #1.
Option #2 would provide necessary water supply protections to avert the predicted catastrophe.

Option #3
Take no action.
Fiscal Impact: Unknown until disaster occurs
Business Analysis: Becau e no water upply prot ction would be implemented under Option #3, alifomia
water interests would not avert the predicted catastrophe, resulting in major water and economic impacts to
Metropolitan' ervice area.

Staff Recommendation

Option #\

Ste;)enN.Arakawa
Manager, Water Resource Management

Attachment 1 - Delta Levees Emergency Preparedness and Response Planning

BLA #5350

4/312007
Date

4/3/2007
Date
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Delta Levees Emergency Preparedness
and Re ponse Planning

Attachment I, Page 1 of 3

111e ew Orleans levee failures resulting from Hurricane Katrina have increased the awareness of a potential
catastrophic failure of alifornia's acramento- an Joaquin Delta levee system, as well a the adequacy of
governmenial respon e. Delta island were created in lhe late 1800s through draining and reclamation of land for
agricullure. These i land have ubsided up to 30 feel through farnling and oxidation of peat oils. A ystem of
more than I, I00 mile of levees protects the e i lands; and major utilities, highways, and railroads interlace the
region. Levee that provide for the conveyance of fre hwater to state and federal export pumps traverse portions
of the interior Delta where sub idence is most pronounced, Levee disruption by earthquake or severe flooding
could resull in multiple levee failures acros the Della potentially leading to the significant loss of the Delta as a
drinking water supply for major population centers in the San Francisco Bay area and Southern California. This
type of disruption to the late's water d livery ySlem would have serious consequences to Metropolilan and it
member agencies, since on average the State Water Projecl (SWP) currently provides more than half of the
import'ed supplies available to M tropolitan. In addition seriou water quality concerns have resulled from Delta
levee failures, including elevated levels of tOlal dissolved solids (TD ) total organic carbon (TOC) and invasive
algae species.

Before a joint session of the state Legi lature on October 31,2005, Department of Water Resources
Director Le ter now te tified that the Delta levee ystem might experience ustained damage and not fully
recover from a hypothetical 6.5 Richter cale earthquake along faulting near the western Della. Thi is a
relatively remote, but high consequence event, simultaneously leading to 50 levee breaches and the flooding of
20 Delta islands. After one year of emergency repair efforts, the Department of Water Resources (DWR)
estimates a portion of the damaged islands could be repaired, but because of the complicating efTects of additional
levee ero ion and the compromi ed inlegrity of remaining Delta levee, further recovery may be abandoned. The
full range of risks will ultimately be an output of the Delta Ri k Management Strategy (DRMS),

Given DWR's testimony and the significant ri k to Della export water quality and supply, on Febmary 14,2006,
the Metropolitan Board directed tafT to work wilh the State Water Contractors (SWC) and DWR to prepare an
emergency preparednes and re pon e plan to avert the predicted catastrophic con equences of levees' failure. A
report providing detailed analyses of emergency preparedness and response strategies has now been completed
and i available upon reque L

Guiding Principles. In preparing and evaluating the stTalegies, specific guiding principle were idelllified and
applied, as follows:

I. Minimize water upply impacts with the most cost-effective means ofprevelllion and response.
2. Resume water exports in a timely manner (less than nine months).
3. lmplemelll within a rea onable time frame (Ie than three years).
4. Be durable under a full range of hydrologic or seismic condition.
5. Minimize re ervoir rei ases a a means ofrepul ing salinity intrusion.
6. Apply reasonable response priorities benefiting life and property,
7. Con ider flexible and su tainable olution , including pre- and po t-di aster mea me .

Timing of Strategies. Emergency preparedne s and response planning have considered strategies that can be
employed either before or after the emergency ha taken place (pre-event and post-event trategie), Pre-event
strategies would rely on emergency measures that are fully developed and operational prior to the emergency.
Po t-event strategie would be employed after the emergency has occurred, although material and equipment
may be pre-positioned in advance of the emergency. Actual plans could include elements ofhoth strategies.

EmeJ-gency PrepaJ-edncss and Response Concepts. An interagency emergency preparedness team, consisting
of consulling firms and Metropolitan laff, has developed plans that are-cost effective, optimize both pre- and
posl-evelll actions, prioritize responses, minimize the need for reservoir releases, and can be implemented in the
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near tenn. The team ha included an exceptionally quali fled group of local and international design and
construction firnls.

Three emergency preparedne and respon e strategie considered under pre-event or po t-event time frame
would help av rt the catastrophic consequences of a severe Delta levee collapse. First, saltwater trapped in Delta
island waters after a levee failure can be diluted by diverting additional water through the Delta Cross Channel
(DCC) and Georgiana lough to re-establish a freshwater pool in the central Delta. This freshwater pool
effectively help flush altwater seaward. Second, river flow and levee barriers can be deployed to quickly block
the landward migration of altwater from entering the south Delta during a evere levee collapse, which i
otherwise difficult to evacuate. Finally, closing the adjoining channels to Middle River and Victoria Canal can
create a pathway from tbe freshwater pool in the central Delta to export pumps, ifsaline waters do invade south
Delta i land.

Results of Analvses. Analyses were performed using the services of the interdisciplinary team with specialized
analytical tool, in luding the advanced Resource Management A ociate (RMA) hydrodynamic model and
DRM Emergency Respon e and Repair (ER&R) simulation model. Thi analytical approach provided the
ability to predict salinity intrusion and the adequacy of proposed emergency preparedne s and response strategies
providing effective means of emergency water supply protection.

Additional Freshwater Diversions to the Cenlral Delta. The need Lo dilute saltwater in the central Delta islands
following a major levee collapse is COmmon to any of the alternatives evaluated. Block.ing both Sutter and
Steamboat loughs does this by maintaining more flow in the acramento River, forcing greater diversions
through the DCC and Georgiana lough toward the central Delta. The buildup ofa fre hwater pool in the central
Delta ha the effect of forcing altwater eaward toward Sui un Bay.

Salinty Barriers. Of the pre-evelll strategie developed to blo k saltwater from entering the south Delta, the most
effective wa a combined levee and river flow barrier outh of Empire Cut in the central Delta. While blocking
alinity at this location, it al 0 i olatc altwatcr in thc ccntral Dclta, whcre it can b flushcd caward by

freshwater flow entering the Delta through the D C and Georgiana Slough. Combined river flow and levee
barrier concept at this location were e timated to co t from $330 million to $485 million and could be deployed
in about three years. With these measure in place, water exports could be resumed in about two months after the
emergency event.

Emergency Freshwater Pathway. A post-event trategy wa evaluated by isolating an emergency freshwater
pall1\vay from the central Delta along Middle River and Victoria Canal to the export pump. The ER&R model
provided estimates of the time and cost of repairing combined Delta-wide levee beache , levee lumping, and
wind erosion, along with freshwater pathway restoration. By considering a variety of response priorities and
pre-positioning of materials and equipment, it was concluded that water exports could be operational and
reasonably functional in about six month under thi strategy. Allhough somewhat longer than the pre-event
strategies, it is still considered an acceptable tittle frame. The time to resume exports is highly sensitive to levee
breach length, which influence levee repair time and r spon e priorities. For smaller breaches of several
hundred feet, critical life and property needs may be able to proceed ahead of the emergency freshwater pathway
development, while still developing the pathway in the above time frame. For much larger and Ie s likely
breaches of several thousand feet, the pathway would have to be developed in parallel with other emergency
response need inlhe Della in order to be operational in the ix-month period, and would be critically dependent
on the availability and u e of tockpiled materials. Feasibility cost estimate for this strategy are about
$50 million to pre-position barge and load-out equipment, and rock, top log and sheet pile stockpiles for channel
and levee breach clo ures in advance of an emergency, so that pathway development can be sub talltially
unconstrained by other emergency work in the Delta. Reasonable mixe of equipment and material stockpile
will be included in tbe DWR Emergency Operations Plan for the Delta. Pre-po itioning activity is estimated to
take approximately a year. Fea ibility level costs could increase to a total of approximately $200 million, ifand
when an emergency takes place and depending on the cale of the actual emergency event. It should be noted that
thi plan respond to an extreme emergency, but can be adapted in cale to mailer events.
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Either the alinity barrier or the emergency freshwater pathway concept will experience at lea tome additional
carriage water requirements to comply with current estuary salinity regulations. Thi would not substantially
influence the selection ofa preferred alternative under current emergency preparedness and response analyse but
may reduce water exports available from the Delta. Carriage water is the added reservoir inflows into the elta to
create a hydraulic barrier to repel ocean salts westward and protect export water quality. These reservoir releases
are above and beyond the Delta inflow that can be exported.

Integration with DWR Emergency Operations Plan. DWR is working with Metropolitan and the State Water
Contractor, to integrate these water upply protection into an interim report to the Emergency Operation Plan
(EOP) for the Delta over the next two months. These efforts will ensure that emergency stockpiles of
construction materials and equipment are deployed to support water export resumption in the even! of severe
levee failure, and that improved emergency contracting capabilities are in place. DWR would administer actual
emergencyactivitie , including emergency reconfiguration of Delta channels to route freshwater upplies to
export pump and minimize effects of ocean salinity intrusion and export water qU!llity degradation in the event of
levee failures. In additi n to water export need, the 'OP is also addressing emergency response for a full range
of affected services in the Delta under differing types and scales of emergencies.

Long-Term Strategies. The e emergency preparedness and response plans do not constitute a long-teml water
conveyance trategy in the Delta. While these plans can effectively protect the economy from supply disruption
for an interim period, they do not address the ignificant fishery, water quality, subsidence, or climate change and
sea level ri e challenge facing the Delta. till to be undertaken i the development ora comprehensive long-tenn
plan for the Delta through the Delta Vision Process and the Bay-Delta Conservation Plan.
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A.IS Overview of Metropolitan's
Emergency Storage

Report
Water Resource Management

• Metropolitan's emergency storage requirement

Summary

This report is being ubmitted in re pon e to a reque t by the Board of Directors for clarification of tile
methodology and components of Metropolitan's emergency storage requirement calculation. The primary
purpose of the emergencY'lorage requirement is 10 e 'Iimate a tjuanlily of storage Lo re 'erve for emergency
purposes. The table below show the estimated emergency storage requirement by reservoir for 20 IO.

Reservoir 20 I0 Forec.'\st
Pyramid Lake 158,300
Castaic Lake 139,500
Elderberrv Forebav 31 100
Lake Perris 5400
Lake Mathews 78,500
Lake Skinner 33,800
Diamond Valley Lake 179,800
Total Emer2ency Stora2e ReQuirement 626,400

Detailed Report

Overview

The calculation methodology for Metropolitan's emergency storage requirement is based on the potential for
major earthquake damage to the Colorado River, Cali fornia, and Los Angeles Aqueducts that could isolate
Southern California from its essential imported water supplies. The adopted criteria assume that damage from
uch a ata trophic event could render the aqueducts that tran port imported water supplie to outhern California

out of service for six months. Metropolitan's objective is to provide emergency storage that will allow for reserve
supplies to be available within the service area. The emergency storage would supplement local supplies to help
avoid severe water shortages during period. when aqueduct. are out of service.

Metropolitan's planning criteria is to provide a ix-month water supply at 751lercent of member agencies' retail
demand under normal hydrologic conditions. Metropolitan's emergency plan outlines that under catastrophic loss
of water upply the following action will be implemented:

I. anyexi ting interruptible water deliveries would be uspended,

2. firnl upplie to member agencie would be restricted by a mandatory cutback of25 perc.ent from
nomal year retail demand levels,

3. water stored in the surface reservoirs and groundwater basi ns under MCU'opolitan's interruptible
program would be made availablc,

4. full local groundwater production, recycled water, and local surface emergency storage reserve
production would be sustained, and

5. Metropolitan would draw on it emergency torage a well as other available wrage.

Date of Report: 5/1 1/20 I0
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Background

Metropolitan' em rgency storage planning criteria wa established and reported in the following document:

I. Final nvi.ronmental Impact Report for the Eastside Reservoir (now named the Diamond Valley Lake)
dated October 1991, which was adopted by the Board on eptember 24 1991;

2. outhern California' 1996 Integrated Water Resources Plan, which was adopted by the Board on
January 9, 1996;

3. Reports on Metropolitall Water Supplies dated Febmary 2002 and March 2003;

4. The Regional rban Water Management Plan dated November 2005, which wa adopted by the Board
on ovember 7, 2007; and

5. 2006 IRPlmplementation Plan, whicb was presented to the Board on September 11,2006 and
tran mitted on October 9, 2006.

Emergency torage Requirement Calculation

Demand Projection

The first step in calculating the emergency storage requirement is to determine the total amount of emergency
demand for each member agency given the criteria set forth by the Board in the Diamond Valley Lake EIR
(1991). The emergency torage requirem nt i intended to meet ix month of demand given the suspension of
all interruptible deliverie . Table I below how the firnl demand remaining after interruptible deliverie are
discontinued. The demands in Table I were calculated at the Member Agency level, the figures shown in this
table represent the aggregate total including agricultural, replenishment and seawater barrier demands. The retail
demands are currently based on forecasts from the outhern alifornia Association of Government's 2007
Regional Transportation Plan and from the an Diego ounty Association of Government erie II forecast.

Tllble 1
Firm Retail Demands

(Acre-Feet)

Demands for Six-Months 2010
Total Retail Demand 2,284,744
Replenishment Interruption (95,651)
Seawater Barrier Interruotion (31,127)

Firm Retail Demand 2,157,966

Retail Level Emergency Demands

The next tep in calculating the emergency torage demand is to ubtract the mandatory 25 percent reduction in
water u e from normal.year retail demand. The emergency torage requirement al 0 a ume a 100 percent
reduction in deliveries to IAWP demands. Table 2 below shows the retail level emergency demands after
mandatory demand reductions are implemented. The demands in Table 2 were calculated at the Member Agency
level, the figures hown in this table represent the aggregat total.

Date of Report: 5/11/2010
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Table 2
Retail Level Emcrgency Demands

(Acre-Feet)

Dcmands for Six-Months 2010

Finn Retail Demand 2,157,966
25 percent Mandatory Reduction (539,492)
100 percent IA WP Reduction (37,046)

Retail Level Emerj!ency Demand t,581,429

Local Supplie

The next step in the emergency storage calculation is to determine the amount of local supplies available to meet
demands at the member agency level. According to the criteria set forth by the board, the calculation as lunes full
local supply production and full use of local emergency storage. Los Angeles Aqueduct production is excluded
from this calculation becau e the emergency storage requirement also assumes the loss of all imported water
upplie . Th sum of an ag ncy' locally produced supplies and local emergency torage represents the total

amount of local supplies available to them. Table 3 shows the aggregate level calculation of local supplies, when
hown at the aggregate levelunu able local upplie must be subtracted from the total to get the amount of local

supplies thal are available in an emergency. Unu able local supplies repre ent production by an individual
member agency above what i needed to meet their demands. This analysis aSSumes that these supplies would not
be used to meet the demands of other member agencies.

Table 3
Local Production and LOClll Emergency Sto,·age

(Acre-Feel)

Local Production for Six-Months 2010

Groundwater 730,720
Surface Water 44,061
Recycling 196,979
Seawater Desalination 981
Los Angeles Aqueduct 0
Other 3363
Local Emergency Storage 18,000
SlIbfofal Local ProdllCfion 994,103
Unused Local Production (39,074)

Available Local Production 955,029

Emergency Demands on Metropolitan

Tile final step in calculating the emergency storage requirement is to subtract the available local production from
the retail level emergency demand for each member agency; the result of this calculation represent the total
emergency demand on Metropolitan. Table 4 how the aggregate calculations for 20 IO.

Table 4
Emergency Demands on Metropolitan

(Acre-Feet)

Emergency Demands Six-Months 2010

Retail Level Emergency Demand 1,581,429
Available Local Supply (955,029)
Metropolitan Emergency Demand 626,400

Date of Report: 5/1112010
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Allocation of Emergency torage in Regional Reservoirs

Once the total demand for emergency storage i determined, the emergency storage requirement can then be
allocated to the various urface re ervoir in and around Metropolitan' ervice area. The total torage capacity of
cxisting DWR and Mctropolitan urfacc rescrvoirs and thc allocation to cmergcney toragc, ca onal/regulatory,
and drought carryover needs are shown in Tables 4 and 5 below. On a sbort-term basis for operational purposes,
torage at any pecific re ervoir may be below the e planning levels. When thi happen, the emergency torage

requirement is shined temporarily to the other existing reservoirs.

Department of Water Re ources Surface Re ervoirs

Table 5 below shows the five major reservoirs owned and operated by DWR in or near Metropolitan's service
area. Ca taic Lake, Elderberry Forebay, and Pyramid Lake are located on the We t Branch of the California
Aqueduct. Silverwood Lake and Lake Perris are on the ast Branch of the California Aqueduct. The total storage
capacity of the five reservoirs is almost 6 0,000 acre-feet, Metropolitan pays for approximately 590,000 acre-feet
of the total storage in the listed reservoirs.

Table 5
AlJocatjon of Storage Capacities in DWR Reservoirs

(Acre-Feet)

Reservoir Total Storage
Dead Storage

Storage Paid by Storage Paid by
Capacity Others Metropolitan

Pyramid Lake 171,200 4,800 8,100 158,300
Castaic Lake 323,700 18,600 11,600 293,500
Elderberry Forebav 32500 200 1,200 31,100
Silverwood Lake 75,000 20,000 18,400 36,600
Lake Perris 74,500 4,100 0 70,400
Total 676,900 47,700 39,300 589,900

In July 2005, DWR announced that because ofseismic safety issues, it would temporarily lower the ma imum
storage elevation in Lake Perris. This elevation change would result in a reduction of storage available to
Metropolitan in Lake Perri from 127,400 acre-feet to about 70,400 acre-feel. For purposes of the emergency
torage analy i provided herein, it is a umed that only 70,400 acre-feet would be available to Metropolitan from

Lake Perri . Furtherrnore, the Monterey Amendment, executed by the Department of Water R sOurces (DWR)
and most of the State Water Contractor in 1995 and 1996, addresses the allocation of SWP water in times of
shortage and deals with a number of other issue that facilitate more water management flexibility for
Contractors.

Oftbe total 590,000 acre-feet of storage in DWR Reservoirs that is for Metropolitan use, 334,000 acre-feet of this
amount is allocated to emergency storage and the remaining 256,000 acre-feet is for seasonal, regulatory, and
drought storage. Table 6 how the distribution of Metropolitan's emergency storage in DWR reservoirs.

ilverwood ake capacity does not add to the lotal Emergency Storage Capacity because of its location oUlside of
major earthquake fault a sumed for the emergency lOrage calculation methodology.

Date of Report: 5/1112010
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Table 6
lIoeation of Emergency Storage in DWR Resel'Voirs

(Acre-Feet)

Reservoir
Metropolitan Seasonal, Regulatory Emergency Storage

Storage Capacity and Drought Storage Capacity

Pvramid Lake 158300 0 158300
Castaic Lake 293,500 154,000 139,500
Elderberry Forebav 31,100 0 31,100
Silverwood Lake 36,600 36,600 0
Lake Perris 70,400 65,000 5,400
Total 589,900 255,600 334,300

Metropolitan Surface Reservoirs

Table 7 below how the allocation of torage re ources in Metropolilan's three major urI'ace re ervoirs,
Lake athews, Lake kinner, and Diamond Valley Lake. The three reservoirs provideju 't over
1,000,000 acre-feet of total useable storage capacity to Metropolitan's service area.

Storage available in Lake Mathews is approximately 178,500 acre-feet; Lake Mathews distributes Colorado River
waler 10 Riverside, Orange Lo Angeles, and an Bernardino counties. Lake kiruler has approximately
43,800 acre-feet ofavailable storage and receives Colorado River and State Project water for distribution to
Riverside and San Diego counties. Diamond Valley ake is Southern California's largest reservoir with
approximalely 810,000 acre-feel of lolal capacity, 798,500 acre-feel of the lolal capacity is available to meet
demands and provide emergency wat r suppli s.

Table 7
Allocation of Storagc Capacitics in Metropolitan Reservoirs

(Acre-Feet)

Reservoir Total torage Capacity Dead Storage Available Capacity

Lake Mathews 182,000 3,500 178,500
Lake Skinner 44,000 200 43,800
Diamond Valley Lake 810,000 11,500 798,500
Total 1,036,000 15,200 1,020,800

Of the roughly 1,000,000 acre-feet of available Metropolitan storage capacity approximately 292,000 acre-feet are
re erved for emergency lorage, the remaining 729,000 acre-feel are used for seasonal, regulatory, and drought
storage. Table 8 shows the distribution of emergency storage in Metropolitan's reservoirs.

Table 8
Allocation of Emcrgcney Storage in ctropolitan Reservoirs

(Acre-Feet)

Reservoir Available Capacity
Seasonal, Regulatory

Emergency Storage
and Drought Storage

Lake Mathews 178,500 100,000 78,500
Lake Skinner 43,800 10,000 33,800
Diamond Valley Lake 798,500 618,700 179,800
Total 1,020,800 728,700 292,100

Date of Report: 5/1112010
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2010 Emergency Storage Requirement

Based on the emergency torage requirement methodology, the emergency requirement in DWR Reservoirs,
Lake Mathew, and Lake Skinner are fixed quanti tie with any remaining need reflected a change in Diamond
Vallcy Lakc's cmcrgcncy torage allocation.

Table 9
Emergency Storage Capacities

(Acre-Feet)
Reservoir 2010

Pyramid Lake 158,300
Castaic Lake 139,500
Elderberry Forebay 31,100
Lake Perris 5400
Lake Mathews 78,500
Lake Skinner 33,800
Diamond Valley Lake 179,800
Total 626,400

Date of Report: 5/1112010
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A.16
Overview of Metropolitan's
Emergency Management
Operating Policy

MW/)
.lft77101'OLfl'AN WATER UlSTRICrOF SOUrHf.RNCALWORN1A

This document describe how Metropolitan organizes and
deploys re 'ource 10 manage emergencies and ensure continui ly
of water y tem operation and critical busines processes.

PERSES 10

AUTHORITY

DEFINITION

I Operating Policies

This document supersede Operating Policy A-06, Business
Re umption Emergency Authority, dated March 17, 1997 and
revised August 16 2006.

The General Manager (GM) delegates the authority to manage
the Emergency Management Program to the Assistant General
Manager/Chief Operating Officer (COO) including the IT
Oi aster Recovery Program.

The GM delegate the authority to manage the Busine
Continuity Program to the hief Financial Officer (CFO).

Busine's Impact Analysis (BlA) - an analysi thaI identiHes
critical bu inc function and the impact of their 10 .

Busincss Recovery Site - a location, other than the regular
place of work, where critical business functions can be
recovered and administered.

Business Continuity Program (BC Program) - activities
de igned to en ure the availability of critical busines functions
through personnel training recovery plan development, testing,
and maintenance.

Disaster or Emergency - an event that disrupts or threatens to
disrupt the ability to provide service to the member agencies or
results in the loss ofcritical business functions.

Disaster Recovery Facility (DRF) - an alternate dala center
where IT infrastructure, data, and applications are maintained to
support the recovery of critical bllsiness functions.

Emergency Management Program (EM Program)-the
combination of facilities, equipment, personnel, planning,
procedure, training, exercises, and communications that, taken
together, result in effective mitigation, preparation, and response
to an emergency.

Emcrgency Rcsponse - activities designed to address the
immediate and short-term effects of all emergency.

Page 1 ot6 I
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DEFI ITIO S (cont)

POLICIES

I Operatjng Policies

Emergency Operations Center (EOC) - the location from
which the ERO operates.

Emergency Response Organization (ERO) - organizational
structure based on the Standardized Emergency Management
Sy tem ( M) that defines reporting instruction and
responsibilities for specific individuals and their backups.

Incident Command Center (ICC) I Incident Command Post
(lCP) - a location from which emergency re pon e or bu ine
continuityactivitie are coordinated.

IT Disaster Recovery Program - activitie designed to en ure
that Information Technology infrastructure, critical business
systems, and data are recovered to support critical business
functions.

Risk Assessments - engineering, planning, and vulnerability
assessments or studies that identify the range of possible hazards
and threat to infrastructure, facilitie or bu ine y tem that
might impact Metropolitan' ability to provide ervice to the
member agencies.

I. Emergency Management and BC Program efforts will
comply with applicable regulation and law.

2. Plans will be regularly maintained including:
• -mergency Re pon e Plan
• Emergel1l:y Response Organization
• Business Continuity Plan
• IT Di aster Recovery Plan

3. An mergency Management ( M) Working Group will meet
regularly to identify ways to improve emergency
management capability and track progress on improvement
effort. The COO and CFO will de ignate the M Working
Group members. The Working Group will report quarterly
to tbe COO and CFO.

4. Emergency management efforts and resources wi II be
coordinated among the Emergency Re ponse Busine s
Continuity, and IT Disaster Recovery personnel.

Page 2 of6 I
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POLICIES (coot)

I Operatjng Policies

5. Plan and procedures will be evaluated through periodic
reviews, exercises, and tests or whenever there is a major
system change or incident response.

6. Ifwarranted by the nature of the incident, the EOC manages
and coordinates all respon e activities handled by the
impacted ICCs/ICPs.

7. All public communication and media communication will be
coordinated and managed by the Public Information Officer
(PIO).

8. Ri k as essments and the BIA will be performed periodically
to identify hazards, the likelihood of their occurrence, and
their potential impacts. Ri 'k as e sment may be security
vulnerability as essment facility failure analyses, or other
planning tudie .

9. Ri k a sessments and the BIA will be used to dev lop and
maintain plans and procedure, modii)' facility design
criteria train employees and procur , maintain, and stock
critical equipment and suppli .

10. Metropolitan forces including personnel material, and
equipment will be maintained to repair two major
simultan ou pipeline failure. In addition, the ability to
rapidly and progres ively mobilize additional resources as
needed will be maintained and documented.

II. Emerg ncy funds, as provided in accordance with the
Emergency Cash Fund Procedures - Custodian's Guide are
maintained at each ICC/lCP. These emergency cash funds
are restricted for emergency use only and are not to be used
under any circumstances, for incidents other than tho e of a
declared emergency.

12. The BC and IT Disaster Recovery Programs will maintain
the IT infrastructure data and Business Recovery Site to
support a minimum of 50 concurrent users of critical
busine s y tem for a minimum of 30 day. The BC
Program will maintain procedures for acquiring alternative
office and meeting space in the event headquarters i
unavailable for a period of greater than 30 days.
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RESPO SLBlLlTlES

I Operalit1g Policies

General Manager:
• Deelar mergencies for purposes of clarification of

tatu or to expedite formal access to mutual aid, federal
r imbur ement, or other assistance.

ssistant General Manager/COO:
• In the absence ofthe GM, declare emergencies.
• Oversee the EM Program.
• Delcgatc responsibility for dcveloping and maintaining

risk assessment RO, 'mergeney Response Plan, and
other activities as ociated with the EM Program.

• Delegate responsibility for public information / media
liaison.

Assistant General Manager/CFO:
• Provide management oversight guidance and support to

the B Program and BIA.
• Provide and maintain the provisions and procedures for

use and control of emergency funds.

Corporate Resources Group anager:
• Provide management oversight, guidance, and SUppOlt to

the IT Disaster RecovelY Program in upport of the
Business ontinuityand Em rgency R sponse Plan .

Water System Operations Group Manager:
• Serve a the cDC Director and a sume command of the

overall emergency management effort following a major
emergency.

• Mobilize and direct resource to re pond to incident per
the Emergency Response Plan.

• Provide management oversight guidance, and support to
the EM Program and to emergency management staff and
functions.

• erve as chair of the EM Working Group.
• Through assigned managers, manage and maintain

I C/ICP facilities re ources, and readiness.
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RESPO SI BlLlTlES
(cont)

I Operalit1g Policies

Security Manager:
• Maintain 24-hour coverage for notification of and

response to unusual events, security breaches, and other
incidents.

Sy tem Operations Unit anager:
• Manage and maintain Metropolitan s EOC.
• Develop and maintain the Emergency Response Plan.
• Maintain Metropolitan's ERO at a state of readiness.
• erve as primary point of contact for planning with

external partie (e.g. fire, police agencies etc.)
• Develop, conduct, and document emergency re ponse

reviews, tests, and exerci e .

Business Continuity Program Manager:
• Oversee the development, testing implementation and

maintenance of the Bu ines Continuity Plan.
• Develop, conduct, and document periodic bu iness

recovery reviews, tests and exercises.
• oordinate with managers r ponsible for critical

bu in s functions to facilitate th development,
maintenance, and testing of business recovery plan and
procedures.

• Manage and maintain Metropolitan' Bu ine
Continuity ICP.

Information Technology Disaster Recovery Coordinator:
• Develop and maintain Metropolitan's IT Disaster

Recovery Plan to ensure the timely recovery of critical
IT infra tructure data and applications to support the
recovelY of critical busines function .

• Conduct periodic reviews, test, and exercises.

anagers:
• Develop and maintain emergency response and bu ine s

recovelY plans for their respective critical busines
functions with the coordination and support of the
Emergency Management and the Business ontinuity
Program staff.

All employees:
• Give top priority to life and safety is ues ( ee related

Operating Policy A-07).
• Support Emergency Management and Business

Continuity Program efforts and stay informed of
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OPERAT G POLICIES
Tl1'I'x Rt:VISION UAn:

4/10/08

RESPO SlBfLlTIES
(cont)

REFERE CES

APPROVAL

emergency procedure and contact information.
• follow instructions that are disseminated through

emergency communication protocols and stand ready to
assist as directed.

• Recognize that emergency duties take precedence over
normal working duties. mployees who have been pre
as igned to emergency response or business continuity
re pon ibilities are to take on tho e dutie as their
primary job following the incident.

• Check the Employee R porting Line (800-682-0742) if it
is not possible to reach their supervisor. If directed to
work from home or another location during the incident,
employees are to remain available during their hitl.

• Operating Policy A-07 Authority to Evacuate
Metropolitan Facilities

• ational Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 1600
Standard

• ationallncident Management ystem (NIMS) tandard
• California Standardized Emergency Management System

(SEMS) Standard
• Emergency Re pon e Organization Memo
• Emergency Response Plan
• Business Continuity Plan
• IT Di a tel' Recovery Plan

Em rgency ea h Fund Procedures -

Original signed Jeffrey J<jghtlinger 4/l6/08

I Operatjng Policies

Jeffrey Kightlinger, General Manager Date
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